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This study investigates attitudes toward working with older
clients held by service providers in an urban social service system.
Four samples were involved:
n

= 22;

three of providers (Interview panel,

Pretest Sample, n = 89; and Survey Sample, n

= 428)

and one of

= 52

providers,

providers and their older clients (Encounter Sample, n
147 clients).

The first three samples included 13 provider types:

pita1 doctors: nurses, and nurses aides; in-home nurses and aides;

hos-
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nursing home nurses and aides; mental health practitioners; and income,
nutrition, transportation, housing, and interaction personnel.
Encounter Sample included:
personnel.

The

in-home nurses and aides, and interaction

All samples came from the Portland (oregon) SMSA.

Data

were collected during May 1977 to August 1978.
Results are of three types:

an analytical model, a set of mea-

surement sCi3.1es, and research findings.
The model consists of elements from the general

1ite~~ture

on

attitudes which are made specific to the study of providers' attitudes
toward working with older clients.

Its aim is to promote comprehensive-

ness and comparability of research in this area, and to suggest research
questions.
Two kinds of scales were developed:

"general attitude" scales

(measuring providers' attitudes toward working with older clients in
the abstract) and "specific attitude" scales (measuring providers'
attitudes toward individual older clients).

For general attitudes, 10

scales operationa1ize cognitions of older clients, 9 scales operationa1ize cognitions of the job situation, 3 scales operationa1ize affect
toward older clients, 1 scale operationa1izes affect toward the job
globally, and 1 scale operationa1izes behavioral predispositions toward
older clients.

For specific attitudes, four scales operationalize

cognitions of older clients.

The scales' internal consistency relia-

bility coefficients range from .50 to .89.
The findings address six research questions, focusing on

attit~de

valence, attitude uniformity across provider type, and the relationships
between:

cognition, affect, and behavioral predisposition; attitudes

3

toward older clients versus the job situation; attitudes and choices
of clients; and antecedents (e.g., providers' age) and attitudes.
findings included:

Major

on the average, providers reported moderate posi-

tiveness toward both older clients and the job situation; and, across
types, providers reported attitudes that were non-uniform in valence.
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CHAPl'ER I

SERVICE DEPENDENCY OF OWER AMERICANS

Older people in the United States, as an age category or stratum,
suffer from a nunber of hardships which limit their indeperx3ence (see,
for example, the problen areas addressed by the 1971 White Hoose
Cooference on Aging). Three basic problans which beset older people can
be seen to underlie the nlJIlerous problan areas identified by the 1971
White Hoose Cooference on Aging. Tl'ese three basic problans are: poor
health, poverty, and social isolation.
The three basic problans, which interact with

~ach

other as well

as spin off new problens, arise from the dual influences of the aging
processes and the urbanized nature of AIrerican society (as will be
described below). They result in a terx3ency for many older Anericans to
become dependent on social (or "hunan") services. As a consequence, the
quality of life of these service-deperx3ent older people is tightly
connected to the quality of service provided by the local social

servi~

system which exists where the older individual lives. It is this

connection between quality of life

am quality of

servi~

which pranpts

the undertaking of the cur:ent study.
To make clear the magnitude of the three basic problens urXIerlying
the service dependency of older Anericans, each will be briefly
reviewed. Prior to that discussion, mwever, two additional factors
should be pointed out. One, the older population is heterogeneoos

(Barty

2
&

Wingrove, 1!1l7; Harris, 1!1l8; Riley

&

Faler, 1968). Two, the older

p>pulation p>ssesses distinct cohort characteristics (Cain, 1964,

1967~

Riley, 1!1l6). In other words, today's older people vary widely in their
degree of IOor health, IOverty, and social isolation, with sane
imividuals suffering greatly while others are well off. ArXi, they vaI}'
from past generations and probably will vary fram future generations of
older people because of on-going changes in the societal context. Thus,
the two factors of heterogeneity and cohort distinctiveness pose

exceptions to any generalizations made in this chapter.
Unless otherwise specified, data discussed in this chapter corne
from Harris (1!1l8).
'lHREE BASIC PROBLEMS OF CLDER
~

AMERICM~5

Health

A major problen of old age is poor health, both physical and
mantal. Chronic physical coooitions (e.g., arthritis, hypertenSion,
heart condition), as comp!red with acute corrlitions (e.g., respiratory
illness), are especially troublesane for older people. Of persons aged
65 or older, 86% have one or m:>re chronic corrlitions. Included aIOOng
these are sensory def icits in hearing and vision, which respectively
affect 29& and 20% of persons aged 65 or older. By comp!rison, the
respective sensory deficit rates for persons aged 17 to 44 years of age
are 4% and 3%. Often, older people are afflicted with not just one but
multiple chronic physical coooitions. In addition, fram 13% to 15% of
older persons suffer fram nental health problens serious enOl19h to
require imnediate nental health servioes, and over twice that many "live

3

in conditions comucive to the developtent of nental illness" (Harris,

1978, p. 143), i.e., illness, p>verty, and social isolation.
Because of chronic

comitions~

!'l% of

~rsons

aged 65 or older are

mable to carryon any major. activity (e.g., housekeeping or work),
another 22% are limited in the aIOOunt or kini of major activity in which
they can engage, and an additional 7% are limited in minor activities.
By contrast, these rates of restriction of activity are 3%, 7%, and 4%,

respectively, for persons of all ages.
With respect to IOObility limitations, 6% of

~rsons

aged 65 or

older have trouble getting aroun::J alone, 7% need help in getting arouoo,
and 5% are confired to their hJmes. Thus, a total of approximately 18%
of the non-institutionalized elderly experience same limitations in
mobility. By contrast, ally 1% of the 17 to 44 rear olds and 5% of the
45 to 64 year olds experience IOObility limitations.
Of

~rsons

over 65 years old, approximately 5% are

institutionalized (i.e., live in lOD:3-term care facilities). Tl'e
correSp>nding institutionalization rate for the total population is
considerably lower <i.e., 1%). Looked at fran a longitudinal (rather
than from the usual cross-sectional) point of view, estimates are that
the percentage of Americans who speoo same of their elderly years in
lalg-term care facilities is as high as 23% (Kastemaum
26% (Palmore, 1976), or even 39! (Vicente, Wiley,

&

&

Candy, 1973),

Carrington, 1979).

Poverty
Poverty is a major problan experienced by many older Americans.
Without adequate financial resources, older

~ople

are limited in the

food, housing, and transportation they can afford, in the health care

4

they can utilize, and in the social interactions and activities they can
lDldertake.
As of 1975, 3.3 million Arrericans aged 65 or older had incanes

below the official poverty threshold used by the Bureau of the Census.
That poverty threshold was set at an annual pre-tax irx:ane of
approximately $2572 for an older unrelated individual and $3232 for a
two-person older family (Fowles, 1977). In all, 15% of the United states
population aged 65 or older was below the official poverty level in 1tR5
(in comparison with 12% of the total population). The "near-poor," i.e.,
those with incomes up to 25% above the poverty threshold, constituted
:mother 10% of all olde= persons. Thus, the total of older Arrericans
defined by the Bureau of Census as having inadequate incomes in 1975
amounted to 25%.
In aCkJition to the poverty threshold, another way of neasuring the
incone adequacy of older people is the Bureau of Labor Statistics'
Retired Couple Budgets. Of the three Retired Coople Budgets, even the
lowest would have cost 38% more than the poverty threshold and 11% more
than the near-poor threshold for elderly couples in 1975. However, the

1971 White House Conference on Aging rejected the lowest Retired Couple
Budget as inadequate and accepted instead the middle budget level as a
minimum standard for older couples. In 197 4, over 40% of elderly couples
had incomes below this minimlDll starxlard.
Yet a third way of rneasur ing incane adequacy has been Su:3'gested by
the Ca'lgressional Budget Off ice. This neasuranent systan includes
in-kind benefits (such as food stamp; and housing programs) in addition
to mooey income. Whm the value of in-kind benefits was included as

5

income, the percentage of older persons still classified as poor was

reduced to 4%. With respect to the interests of this study, mwever, it
can be seen that reducing the nunber of older AIrericans below the
J:X)verty level by providing in-kind benefits ooes little to reduce the
service dependency of tb>se older Arrericans.
Ad3ing to the diffiaJlties posed by J:X)verty is the complication
that older Americans wOO suffer fran poverty often also suffer fran poor
health. For example, the elderly p>or have higher rlites of all chronic
physical conditions (except ulcers), have higher rat..es of loss of teeth,
and are more limited in IOObility than is the case for the less-p>or
elderly.
Social

Isolation

A third najor problan of older AIrericans is social isolation.
Factors contributing to the social isolation of older people include:
retirement, poor health, poverty, and the aging of significant others.
RetirempAlt cuts the ex-worker off from the group of oo-workers and/or
clientele with whom he/she used to spend a great part of each week. Poor
health and poverty nake it difficult for an older person to naintain
social contacts with others. And the aging of significant others sets
the stage for an older person's social isolation, for example through
the naturation of children, health limitations on the physical nobility
of aging friends and family members, and the death of members of the
older person's social network (especially death of the spouse).
These socially isolating factors are wide-spread aIOOng older
people. Of nales over 65 years of age, 80% are retired. Poor health and
poverty (depending, of course, at mw they are def:ined) each affects at

6

least 20% of the older population (as described earlier). Tl'E average
age of a wonan when the YClUlgest child marries, leaving the nest empty,
is 47 (Neugarten

&

Moore, 1968). ArXi, 52% of wanen

am

14% of nen over

65 years of age are widowed.
The effects of social isolation exterrl far bey0n3 the iOOividual's
day-to-day loneliness. For example, social isolation of older persons
has been implicated in the developnent of nental illness (e.g., Harris,
1978). Social isolation of older persons has been irrplicated in poor
nutrition (see, for eXCll1ple, Atchley, 1972). It

h~

also been irrplicated

in higher rates of institutionalization; that is, older people who have
no family or frieoos to care for than are roore prone to being
institutionalized <Atchley, 1972). In addition, the social isolation of
older persons is acoomlElied by role attrition (Resow, 1976), with a
resulting lack of normative expectations which may lead to
lD'lstructuredness

am

uncertainty. ArXi, social isolation of older persons

is a powerful barrier to the gathering of information through
interpersonal coITltltmications.
Surrmaty
On the whole, older people in the United States are roore slbject

than are younger people to poor health, poverty, CI'ld social isolation.

These hardshits, however, are not just a ftmction of the aging
processes, but also of the societal CDntext in which an individual ages.
That is, the aging processes are biological processes that will occur
regardless of societal CDntext, but their inq;:act is largely relative to
the societal context.
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s:x:IETAL CCNTEXT OF CIDER AMERICANS
TiE society in which older Arrericans live tcx3ay is an urbanized

society. It is an industrialized, high tecmology, highly III)bile, highly
integrated society where social change occurs at a rapid rate. Even
traditional rural-urban differences in life style and values are
disappearing with the influences of III)dem transportation and
COImUJnication media. This urban societal oontext im};acts on older
Americans in every asJ::ect of their lives, including the three basic
problan areas of poor health, poverty, and social isolation.
~

I1l:ban Cootext aDd

~

Heal th

First, JOOdern medical tecmology, by prolonging longevity even
with poor health, prolongs the existence of poor health. Older
Americans, thanks to IOOdem nedical technology, now can live for many
ye.;:~s

with a disabling health problan which in earlier tines woold have

meant their quick demise. Moreover, acoording to Harris, many of the
health problans of older Anericans can be traced to asJ::ects of the
current urban life style itself, asp:cts such as high stress, p:>or
diets, lade of proper exercise, and exposure to pollution.
In addition, because of the geographical III)bility of job-seeking
family narbers, less health care assistance for older p:ople is now
available from younger family nembers. Thus, older p:ople seeking health
care must increasingly turn to the op:n market for assistance. However,
health care on the op:n market, as it becomes III)re and mre tecmical,
also beoomes more and mre expensive. For exanple, older p:ople in 1975
paid more out-of-pocket for health care than they did in 1$6 (just
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prior to the implenentation of Medicare)-$3!ll versus $237 per capita.
And, this 1 g]5 increase in per capita out-of-pocket expemitures for

health care is in addition to the

~892

per. capita expemitures for

health care for older Anericans piid by the government in 1 g]5 (an
increase from the $133 per capita expemitures of 1$6). Counting all
sources of funding (direct out-of-pocket, government, private health
insurance, and philanthropy or industry),

e~mitures

per capita for

health care for persons aged 65 and over increased fran $445 in 1$6 to
$1360 in 19]5. Because of their relatively deprived financial. status,
many older Americans are hard pressed to afford

ade~Rte

health care,

and sone cannot.
Another aspect of urbanization which acts to prevent older
Americans from obtaining adequate medical attention, and thus to
perpetuate their poor health, is the temency for Irodem organizations
to centralize. That is, medical services tem to centralize in
population centers, and patients are usually expected to travel to the
medical facility for care. Given the limitations in physical rrobility
experienced by many older persons, such travel can be difficult if not
impossible. Ad:1ing to these factors is the complication that, altrough
the American transportation systan is currently based on the private
autoroobile, 39% of houselx>lds headed by a person 65 or older did not own
an automobile in 19]6. This rate of non-ownership is twice to three
times the rate for any other age gIOUp.
Yet another aspect of urbanization which acts to perpetuate poor
health ama'lg older Anericans is the rapid rate of social change. WlBt
medical services are available and lx>w they are to be accessed hcs
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changed drastically over the lifetine of today' solder AIrericans. Tte
change continues at a rapid rate. Yesterday's knowledge fast becanes
obsolete. And, because of factors such as sensory deficits am social
isolation, new knowledge about using nedical care services becomes nore
and more difficul t to acquire for many older Anericans.
In swn, the poor health status of many older Arrericans is
contributed to by the rrodem urban lifestyle, the high tecmology level
of medical care (leading to longevity and prohibitively high costs), the
geographical mobility of yamger joo-seeking family nembers, the
tendency of modern nedical care organizations to oentralize, and the
rapid rate of change in the nedical care enterprise.
DI; Urban Cootext aDd Poverty

Here again, modern medical technology's prolongation of longevity
is a factor. The prolongation of life beyond the work force years
increases the total nunt>er of years over which it is neoessary to
allocate the eamings of the work foroe years. The larger the total
nurrber of years relative to the work foroe years, then the smaller the
per year allocation of eamings there can be in retirenent. Prolonging
the lives of people with health poor enough to prohibit enploynent even
during the normal work force years further aggravates the situation.
Acting to reduce the number of work force years is the factor of
compllsory retirement, which requires a worker to retire at a set age
regardless of whether the person is still

com~tent

to be a worker. In

the mid 1970s, 50% of the work foroe was subject to cornp.llsory
retirement. Only 22% of males and 8% of females aged 65 or older were
still working in 1975. Of older retired persons, mwever, alIIDst 40% did
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not wish to retire, and 31% were interested in returning to work. Until
recently, the trend in retirenent, both oomp.llsory and voluntary, has
been for retirement at earlier and earlier ages, thus further increasing

the mmi:>er of years witl'x>ut earnings. However, recent laws affecting
compulsory retirement ages may change this trend. With retirenent,
income drops to about 50% of the preretirenent level. Needs, l'x>wever,
although less than for yrunger people, do not drop a oorresporxUng 50%.
The acquisition of personal assets during the work force years to

maintain oneself in old age is made difficult by the rapid rate of
change in American society. Because of tecmological changes, nanyof
the work force skills of older Americans became obsolete or relatively
poorly rewarded while they were still working, and older workers often
faced unemployment and discrimination in job seeking. For exanple, the
average duration of unemployment in 1975 for all male workers was 15.3
weeks, whereas for male workers aged 45 to 54 years old it was 18.9
weeks, for male workers aged 55 to 64 years old it was 20.1 weeks, and
for male workers aged 65 and older it was 24.2 weeks. Acx:ording to
Harris (1978, p. 84):
The situation appears to be worsening. Between the first
quarter of 1975 and the first quarter of 1976, the average
duration of lIlemployment increased by 7.6 weeks for males 65
plus compared to an increase of 5.4 weeks for all m:m.

As for discrimination,
The NCOVHarris survey frund that 87 percent of all employers

interviewed agreed with the statenent, ~ employers
discriminate against older persons and make it difficult for
them to find work." (Harris, 1978, p. 90)
Thus, barriers were placed between the older person and the acquiSition
of personal assets for use during the retirenent years. And indeed, a
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1972 Social Security survey fourrl that sane 50% of the elderly received

less than 20% of their incane fran personal assets.
While the growth of the American econamf leaves older persons on
fixed incomes at a relative disadvantage, the growth of the inflation
rate has hurt than even worse. TIE personal assets which older Arrericans
did manage to acquire during their work force years are now drastically
reduced in value. For eXClIlple, between 1970 and 1975, there was an
increase of approximately 40% in the cost of living. TIE pric.::s of fooo,
housing, and medical care (major need areas for older Americans) have
been especially affected by inflation.

In the four-year period fran September 1g}2 to September 1 g}6,
the percentage increases in selected consuner pr ice index itans
were as follows: Food, 45.6 percent; fuel oil, 42.2 percent;
hOUSing, 37.9 perCE!'lt; medical care, 41.2 peroent1 hospital
daily service charges, 47.5 percent. All these itans, which
consume the greatest proportion of the budgets of the elderly,
rose at a faster rate than the overall Calsuner Price IrXlex
(37.6%). (Harris, 1978, p. 64)
In sum, today I solder Anericans wOO suffer fran poverty do so not
just because they have aged but to a large extent because of the
societal context in which they aged. Cmtriruting aspects include:
modern medical technology (and its prolongation of life), OOInIXllsoIy
retirement, the rapid rate of tecmological change, and inflation.
~

Urban Cmtext ml Social Isolation

TWo of the contextual factors contrituting to the social isolation
experienced by many older Americans, retirenent arXI poverty, were
already mentioned in the introduction of social isolation as a basic
problem. With retirerrent, social interactions associated with the job
diminish and perhaps cease. With respect' to poverty, in addition to the
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aged below the

~verty

threshold, rrany RDre lack a level of financial

resources sufficiently in excess of that required for necessaz:y
expenditures to enjoy the luxury of social outings.
Another factor contributing to the social isolation of the elderly
is that people tem no longer to be territorially

stable~

they are no

looger "tied to the land." The geographical IrDbility of the individual
as well as that of family members and friends acts throughout the life
course to separate the individual fran significant others. For example,
of the

~pulation

aged five years and older, 44% moved between 1970 and

1975. The elder ly themselves changed residence dur ing that five-year
period at a rate alrrost half that of the population (2l%). Rather than
aging in a colll1UIl'1ity which is populated by people long-known or related,
then, the older American today tems to live IrDre in a neiglborrocx1 of
newly-net acquaintances or strangers. TIE extemed family has been
reduced to the nuclear family. The neighbormcx1 is no longer a stable
COIm1Ul'l i

ty •

Thus, an elderly person's conummity of significant others is
widely dispersed, thereby requiring travel to reach. But, as mentioned
before, travel is difficult for older persons wOO are limited in their
physical mobility (18%) and for older persons in households which own no
autolOObile (39%). AlXi, even of tOOse who 00 own autanobiles, rrany are
limdted in their driving to daylight murs and optimal road conditions.
Yet another factor of the IrDdem urban context, fear of crine,
acts to constrain the social involvement of older persons. For exanple,
the percentages of elderly victims wOO "never" engaged in certain
activities increased fran before to after a robbez:y as follows: ride
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p.tb1ic transp:>rtation alone, fran 55% to
195 to

25%~

58%~

take a walk alone, fran 495 to

neighborhood, from 48% to

51%~

go shopping alone, fran

57%~

visit friems in

and go out at night for pleasure, fran

38% to 43%. Nell-victimized along with victimized elderly persons live in
fear of crime: "In a 1972 p.tblic opinion poll, 49 percent of respoments
over 50 were afraid to walk after dark, nany IlDre than in the yamger
groups" (Harris, 1978, p. 258). Am, of 12 very serious prob1ans
(including poor rea1th

am

not having enough IlDney to live on), fear of

crime was the most COIIlIl'Dn prob1an reported by pe rsons 65 years of age or
older. Because of limited financial resources, mwever, nany older
Americans are forced to live in high-crime neighbormods.
In sum, IIUlch of the social isolation of older Arrericans stens from
the societal context within which they live. SOcietal aspects
contributing to that social isolation are: the older person's retiranent
and limited financial resources, the geographical IlDbility of the older
person and Significant others, and the older Ferson's fear of crine.
NEED FOR RESEARCH

To summarize, Arrericans today are aging within the societal
context of an urbanized society. This societal oontext together with the
biological aging processes figure importantly in determining the
"well-being" status of older Arrericans. For many older Arrericans, that
status is of p:>or health, poverty, and social isolation. Furtherrrore,
these three basic prob1ans are not static

am

isolated in nature, but

rather tend to intensify and to interact with each other as well as to
spin off yet additional prob1ens (for exanp1e, poor nutrition,
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inadequate housing, and lack of transportation).
One consequence of such aging-related problans is the cx:mstrained

imependence of those afflicted, leading to a depeooency on the social
service structure which delivers aneliorative services. Thus, for many
Americans, aging leads to service depeooency. Service depeooency, in
turn, leads to a tendency for quality of life to became a function of
the quality of the aneliorative servia:!s received. One

as~ct

of the

quality of ameliorative sevia:!s which may figure inqx>rtantly is the
attitudes held by care-providing

~rsonnel.

Especially critical may be

the attitudes of the front-line social servia:!

~rsonnel,

i.e., those

with wmm the elderly individual has direct contact. That is, negative
attitudes toward working with older clients on the put of servia:!
providers may lead to insensitive and/or inadequate servia:! provision.
This, in turn, nay have a negative impict on the satisfaction of an
older client's service need and on the older client's self concept and
outlook on life.
To address this problan, it is important to understand the
attitudes which are involved. Tte purpose of this study is to
investigate attitudes toward working with older clients held b¥ servia:!
providers in an urban social service system. How the study's purpose is
implemented will be described in Chapter N, nPurp:>se and OVerview of
Study.n But first, sone backgrouoo material is necessazy. Chapter II
reviews the literature regarding attitudes toward the elderly which
provides the take-off };X)int for this study. Chapter liI develops a
conceptual framework for the study of attitudes. Together, these two
perspectives lay the basis for umerstanding the study's design.

CHAPrER II

SERVICE PROVIDERS I MWl'ITUDES 'ltWARD WOOKIN; WITH CLOER
CLmNl'S:

RESEARCH roNl'EXI' AND RESEARCH EVIDENCE

Research on attitudes toward older people

and

the aging process

began in the United States in the 1930s (McTavish, 1971>. By the 19jOs,
a considerable amount of research effort was focused on this area.
In a comprehensive review of research nethodologies and findings
regarding "Perceptions of Old People," which begins with articles
written in the 193 Os and exteros to 1971, McTavish Cl97 1) descr ibed
aging attitudinal studies as having developed into two traditions of
~iry.

The unit of analysis was cited by McTavish as being the

distinguishing characteristic between the two, with one tradition
focusing on society or culture and the other focusing on individuals or
sub""9roups of individuals. It is research findings fran the latter, m::>re
social psychological, tradition which are reviewed here.
In the follOWing review, research findings regarding attitudes
toward older people and the aging process are divided into three

g~ups.

Tl'e three groups are concemed with, respectively, the attitudes I
content, antecedent correlates, and behavioral correlates.
The following review of these three groups cf findings lodts first

at the broad area of attitudes toward older

~ople

which forms the

research context for investigations of service providers I aged-related
attitudes, and then at the research evidence

s~cifically

relevant to
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service providers' attitudes toward working with older clients.
RESEARCH CCNl'EXT

Content .Qf Attitudes
Valence .Qf Attitudes. With r.espect to the valence of attitudes
(i.e., their degree of positiveness or negativeness), research fir¥3ings
tend to ·suggest a higher level of negative attitudes about older
people" (McTavish, 1971, p.

$).

Older {:eople were fouID to be pero:ived

as generally:
ill, tired, not sexually interested, nenta1ly slower, forgetful
and less able to learn new things, grouchy, withdrawn, feeling
sorry for themselves, less likely to puticip:1te in activities
(except, {:erhaps, religion), isolated, in the least happy or
fortlD'late time of life, unproductive, and defensive. (McTavish,
1971, p. 97)
However, in the studies reviewed by McTavish, views of older {:eople were
not always found to be negative.
Slbsequent research and review articles terXi to agree with the
findings of McTavish's (1971) review that attitudes toward older people
relative to other age groups terXi to be sanewhat roore, although not
always, negative (wtsky, 1980; Nardi, 1973). However, Lutsky (1980, p.
313) reported that:
Based on the absolute or scale neaning of the responses given by
the varied general and specific slbject groups oonsidered,
attitudinal evaluations of ••• elderly {:ersons ••• have consistently
been shown to be roore positive or neutral than negative.
A recent study of h

~

.ana Reality.Qf Aging .in Auerica,

oomucted by

Louis Harris and Associates (1915) for the National Cooncil on Aging
(NCQ\),

found a largely but not entirely negative {:ero:ption of older
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people. ResJ;Ondents aged 18 to 64 viewed J;eople over 65 years of age as
being very "friendly and warm" and "wifE fran experience," but not very
"bright and alert," not very "open-I1lirXied and adaptable," not very "good
at getting things done," not very "physically active," and not very
"sexually active" (Harris

&

Associates, 1975, Q? 46-55).

Perceptions of older J;eople were fOllI'rl by O'Calnell and Rotter
(1979) to be relatively, altlx>ugh not arsolutely, negative, with older
J;eople seen as more old-fashioned, conservative, unheal thy, inflexible,
passive, weak, etc., than younger J;eople. Am, in contrast to generally
negative attitudes toward old J;eople fOllI'rl by Ahammer and Bennett
(1977), Naus (1973), and Petty (1977), J;Ositive attitudes were fourrl by
Crockett, Press, and Osterkamp <197 9). Up:m reviewing 47 aging
attitudinal articles, Bnbaker and Powers (1976) corx::llXled that
"research has not yet demonstrated that stereotypes of old age are all
negative" (p. 442), and suggested that the stereotypes of old age
"include both J;Ositive and negative elements" (p. 444).
Diuensionality g.f Attitudes. McTavish's <1971> review of the
literature suggested that J;eroeptions of older people often tend to be
multidimensional rather than unid:inensional in nature. Lutsky's (1980)
review of the recent literature supports this suggestion. Such
multid:imensionality of attitudes apJ;ears to be sCJIewhat implicated in
the contradictory findings regarding valence. For exanple, Smrman and

Gold (1978) compared "ideal" old age, "typical" old age, "ideal" miCkUe
age, and "typical" middle age on the three d:inensions develoJ;ed by
Rosencranz and McNevin <1$9): instrunental-ineffective, personal
acx:eptability-unacx:eptability, and autonanous-dependent. Tmy f<.>UrD
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that, although ideal old age is viewed as being no different in valence
from ideal middle age, typical old age is viewed as less positive than
typical middle age with

res~ct

to the instrurrentality and autonCll¥

dimensions. Personal aCCEptability, mwever, was viewed as a d:inension
that remains stable as a

~rson

although typical old age was

proceeds fran middle age to old age. SO,

~roeived

negatively on two dirrensions, it

was not perceived negatively on a third dirrension.
A content analysis of typical characteristics of old people
generated by a sample of Australian subjects revealed both physical and
personality dimensions (Ahanmer

&

Bennett, 1977). TOO latter di.nension

included a mostly negative sub-dimension

~rtaining

to cognitive

structure, as well as positive sub-dimensions of interpersonal style and
emotional control. Thus, attitudes were foun:] to be both positive and
negative, depending on the dinension being exanined.
That the different attitude instruments used in different studies
may be measuring different attitude di.nensions was

s~gested

by Hicks,

Rogers, and Sl'eni>erg (1976) as a possible explanation for inconsistency
of firXiings. George and Landerman (1979), in a re-analysis of the 1975
NCO\ data, };X>int out that such attitude dinensions need to be

distinguisl'ed from om another in doing aging attitudinal research. In
aCkUtion, ll.ltsky <1980, p. 3(3)

st..~gested

dimensions of attitudes toward older

that the finding of different

~rsons

for different age

g~ups

of

subjects may indicate -that developIEntal or cohort differences in
attitudinal structure exist."
~-groyps gf

Attitude Targets. Sex of the older stimulus

~rson

(i.e., attitude target) may also be implicated in the inconsistency of
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findings with regard to valence of attitudes toward older people. For
example, in another study using the Rcsencranz

am

McNevin instrunent,

O'Cmnell and Rotter (1979) fcurx:1 that males are perceived as roore
effective and more autonanous than females in youth

am

middle age, but

in old age no differences were seen between the sexes on either
effectiveness or autonCJl'!Y. Females, lx>wever, were viewed as roore
personally acceptable than males across the three age periods in the
O'Connell and Rotter study. Also finding differences based on sex of
stimulus person were Walsh arXI Cmnor Cl97 9). Although they founJ no
difference in valmce between evaluations of yamg aOO old stimulus
persons, Walsh and Calnor did find that evaluations of yoong na1es and
old females were rore accurate than were evaluations of young females
and old males. Thus, attitudes have been founJ to differ with resp:ct to
whether the attitude target is an old male or an old female.
Also, according to Lutsky's (1980) review article, the age of
older persons (e.g., young-old versus old-old) may be implicated in
findings of differing valence. In a study reviewed by

IJ.lt~y,

the

old-old were found to elicit rore negative attitude responses than were
the YOlmg-old.
Antecedent Cocrelates

gf

Attitudes

The term "antecedmt correlates, II as used in this report, refers
to those eValts or characteristics which are causally or correlatively
linked to the leaming process through which an individual develops
his/her attitudes toward old age

am

the elderly. TlE main antecedent

correlates of perceptions of the elderly focused on by the nunerous
studies reviewed by McTavish

(1971)

were the perceiver's: age, sex,
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social class (irx:luding education arx1 ocCUJ:'8tional category), etlnic
group, family relationships, and other attitudes. McTavish 0971, p. 99)
reported the associations between these antecedent characteristics and
attitudes toward old

~ople

to be generally "snaIl arx1 sanew11at

inconsistent. R
For example, with

res~ct

to age of attitude oolder, McTavish

reported findings to be mixed, with older age being associated sanetirres
with more positive attitudes, sametirres with more negative attitudes,
som:times in a curvilinear fashion, and sanetirres not at all. Sex of
attitude holder was found by McTavish to be similarly inconsistently
associated with attitudes toward older

:~,ople:

sanetirres females were

more positive, som:tines males were moJ:e positive, and sanetirres there
were no differences. Higher social class was found to sanetirres be
associated with less stereotyped views of older

~ople

and sanetirres to

not be associated with attitudes at all. EdJcation was fowrl to be
associated with less stereotyped views; occupational categories were
found to differ fran each other in their views. Evidence with
the association between closeness of contact with older
of older

~ople

~ople

res~ct

to

arx1 views

was found by McTavish to be contradictory.

Subsequent research and review articles tend to agree with
McTavish's (971) findings regarding the antecedent correlates of
attitudes: the association between antecedent CX)rrelates and attitudes
still appears to be srrall and sanew11at inconsistent. For exanple, the
nationwide 0CCl\ study (Harris

&

Associates, 1975), in locKing at

differences in the inage of older

~ople

held by different demographic

groups, did not find much variance. The inage of

~ople

over 65 did not
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vary significantly by the respoment' s sex, education, race, or
geographical region. Only age and incane of respoment were
significantly associated with attitudes toward people over 65 years of
age. With respect to age of respoment, the least favorable image of
people over 65 years old was held by the 18 to 24 age group, with the
next lowest held by the 80 years of age or older group.

Tm

40 to 64 age

group held the most favorable image of people over 65 years old.

Tm

direction of this curvilinear relationship, however, is opposite that of
the curvilinear relationship which was reported by McTavish. With
respect to incone of respoment, the lower income group was fOUnl to
hold a more negative inage of older people than the roore affluent group.
In other studies, inconsistency oontinues to be reported with
respect to sex of attitude holder (wtsky, 1980). For eXClllple,

J'X)

sex

differences were fourx:J by Naus (1973) and Al"emrrer and Bennett (1977),
while Drevenstedt and Banziger (1977) foond females to be more positive
than males in their attitudes toward the elderly. O'Camell and Rotter
(lg]9)

rep:>rted finding no sex differences with

res~ct

to perceptions

of different ages. However, they foum sex differences with respect to
perceptions of different sexes:
Male subjects rated male stimuli roore positively than they rated
female stimuli while female sUbjects did not differentiate over
all on the basis of stimulus sex. (O'Canell & Rotter, 1979, p.
225)
Kogan (197 93), in a study of age categorization, founl an association
between sex of subject and the age-sex of the stimulus person:
female resp:>ndents preferred female and male J;ilotos of
essentially similar age. In oontrast, male sUbjects exhibited a
marked sex dis::rimination in their preferences; the nedian age
of preferred female stimulus persons was about eight years
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YOWlger than the nedian age of preferred males •••• Tl'ere is
strong reason to believe on the basis of the present data that
age is a more salient and val ue-Iaden dinension for males than
for fenales •••• Fenales a~ared to be IrDre relaxed and tolerant
about age differences, and made no distinctions between males
and fenales on an age-linked basis. (w. 363, 365)
It may be, then, that sex of attitude mlder as an antecedent correlate
of attitudes toward the elderly smuld be considered in connection with
the sex of the stimulus person and their

res~ctive

ages.

With respect to age, recent f.indings also continue to be
inconsistent Cwtsky, 1980). Petty (1977) famd older adults to be rore
negative toward old people than ya.mger adults. Aharrurer and Bennett
(1 gJ7)

found that, of four age groups (adolescents, young adults,

middle-aged, and aged), YOWlg adults roost often viewed old people
differently from the way the aged viewed thanselves. Age of resporx:1ent
was found by Naus (1973) to be unrelated to attitudes toward older
people. Findings by

~oglWld

(197 ~80) suggest that antecedent

correlates may be related to attitudes: (a) differently for different
age groups of attitude holders, and Cb) differently for different
dimensions of attitudes toward the elderly.
Antecedent correlates in addition to the main ones focused on by
McTavish also are currently receiving research attention. For exanple,
need to nurture and attitudes toward physical disabilities and nental
illness

a~ar

as antecedent correlates in a 19'13 review article by

Bennett and Eckman. Higher nurturance soores were reported to be
associated with positive attitudes toward older people, while negative
attitudes toward physical disabilities and, to sane extent, nental
illness were reported to be associated with negative attitudes toward
older people. S.imilarity of beliefs

ap~ars

as an antecedent oorrelate
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in a review by Kogm ( 1g'/!b), where similarity was foum to be J1¥)re
associated with attitudes than was age of stimulus J:erson.
Using the Ra;encranz and McNevin three-dimensional attitude
instrwrent, Naus (1973) frunCI attitudes toward older p:!ople to be
unrelated to: nuIIber of living grandparents, contact with living
grandparents, prior contact with dead grandp:lrents, life expectancy,
time perspective, death anxiety, body worries and disoomforts, and
authoritarianism. Only socioeconanic status of p;l.rents and contact with
older people were foum by Naus to be significantly related to
attitudes, and then only to one of the three dinensions neasured. Tl'at
is, older people were viewed as less instrunental. by resp:mdents with
higher socioeoonomic backgroums and with less expe rience with older
p:!ople. Too

t."a~

findings, mwever, are in disagreanent with the 1959

Rosencranz and McNevin findings, where oontact with living grandpuents
was instead found to be significantly associated with attitudes. Also,
the attitudinal dimensions on which significant associations with

contact with old p:!ople were found to exist differed between the two
studies. In the Naus study, it was the instrwrental.-ireffective
dimension which was related to contact. In the Ra;encranz and McNevin
study, that dimension was unrelated to contact while the :r;:ersonal
acceptability-unacceptability and autonanous-aependent dinensions were
related to contact.
lutsky's (1980) review article reported: Ca) a "'mix of
outcomes ••• in research on socioeonnanic variables and b,ieir relationship
to attitudes toward elderly p:!rsons" Cp. 3(!)

~

(b) gBlerally no effect

of E:thl'1icity on attitudes toward older p:!rsons (although sane divergent
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findings exist) ~ Cc) generally p)sitive but inconsistent associations of
education with

attitudes~

Cd) inconsistency of findings regarding the

relationship between attitudes toward older persons and contact with
persons~

older

and Ce) a miscellany of fimings corx:eming the

relationship of attitudes with personality, religion, geography, and
modernity.
BehaviQral Correlates

gf

Attitudes

Tre "behavioral correlates" of an attitude are trose behaviors
which are influenced by or correlated with the attitude. As of 1971,
McTavish rep)rted that "Trere is almst no systanatic attention to
IX>ssible effects of negative views of older people" Cp. 100). Aa::ording
to Kogan <I979::l, p. 19), little progress has been made since then:
In sum, it is quite ap};Brent that the overall record is a dreary
one as far as establishing an attitude-behavior link for the
target class of old people. Only a handful of relevant
investigations have been carried out, and roost of trose are
seriously flawed.
(1980)

Iutsky

reported finding a similar lack in his recent review of

the literature. This lack of research progress with respect to the
behavioral correlates of attitudes toward old people, although
disaptXlinting, is not unexpected given the overall lack of progress in
establishing attitude-behavior linkages in the attitude field in general
(Ajzen

&

Fishbein, 1977; Wicker, 19)9).

Suumat!{

The field of attitudes toward old age and the elderly· has a rich

tradition of

SOlie

50 years of research activity. Attitudes toward older

people have been f0un:3 to be generally. although not always, of a nore
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negative nature than attitudes toward younger
attitudes toward aging and older
analytical distinctions with

~ople.

~q>le ap~ar

res~ct

Dinensions of

to be important

to the poSitive-negative valence of

the attitudes. Fimings regarding sex and age of the older stimulus
~rson

suggest that analytical distinctions am:mg stb-groups of attitude

targets may also be

i~rtantly

related to the positi ve-negative valence

of attitudes .. Associations between attitudes arxl investigated antecedent
correlates (such as age and sex of attitude mlder> terXI to be small arxl
inconsistent across studies. To sane extent, these inconsistencies may
be a function of differences in attitude dinensionality and attitude

target between stooies. With

res~ct

to establishing attitude-behavior

linkages, little progress has yet been reported in the study of
attitudes toward older people arx3 the aging process. OVerall,
non-oomparability at both the level of conceptualization arxl the level
of instrumentation hinders the integration of research findings.
RESEARCH EVIDENCE

The above is a brief review of the general research context
regarding attitudes toward older people and the aging process. Next,
research evidence specifically relevant to attitudes held by

servi~

providers is examined.
Content .Qf Attitudes
Ccl!prison .Qf Providers .and am-providers. First, it should be
noted that

servi~

providers do not necessarily mId the sane attitudes

aboot older people as are held by non-providers. For excrnple,
significant differences between psychiatrists arxl non-professionals in
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their attitudes toward old people and aging have been fourrl (Hoose
Gaitz, 1 g]O).

On

&

the one hand, female trainee nurses in Australia have

been fwnd to hold IOOre negative attitudes toward old people than did

either male or female umergraduate college students (AhamIrer

&

Bennett,

19]7). On the other harxi, task force nembers of a gerontology courx:il

were fwnd to be IOOre positive about aging and the aged than were the
1$5 Harris

NCQ\

ge1eral. pt,blic respoments aged 18 to 64 (Kaplan,

1m). S.imUarly, gerontological practitioners were

r~rted

to be

slightly IOOre positive than students with respect to the social value of
the elderly (Kafer, Rakowski, Lachnan,

&

Hickey, 1980).

Service providers I attitudes to";.>ard the elderly also have been
foond to differ fran older people I s attitudes about thansel ves. For
example, Kahana and Coe 0$9) fa.uXI that the content of staff attitudes
toward the reside1ts of a 00me for the aged differed fran the residents I
attitudes toward themselves in that staff viewed residents as possessing
fewer social roles than did the residents. Likewise, in the Kaplan
(1977) study comparing task force nembers of a gerontology council with
the Harris NCO\ sample, the task force rrembers were foum to differ
significantly in their perceptions fran the Harris respoments aged 65
or older. TIE task force members, mwever, were foum to differ less
than did the Harris respoments aged 18 to 64.
COllJP3risons AnImg Serviw Provider

~s.

Not: only do service

providers appear to differ from non-providers, but also different types
of service providers

ap~ar

to differ from each other. For exanple, Coe

0$7, p. US) fwnd that "physicians tended to view older p;ltients ••• in
terms of the disease process," while social workers saw older people
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roore in terms of social. depemence rather than in P'lysically depement
terms. Another study (Kleban

&

Brody, 1972) faml that social workers

judged older mentally inpaired clients prinarily on the basis of two
dimensions: outgoingress toward people
aggressiveness-negativism. Wolk

am

activities, and

am Wolk C1971) fClll'd that nurses am

social workers held nore positive attitudes toward the elderly than did
psycmlogists. SLCh differences in attitudes across services may be
further confamded by differences within the sane service agency between
professional and non-professional staff. For exanple, Kahana and Coe
<19(9) famd that professionals ten::Jed to view older clients within a
professional perspective while the non-professionals' perspective was in
affective terms

am concemed with client manageability.

And,

Lutsky

(1980), in a review of the literature on "professionals' attitudes,"
famd that professionals who provide services to older persons ten::Jed to
rep:>rt more p:>sitive attitudes than did their counterparts who Cb not
work with older persons. However, Lutsky p:>ints out that studies
comparing professionals' attitudes tend not to show clearly whether
differences foond stan fran actual role differences or fran differences
in other variables (such as inte1ligB'lce or contact).
D:jJIensionality .of Attitudes. As is the case with non-providers,

service providers' attitudes toward aging

am the aged have been foum

to be multi-dinelsional. For exanple, Hickey, Bragg, Rakowski, and
Hultsch <1978-79) reported finding six factors, or dinensions, in a
study of the aging-related attitudes of health care

am

service delivery

personnel. In a subsequent study of a sample cxxnposed largely of
gerontological practitioners, Hickey and colleagues (Kafer, 1980)
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rep:>rted finding foor attitude factors. And, Holtzman, Beck, and Kerber
(1979), in a study of 530 health-related professionals' attitudes toward
persons over 65 years of age (using the Rosencranz

am

McNevin Aging

Sanantic Differential items), fOl.ll'd four attitudinal factors.
Antecedent Correlates

Attitudes

gf

Agegf Service Provider. Previous research has found conflicting
evidence regarding the relationship between age of service provider and
the favorability of attitudes toward the elderly. For exanple, Wolk and
Wolk (1971) rep:>rted that older professional workers (i.e., social work
students, graduate psychology students, nursing students, J;Sycoologists,
social work practitioners, registered nurses, and licensed practical
nurses) chose to work with the aged more often than did younger workers.
And, of those who chose to work with the elderly, the older the worker,

the more p:>sitive the attitude. In contrast, Keith
and Troll and Sch}t)Ssberg

(1g'lO)

(1g'l7),

Robb

(1g'l9) ,

fam:l that age of worker had no effect

on age bias. AOO, Lutsky's (1980, p. 3(5) review of the literature foum
that: "among persons working with the elderly, older age has been fairly
consistently but weakly associated with more negative views of elderly
persons. "
Exp;rjence ldtb Aged Persons. Although Rosencranz

am

McNevin

(1$ 9) found that past experience with elderly persons was associated
with favorable attitudes, they found

ho~ital

contact with the elderly

to be associated with negative attitudes. That is, college
lIldergraduates with
be less instrumental

ho~ita1

am

amtact with the aged reported the aged to

less personally aC09ptable than did their

counterparts who had no such contact. By contrast, in a study of nursing
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students I attitudes toward the eiderly, Robb (1979) fQlI'k] attitudes to
be lU'lrelated both to contact with elderly relatives and to work
elqerience with elderly clients. GorCbn and Hallauer (1976) fwm that
positive attitudes toward old people following course work on aging were
even more };X)sitive when the course work was suwlenented by
particip:ltion in a fr iemly visiting program to the elderly. Frequency
of contact is also inconsistently related with valence of attitudes
(wtsky, 1980). Thus, research evidence regarding the relationship
between experiences with, and attitudes toward, aged persons appears to
be sonewhat inconsistent.

Edtcation .Qf Service Provider. Greater education on the p:lrt of
"professionals" has been found to be generally positively associated
with positive attitudes (wtsky, 1980). HO\to'eV'er, Lutsky found exceptions
to these results also.
Intercx>rrelation .Qf Antecedent Correlates. That antecedent
correlates may be as much or more correlated with each other as they are
with attitudes is sll3gested by an exanination of the research findings
of Keith (1977) and Kafer et ale Cl980). Keith investiated "stereotypes
of the aged" held by nursing 00me administrators as a function of 12
characteristics of: administrators, clients, and context (i.e., nursing
home and coIll1Ull'lity). Of the 12 characteristics neasured by Keith, each
was significantly intercorrelated with from three to six of the others.
Keith's stereotype scale, however, was itself significantly correlated
with only three of the antecedent characteristics. (Although sane
research articles discuss all statistically significant correlations as
findings no matter OOW small the correlation, in general only
significant correlations with atsolute values ec;pal to or greater than
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.22, i.e., accounting for approximately 5% of the variance, are
considered to be sufficiently rreaningful to be discussed in this
report.) The most interoorrelated of Keith's antecedent characteristics
was a client characteristic: perCEntage of self-supporting p:ltients.
That is, the higher a nursing home's perCEntage of self-supporting
patients, then also the greater the admdnistrator's experience, the
higher the perCS'ltage of female p:ltients, the higher the skill level of
care provided, the greater the perCEntage of wiCbwed J;atients, the lower
the percentage of ambJlatory J;atients, and the smaller the oommunity
size.
S.imilarly, Kafer et ale (1980), in a study cx:rnposed largely of
gerontological practitioners, found the respondent's age to be
Significantly interoorrelated with the other two antecedent
characteristics they eXCIIlined. That is, the older the practitioner, then
also the greater his or her contact with the elderly and the more likely
the practitioner was to be female. However, the Kafer interoorrelations

for gerontological practitioners are somewhat different from those found
for nursing horne administrators by Keith. That is, age and sex of
service provider were also measured by Keith, but were not fOl.U'X3 to be
Significantly interoorrelated. This difference in interoorrelations of
antecedent characteristics may result from differences in the types of
service providers sampled in the two studies <i.e., administrators
versus practitioners). Thus, the Keith and Kafer finlings slJ3gest that
the variables examined as antecedent oorrelates of serviCE providers'

attitudes themselves tern to exist in p:lttemed asscx:iations which may
vary by service provider type. Stx:h variance on the p:lrt of antecedent
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ex>rrelates may account for sate of the inconsistency of findings with
respect to associations between attitudes and antecedent correlates.

Behavioral Cbtrelates gf Attitudes
The effects of service providers' attitudes toward older clients
can be manifested in at least two iITg?Ortant areas. Tl'ese areas are: (a)
the adequacy of the service provided, and (b) the impact on the self

ex>ncept and level of satisfaction of the older client.
The extent to which service providers' attitudes toward older
p:ople have consequences is suggested by fiMings conceming the
unpopularity and avoidance of older people as clients reported in the
1$2 to 1$ 9 gerontological literature, as reviewed by Mutschler (1 rJll) •
In a study of nursing students, Glmter ClrJll> fa.mj the aged patient to
be the least preferred patient (out of five age levels) and the

institution for the aged to be the least preferred work setting (out of
15). Reluctance to work with older clients on the part of health care,
social work, and law students was also reported by Ultsky Cl980) in his
review of the 1976 to 1979 literature. Ard, Wolk arXI Wolk Cl971>
reported that providers who chose to work with older people are more
likely to hold more positive attitudes toward then than are providers
who did not choose to work with older people.
Likewise, attitudes toward older clients can act to influence the
service provider's decision as to what is the appropriate service to
give. For example, Coe (1$7) reported that health professionals saw
older clients as rigid, unadaptable, and slow to respom to treabnent,
and tended to judge custcx:1ial care as the more appropriate therapy for
older clients instead of neasures to make the clients "well." Kl:Charsk i,
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White, and

Schr~tz

(1979) fc:l.lI¥3 that Plysicians were roore likely to

refer young adults than old people with identical synp:ans for
lEYcmlogical assistance. In contrast, other researchers have reported
finding no effect of attitudes on professional conduct (e.g., Pfhlblad,
Rosencranz, & McNevin 1 9;7; Sclneider & Cq>pinger, 197 1) •
The effect of service providers on the self concepts of older
clients was famd to be considerable in a study by Kahana and Cae
(19;9). They rep:>rted finding that staff expectations and attitudes over
time shaped the self concepts of elderly institutionalized residents in
such a way as to depersonalize them and to cut them off fran past
affiliations.
Symnar;y

Although research into servioe providers' attitudes toward older
people is limited in both aroount and scope, and altlx>ugh the integration
of firrlings from that research is hWered by non-comparability of both
conceptualization and instrumentation, same fWings of

~rtance

are

currently available. Tbase findings suggest that service providers may
differ in their attitudes from non-providers and from the elderly
themselves (although perhaps less so than do non-providers). More<Ner,
the firrlings suggest that service providers rray differ am:mgst
themselves in their attitudes. SlX:h differences may occur aroong'st
service providers woo provide different types of services, who are of
different professional levels, and/or who differ in whether or not they
serve older clients. As with non-providers, service providers'
aged-related attitudes appaar to be multidinensional rather than
unidimensional in nature. Relationships between servioe providers'
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attitudes and such antecedent correlates as provider's age and past
e~rience

with the aged apJ::ear to be sanewhat inconsistent. Indeed,

antecedent correlates may be as much or IOOre correlated with each other
as they are with attitudes.

~

interoorrelations of antecedent

oorrelates, however, nay differ for providers of different types of
services or at different professional levels. Behavioral oorrelates
re};X)rted to be associated with attitudes toward old J::eople include:
avoidance of older people as clients, less tmrough or optimistic
treatment of older clients, and negative impact on the older client's
self concept.
&JGGESTIONS FOR CURREN!' SlUDY
In sum, research regarding attitudes toward older J::eople and older
clients, although not yet at the stage of providing definitive answers,
has produced a nurrber of interesting findings. Tmse findings are a
valuable source of suggestions for the current project.
In the context of oonstructing the study's sample of service
providers, prior research findings would suggest sensitivity to
differences between service providers fran different services or at
different professional levels within a service. S\.X:h service providers
may constitute different "service provider types" with resJ::ect to
attitudes toward older clients. If so, the existence of different
service provider types may help in explaining the ten:1ency for
inconsistency of fWings regarding attitudes toward older clients.
Also with reSJ::ect to inconsistency of findings, prior reseach

would suggest sensitivity to: Ca) the possible existence of both
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negative and positive asr:ects of older clients; and (b) the possible
differential interaction of sUb-groups of service

~oviders

with

sub-groups of older clients (e.g., sex sUb-groups).
AdUtionally, prior research fwings regalding the antecedent
correlates of attitudes (e.g., age, sex, and education of attitude
holder) would suggest sensitivity to the possible existence of
intercorrelations among antecedent correlates. Such intercorrelations
may also vary in nabJre by service provider type.
Tl"e scarcity of prior research findings regarding the behavioral
correlates of service providers' attitudes woold stggest sensitivity to
the area of attitude-behavior relationship within the servia!-providing
context.
Th: lacK of oompuability am:mg prior studies of

servi~

providers' attitudes toward older clients in the conceptualization of
attitude and in the ter.minology used to describe that conceptualization
would suggest the need for a formal, explicit staterent of
conceptualization. Such a conceptual model could address the problem of
inconsistency of fimings by helping to identify inconsistencies which
result from non-comparability of conceptualization and terminology. In
addition, gaps in the existing findings could be rore systenatically
identified within the framework of an explicit conceptual model.
As for a measurE!Dent instrunent to use in the study of service

providers' attitudes toward older clients, no adequate instrWlEnt was
fc:und in the literature reviewed. Tte instrunents were either not
suffiCiently sound nethx1ologically or not suffiCiently focused on the
measurenent of service providers' attitudes toward working with older
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clients. To the extent that service providers' attitudes do differ fran
the attitudes of non-providers, an instrunent precisely focused on
service providers' attitudes is needed for their study. Thus, the lack
of an adequate existing attitude instrument suggests the need for
instrument develqpment.

CHAPTER III
ATl'ITUDES:

A

~CEPrUAL

FRAMEWCE<

TiE plltp)se of this chapter is to make explicit a
oonceptualization of attitudes for use in the investigation of service
providers' attitudes toward working with older clients. This
oonceptualization takes the form of an analytical mxlel. Following a
very brief overview of same of the issues involved in the
oonceptualizing of attitudes and a somewhat longer statement of this
research project's definition of attitude, the model is introduced.
roME BACl<GlO.JN:l ISSUES

Tn: concept of attitude hcs been developed to describe the
tendency of different people to act differently in the

saIIE

situa tion

and of the same people to act consistently across different situations
(Kiesler, Collins,

&

Miller, 1$9). TIE central role attitudes play in

social psycmlogy has been pointed out by many autmrs (e.g., AlllX)rt,
1935; Eagly

&

H.imnelfarb, 1978; Kelman, 1974; Kiesler, 19]7; Kiesler et

al., 1$9; Krech, Crutchfield,
Rokeach, 1$8a, 1$8:>; Tlxmas

&
&

Ballachey, 1$2; McGIire, 1$9, 1977;

Znaniecki, 1918). However, although the

concept of attitude is central to scx::ial psycmlogy, just what an
attitude is (and, consequently, row it should be neasured) is not yet
generally agreed upon b¥ social psycrologists. TIE definitional status
of attitude, then, is that of non-consensus.
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Historically, a divisive ooncem has been whether attitudes are to
be oonceptualized as intervening yadables or as behavioral
consistencies. This schism is also referred to by different

teonimlogies: DeFleur and Westie (1$3) speak of "latent process" and

.

"probability" conceptions; Kiesler et ale (1$9) speak of "oognitive"
and "behavioristic" definitions; Md;uire (1977) speaks of "mediational"
and "operational" definitions. Tre two scmols of tb:>ugbt can be
illustrated by oonq:aring representative definitions of attitudes. An
intervening-variable definition is given by Allport (1935, p. 810):
and neural state of readiness, organized
through experience, exerting a directive or dynamic influence
upon the individual's response to all objects and situations
with which it is related.

An attitude is a mental

CamIi>ell (quoted in Green, 1954, p. 336) gives a behavioral-consistency
definition: "An individual's social attitude is an [enduring] syndrane
of response consistency with regard to [a set of] social objects."
According to DeFleur and Westie (1 $3), both the intervening-variable
and behavioral-consistency oonceptions assune a stimulus-response
framework. Both conceptiOns also assune oonsistency of response toward a
stimulus to be evidence of an attitude. Tre two oorx:eptions differ,
however, in whether they include an intervening variable operating
between the stimulus and the response. Cmsequently, the two approaches
also differ as to whether attitudes are best studied by observing the
subjects' behaviors or by questioning slbjects.
In addition to the basic intervening-variable versus
behavioral-consistency schism, rumerous other IIDre s\btle differences
exist in how the ooncept "attitude" is to be def ined. Thus, a reader of
the attitude literature encounters a bewildering array of definitions
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and methods.
This research project is eclectic with resp!ct to the def initional
diversity. Borrowing widely fran the different scmols of tb:>ugbt, a
definition and IOOdel were developed to guide studies of

servi~

providers' attitudes toward working with older clients. The definition
and IOOdel, although of an admittedly intervening-variable nature, are
intended to be sufficiently broad so as to sUbsume many divergent
definitions and methods.
ProJECl' 'S DEFINITION OF ATl'I'lUDE

In this conceptualization, "attitude" is defined as follows: .An
attitude .iQ
affect

~

oognition (,i •.e., ooncept) .be.ld

U •.e., feeling) .is attached a.cd

~.an

individyaJ .tQ which

.ftQm which behavioral

predi/iPsitiQDS result. other terms referring to sUbstantially the same
ootion as "'oognition" irx::lude: beliefs, stereotypes, knowledge, and
perceptions. Attitudes are here viewed as being structured by
"oomponents," directed toward "referents," and

possessi~g

"valence."

Cgm;pnents .of Attitudes

As defired above, an attitude is oornposed of three puts: a

oognitive component, an affective oomponent, and a behavioral
predisposition oomp:ment. These oornponents reflect the three existential
states of: knowing, feeling, and acting. For exanple, an attitude toward
ice cream might be oomposed of think ing that it is sweet, of liking it,
and of wanting to eat it. All three components may vary in their
valSlce, i.e., in their degree of favorability or unfavorability (Krech
et al., }$2).
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This conceptualization' s three-compment structure of attitudes is
as old as Plato and as current as tcXlay (e.g., McDavid

&

Harari, 1974;

Smith, 1$8). However, sone autoors stggest that a distinction not be
maintained between the three canponents on the basis that they are ve ry
highly correlated (e.g., Md;uire, 1$ 9). Other autoors prefer to
maintain a distinction on the basis that the oamponents are only
IOOderately correlated (Krech et al., 1$2). Yet other autoors recanrcend
total separation of the three components, with only the affective
comIX>nent being called "attitude," thereby allowing for any kim of
relationship between the three (e.g., FisH>ein

&

Ajzm, 1972; Oskamp,

1977). Calsistency theories, such as toose reported by Abelson, Aronson,
Md;uire, Newcortb, Rosenrurg, and TCIlnenbaum (H68), wCllld predict a
tendency toward a consistency of valence among the three components. In
general, then, it is expected that (even toough not identical in
valmce) cognition, affect, and behavioral predisposition will tend to
be consistently IX>siti ve or conSistently negative or consistently
neutral.
In order to allow for the possibility that the comIX>nents are not
identical in valmce, this conceptualization will maintain analytical
distinctions between then. However,

~ether

the term "attitude" naIlES

cognition, affect, and behavioral predispositions, or just affect, while
cognition and behavioral predispositions are called something different,
seems to this autoor to be roore a question of style than of slbstance.
Either model aRJears to be acceptable, altOOugh the forner wins out here
on the basis of possessing greater sinplicity.
CQgnitive CQ1iPnent. Tte oognitive component of an attitude is the
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definition

~f

the attitude's referent (or "target"). The cognitive

compment includes both the referent's description and evaluation. It
should be noted that sane autmrs differ fran this conceptualization by
equating evaluation with affect (e.g., Baron, Byme,

&

Griffitt, 1914).

However, as Rokeach (H68:l, p. 453) pointed out, evaluation (the
~-baa

distinction) and affect

(the ~

distinction) are

different and "do not necessarily go together •••• It is possible to like
sonething bad and to dislike sarething good." Krech et ale (1$2) also
include evaluation in the oognitive rather than in the affective
comp:ment.
The cognitive component can

va~

in its oamposition from a single

concept to a complex organization, or set, of ooncepts. Each concept
making up the cognitive oamp:ment of an attitude has a valence. With
respect to this valence,
••• the cognitive compment of an individual's attitude may be
highly favorable-he may think of the object as a suprane good.
On the other hand, the cognitive oamponent may be highly
unfavorable-he may believe that the object is an unmixed evil.
(Krech et al., 1$2, p. 142)
Affective Cgxg>nent. The affective component of an attitude is the

feeling directed toward the attitude's referent. Affect, then, is
emotional in tone. In regard to valence, "The feeling component
can ••• vary from extreme positive valence to extreme negative
valence-from lIlconditional love to unconditional hate" (Krech et al.,
1$2, p. 142).
BehaviQral COIJu;.tment. The behavioral oomponent of an attitude
consists of awroach and avoidance predispositions. Positive affect or
evaluation generates approach tendencies (i.e., they are appetitive);
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negative affect or evaluation generates avoidance temencies <i.e., they
are aversive). Given opportunity, such behavioral predispositions result
in preferential, or pro-oon, beha\Tior <Byme

&

Griffitt, 1973).

Because evaluation and affect can vary irxiepemently, it becomes

questionable whether a pro-oon predisposition stans fran a cogniti \Ie
evaluation of good or bad or an affective feeling of liking or
disliking. That is, as Rokeach Cl$8b, p. 454) pointed out:
Wlether or not the preferential response will be positive or
negative will therefore depem on the relative strength of one's
evaluative beliefs and of one's positive or negative feelings.
As for valmce, " ••• the action tendency cxrnponent can vary fran

tendencies to help or support or protect the object in all possible ways
to extreme tendencies to attack and destroy the object" (Krech et al.,
1$2, p. 142).
SllIJlIla,J:Y. The

three components of an attitude can be sketched by

polar-opposite continua. The cognitive component is sketched by the
.is-.is net <including SQQd""i2ad) continuum. Tm affective component is
sketched by the .J.ike-dislike continulUtl. Am, the behavioral
predisposition component is sketched bf the

~Qac~avoidance

continulUtl.
Referents

~

Attitudes

In practice, an attitude operates within a context composed of the
set of all attitudes held bf the individual. In other words, any given
social behavior of an individual is umerlaid

b¥

a multiplicity of

attitudes (see, for exanple, the discussion bf Kelman, 1974). For
analytical p,lrposes, rowever, en individual's attitude toward a
particular target can be Singled out for special attention. Tm
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referents of such an attitude can be categorized into two types: (a) the
object; and (b) the situation in which the object is encountered
(including the surrounding settings, the act or event to be undertaken,
and the relationship between the individual and the object). Tl'e
necessity of considering situation as well as object in studying
attitude-behavior relationships has been strongly pointed out by Rokeach
<1$8), W. 452-453). Acx:ording to Rokeach (H68b, p. 456),

••• attitude-toward-object and attitude-toward situation will
cognitively interact with one another and will have differing
degrees of importance with res~ct to one another, thereby
resulting in behavior that will be differentially influenced by
the two sets of attitudes.

Not to be forgotten when investigating these two types of referents are
all of the other referents which are

~rsonally

relevant to the

individual wren encountering a !;articular object in a puticular
situation.
(l)jects can also be analytically categorized on the basis of their
generality or specificity, i.e., into "general" or "specific" objects
(for example, see the discussion by AjzE!l

&

Fishbein, lfJ77). Galeral

objects consist of a class of referents (for exanple, rouses), while
specific objects are the individual members of a class (for example, a
particular house). Tre situation in which the object is encountered is
correspondingly general or specific, as may be same of the other
referents •
.&:lIe Influences gn Valence
Sare suggested influences on attitudinal valence with res~ct to
inter~rsonal

attraction and evaluation are: similarity,

complenentarity, fanUiarity, and attritution of stabls causality (e.g.,
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Bersheid, 19J7; Byme

&

Griffitt, 1973; Hastorf, Scmeider,

&

Polefka,

19JO; Huston & Levinger, 1978; Jales, Kanouse, Kelley, Nimett, Valins,
&

Weiner, 1971; McDavid

&

Harari, 1974; and Ra;s

&

Anabile, 1977).

"S:imilarity" refers primarily to the likeness of attitudes and
values between individuals involved in an interpersonal relationship. It
extends also to other characteristics of the individuals, such as sex
and age.
"Cooq;>lenentarity" refers to the matching of needs between
individuals in an interpersonal relationship. For example, the need to
be nurturant matctes with the need to be hel};:ed. Canplanentarity may

exist within the context of similarity.
"Familiarity" refers to the intensity of acquaintanceship between
persons in an interpersonal relationship. This intensity stens fran the
frequency and meaningfulness of contact.
"Attribution of status causality" refers to whether };:eople are
held responsible or not responsible for their success or failure. As
McDavid and Harari (lgJ4, p. 228) point out, there is a:
••• tendency for people to attritute causal powers to FEople in
connection with the events in which they particitate.
EnviroDJIe[)tal causation ••• at tritutes responsibility for events
to circumstances and forces of nature outside the FEople
involved; personal causation attritutes this responsibility to
the people involved in events.
In sum, whether a FErson reacts positively or negatively to another
person may be influenced by such factors as similarity, complanentarity,
familiarity, and attribltion of status causality.
Cmcluding Connmts

Attitude, a hypothetical construct, exists as the invention of
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researchers who find it useful in umerstarXiing and predicting behavior.
As such, different researchers prefer different conceptualizations of

attitude. Thus, it is not to be expected that anyone conceptualization
of attitude will be agreed upon by all attitude researchers. In order to
maximize agreement, the conceptualization developed for this project is
designed to be general and broad. Within this broad conceptualization of
attitudes can be acexmmooated the yet finer analytical distinctions
which exist in the literature, such as Rokeach's (l9)8a, 1$8b)
structural dimensions of differentiation, centrality, tine perspective,
integration or isolation, specificity or generality, and breadth or
narrowness; Scott's (l$S) properties of direction, nagnitude,
intenSity, ambivalence, salience, affective salience, cognitive
complexity, overtness, enbedded1ess, flexibility, CIld consciousness; and
Sherif's (e.g., Sherif, 1$0; Sherif & Hovland, 1961; Sherif, Sherif, &
Nebergal, 1965) latitudes of acceptance, rejection, and non-conmitment.
PInJECl' 's ANALYTICAL foDDEL

The project's analytical model for investigating the attitudes of
service providers consists of eight elements. These are: stimulus,
attitudes, behavior, causes of attitudes, correlates of attitudes,
reinforcements, "other" variables, and imtact on other. The analytical
IOOdel is graphically overviewed in Figure 1. This model operates both at
the level of general attitudes (i.e., attitudes toward working with
older "clients-in-general n ) and at the level of specific

attitu~s

(i.e., attitudes toward working with a specific individual older
client). Each elenent of the IOOdel is described below.
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Attitudes
As discussed earlier, attitudes can be conceptualized: (a) as

oonsisting of oognitive, affective, and behavioral predisposition
ooml,X>nents; and (b) as being directed toward an object, toward the
situation in which the object is encountered, and toward other referents
simultaneously relevant to the attitude holder. In this
oonceptualization, the service provider's point of view of working with
older clients is the focus of research interest. Thus, the object: is the
older client. The situation includes the oontext in which the service is
to be provided, the act of providing the service, and the relationship
with the client.
The valence of a service provider's attitude toward an older
client (i.e., the attitude's level of favorability-unfavorability) may
be influenced by: the degree of similarity and oomplarentarity between
the two individuals, the extent of the service provider' s familiarity
with the client, and whether the service provider views the older client
as being responsible or not for his/her own problems.
Attitudes act as intervening variables, q:erating between a
stimulus and the attitude holder I s actual behavioral response to that
stimulus. Attitudes, being intemal to an individual, cannot be observed
directly. Instead, they must be observed as they are expr.essed in
behavior by the individual.

Stimulus
The term "stimulus" is used in this conceptualization in the

"stinullus-respon.se" sense. A stimulus is sanething that activates a
response in the beholder. Here, a stimulus is oonceptualized as
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consisting of the directly otservable characteristics of an object, its
situation, and any other };ilenanena which are also present. For

servi~

providers, the stiIm.ll.us of iImediate research interest consists of the
characteristics of the older client and the characteristics of the
service-providing setting. TIE situational stimulus, in addition to its
direct influence on the

servi~

provider's behavior, also may have an

indirect influence through its experiential association with older
clients. For example, via classical conditioning, older clients
encountered in positive work contexts may cane to be

};er~ived

rore

p:>sitively, while older clients encountered in negative work contexts
may come to be

};er~ived

rore negatively, than woola otherwise be the

case (for some relevant illustrative studies of classical oorrlitioning
by exJ;X>sure, see Burgess

&

Sales, 1971; Perlnan

&

Oskamp, 1971>. Tl"e

other plEnonena (such as one's own aging>, even trough they are
lD'lrelated to older clients or the job situation of providing
older clients, nay also have an influence on

servi~

servi~s

to

provider behavior.

BehaviQr

Unlike attitudes, behavior is directly ol::servable. It can occur
either verbally or non-verbally. As indicated earlier, behavioral
expressions of attitudes consist of approach and avoidance behavior
Ci.e., preferential, or pro-con, behavior>. Relevant pro-con behaviors
of service providers include: their behavior of selecting clientele,
their interaction behavior in

servi~

encounters with older clients, and

their job tumover behavior. As shown in Figure 1, these behaviors may
be conceptualized as being directed at an object, at the situation in
which the object is encountered, and at other referents. To illustrate,
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a service provider may, in response to the stimulus of an older client
and the surroundmg seIVia!-providing situation, expre;s behavior
directed at the older client, at the situation, or at other available
targets (e.g., taking out frustration with the job on the family).
It should be noted that, what may aptear to be behavior directed
at one object may actually be behavior toward another object (for
example, avoidance behavior with restect to unemployrrent may aptear to
be approach behavior toward a };articular job). Likewise, approach
behavior toward some other attitude object, for exanple, child rearing
or career advancement opportunities, which results in leaving a job may
appear to be avoidance behavior toward that job.

causeS

£)f Attitudes

Although genetic and physiological factors may be involved in
attitude formation (see, for example, McGuire, 1$ 9, 19/7; Oskamp,
1 g/7), there ag:ears to be general agreanent that the causes of
attitudes are leaming experiences (e.g., AllIX>rt, 1935; Kelman, 19/4;
Ne~orrb,

1$4; Oskanp, 19'/7; Rokeach, 1$8a, 1$8b). An attitude is

learned through experiences, either real or vicarious, with the referent
of the attitude. Thus, differences in attitudes result from different
learning experiences. Attitudes can change as the result of new
experiences. Such change, oowever, is discouraged by the selective
cognitive processes (e.g., selective attention, selective

~ra!ption,

and selective rerneni:>ering) set into action by the attitude (see, for
example, the discussions by Kelman, 19/4; McDavid

&

Harari, 19/4; and

Rokeach, 1$8a, l$fb). For an imividual operating within an
organizational framework as a servia! provider does, leaming
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exp!riences can be categorized on the basis of whether they stan fran
without or within the organization. "Organizational" leaming
exteriences, then, occur within the
"individual" learning

ex~riences

servi~

stan fran

agency context, while
sour~s

prior to, or outside

of, the service agency. Both of these types of leaming experiences form
the basis for the develq:uent, as well as the retention or changing, of
attitudes toward working with older clients on the J;8rt of service
providers.
Correlates .of Attitudes

Oftentirres, although the actual leaming nechanism itself is
unknown, certain descriptive variables are correlated with the oolding
of certain attitudes. For a service provider, relevant descriptive
variables are of two types: (a) Wividual (such as age, sex,
socio-economic status, or race), and (b) contextual (e.g.,
characteristics of the employing agency). Such correlates can be of
considerable use both in efforts to identify the true causal antecedents
of attitudes and as

incH~s

of attitudes.

Reinforc:enen1:S
Behavior brings with it results for the individual. These results
range from pleasurable to l;Binful. Such results, called
"reinforcements," can come fran

sa.tr~s:

(a) extemal to the individual

(e.g., praise from others) andlor (b) intemal to the individual (e.g.,
praise from self). TiE two sources of reinforcements are shown in Figure
1. Reinforcements corning fran extema! souroes can be either
instrunental or socio-emotional. Instrunental reinforoements are toose
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which involve the individual's personal achievement of goals (e.g.,
InCIley or power). Socio-eootional reinforcements, in contrast, operate at
the level of feelings and interpersonal interaction. Positive
socio-emotional reinforcements, for exanple, are expressive of
~sitiveness

and warmth (e.g., praise or liking). It is the individual's

history of reinforcements for behavior which underlies that individual's
attitudes. Positive reinforcements act to increase the frequency of a
behavior: negative reinforcements act to decrease the frequency of a
behavior.
"Other" variables
An individual's behavior, lx>wever, is not totally a flD'lction of

his or her attitudes (e.g., see Oskamp, 19]7). Instead, nurrerous other
variables act to facilitate or constrain the expreSSion of an
imividual's attitudes into behavior or to shape behavior when attitudes
are neutral. These variables can be categorized as to whether they are
properties of the individual or of the context (see Figure 1). For
example .. although a servia:! provider's attitudes may predispose him/her
to provide excellent

E"~i:Via:!,

a lack of necessary training (a property

of the individual> or equiprent (a property of the context) would
obstruct the implenentation of that attitude. Similarly, a servia:!
provider prediSl,X)sed to behave negatively might be constrained by
training or external surveillance.
This conceptualization differs from the treatment of "other"
variables often famd in the literature (see, for exanple, Kiesler

&

MlD'lson, 19]5) in that in this IOOdel attitudes toward other referents are
not conceptualized as put of the "other" variables but rather as put
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of the attitude systan itself. Thus, the influence of such an "other"
variable as external surveillance may be nediated by the individual's
attitude toward it.

IlUct .on Other
In any interpersonal interaction between two people, the
expression of attitudes into behavior usually has consequences not just
for the holder of the attitude but also for the other individual. This
"impact on other" can be categorized into two types: an instrurrental
impact and a socio-ernotional inq::act. In the current conceptualization,
the instrumental inq::act concems older clients' seIVice needs, and the
socio-ernotional impact concems older clients' feelings, such as of
self-concept and satisfaction with life. Examples of these types of
impacts were presented in the discussion of research evidence on the

behavioral correlates of attitudes in Chapter II.
l!b; Analytical Model

.aM Interpersonal Interactions

Two further points are yet to be made regarding the project's

analytical model. One, the model is a generic model. That is, it is
applicable for the investigation of anyone's attitudes toward anyone
else.

Tre m:xiel is made specifiC to the investigation of seIVioo

providers' attitudes toward older clients by designating the older
client to be the object and the seIVioo-providing context to be the
situation.
Two, the model as shown in Figure 1 is really only half of an

interactive system. In an interpersonal interaction, there are at least
two participants, each bringing to the encounter his or her own
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perspective. These perspectives are mirror opposites in terms of who is
the object and what is the situation. That is, fran the older client's
perspective, the analytical rrtldel woold designate the service provicer
to be the object and the service-receiving context to be the situation.
The mirror-opp:>site perspectives of the J;8rticiIBIlts in an interpersonal
interaction lead to a dual role for each J;8rticiIBIlt: (a) as perceiver
of the other, arXl (b) as alterer of the other (see, for exanple,
discussions of interpersonal perception and attraction by McDavid &
Harari, 1974). To sone extent, then, the J;8rticipmts in an
interpersonal interaction are responsible for each other's behavior.
Thus, service providers and older clients bear sana responsibility for
each other's behavior in a servia: encounter.
Stmmar.y
Canstituent~.

TIE project's analytical roodel is comp:>sed of

eight major parts: stimulus, attitudes, behavior, causes of attitudes,
correlates of attitudes, reinforcements, "other" variables, and imt;act
on others. Each of these );arts is further diviCEd into stb-parts, for
example, the sub-dividing of attitudes into three comp:>nents (cognition,
affect, and behavioral predisposition), each directed at three referents
(object, situation, and other referents). Tle object can be at either a
general (i.e., class) or specific (i.e., individual) level.
Re1atiooshigs

Between

Parts. The various parts of the model are

postulated to be interrelated thusly. Attitudes are shaped by
reinforcements as );art of leaming experiences (i.e., the "causes of
attitudes"). Varioos other phenanena (i.e., "correlates of attitudes")
are correlated with attitudes because they are correlated with the
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causes of attitudes. Attitudes influence a

~rson's

response (i.e.,

"behavior") toward a stimulus. In addition to attitudes, a

~rson's

behavior toward a stimulus is influenced by nany other factors (i.e.,
"'other' variables li ) . And, a person's behavior toward a stimulus
may result in consequences for the stimulus

~rson

~rson

(i.e., "impact on

othern).
Nature

m Relations.

~cific

relations theorized to exist am:mg

the model's constituent p:lrts include the following five.

~,

negative

reinforcements tend to promote negative attitudes and extinction of
behavior while positive reinforcements tend to promote positive
attitudes and generation of behavior. Two, there is a tendency toward
consistency of valSlce (i.e., degree of favorability or unfavorability)
among the attitude comI;X>nents of oognition, affect, and behavioral
prediSFOsition. Three, negative attitudes tem to lead to avoidance
behavior; positive attitudes tem to lead to approach behavior. Foor,
greater positivSless of attitudes toward older clients on the p:lrt of
service providers may result fran: greater Similarity between the two,
greater familiarity of service providers with older clients, and greater
attribution of causality of the older clients' problans to envirormental
instead of personal factors. Am, five, the valence of attitudes toward
one referent may have a causal influence on the valence of attitudes
toward another referent when the two referents are encountered together.
Framework

m. Investigation.

In SlDn, the phencm:non of service

providers' attitudes toward working with older clients is separated by
the project's analytical model into a set of oonstituent parts with
idSltified interrelationships. Thus, the m:x1el provides an analytical
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framework for use in investigating seIVi<E providers I attitudes toward
working with older clients.

Tl'E purIX>se of this sbJdy is to investigate service providers'
attitudes toward working with older clients. Tl'E terminology used in
this statement of purpose is def ined st:ecifically as follows. Tl'E term
"service provider" refers to t:ersonnel of social service agencies who
provide services directly to older t:ersons. That is, ooly social service
personnel who interact with older clients (either face-to-face or over
the telephone) are a focus of this sbJdy. Tl'E term "client" refers to
the consumer of a social service, for example, a bus rider, a resident
in a nursing home or a Social Security beneficiary. In recognition of

the different eligibility requirements of social service agencies, the
term "older" is left urrlef ined by this study. In general, rowever,
"older" means an age group beginning sarewhere in the 60s. Tl'E term
"attitude" (which was defined in detail in Chapter III) refers to an
Wividual's mental IX>sture which predisposes behavior toward a target,
such as an older pe rson.
Underlying the purIX>se of this study are two goals. One goal is,
as lllbasic" research, to cxmtrit::ute to the level of knowledge regarding
service providers' attitudes toward working with older clients. Tle
second goal is, as "applied" research, to contribJte to the betternent
of social services for older people.
To purme these goals, three objectives will be urrlertaken by this
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project. Cbjective 1 is to develop sane oonceptual and nethodological
bases for the assessnent of servioe providers' attitudes toward working
with older clients. Cbjective 2 is to describe the attitudes toward
working with older clients held b¥ a sample of urban service providers.
Cbjective 3 is to test certain hyp)theses regarding urban service
providers' attitudes toward older clients. The study's design oonsists
of implementing these three objectives.
oa:rEcrIVE 1:

CONCEPlUAL AND ME'IHOIXLOOIC'AL BM)ES

FOR ASSESSftEm'

Tre conceptual

and netbJdologica1 bases for assessnent to be

develcped by this project oonsist of: Ca) an analytical ItDdel, and Cb) a
set of measurement scales.
Analytical Model
The need for an explicit statement of the conceptualization of

attitudes for use in studies of service providers' attitudes toward
working with older clients is stggested by a reading of the literature
in that area. Such a statement of oonceptualization would help to
ad:3ress the sonewhat serious problan of non-conq;arability, as well as to
promote corrprehensiveness of research soope.

Tre project's analytical model has already been presented in
Chapter III. Although at first glance it may seem strange to present an
outcone of a project prior to the presentation of the project's
statement of purpose, the logic of this order is made apparent by a
closer look at the intertwined nature of the analytical ItDdel and the
data-oriented remainder of the project. Because the data-oriented
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segments of this project are based on the project's analytical roodel,
these segments could not be introduced witoout a pr ior introduction to
the model.
Now, the design for the developcent of the project 's

anal~..ical

mcx1el will be givE!1 a p:>stponed presentation. Part of the IOOdel's
develcpmental design has already been revealed in its description: the
model is built of elements fram the general literature on attitudes
which are nade specific to the study of service providers' attitudes
toward working with older clients. Underlying the roodel is the more
basic design inherent in the neaning of analysis: analysis is the
process of separating a whole into its constituent parts "so as to find
out their nature, prop:>rtion, function, relationship, etc." (Webster's,
1$8, p. 53). In this project, the "woolen consists of the phenanenon of

service providers' attitudes toward working with older clients. This
woole is to be "separated" into its "ex>nstituent parts" so as to provide
a framework for the investigation of the "nature, prop:>rtion, function,
relationship, etc." of those parts. In sum, the analytical roodel is to
be causal in nature, not just descriptive; it is to provide a frarrework

for the investigation of the content, consequences, and causes of
service providers' attitudes toward working with older clients. Chapter
III described in detail the implementation of this design.
Measurement Scales
The lad< of adequate existing instrwrents to neasure service

providers' attitudes toward working with older clients is the canpelling
factor for the instrqment developcent efforts undertaken in this
project. The measurement scales to be developed by this project are
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iOOexes built of multiple itans. Cong;ared to single itans, scales have
the advantage of greater reliability and validity and of greater
variability of scores (i.e., greater discriminability am:mg sti:>jects).
The project's design for the development of measurement scales

consists of six steps. Tley are: (a) generating itans to o};erationalize
aspects of the project's analytical IOOdel; (b) constructing a
questionnaire from these itans to measure service providers' attitudes
toward older clients as a class

(the

"Attitudes Toward Older

Clients-in-General Questionnaire"); (c) pretesting this questionnaire
and its administration procedures; (d) developing fran this
questionnaire another questionnaire to measure service providers'
attitudes toward older clients as individuals (the "Attitudes Toward
S};ecific Older Clients Questionnaire"); (e) field implementing the two
questionnaires; and (f) constructing measurement scales based on data
from the field implementation of the two questionnaires.
For ease of conlnlllication, the questionnaires' names will be
abbreviated in this report to "General DC Questionnaire" and "S};ecific
OC Questionnaire," with

"oc"

standing for "older clients." Similarly,

scales constructed of itans from the General DC Questionnaire will be
collectively referred to as "general attitude scales," while scales
constructed of itans from the Specific DC Questionnaire will be
collectively referred to as -speCific attitude scales."
Four samples of service providers are involved in the construction
of the project's measurement scales. Tl'Eyare: Interview Panel (n
General Attitude Pretest sanple (n
(n

= 428),

= 89),

= 22),

General Attitude Survey Sanple

and Service En:::ounter Sanple (n

= 51).

All four samples come
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from the Portland (OregQ'1) Starx1ard Metropolitan Statistical Area.
Figure 2 srows graphically the tine sequenc:ing of the samples arXJ their
role in the project. TlE samples represented a variety of different
types of service providers (e.g., rospital doctors arXJ incane
J;ersonnel). Because of the samples' urban origin, the project's
develcpment of measuranent scales is delimited in sooJ;e to scales. for
the measurement of urban serviC2 providers' attitudes. Chapter V
describes in detail the project's sampling and data-gathering procedures
and the characteristics of the four samples.
In constructing the two questiormaires, effort is directed at
operationalizing as);ects of the three attitude oomponents of oognition,
affect, and behavioral predisposition, as well as of the two attitude
referents of older client and situation. Because it is far beyond the
scope of this study to oJ;erationalize all relevant asJ;ects of all eight
elanents in the analytical mXiel, sane

as~cts

must necessarily ranain

tmmeasured in this study. Naletheless, they contribJte imp:>rtantly to
the study by providing a oontext within which to interpret data on the
measured aspects.

Tre p;lrts of the mXiel which are

o~rationalized

by

t.llis study are S);ecified in Chapter VI, which describes in detail the
develcpment of the ques tiormai res , attitude itans and the resulting
measurement scales.
oanx::TIVE 2:

This project describes urban

DESCRIPl'ION
servi~

providers' attitudes toward

working with older clients within the context of six research questions.
Each question is the focus of one of the six findings chapters of this

INTERVIEW

PANEL

-I>

SAMPLE

-I>

I

-

~-----

-----

-----generating
of items

Figure 2.

pretesting of General
OC QUestionnaire and
administrative
procedures

"../

implementing of, respectively, the General OC QUestionnaire
and the Specific OC
QUestionnaire to
gather data to be
used to construct the
measurement scales

Time sequencing and role of project's samples of service providers.
0\

o
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report (Chapters VII through XII). TlEse research questions are
systematic examinations of several as);ects of the project's analytical
model. Tl'ey pertain to both the content of, and relationships aroong,
certain of the model's constituent :p:lrts. TI'e exanined parts are: causes
of attitudes, correlates of attitudes, stimulus to which the attitudes
refer, and the attitudes thenselves. Three of these puts (causes,
correlates, and stimulus) are considered together as "antecedent"
variables.
Besearcb Questions
Content. Til:! first two research questions focus on the content of

service providers r attitudes. ()lestion 1 is con::::emed with the valence
of attitudes: How p:>sitive are servia:! providers' attitudes toward
working with older clients? Til:! second question is con::::emed with the
extent of attitudinal lD'liformity aroong servia:! provider types: Do
attitudes toward working with older clients differ by servia:! provider
type?
Belationships. Til:! renaining foor questions focus on relationships
among constituent :p:lrts of the analytical nodel. ()lestion 3 examines the
interrelationship of the three attitudinal oomponents: How are the
attitudinal comp:>nents of oognition, affect, and behavioral
predi~sition

interrelated? The fourth question is con::::emed with the

relationship betwepn attitudes regarding object and attitudes regarding
situation: How are servia:! providers r attitudes regarding older clients
related to their attitudes regarding the job situation? The fifth
question aeXiresses the issue of the attitude-behavior relationship: Wl'at
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relatiooship do serviC2 providers' attitudes bear to their cmiCE of
clients? Tl'e last question focuses on the relationship between
antecedent variables and attitudes: How are the antecedent
characteristics of serviC2 providers and their older clients related to
service providers' attitudes?

A Delimitation

gf sm~

This project is focused on the valence of attitudes. It <bes not
address the accuracy of attitudes. However, it must be ranemt>ered that
just because an attitude is poSitive <bes not nean it will not lead to a
negative behavioral outcome, such as overservicing or lEtemalism.
lata

ana Statistical Teclniques
Objective 2 utilizes data from the General Attitude Survey Sample

to describe attitudes concerning older clients as a class (i.e.,

"gSleral" attitudes). Data from the ServiC2 Eralunter Sanple are
utilized to describe attitudes concerning older clients as individuals
(i.e., "specific" attitudes).
Statistical techniques utilized in this description consist of:
basic descriptive statistics (e.g., means and standard deviations) and
statistical inference. TlE statistical inference tecmiques used by this
project are primarily of a correlational nature, supplemented by t-test
and analysis of variance procedures. For the JOOst lErt, ally significant
correlations with a1:solute values equal to or greater than .22 (i.e.,
accounting for approximately 5% of the variance) are considered to be
meaningful. Tl'e probability level gSlerally utilized in this study as
the cut-off for Significance is • C6; oowever, "near-significant-
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con:elations (i.e.,

< .10> are also discussed when the sample sizes are

SItilII.
The study I S description of urban service providers I attitudes

toward working with older clients, consisting of research evidence
regarding the six questions, is presented in the six "fWings" chapters
of this rep::>rt (Chapter VII through Chapter XII>. In order to allow for
a more critical reading of these findings, each chapter begins with a
sunmary "OVerview of Fimings." For that reason, a surnnary of findings

will not appear at the em of each findings chapter.
OBJECl'IVE 3:

HYPal'HESIS TEsrm;

Although primarily a tool-building and descriptive study, this
project undertakes, to the extent possible with the available data, the
testing of five hyp>theses. Tl'e five l¥Potheses are sU:;Jgested by the
general literature on attitudes reviewed in Chapter III. In order to see
whether the hypotheses receive support with resp:ct to service
providers' attitudes toward older clients, the hfpotheses will be tested
utilizing data from the General Attitude Survey and service Encounter
SCIIlples.
flY.pothesis

~

Because positive attitudes are thought to pranote approach
behaviors, while negative attitudes are thought to pranote avoidance
behaviors, positive attitudes toward older clients on the part of a
service provider would be expected to lead to approach behaviors toward
older clients. Thus, HypotheSiS 1 is: .b lIme positive .a service
proVider loS attitude .ia toward

.an

older client(oS>, .then the m.2x.e like13
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.thta service provider

~

.tg gwroach rather

.thm avoid .the older

client (.s) •
HYPothesis

l

Because attitudes stan from leaming experiences, people with
different learning experiences can be expected to hold different
attitudes. To the extent that different "types" of service providers
(for example, mental health practitioners and nutrition personnel> have
different learning experiences regarding older clients (they have older
clients with different service needs, they have older clients of
different ages or sex, they see older clients in such different settings
as in-facility or in-hone, they have different educational and training
bacXgrounds with res];'ect to older clients, etc.), they can be expected
to hold different, rather than identical, attitudes toward older
clients. Sbnilarly, to the extent that sub'"'9roupings of service
providers with respect to personal characteristics (such as age, sex,
and educational level> have had different leaming experiences regarding
the elderly, they too can be expected to differ in their attitudes
toward older clients. The sane expectations hold for attitudes toward
the job situation. Thus, Hypothesis 2 is the non-directional
Different

t~s .am} ~ ~ ~ervice

.in the attitudes
HYPotheSis

~.bQld

~thesis:

providers li.ill mt .be uniform

toward working ldt.b older clients.

l

Because an individual's familiarity with a person, or class of
persons, is thought to increase the poSitiveness of attitudes held
toward that person or class of persons, it is here predicted that the
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positiveness of serviCE providers' attitudes toward older clients will
increase with their familiarity with older clients. Thus, Hypothesis 3
is:

~

mgm

mo.te familiar service providers .a.t.a ld.th older clients, .then the

p;lsitive ld.U

~thesis

~

their attitudes toward older clients.

J

Because similarity is toought to be a major basis for
inter~rsonal

attraction, similarity between servia! provider and older

client would be expected to pranote rore positive attitudes toward an
older client on the IBrt of a servia! provider. Thus, HypotheSis 4 is:
~ ~

mgm

similar service providers .a.t.a.t2 .t.bili older clients, .then the

p;lsitive ldll ~ .thell attitudes toward the

~thesis

clients.

5..

Because failures on the IBrt of a
~rsonally

~

~rson

which are attril::uted to

controllable factors are toought to lead to negative

evaluations, while failures attribJted to extemal factors 00 not, it is
expected that the nature of the servia! providers' causal attribJtion of
the older clients' problans will lead to differences in attitudes. Thus,
Hypothesis 5 is:
~

mct.e

~

nm.e serviga providers attrjblte .the. cause

~

their

clients' problans.t2 forCES beyorrl .the clients' control, .then .the

p;lsitive Wl.be .thili attitudes toward

Testing .of

~

older clients.

~theses

The five hypotheses receive their test in this project during the
course of the project's description of urban serviCE providers'
attitudes toward working with older clients. Acx:ordingly, research
evidence regarding the five hyp:>theses, which is presented as it occurs,
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is described as part of this report's six findings chapters (Chapters
VII through XII). This evidence will be drawn together in the project's
·Stmmary of Results," Chapter XIII.

It should be noted that sanetines the sane data will be used to
test several hyp:>theses. It may also be of interest to note that sane of
these data are used bi-dir.ectionally in the testing of multiple
hyp:>theses. More will be said about this in Chapter XIII.

The project's three objectives result in two types of outcomes:
assessment tools and research findings. Cbjective 1 is ooncemed with
the develcpment of assessnent tools: an analytical roodel and neasurenent
scales. Cl>jectives 2 and 3 are ooncemed with research findings. The
final two chapters of this report stmmarize the results and discuss the
implications of these two types of outcomes.
CCNTEXT OF SlUDY

This project is part of a larger study, "Attitudes Toward Older
Persons on the Part of Service Delivery Professionals," funded by the
Administration on Aging (#ro-A-IO(5). For short, the larger study is
referred to as the "Client Relations" Research Project. Aspects of the
Client Relations Project which are not part of this study are not
discussed in this report, except where they may, in sane way, have had
an influence on the project's fWings.

CHAPl'ER V

SJBJEcrs AND PROCEWRES

Chapter V describes first the Scrnpling Frane which guided the
selection of sample nembers. Then, for each of the four samples involved
in the stlXly, the sampling and data-gathering procedures and the
characteristics of sample members are described.
SAMPLIN:; FRAME
The study's Sampling Frame, or logical frarrework for the sampling
process, represents six types of social servims. These six social
service types (which are illustrated in Table

I)

are: health/rrental

health, incoIIE, nutrition, transportation, musing, and interaction. Tre
six service types were cmsen on the basis of a survey of the literature
on social servims and a survey of the types of social servim agencies
currently active in serving older people. Because of their importance in
acXiressing the poor health, p:>verty, and social isolation of older
AneriCCllS, these social servims form the basis of the study's Scrnpling

Frame (soown in Table II).
As can be seen in Table II, the Sanpling Frane is oomp:>sed of 13

cells. Each cell contains a different type of servim provider. The
Scrnpling Frame was constructed as follows. First, each of the six social
service types, except healthlItBltal health, fomed a sampling cell
(cells 9-13). Seoond, the bealthlnental health typ:! was represented by
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TABLE I

SOCIAL SERVICE TYPES

Types

Examples

health/mental health

hospitals, nursing homes, in-home
nursing agencies, mental health
clinics

income

Social Security, senior employment
agencies

nutrition

congregate meal programs, homedelivered meal programs

transportation

mass transit, escort programs,
special needs transportation programs

housing

public housing, retirement housing
projects

interaction

senior centers, information and
referral services, senior volunteer
opportunities, recreational programs,
friendly visitor programs, telephone
reassurance programs

Note. These six types of social services of major importance to older Americans lay the basis for the study's Sampling
Frame which is shown in Table II.
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TABLE II
SANPLIUG FRAl1E

Cells

e of service provider

Social service type

1

hospital doctors

2

hospital nurses

3

hospital aides

4

in-home nursing nurses

5

in-home nursing aides

6

nursing home nurses

7

nursing home aides

8

mental health practitioners

9

income personnel

income

10

nutrition personnel

nutrition

11

transportation personnel

transportation

12

housing personnel

housing

13

interaction personnel

interaction

health/mental health

Note. Each cell of the Sampling Frame contains a different
type of service provider of major importance to older ~ericans.
This Sampling Frame guided the selection of sample members for
all four samples involved in this study.
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eight cells, each containing a health/mental health slb-type (cells
1-8). Trese health/mental health slb-types are: hospital doctors,
hospital RUseS, hospital aides, in-1xme nursing nurses, in-lxme nursing
aides, nursing home nurses, nursing IDme aides, and :nental health
practitioners. This representation of the health/mental health servia!
type by sub-types was made in order to allow <Xm1];Brisons to be comucted
within that service type. Thus, the Sanpling Frane makes possible
comparisons both between and within serviC2 types.
The four samples involved in this study were all constructed on
the basis of the Sanpling Frane shown in Table II. Table III soows the
number of agencies in each Sanpling Frame cell for each of the study's
samples. Table "N shows the nurrber of serviC2 providers in each Sanpling
Frame cell for each sample. The contents of Tables III and "N will be
referred to throughout the following discussion of the study's samples.
SAMPLIN3, DA'm GATHERIN3, AND Sl\.MPIE CHARACl'ERISI'ICS

The following format is used in describing each sample. First, the
sample's pur};X>se, participants, and timing are overviewed. Next, the
involvenent of social serviC2 agencies in the sample is detailed. Than,
the involvement of Wividuals, servia! providers

an;3

older clients, in

the sample is descr ibed.
The samples are presented in a chronological ordering. First come

the two preliminaIy samples utilized in constructing the study's

attitude questionnaires, the Interview Pcnel and the General Attitude
Pretest Semple (llpretest Sanple"). Next come the study's two data
samples, the General Attitude Survey Sanple ("Survey Sanple") and the

TABLE III
SAMPLES OF AGENCIES
Sampling
frame
cells

Agency types

Interview
Panel

Number of agencies in:
Pretest
Survey
_ _ ~_Cl!IlPle _ _ _ _Sam~

Encounter
SamI'lea

1-3

hospitals

2

2

2

0

4-5

in-home nursing agencies

2

1

3

4

6-7

nursing homes

1

2

6b

0

8

mental health agencies

0

1

4

0

9

income agencies

2

3

5

0

10

nutrition agencies

2

1

1

0

11

transportation agencies

2

1

5

0

12

housing agencies

2

3

5

0

13

interaction agencies

2

2

11

7

15

16

42

11

TOTALS

Note. The number of social service agencies included in each Sampling Frame cell is indicated for
each of the four samples in the study.
aThe Encounter Sample differs from the relevant cells of the Survey Sample in that the Encounter
Sample includes one in-home nursing agency that is not considered to be part of the Survey Sample.
bAll six nursing homes are licensed by the state of Oregon as S~illeq Nursing Homes.

.....j

I-'

TABLE IV
SAMPLES OF SERVICE PROVIDERS
Number of service I!roviders in:
Survey
Pretest
SaDI lea
Sam lea

SlIIIplinl)
frUle
cells

Service

1

hospital doctors

2

2

hospital nurses

2

4 (44\.

3

hospital aides

2

4

in-h.... nursing nurses

1

5

in-h.... nursing aides

1

6 (61\.

6

nursing h.... nurses

1

7

nursing h .... aides

8

_ntal health practitioners
inc~

9

personnel

nutrition personnel

10

Encounter
Sam le b

3 (30'. 10)

26 (54'. 48)

0

9)

43 (86'. SO)

0

2 (20'. 10)

34 (72'. 47)

0

8 (80'. 10)

18 (82'. 22)

16 (48)

9)

18 (75'. 24)

16 (45)

13 (72'. 18)

19 (71)'. 24)

0

1

5 (19'. 26)

17 (65'. 26)

0

2

7 (88'.

8)

47 (96'. 49)

0

2

18 (60'. 30)

43 (90'. 48)

0

2

9 (75'. 12)

42 (88'. 48)

0

11

transportation personnel

2

4 (44'.

9)

31 (65'. 48)

0

12

housing personnel

2

6 (40'. 15)

44 (92\. 48)

0

46 (96'. 48)

19 (54)

interaction personnel

13

c

roviders

Interview
Panel

u

-~ALS

-

2
22

4 (80'.

5)

89 (52'. 171)

428 (8h. 530)

51--047)

Note. The mJaber of service providers included in each Sampling Frame cell is indicated for each of the four samples involved
in thestudy.
aThe first number shows the actual number of service providers who participated in the study. The numbers in parentheses indicate: (1) the response rate. and (2) the number of service providers originally selected to be in the saJIple. The formula used to
calculate the response rate is: ((number returned)/((number originally sampled)-(non-eligibles)))xlOO. Thus. non-respondents include
both -refusers- and -non-reachables.·
b.rt.e first maber shows the number of service providers who were observed in service delivery encounters with older clients.
Totals for the nurses include one physical therapist; totals for the aides include one physical therapy assistant and eight geriatric
outreach workers doing medical screening. The number in parentheses indicates the number of encounters that were observed. Except
for six service providers who were observed in only two encounters. all service providers were observed in encounters with three

different older clients.

-..J

N
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Service Encounter Sample (REncounter SampleR).
Because this study is };art of a larger sbldy, data in addition to
this study's data were also collected fran the samples.

sane

of these

aCilitional data-collection efforts may have had sane effect on this
study's attitude data and, therefore, are included in the following
descriptiOns •
For the most };art, written correspomence sent by the project to
agency directors and

servi~

providers as };art of the data-gathering

procedure was of a p:!rsonalized nature (that is, letters were
individually addressed and typed and had a handwritten signature).
Interview Panel
Overyiew. TlE purpose of this sample was to provide information
from which to form itans to build attitude questiormaires as well as to
provide background information for the behavioral and evaluative asP:!cts
of the broader Client Relations Project. TWenty-two
partici~ted

from IS agencies

servi~

providers

in the Interview Panel. Interviews of the

22 Panel ItleIlbers were comucted in the Portland-Multnornah CCllnty area of
Oregoo during May and June, 19'!7, by six trained interviewers.
Agencies.

Ex~pt

for nental health, all agency types in the

study's Sanpling Frame were represented by the Pmel (see Table III). No
mental health agencies were represented because the two nental health
practitioners in the Pmel were affiliated with agencies which were not
primarily nental health agencies. Because contact was established
directly with the

servi~-providing ~rsonnel,

made between the study and the
Service Providers. Th:! 22

servi~
servi~

no formal cxmtact was

providers' agencies.
providers in the Panel were
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sampled on an invitational basis (i.e., they were not randomly sampled).
The Panel merrbers, who were either known by personnel from the Client
Relations Project or were reconmended to the project, were selected on
the basis of being both articulate and representative of their field.

Except for four cells, each of the Sanpling Frane cells is represented
by two service providers (see Table IV). Tre other four cells (in-hone
IUlrsing nurses and aices and nursing lxmle nurses and aices) are
represented by one service provicer each.
Corresp:mdE!lce and data-gathering procedures for the Interview
Panel were as follows (see Table V). Service providers were initially
contacted by telephone to request their participation in the Panel.
Interviews with Panel nembers, lasting fran one to four murs, were then
held at the Panel member's cmice of workplace, i'xme, or the research
project's university.
For purp:>ses of questionnaire construction, the interviews were
conducted in such a manner as to leam (Bross, 1m7, p. 1):
(1) the dimensions of the service providers' eXp;!rience [with
older clients] and (2) the language which service providers use
in talking aboot that experience.

In resp::mding to the interview schedule's op;!n-ended questions, Panel
members were requested to sp;!ak for their coworkers as well as for
themselves. During the interviews, Panel nembers were provided with a
copy of the interviewer's interview schedule to follow aloog if they
wanted. Notes to the interviewers to probe for sp;!cific infornation were
deleted from the Panel member's copy of the interview schedule.
Characteristics of the service providers in the Interview Panel
are suntnarized in Table VI. On the average, the Interview Panel nembers:
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TABLE V

CORRESPONDENCE AND DATA-GATHERING PROCEDURES
FOR INTERVIEW PANEL

Time
Weeks 1-4
(May l6-June la, 1977)
Weeks 2-5
(May 25-June 13, 1977)

Week 34
(January 3, 1978)

Correspondence with
service roviders

Exhibita

Telephone call to request
participation

None

Interview sessions (using
Service Provider Interview
Schedule and written
instructions)

IP:l,2

Thank-you letter and summary
report

IP:3,4

aExhibits are available upon request.
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TABLE VI
CHA.RACTERISTICS OF SERVICE PROVIDERS
IN INTERVIEW PANEL

JOB-RELATED CHARACTERISTICS

PERSONAL CHARACTErtISTICS
Age
less than 20..................
20-29.........................
30-39.........................
40-49.........................
50-59.........................
60-69 .••••••••••••.•••••••••••
70-79.........................
80-89.........................
not

known.....................

Paid or Volunteer
paid ................................. 21
volunteer....... ..... ............. ••• 0
other (field placement).............. 1

0
5
7
6
1
1
1

0
1

Sex
male.......................... 7
female ..•.••..••••..•...••.••• 15
Educational Level
less than 8th grade..........................
8th grade graduate...........................
some high schooL............................
high school graduate.........................
some vocational or technical school .•••..•.••
vocational or technical school graduate .•••.•
some college.................................
college graduate............ ...... ...... .....
some graduate schooL........................
graduate degree..............................
not known ....................................

~.

response.

0
0
2
1
0
2
6
3
3
4
1

Years OIl Job
less than 1 year.....................
1-3 years............................
4-6 years ............................
7-9 year.............................
10-12 years..........................
13-15 years..........................
16-18 years..........................
19-21 years........... ......... ......
22-24 years..........................
25-27 years.................. ........
28-30 years ..•.••.••••.••••.••.••.•.•
31-33 years..........................
34-36 years..........................
37-39 years..........................
40-42 years..........................

5
8
4
1
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

Numbers following each re.ponse option indicate the number of service providers who made that
Total sample size equals 22.
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were 40 years of age, were female, had an educational level of sane
college, were paid employees (rather than volunteers), and had worked at
the current agency for six years.
Prior to the interviews with the 22 Panel rrembers, interviews with
six additional service providers had been corXlucted as practice
sessions. ResIX>nses to the practice interviews were given consideration
as supplanental infornation in the analysis of the Interview Panel data.
General Attitude Pretest SilDple

Overyiew. TIE

pu~se

of this sample was to pretest the Geleral OC

Questionnaire's mail-out and follow-up procedures to determine if all
were in working order. Si..'tteen social service agencies and 89 service
providers partiCipated in the pretest. TIE pretest was corrlucted in
Vancouver, Washington, between July and September, 19'17. Vcncouver was
chosen to be the pretest site because, being part of the larger
Portland-Vancouver uIban area, VCIlcouver was thought to closely
approximate the characteristics of the fortha:>ming Portland-Multnomah
County survey site.
~~.

The pretest area I s entire population of 17 social

service agencies which served at least sane older clients was selected
to be in the pretest .. VCIlcouver social service agencies which serve
older clients were identified for the study on the basis of: a listing
provided by the Project Coordinator of the Southwest Washington AIea
Agency on Aging Project, personal CD11U1lunications with other nembers of
the Vancouver social service network, and the VCIlcouver telephone
directory.
CorreSIX>ndence and data-gathering procedures used for the Pr:etest
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Sample are presented in Table VII. Starting in Week 1 of the pretest, a
telephone call was made to the directors of the 17 agencies introducing
the study and requesting their putici18tion. During the telephone call,

"agency partici18tion" in the pretest was explained to nean: the
agency's making available to the research project a personnel listing of
all direct service persormel wOO provide serviaas to older clients, and
the agency's granting of permission to the project to survey their
employees by mail at their plaaa of work. Only one of the 17 agencies
refused to partici18te in the study. TIE agency which refused to
particip:lte explained that it did so because of intemal labor relations
problems and not because of a rejection of the study itself.
The 16 agencies partici{:ating in the PIe test Sanple are
classified as to agency type in Table III. As can be seen, four types
were represented by one agency each, three types by two agencies each,
and two types by three agencies each.
Seryice Providers. From the 16 partici{:ating agencies, 171
employees who provided services to older clients were selected to be
involved in the study. For 12 of the agencies, the entire population of
employees woo worked with older clients was selected. For the renaining
four agencies, service providers were selected on a random sample basis.
The number of service providers selected for each of the 13 pretest
Sanpling Frame cells is shown in Table IV. Nunbers of service providers
selected per Sanpling Frane cell ranged fran a low of 5

(the

interaction

cell) to a high of 30 (the incane cell>.
All ex>rrespondence with the selected service providers was
ex>nducted at their plaaas of work. Table VII sbJws the five steps of the
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TABLE VII
CORRESPONDENCE AND DATA-GATHERING PROCEDURES
FOR GENERAL ATTITUDE PRETEST SAMPLE

ITime

Correspondence with:
Agency directors

Weeks 1-3
(July 1-15, 1977)

Introductory telephone call
to request agency's
participation

None

As Appropriate

Thank-you telephone call

None

Week 17
(October 19, 1977)

Thank-you letter

PS:3

Week 42
(April 12, 1978)

Thank-you letter and summary
report

PS:S,7

Service providers
Week 6
(August 3, 1977)

Introductory letter

PS:l

Week 6
(August 5, 1977)

General OC Pretest
Questionnaire

PS:2

Weeks 8-12
(August IS-September 15,
1977)

Follow-up telephone call

None

Week 17
(October 19, 1977)

Thank-you letter

PS:4

Week 42
(April 12, 1978)

Thank-you letter and summary
report

PS:6,7

aExhibits are available upon request.
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pretest's mail-out an:! follow-up procedure. On WeChesday of Week 6, each
of the selected servia! providers was mailed a letter which introdua!d
the stooy and requested the servia! provider's p:lrticip!tion. On Friday
of week 6, the pretest questionnaires were mailed to the servia!
providers. In Weeks 8 to 12, follow-up telepOOne calls were made to
service providers woo had not retumed their questiormaires, urging than
to do so. Sone of the follow-qp telephone calls oould not be plaa!d
person-to-person because of the nature of the servia! providers' jots:
in cases

w~re

this happened, nessages were left for the servia!

providers, urging them to complete and return the pretest questionnaire.
Of the 171 pretest questiormaires mailed out, 89 were returned,

for an overall response rate of 52%. Tl'e response rate for each of the
13 Sampling Frame cells of servia! providers in the Pretest Sample is
shown in Table W. Of the 13 serviQ! provider types, nursing WIne aides
had the lowest response rate (19%) and nental health practitioners had
the

hig~st

rate (88%).

Characteristics of the 89 service providers who retumed their
pretest questionnaires are sunrrarized in Table VIII. In terms of
personal characteristics, the average sample nember: was 46 years of
age, was female, and had an educational level of sane oollege. In terms
of job-related characteristics, the average sample nember: worked 34
hours per week, was a paid enployee (rather than a volunteer>, and had
worked at the sampled agency for four years. In terms of characteristics
of

his/~r

interactions with clients, the average sample nember: served

32 older clients per day (note: ne(Uan nlll'lber of older clients served
per day was 12), had a clientele that was 29% nale, was in oontact with
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TABLE VIII
CHARACTERISTICS OF SERVICE PROVIDERS IN
GENERAL ATTITUDE PRETEST SAMPLE

CHARACTERISTICS OF lIITERACTIONS WITH CLIENTS

PEIISONAL CHARACTERISTICS

Age
less than 20 ••••
20-29 •••••••••••
30-39 •••••••••••
40-49 •••••••••••
50-59 •••••••••••
60-69 •••••••••••
70-79 •••••••••••
90-99 •••.•••••••
not

known .......

Percent of Clients Whose Ag.. Are:
0-20..................... 3'
20-59 •••••••••••••••••••• 14'
60-69 •••••••••••••••••••• 25'
70-79 •••••••.•••••••••••• 29'
90+ •••••••••••••••••••••• 30'

1
16
12
17
21
17
4
0
1

Sex
male •••••••••••• 14
female •••••••••• 74
not
1

known.......

Educational Level
less than 9th grade...............................
9th gr.de gradu.te................................
sane high school..................................
high school gr.duate..............................
some voc.tional or technic.l .chool •••••••••••••••
vocation.l or technic.l school gr.duate ••••••••••
sane college ••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
college gr.duate ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
some gradu.te school..............................
graduate degree...................................
not

known.........................................

0
4
5
9
2
8

21
11
5
14
10

Aver.ge Humber of Elderly Clients Served
Pel' Day
fewer than 10 •••••••••••• 33
10-19 •••••••••••••••••••• 21
20-29.................... 4
30-39.................... 5
40-49.................... 1
50-59.................... 6
60-69....... •••••••• ••••• 4
70-79.................... 1
90-99.................... 0
90-99....... ••••••• •••••• 0
100+..................... 9
not
5

known...... ...... ....

Sex of Elderly Clientele

0-20' male ••••••••••••••• 27
21-40' male •••••••••••••• 38
41-60' male •••••••••••••• 19
61-80' male.............. 0
81-100' male............. 0
not
5

known................

JOB-RELATED CHARACTERISTICS

Hours Worked Per Week
less than 10 hours.................. 3
10-19 hours......................... 8
20-29 hours ••••••••••••••••••••••.•• 16
30-39 hours......................... 2
40+
hours. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 56
not
4

known.... ...... .... ...... .......

Paid or Volunteer
paid ..••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 84
volunteer........................... 3
other............................... 0
not
2

known...........................

Years on Job
less than 1 year •••••••••••••••••••• 12
1-3 years ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 43
4-6 years........................... 18
7-9 years........................... 4
10-12 years......................... 5
13-15 ye.rs......................... 1
16-18 years ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2
19-21 years......................... 1
22-24 ye.rs ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1
25-27 years......................... 2
28-30 years......................... 0

Frequency of Contact with Same Elderly
Client
one time only............ 6
less than once. year •••• 1
yearly................... 3
twice a year............. 4
monthly •••••••••••••••••• 10
weekly ••••••••••••••••••• 32
daily •••••••••••••••••••• 25
not

known................

8

Form of Interaction with Elderly
Clients
in person •••••••••••••••• 75
telephone................ 9
not known.. ••••••••••• ••• 5
Average Lensth of In-Person end
Contact with Elderly Clients
les. than 15 minutes ••••• 27
15-29 minute ••••••••••••• 20
30-59 minutes •••••••••••• 12
60+ minutes.............. 14
not
16

~lephone

kn0Vi1................

Note. Numbers following each response option indicate the number
of service providers who made that response. Total sample size equals
89.
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the same elderly client on a weekly basis, interacted with older clients

in person (rather than by telephone), and interacted with an older

client for 33 mdnutes at a time.
General Attitude Survey Sanple
OVerview. TiE purp:>se of this sample is: Ca) to provide
servi~

measurements of attitudes which

providers hold toward working

with older clients-in-genercil., and Cb) to provide measuranents of
certain characteristics of the

servi~

providers and of their older

clientele which may be related to toose attitudes. Forty-two social
service agencies and 428

servi~

providers tarticitated in the Survey

Sample. Tre survey was oomucted by mail in the Portland-Multnomah
County area of Oregon, November IfJ77 through May 19]8.
Agencies. Sanpling procedures for the Survey Sanple I s agenc ies
were as follows. Social

servi~

agencies in the study area which served

at least some older clients were classified into one or more of the six
service types listed in Table I. Social

servi~

agencies in the study

area serving older clients were identified on the basis of: Ca) the
"Inventory of Resources" fran the Cqnprebensive Aging

nan ~

Portland/Multnornab County, Fis;al

Resour~s

Aging Services,

1975)~

ClacKamas, MultnOt\§h,

~.L2Z5Ili

(HL1I'Iall

Bureau

(b) the Director:y.of CgIIIDlmity ServiC2S.in.

ana Washington Cgmties Df. OreCiPD aDd Clark Cgmty

.Qf washington (Tri-Couoty Cormamity Ca.u¥::il, 1972, 1974); Cc) the
Directoty.Qf Programs and SeryiC2s

m

~

AdJlts, State Df. Oregon

(Institute on Aging, 1971); Cd) the Portland telephone directory for
19]5-76; (e) personal oomnunications with members of the

Portland-Multnomah County social

servi~

network; and (f) prior research
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conducted by the Institute on Aging, Portland state University.
From these several hurdred agencies, 49 were selected to be
involved in the study. A -p!rposive" (rather than a rarXlom) sampling
procedure was utilized in selecting the 49 agencies. That is, because of
the small nwtber of agencies to be included in each Sanpling Frane cell,
it was thought that the representativeness of the Survey Sanple would be
maximized by selecting agencies within each Sanpling Frane cellon the
basis of three organizational and client characteristics rather than on
a random basis. TIE three characteristics used to select the agencies
were: (a) size of agency (operationalized by nunber of anployees), (b)
auspice of agency (private or public, non-profit or profit), and (c) age
of clientele (elderly-only or mixed age). Thus, agencies were selected
so as to obtain a full range of agency characteristics in the sample.
Procedures used by the project to oonununicate with the agency
directors are shown in Table IX. Particip!tion in the study on the p!rt
of an agency entailed: an interview of the agency director by a research
project rneni:>er concerning characteristics of the agency (for the broader
Client Relations Project), the pcovision of a personnel listing of all
agency employees woo provided services directly to older clients, and
permiSSion to survey a sample of these direct service providers by nail
at their place of work. Of the 49 agencies, 41 agreed to particip!te in
the study.

~

eight agencies which refused to p!rticip!te were: a

hospital, its mental health clinic, two nursing OOrnes, an anploynent
agency, two retirement musing projects, and one senior center. Reasons
given for non-participation included: (a) director saw no -practical
use" of results for older people and saw research as a "waste of money";
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(b) director did not view agency as a provider of

servi~s

people and did not want the agency to be disrupted by the

to older
survey~

(c)

director said that the research unit of the agency was not contacted
correctly nor sufficiently early in the study's tineline <i.e., during
the proposal writing stage); (d) director saw the study as an

"inconvS'lience" to agency arXl its clientele; and (e) director said the
agency's corp:>rate managemmt refused to

~rmit

the

~rsonnel

list to be

provided to the study. One nursing 00ne was added to the sample at a
later date in order to naintain an adequate representation of nursing
hone personnel in the study in the face of a high job tumover rate in
nursing homes, thus bringing the sample of agencies to a total of 42.
TIE 42 agenCies in the Survey Semple are classified as to Sanpling
Frame cell in Table III. As can be seen, the nunber of agencies

~r

agency type ranged from 1 (nutrition) to 11 (interaction). Of the 42
agencies, 26 were private and 16 were pWlic, 11 were profit and 31 were
non-profit. Size of agency ranged fran 2 to 1600 paid employees and fran
1 to 4000 volunteers. With

res~ct

to age of clientele, fran 2% to 100!

of the agencies' total clientele were elderly.
Service Providers. Sanpling procedures for service providers in

the Survey sample were as follows. For each of the 13 Sanpling Fr,ame
cells, service providers were

sel~ed

personnel lists sU];plied by the
possible, equal nunbers of

on a random sample basis fran

t:artici~ting

servi~

agencies. wrerever

providers \oiere drawn fran each agency

within a Sanpling Frame cell. TIE nurrber of

se:rvi~

providers selected

per SCIllPling Frame cell ranged fran 22 to 50. In all, 530

servi~

providers were selected to be in the Survey Sanple (see Table IV).
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Corresp::mdence between the study and the 530 serviCE providers was
conducted primarily at the serviCE providers' places of work. In cases
of job termination, sane of the follow-up correspondence was comucted
at the service providers' lxrres. The tarts of the survey's multi-step
questionnaire mail-out and follow-up procedure were scheduled to occur
at one-week intervals, as can be seen in Table IX. In Week 15 of the
procedure, the serviCE providers were mailed a letter introducing the
stooy and requesting their tarticitation. In the following week, the
service providers were mailed the General OC Questionnaire accompanied
by a cover letter which contained instructions and an assurance of
confidentiality. In Week 17, all serviCE providers (except for a few
speedy returners) were mailed a "follow-up" p::>stcard thanking than if
they had returned the questionnaire and urging than to retum the
questionnaire if they had not already done so. In Weeks 18 and 19, two
follow-up letters

(the

secom with a replacement questionnaire and cover

letter) were mailed to the service providers who had not retumed their
questionnaires, again urging them to do so. By Week 20, the standardized
follow-up procedures were terminated and individualized follow-ups
began. The individualized follow-ups consisted primarily of telephone
calls plus additional replacement questionnaires and/or visits to the
agencies during which the serviCE providers were interviewed for answers
to the questionnaire. In addition, requests for non-respoments to
complete and return the questionnaire were made to: (a) all
non-respondents in one of the sampled mspitals via a -blind" letter
from an administrative-level person from that mspital (aocampanied by a
replacement questionnaire), (b) all non-respoming doctors in the other
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TABLE IX
CORRESPONDENCE AND DATA-GATHERING PROCEDURES
FOR GENERAL ATTITUDE SURVEY SAMPLE
Correspondence with:
!!gency directors

!TilIIe

Exhibita

Week 1
(August 15, 1977)

Introductory letter

SS:l

Weeks 2-7
(August 22September 29, 1977)

Telephone call to confirm agency's participation

None

Weeks 2-11b
(August 26October 28, 1977)

Interview re agency characteristics (using
the Organizational Fact Sheet Interview Schedule)

SS:2

When Appropriate

Thank-you letter for interview

SS:3

Week 14
(November 18, 1977)

Informational letter re study's progress; copy
of introductory letter to be sent to employees

SS:4,7

Week 16
'December 2, 1977)

Informational letter re study's progress; copy
of General OC Questionnaire and cover letter to
be sent to employees

SS:S,8,9

Week 17
(December 9, 1977)

Thank-you letter for agency's participation

S5:6

Service providers
Week 15
(November 25, 1977)

Introductory letter

55:7

Week 16
(December 2, 1977)

COver letter and General OC Questionnaire

5S:8,9

Week 17
(December 9, 1977)

Follow-up postcard

5S:l0

As Appropriate

Thank-you letter

sS:ll

Week 18
(December 16, 1977)

Follow-up letter *1

55:12

Week 19
(December 23, 1977)

Follow-up letter *2, plus replacement
questionnaire end cover letter

Weeks 20-42
(February-Hay, 1978)

Individualized follow-ups: telephone calls, visits,
replacement questionnaires, recommendations from
unions and professional colleagues

S5:l3,8,9
55:l4,lS,16c

~hibits are available upon request.

bOne later interview was conducted in Hay 1978.
cExhibit S5:l4 was aentto all non-respondents in one of the sampled transportation agencies. Exhibit
S5:l5 was sent to all non-respondents in one of the sampled hospitals. Exhibit S5:l6 was sent to all nonresponding doctors in the other sampled hospital.
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sampled hospital via a telephone call fram an administrative-level
person from that oospital (followed by a letter from the study and a
replacement questionnaire), and (c) all non-respoments in one of the
sampled transportation agencies via a letter from the research project
which indicated support from a leader of the transportation workers'
union (accompanied by a

repla~nt

questionnaire). Tl'e consi<.Erable

effort spent on the follow-up procedures was designed to maximize the
response rate in or<.Er to maintain the representativeness of the random
sample. All follow-up procedures were terminated in May 1fJ/8.
Tba overall response rate for the Survey Sanple is 81%. That is,
428 of the 530 service providers filled out and returned the
questionnaires. Tl'e response rate for each type of service provi<.Er in
the Survey Sanple is shown in Table IV. Tba response rate varied by
Sanpling Frame cell, with oospital OOctors having the lowest response
rate (54%) and the nental health practitioners and interaction personnel
tying for the higbast response rate (96%). A low response rate may lead
to a non-representative sample and
(Berdie

&

there~

to non-generalizable findings

Anderson, 1 g] 4). A response rate greater than 90% is

recommended by Berdie and Anderson in order to assume representativeness
of results. Thus, the study's fimings regarding types with response
rates lower than 90% should be interpreted with care, CIld findings
regarding types with response rates lower than 70% sOOuld be interpreted
with greater caution.
NOn-responding service providers were

r~laoed

in the sample by

other service providers only in cases of sampling error (for exanple,
obstetrics nurses woo saw no older clients) or in cases where the
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non-reSJ;X>nse was toought: to be of a non-attitudinal nature (for exanple,
service providers who were non-English speakers, or Who were seriously
ill or had died). In all, 37 "non-eligible" service providers were
replaced in the Survey Sanple. TIE replacement service providers were
selected using the sane random sample procedures used in selecting the
original service providers.
Key characteristics of the Survey Sanple are summarized in Table
X. In terms of personal characteristics, the average sample m:.mber: was
44 years of age, was female, and had an educational level of sane
college. In terms of joo-related characteristics, the average sample
member: worked 35 hours per week, was a

~id

anployee (rather than a

voltmteer), and had worked at the agency for four years. In terms of
characteristics of their interactions with clients, the average sample
member: spent between 41 and 60% of the work day being with or talking
to clients, had a clientele that was between 61 and 80% elderly, served
23 older clients per day (note: median nunber of older clients served
per day was eight), had an older clientele that was between 21 and 40%
nale, and was in contact with the sane older client on a weekly basis.
Service Encounter Sanple

Overyiew. TIE purpose of the Erx:ounter Sanple is to provide
neasurements of attitudes which service providers hold toward specific
older clients as well as to provide the larger Client Relations Project
with a basis for relating service providers' attitudes toward older
clients with their behaviors toward older clients and with the older
clients' subsequent evaluations of the service providers. Eleven
agencies, 51 of their service-providing personnel, and 147 of their
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TABLE X

CHARACTERISTICS OF SERVICE PROVIDERS IN
GENERAL ATTITUDE SURVEY SAMPLE

PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS

Age
less than 20.... 6
20-29 ••••••••••• 91
30-39 .•••••••••• 109
40-49 ••••••••••• 60
50-59 ••••••••••• 69
60-69 ••••••••••• 47
70-79 .•••••••••• 28
80-89........... 5
not known ••.•••• 13
Sex
male •••••••••••• 136
female ••.••••••• 292
Educational Level
less than 8th grade............................
1
8th grade graduate.............................
4
some high school............................... 23
high school graduate........................... 63
some vocational or technical school............
5
vocational or technical school graduate........ 16
some college ••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••• 136
college graduate............................... 86
some graduate school........................... 20
graduate degree................................ 64
not known...................................... 10
JOB-RELATED CHARACTERISTICS

CHARACTERISTICS OF INTERAC'!'IONS WITH CLIENTS
Percent of Workday Spent Being with or
Talking to Clients
0-20\ •••••.•••••••.•••••••••• 58
21-40\ ••••••.••••••.•.•••••.• 66
41-60\ ••.••••••••.•••••.••.•• 86
61-80\ ••••••••••••••••••...•. 116
81-100\ •••••••••••••••••...•. 95
not known •• ,........ ••••.•••• 7
Percent of Clients Who Are Elderly
0-20\ •••••••••••••••.•••••.•• 63
21-40\ •..••••••••.••••..••.•• 67
41-60\ •••••••••••••••••....•• 43
61-80\ .••••••••••••••.••..••• 82
81-100\ •••••••••••••.•••••••• 170
not known.... •••••.••••. ••••• 3
Average Number of Elderly Clients Served
Per Day
fewer than 10 •••••.•••••...•...•. 222
10-19 ••••••••••••..•..•....•••..• 60
20-29 •••••••••••••••••.•.••.••..• 26
30-39 ••••••••.•••••••..•...••.••• 18
40-49 ..•••••••••••..••••..•..•••• 13
50-59............... .•.••..•. ..•• 5
60-69 .••••••••••••••.•••.•.•••.•• 1:;
70-79............................ 6
80-89............................ 5
90-99............................ 2
100+ .••••••••••••••••••••••..••• 19
not known •••••••••••...•••••.•••. 37

Hours Worked Per Week
less than 10 hours............... 42
10-19 hours...................... 21
20-29 hours...................... 46
30-39 hours...................... 49
40+
hours .•••••••••.••••••••••• 263
not known • ••••• ••••••• •••••••••
7

Sex of Elderly Clients
0-20\ male ••••••••.••••••••• 136
21-40\ male ••••••••.•••.•... 136
41-60\ male................. 111
61-80\ male................. 30
81-100\ male................
6
not known.......... .••••••••
9

Paid or Volunteer
paid •••••••.••••.•••••••••••••••• 383
volunteer........................ 39
other............................
2
not known.. •••••••••••• ••••••••••
4

Frequency of Contact with Same Elderly
Client
one time only............... 33
less than once a year.......
7
yearly......................
7
twice a year................ 30
monthly. • •••• • • • • • •• •••••• . • 56
weekly ••••••••••••••••••••.• 138
daily ••••••••••••••••••••••. 144
not known................... 13

Years on Job
less than 1 year................. 28
1-3 years •••••••••••••••••••••••• 196
4-6 years •••••••••••••••••••••••• 110
7-9 years........................ 39
10-12 years...................... 20
13-15 years...................... 11
16-18 years......................
4
19-21 years......................
4
22-24 years......................
2
25-27 years......................
2
28-30 years......................
1
not known........................ 11

Note. Numbers following each response option indicate the number
of servrc,e providers who made that response. Total sample equals 428.
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older clients particip;lted in the Encounter Semple. Measuranents on the
Encounter Semple, consisting of behavioral obsetVations and intetViews,
were made in the Portland-Multnomah Ca.mty area of Oregon during the
mcnths of June through August, 1978.
Agencies. Social service agencies involved in the Encounter Sample
consisted, with one elCCeption, of a slbset of the agencies involved in
the Survey Semple. In all, 11 agencies were involved: 4 in-hone nursing

agencies and 7 interaction agencies (see Table III>. Agencies providing
in-hone nursing and interaction

servi~s

were coosen to be in the

Encounter Semple because of the larger Client Relations Project's
objective of observing

servi~

providers interacting with older clients

in comparable settings (i. e., the client's 1x>me).
The correspondence procedure involved in obtaining agency
pennission for its

servi~

providers to be observed in

servi~

encounters with older clients was a telepoone call and/or visit to each
of the agency directors. All three in-home nursing agencies from the
original Survey Semple particip:lted in the Encounter Sample. Seven of
the original 11 interaction agencies also :farticip;lted.
NOn-participation on the :fart of the other four interaction agencies
resulted from: (a) one agency director refusing to allow his agency to
be observed, and (b) three agencies no longer having as employees the

service providers sampled for the Survey Semple, or the sampled
peroonnel having no face-to-face encounters with older clients. At this
time, one agency was added to the original sample of 41 in order to
provide needed nwri::>ers of

servi~

providers to observe. This agency,

although actually a health clinic, is classified in the Scrnpling Frane
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as an in-home nursing agency because the servia! providers to be
observed were engaged in con:1ucting nedical screening of older clients
in the clients' own homes.
Service .Er,oviders. Of the 51 servia! providers in the ER:ounter
Sample, 16 were in-hone nurses, 16 were in-hone nursing aides, and 19
were interaction personnel (see Table IV). Twenty-three of the 51 were
from the original SUrvey Sample and 28 were newly sampled for this stage
of the study. Sampling procedures for the Encounter Semple were as
follows. The 36 in-home nursing
partici~ted

an:]

in the Survey Sample

41 interaction personnel who

an:]

wtK:>se directors did not refuse

permission for their agencies to be observed fomed the initial slbject
};X)ol for the Encounter Semple (n

= n).

Due primarily to a high turnover

rate, 54 of the 77 original servia! providers were unavailable for
partici~tion

in the

E~unter

Sample. Other reasons why the 54 servia!

providers did not PlrticiPlte included: no longer having faa!-to-face
contact with older clients; seeing fewer than two older clients within
the study's observational tine frarre of eight weeks; having interactions
with older clients of less than 10 minutes duration; and, rarely,
refusal to particiPlte. The 28 new in-hone nursing
service providers were acquired by sampling,

CIl

an:]

interaction

a volunteer basiS,

acXiitional personnel fran the original agencies and by the adding of one
new agency from which to sample.
Corresp:mdence and data-gathering for the En=ounter Sample were
multi-step (see Table XI). First, using a prepared "s::ript," a telephone
call was made to the sampled servia! providers fran the SUrvey Sample
requesting permission to observe them in three servia! encounters with
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TABLE XI
CORRESPONDENCE AND DATA-GATHERING PROCEDURES
FOR SERVICE ENCOUNTER SAMPLE
Correspondence with:
J\qency directors

ExhIbit!

Weeks 1-7
(June l2-July 28, 197B)d

Telephone call and/or visit (using a
"script") to request ageney's
participation b

E5:1

As 1•.,propriate

Thank-you letter for ageney's participation
upon completion of scheduled observations

E5:2

Encounter participants
Weeks l-B
(June 12-July 31, 197B)d

Telephone call (using a "script") to
request service provider's participation
and to schedule observations c

Weeks 1-8
(June 12-July 31, 197B)d

TO newly sampled subjects, cover letter and
General OC Questionnaire

As Necessary

Telephone calls to service providers to
schedule and confirm observation dates

Weeks 2-10
(June 20-August 17, 197B)

Observational visits:
(a) explanation of procedures to service
providers and older clients
(b) recording of service provider and older
client's encounter behaviors for 10
minutes, using 5ervice Provider/Client
Dyadic Interaction Coding 5ystem (5P/CDIC5)
(c) 5pecific OC Questionnaire to be
answer~d by service provider
(d) interview of older client, using Client
Evaluation Interview 5chedule
(e) ~onsent Form to be signed by older client
(sometime during visit)
(f) letter of appreciation hand-delivered to
older client
(g) observer recorded impressions of service
provider and en~ounter (using Observer
Impressions and Observer Evaluation for=s)
(h) Interpersonal Checklist to be answered
by service provider re self (sometime
during villi ts)

As Appropriate

Thank-you letter to service provider upon
completion of scheduled observations

E5:3

E5:4;S5:9
None

::one

ES:5

E5:6
E5:7
ES:B
ES:9
ES:10,l1
I:s:12

ES:13

aExhibits a:a available upon request.
bThe "script" for the telephone calls and visits was formatted as a letter, which was then also
mailed to the directors contacted by telephone and hand delivered to the directors contacted by visit.
cDuring these telephone calls, the original General Attitude Survey Sample members were supplemented
by sampling additional service providers on a volunteer (i.e., non-random) basis.
dOates are estimated.
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older clients. During the phoning, solicitations were made to aCX]uire
aa:Utional Slbjects to observe. In order to obtain general attitude
measurements on the 28 newly sampled slbjects equivalent to tlDse
obtained earlier on the original SUrvey Banple slbjects, the General OC
Questionnaire was next administered to the new subjects. Tb:!se "makeup"
general attitude measurenents were done sane tine prior to the service
encounter observations. Following the make-up general attitude
neasurements, the newly sampled stbjects were treated the sane as the
original subjects. Telephone calls were made, as necessary, to schedule
dates for the observations. Except for six service providers, each
service provider was observed interacting with three different older
clients. Because of scheduling difficulties or non-availability of older
clients, six of the service providers were studied with

to two

res~ct

rather than three older clients.
The format for each neasuranent session was as follows. Tre
observer informed the service provider and older client of the

s~cific

procedures of the observational visit, i.e., no talking with the
observer during the la-minute observational

~riod

arrl then private

interviews with both the client and service provicer following the
service encounter. For the initial 10 minutes of the service encounter,
behaviors of both the service provider and older client were recorded.
FollOWing the service encounter, the service provider was requested to
reIX>rt his/her beliefs and feelings about the older client, using the
S~cific

OC Questionnaire, and the older client was intervieWed

regarding his/her evaluation of the interaction. In addition, the
observer reoorded hislher imp:essions of the service provider and the
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interaction. Sooetine during the three observational visits, the service
provider was also

re~ested

to complete an inter.personal checklist

regarding bis/her own personality characteristics.
Key characteristics of the service providers in the Encounter
Sample are sumnarized in Table XII. On the average, the Erx::ounter
Sample's service providers: were 39 years of age, were female, had an
educat~onal

level of sane college, worked 37 hours per week, were };aid

employees (rather than vollilteers), had worked at the sampled agency for
three years, spent between 61 and 90% of their work day being with or
talking to clients, had a clientele that was between 61 and 80% elderly,
served eight older clients per day (note: median nurrber of older clients
served per day was six), had an older clientele that was between 21 and
40% nale, and were in cxmtact with the sane older client on a weekly
basis.
The Encounter Sample differs significantly fram the non-observed
in-home nursing and interaction personnel of the Survey Sample on five
of these characteristics (according to at-test oom};arison of Ileans, 12

<

• aD. That is, in cOmplrison with their non-observed counterparts, the
observed in-hone nursing and interaction service providers: are yamger,
are more educated, work IOOre murs per week, are never vollilteers, and
have an older clientele. Prinarily, these differences in characteristics
appear to be attributable to the non-inclusion of vollilteers in the
Encounter Sample and the inclusion of vollilteers in the Survey Sample.
MEn volunteers were also exclooed fran the Survey Sample,

00

significant differences in the characteristics were fOllJ13 between the
non-observed and observed in-home nursing and interaction sample
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TABLE XII
CHARACTERISTICS OF SERVICE PROVIDERS IN
SERVICE ENCOUNTER SAMPLE

PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS
Age

less than 20 •••• 0
20-29 ••••••••••• 16
30-39 ••••••••••• 17
40-49........... 2
50-59 ••••••••.•• 10
60-69........... 3
70-79........... 2
80-89........... 0
not known....... 1
Sex
male............ 7
female •••••••••• 44
Educational Level
1ells than 8th grade................................. 1
8th grade graduate.................................. 0
SOllIe high school.................................... 2
high IIchool graduate................................ 2
some vocational or technical school................. 0
vocational or technical school graduate............. 0
some eollege ••••••••••••••••••••••• '" •••••••••••••• 17
college graduate •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 19
some graduate school................................ 7
graduate degree..................................... 2
not known. '" ••••••••• •••••••••••• ••••••• ••••• •••••• 1
JOB-RELATED CHARACTERISTICS
Hours Worked Per Week
less than 10 hours.............. 0
10-19 hours ••••••••••••••••••••• 1
20-29 hours..................... 5
30-39 hours ••••••••••••••••••••• 14
40+
hours ••••••••••••••••••••• 31
Paid or Volunteer
paid ••••••••.•••••••••••••••.••• 51
volunteer....................... 0
Years on Job
less than 1 year •••••••••••••••• 19
1-3 years ••••••••••••••••••••••• 18
4-6 years....................... 6
7-9 years....................... 3
10-12 years..................... 2
13-15 years..................... 2
16-18 years..................... 0
19-21 years ••••••••••••••••••••• 1
22-24 years..................... 0
25-27 years..................... 0
28-30 years..................... 0

OIMACTERISTICS OF INTElIACTIOIIS WITH CLIENTS
Percent of Work Day Spent Being with or
Talking to Client.
0-20\........................ 0
21-40'. •••••••••••••••••••••• 4
41-60\ ••••••••••••••••••••••• 20
61-80\ •••••••••••••••••• , •••• 20
81-100'...................... 7
Percent of Clients Who are Elderly
0-20'........................ 1
21-40'....................... 2
41-60'....................... 4
61-80'....................... 9
81-100' •••••••••••••••••••••• 35
Avarage HUmber of Elderly Clients Served
Per Day
fewer than 10 •••••••••••••••• 43
10-19........................ 3
20-29........................ 1
30-39........................ 0
40-49........................ 1
50-59........................ 0
60-69........ ••• ••••••• •••••• 0
70-79......... ••••••••••••••• 1
80-89........................ 0
90-99........................ 0
100+ •••••••••• •••••• •••••••• 0
not known. ••• ••• ••••••• •••••• 2

Sex of Elderly Clients
0-20' male ••••••••••••••••••• 13
21-40\ male •••••••••••••••••• 19
41-60' male •••••••••••••••••• 12
61-80' male.................. 5
81-100' male ••••••••••••••••• 2
Frequency of Contact with Same Elderly
Client
ane time only................ 0
l •• s than onee a year........ 0
yearly.. •••••• •••••• ••••••••• 0
twiea a year................. 1
IIOIIthly...... •••• •••• • •••• ••• 15
weekly ••••••••••••••••••••••• 31
daily •••••••••••••••••••••••• 2
not known •••••••••••••••••••• 2

Note. Numbers following each response option indicate the
number of service providers who made that response. Total sample
size equals 51.
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members. Of 24 gSleral attitude scales (described .in detail .in the next
chapter), ally one, cognition of older clients as socially contriooting
(ATlS), was fcund to differ significantly between the paid non-observed
and observed sample nernbers: .t.

(~)

= 2.65,

~

< .01. Thus, it appears

that the Encounter Sanple, altbJugh non-randomly selected, differs only
slightly from the paid in-home nursing and interaction personnel of the
randomly selected Survey Semple.
Older Clients. In all, servia! encounters between servia!
providers and 147 different older clients were studied. The older
clients to be ol:served were selected by the servia! providers
themselves. All of the encounters

t~

place in the older clients'

hones. Of the 147 servia! encounters, 93 were for health-related
concerns and 54 were with interaction personnel. Of the 147 older
clients observed, 52 were male and 93 were female. Of the 147
observations, 99 were of servia! providers and older clients of the sane
sex, and 48 were of opposite sexes. The ages of the older clients ranged
from 48 to 94; the nean age was 75. Age differences between the observed
service providers and their older clients ranged from 0 to 68 years.
According to service provider reports, 8 of the encounters camp[ised the
first contact between the older client and service provider, while in
the remaining 119 instances they had net with each other previously
(information is miSSing on 20 observations).

The project utilized four samples in its gathering of information
on service providers' attitudes toward working with older clients. Of
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the four samples, three were samples of service providers (Interview

Panel, Pretest Semple,

aoo

Survey Sanple) and one was a sample of

service providers and their older clients (Encounter Sanple).
Each of the four samples made a different contritution to this
study. Two preliminary samples, the Interview Panel

aoo

the Pretest

Semple, provided infcrmation needed for the construction of the study's
attitude questionnaires. The Survey Semple provided information
regarding the attitudes of service providers toward working with older
clients-in-general and information regarding the
characteristics of both service providers

aoo

backg~und

their older clientele. The

Encounter Sanple provided information regarding attitudes of service
providers toward specific older clients with wham they had just
interacted in a service encounter.
Although differing in their contrib.ttions, the project's four
samples were similar in their constitution. That is, all four samples
were constructed on the basis of the sane Scrnpling Frane. Thus, sampling
was focused on 13 types of service providers: hospital doctors ("IDs"),
hospital I'llrses ("RNs"), hospital aides, in-horre nursing nurses ("RNs"),
in-hom:! nursing aides, nursing lx>rne nurses, nursing lx>rne aides, nental
health practitioners, income personnel, nutrition personnel,
transportation J;ersonnel, musing personnel, and interaction J;ersonnel.
All samples except the En:ounter Scrnple utilized all 13 cells of the

Sanpling Frame. TIE Erx::ounter Scrnple utilized a stbset of three of the
cells: in-heme nursing RNs, in-OOme nursing aides, and interaction
personnel.
Sanpling procedures used first to select the sample nembers and
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then to encourage them to participate in the study differed for each
sample. The sampling procedures had in comnon, mwever, the goal of
maximizing the samples' representativeness of the larger population so
as to maximize the extent to which the findings of this study are
generalizable.
All samples came fran the Portlaoo, Oregon, Staooard Metropolitan

statistical Area (SMSA). The data were obtained fran the various samples
during the time period of May 1977 to August 1978.

CHAPrER VI
INSrRJl£N1' DEVEIDPMENT
An attitude itself cannot be observed. Only behavior can be

observed. Thus, in the rreasuranent of attitudes, attitudes are inferred
from the measurements of sane kW of behavior. In this study, attitudes
are to be inferred from answers to questionnaires. Tte questions asked
in the project's questionnaires, then, "operationally define" the
attitudes to be investigated by this study.
In regard to operational definitions, readers should be aware of
the problem of precision. The goal is, of course, to operationalize the
various attitudinal oorcepts so precisely that all essential ingredients
are irx:luded and all else is excluded. This is a IOOst difficult goal to
realize, and one this project is not so presumptuous as to claim.
Difficulties exist: in the sampling of items, in the phrasing of items
(for example, in the phrasing of behavioral predisposition items witlx>ut
also including affect), and in the avoidance of response sets (such as
the acx;(Uiescence and social desirability response sets, etc.). Thus, the
reader is cautioned to remember that the study's operational definitions
aJ;proximate, rather than express, the attitudinal concepts being
investigated.

TWo questionnaires were developed to measure service providers'
attitudes toward older clients. The Attitudes Toward Older
Clients-in-General Questionnaire (known as the "General OC
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Questionnaire") was developed to neasure general attitudes. Tte
Attitudes Toward Specific Older Clients Questionnaire (known as the
"Specific DC Questionnaire") was developed to neasure specific
attitudes. Because of cxmcem that stbjects might react to the word
"attitude," the questionnaires were simply titled "Service PIOvider
Questionnaire" for administration to stbjects in this study.
Paralleling the two questionnaires, two sets of neasuranent scales
were constructed. "Scales" are gIOUpings of itens, canbined for purposes
of increasing the reliability and range of variability of soores and of
reducing the nunber of variables being exanined to nore basic urnerlying
dimensions. Om set, built of itens from the GEneral DC Questionnaire,
is to operationalize service providers' gSleral attitudes. TIE other
set, built of items from the S};ecific DC Questionnaire, is to
operationalize the s};ecific attitudes of servioe providers. Procedures
underlying the construction of the two sets of neasurarent scales are
described below, looking first at the general attitude scales and next
at the speCific attitude scales. Tllm, the relationship between the two
types of measures is exanined.
ATrlTUDES 'la'lMID OIDER CLlENr5-IN-GENERAL

Content

~

Questionnaire

TIE General DC Questionnaire contains 125 at titude itans and 17
descriptive items (see Aa?enHx A for questionnaire). Items fran the
General DC Questionnaire are referred to in this report by their
questionnaire nunber (e.g., AD. It may be noted that the line between
an attitude item and a descriptive iten can be a fine line. For exanple,
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G3 ("Ir!Y elderly clients are physically caJ;Bble of taking care of
themselves II) and HI0 ("I woold know

II!{

elderly clients if I net than on

the street"), although op!rationalized to be descriptive itans, probably

also contain attitudinal overtones.
All but two of the attitude items are of a close-ended,
Likert-type format. TiE basic response grid for these items is seven
step (pre-scored 1 through 7, left to right), with an additional
ndoesn It awly" column inclooed on 42 of the items. Five types of
iEadings are utilized to nane the Likert-type items' left and right
p:>les: "never" to "always," "mt at all" to "very strongly, II "very
lDlpleasant" to "very pleasant," "disagree" to "agree," and "mt at all
enjoyable n to "very enjoyable." TiE two attitude items (U and V) which
deviate from this fonet are multiple

cooi~.

TiE 17 descriptive itans

are either of a Likert-type, multiple-cooice, or fill-in-the-blank
format.
Deyelqgment

~

Questionnaire

Items to operationalize

servi~

providers I general attitudes

toward working with older clients were sampled fram the universe of all
p:>ssible items as follows. Of the 125 attitude itans in the Ge1eral OC
Questionnaire, 99 were generated by the Interview Pellel. TiE Panel was
interviewed using an op;n-ended interview schedule to determine both the
dimensions of the

servi~

providers' exp:riences in working with older

clients and the language which

servi~

providers use .in talking about

those exp;riences (see Bross, 19]7). Cognition items were elicited fran
the Interview Panel separately for positive and negative asp;cts of
evaluation. Key questions asked of the Pellel were: "WlBt !tws of
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characteristics of elderly people make working with them pleasant or
lmpleasant (difficult) to you or yoor co-workers?" and "Which asp:!cts of
your job do you or yoor co-workers find especially rewarding and which
especially lmrewarding or even unpleasant?" Tm positive and negative
aspects were differentiated in the interviewing because, with resp:!ct to
how an employee views his or her job, it may be that certain asp:!cts of
the job may have a pred:>rninantly p:>sitive influence, other aspects may
have a predominantly negative influence, and sane aspects may have both
);X)sitive and negative influences. Such differential positive and
negative aspects of evaluation can be visualized by imagining the
aspects as placed along a negative to positive continuum of job
evaluation. On this continuum, sane jet> asp:!cts woold tem to range fran
negative to neutral, sane woold tem to range fran neutral to positive,
and sone would tend to range the entire continuum from negative to
);X)sitive.
For example, with respect to the jet> situation, it may be that
procedural disagreements as to how services are to be provided is a
characteristic that tems to becone salient to a service provider's
outlook on a job only if it occurs. Likewise, with respect to clientele,
it may be that client hostility is a characteristic that is only salient
wmn it is present. In other words, service providers, although perhaps
keenly aware of the existence of procedural disagreanents and client
hostility, would tend not to be aware of the non-existence of these
characteristics. Tmse job aspects, then, would tem to be implicated in
negative evaluations and not in positive evaluations. S.imilarly, sane
aspects of a service provider's job nay tem to be salient as positive
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aspects when they are present but not as negative aspects when they are
absent.
Following content analysis (Bross,

I~7),

responses to the

interview were converted into close-ended, Likert-type items for use in
the General OC Questionnaire. Due to cxmsiderations of length, rot all
items generated by the Interview Panel were included in the
questionnaire. Items cmsen to be included were tmse tmught to have
the most cormmality of relevance for a broad spectrum of

servi~

providers.
With the exception of three itans, the affective valence of a
cognition as generated by the Interview Panel was maintained in the
questionnaire. For example, if an itan was generated by the Panel as a
pleasant characteristic, then that positive valence was maintained in
the phrasing of the close-ended iten in the questionnaire. However, the
affective valSlces of items Bll, B16, and BI7 were reversed in order to
avoid negative verbs. Because the cognition items stemming from the
Interview Panel were largely generated with respect to affective
qualities (e.g., pleasant or unpleasant characteristics), nany of these
items and resulting scales are referred to as "cxmtent:rnent" and
"discontent" cognitions.
In ad:Ution to the 99 attitude itans generated by the Interview
Panel, 26 attitude items were also included in the questionnaire on the
basis of suggestions from other service providers and of the literature
pertaining to: attitude theory, attitudes toward aging, job
satisfaction, attribution theory,

inte~rsonal

attraction, and power.

These 26 items are: AI, A2, 1\3, B9, B13, B15, BI9, B22, B27, 01, 02, 03,
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Gl, G2, 83, H9, H13, H15, H22, H24, H28, IS, Jl, J2, U, and V.
An original larger version of the General OC Questionnaire and its

administration procedures were

~etested

on a sample of 89 service

providers from 16 social service agencies, the Pretest Sanple. Deletions
and revisions to the questionnaire, as well as changes in the
administration procedures, were made on the basis of the pretest
findings.
As described in the previous c~ter, large-sample administration

of the General OC Questionnaire consisted of a mail survey of 428
service providers from 42 agelcies, the Survey Sanple. For the
interested reader, nornati ve data fran the Survey Sanple on the 125
attitude items (consisting of mean scores and standard deviations) are
presented in Appendix B.
~

Construction

Scale construction has been urrlertaken with res};ect to 98 of the
125 attitude items, utilizing data fran the Survey Sanple. From these 98
items, 24 scales have been constructed. All rut 16 of the scales' 91
comp:ment items were generated by the Interview Panel. The renaining 16
items are: AI, 1\2, A3, B9, B13, B15, B22, B27, Dl, D2, D3, Gl, H22, 828,
Jl, and J2.
Listings of items contained in the scales are presented in Tables
XIII through

xv.

The variable designations shown in J;8rentheses

inmediately following each scale nane in the tables are shorthand narres
for the scales (e. g., ATl'3, where "ATI''' stands for "attitude"). As can
be seen in the tables, 18 of the 24 scales are non-overlapping (i.e., do
not contain items also contained in the other scales). Because they are
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OPERATIONALIZATION OF SERVICE PROVIDER ATTITUDES
CONCERNING OLDER CLIENTS
Scales
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TABLE XIII
CONTINUED

IItems

Scales
COgnitions (Continued)
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interllttnq Itort•• to tall crU).

Now

Aftact toward old.r
client.' l.nterpenonal
char.cterioUcl
(Al'r2l)

How pleaaant or unpl.aunt do you. fJ.n4 the
follow Lng client chuact.r1atic., ha,v1nq
•• rioUi eIIOUon&l prob1.. cr18 J •
How pl . .lant or unpleu&nt 40 you find the
followinq client chuactubtic"
be1n9
cona1d.rat. en,.

ph ••ant or unpluaant do you fi.ncS the
follOWing client chuactadat1cal beinq
u.nc:oopen,tl.'" tr4).

How

How ~l •• aant or unp1 ....ant do you find tho
follov1.nq client chazactal'1.tJ.cI. MyiDq
Oft Uf. (Pll).

qlvon up

flow p1eau.nt or unplMNnt 40 you fLDd thiI
follow-inq client chuacul'iatlc.. beJ.ng
d.pendabl. (P19).

How pl ........r l1li1'1....... 050 you flnd the
tollov1.n9 eUtnc charac:tu1at1c.. b111n9
At poet. wl'" '-'1".. (rl2).
How ph&Nllt .r ...,plo&Nllt 050 you f1nd the
tollowL"9 eUent chuACtul.elcal be1D9
appracL.&t1".. of Y'O\IZ' ..",1c.. CnS).

pl ....... or ...,1'1 ....... 050 you f1nd the
folloviJ\9 clhnt charactal'lItiCl1 hay.tng
po.1U... outlook Oft lU. CP1).

A

Continued
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TABLE XIII

CONTINUED

I Items

Scales

Supra-scales

Affect (continued)
How pl ••lent or unrhaaant do you find the

-tnv

tollow1nc; cUent chuacttrilJ.t!c't
bud of hoar1n; IFlI.

JIow pleaaa.nt or unpl ••aant do you find t.he
f'ollowinq cUant characttr11t1CII t.1n9

Affect toward oloSer
client.' phyaical a'iin'i
characteristic.

01"" 11'81.
OIl' unpleasant do you rLnd the
'aUGWin9 client ch.&ractu1lt1CI, h&Vinq
poor eye.19ht IFUI.

How pl •• unt

How pl,.unt or unplluant do you tiNS

followin; client chuactU'.1lticll
fra;U. I'~I.

("'1'T22)

the

bl1ftfJ

Behavioral predispositions
or. II}' job. I "poc1ally enjoy chott1n9
with.y elderly client. CIDS).
on IIY job. I . . very van _ _
cluntl CK17).
0'\

IIY

JO!),

al~uly

Wi elderly cUent. and I

la"qh tog,thar (H2).

Approach preterence

Jr. 9lnual, I prittI' • job where J
work Wl t!': aIdal'l)' cUtnt. (el,.

or.

By

("'1'T24)

Job. J can jUlt til 1IIy,.lf with
Ilc1U'ly cUtnt. (Ha).

Illy

On Illy ,ob, J . . vary taltaU . . v1tb

elderly chent. (828).

.I

~.
Service providers' general attitudes concerning older clients are
operationalized by 65 items. These 65 items are grouped together to form
seven cognition scales plus three cognition supra-scales, three affect scales,
and one behavioral predisposition scale. Service providers' attitudes toward
specific older clients are operationalized by a subset of 23 of these items
(indicated by the superscript a). These 23 items are grouped together to form
two cognition scales plus one cognition supra-scale, and one affect scale
(indicated by the superscript b). Items are presented within scales according
to their corrected item-total correlations, with the first item per scale being
the item which has the strongest correlation with the scale. (The ordering is
based on general attitude data only.)

aThese 23 items (22 cognition and one affect) were operationalized at the
specific, as well as the general, attitude level. Thus, the first number
within parentheses designates the questionnaire number in the General OC
Questionnaire while the second number indicates the questionnaire number in
the SpeCific OC Questionnaire.
bATT2R is a "reduced" version of ATT2; ATTGR is a reduced version of ATT6.
These reduced general attitude versions are exactly comparable to ATT2S and
ATT6S.
cscales with shorthand names ending in "S" are specific (rather than
general) attitude scales. The specific scales are composed of the same items
as are the general scales, except for some items which were not measured at
the specific level.
dThe Specific OC Questionnaire item 4S is used as the specific attitude
equivalent of the general attitude scale ATT20, and thus is sometimes referred
to as ATT20S.
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TABLE XIV
OPERATIONALIZATION OF SERVICE PROVIDER ATTITUDES
TOWARD THE JOB SITUATION
!Items

Scales

Supra- scales

Cognitions
_

....,1... _

... . , _ _1. . '

co ita .aul., cll.nu an
'*l1e t . tM ell.t w).

....,

}

~

!be M:l"ftca Wl1ch .,. ....,. ..",..u..
&0 Ua e1duly cli1nta an of Ill..,
.._1., to . , _
WI.

tt. . . .ic_ tIblch .,

.,.DeJ

to 1&8 tldIirl'l clJ.eQU an ~
dfKU. .ly
U. cU.' ~,.

'01'

em .,

job. tbe FeY I neei.. -.blH
co U .. c-.taft&))ly ... ,.

_

an .,.

_

Aqency QUality
(AT'l'13)

lWO'ftille'

)ob, 1 _ pa14 . . 8IiICb . . J _

cal'l.

... ., job. 1 ..,
f . "1109 .,
1AJ.Uab. . eM'.
job.
1 _ _ 1. _....uty
to au __1&1.- _ _ . , ,011
~.

~

ClIo III'

!MI.

}

I

Pay lIdaquacy
(AT'l'l4)

I

Content.ent Co9n1tiona
re Job S1tuation

CIIo"job'l"'~IIy_'1
t .. do1Dt.- _k callI.
OlD ." job, WI '~991'U. . U'. pat.
J1r&CUc,,,,, 1I1..-ncy Wl,.

J,Dt:.o

PVUclpaw 1ft MJuog
tbI aqency dec1alana which aff.ct. _

Q'I . " job. J

Participation Opportun1 tie.

... .,.,.Jr. ,au,.
Q, .y

(AT'l'l2)

~

(AT'l'lS)

,011. .DDIIIgh tz&1Ai.n9 b ••a11abl.

co _ tal').

an ., jab. 1 _118 tM d.deJ.ou Uralt
bcIw J Mn'• .,. .lduly clienta call,.

~i ~~:.:~~:;-. tnau
an wt ,ob, .Ueeu..
to do ~ __II. ,a1).

~.

-

to

bllpa"

!
)'

J CUU9r.. with t.M foUcwing PIOPl.
m\ heN 1 Movl4 p:r:OYlde .. ,..ico.. to . ,
.lderly clJ.enul ..,. ~.U'.ton of
. , 0IJ0IIeY fCfI.

J 41N9I'M wl th t.be foUcw1h9 people
how J .hClUld PI'CN'ide IvY!C" to . ,

m'I

.INrl'1 c:1J.enul

8y

_9IA1..",an le".

.,.cy'. PlUant.

OVerall Contentment
Coqn1 tion. re
Job S1tuae.on

J tIJ. ...... viU. &he followu.v ,.opl.
. . haw 1 IbDul4 pz'a.14e H"I.e. . co .,

.1_1'1 ell.nul

~

.,...,.1.... ICS).

1 tiaa9rH with t:be foU.,Lftg people on
bow 1 ahou.l.d pmwu. eanAcn to ~
e14ulr elJ.enUI ..,.,~1:&l ftI\Ilatozy _
•• fa,.
I 41ytr. . wi U\ 10M foUaw1Dt Jll'ClP1e
an haw t aho.Ild PlCPftA• •anlc:u. t.o

f...u.nt

.,. elderlr eU_UI
ICiIo

..aGIle

(AT'l'll)

D1.a9l' __ nt.
(AT'l'l7)

Discontent Cogn1 tion.
... Job Situation
(AT'l'l6)

J 41...,.. with &he foUawlft9 people . .
. . , :I ~ Pl'ori" lNni... to IIY
eWellr eU.t.a, . , cw.1Iar. ICl).

I ...._
_

wi'" .,..

f • .u....1nI _10

... J ehoWd ,..O'fide ..-wlcee 10 11)1'

e16ul, eU"'1

.....

~e

lel) •

.. ., ,OIl. U. public 1..u .... _

....la 11M *t ..... _1& 1 tio WO).
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TABLE XIV
CONTINUED
l:ttems

on

.~.

Scales
Cognitions (Continued)

Job. naU ab.. nt.Ml_

Wi york bUdu IllS'.

CI': ~. JOb. ltaU t~OYU
. . . . . . D)'

0'1

at
von t\Uder (112).

. . -••

~

"ancy

}

Staff a. Obatacl . .

)ot. prCI'Yl4lnv tery,"c"

II)

Supra-ncales

to ~
~dlt tJo,•

e1du 1;,' clunta u ...s.
.lnc~t.ent people on Wi 1,lnc),' I ec.atf

'Il,.

UI'I'1'l8)

Jot. I haVt to d. .1 Wl th • 10,
of red t&~ lr. ;:rovlcll."'9 .. rv1e .. toO
.'d,rly chentl (12)).

Q\ =~.
My

:ob. the r~u-.nta or 90vun"'
.interh,.
=r pr:lYldUt9 "fY"eel to .1iNdy

:In fti'

Det:t&. niul.~or;·
W.':.~

."nc1"

cl.unta 1iJ24].

Or••)' Joe. 1 . . bofted dCM": 1ft paperwork
1n FrQ\'.iS.:.nc; "rY1CI' to tty tlderly
rl"nt.1

On

.y ,ot. ay ';enc)",

1'",1 ••

Wl':J" 1It', ;:-1'0\'141."9 ,W'Y1C" to
c:'ur.~

Or, .."

dar.'

t

Rul •• al ObIItacl ••
(A'I"l'19)

l.l~l.

(1:1.

lnttrftn
alderly

~ ab. I 9't tl . .C ",t.tn thJ.I\9'
90 rlo9M II:!' J.

Note. Service provider attitudes toward their job situation are operationalized by
30 cognition items from the General OC Questionnaire. These 30 iter..s are grouped
together to form six cognition scales plus three cognition supra-scales.
Except for ATTl4, items are presented within scales according to their corrected
item-total correlations, with the first item per scale being the item which has the
strongest correlation with the scale. The scale ATTl4 has only two items, which are
presented in the order they appear in the questionnaire.

TABLE XV

OPERATIONALIZATION OF SERVICE PROVIDER ATTITUDES TOWARD THE JOB

\KeinS--- ----

Scales

Supra-scales

Affect
my job, I enjoy the work on which I
spend my time (B7).

On

the whole, my job is very rewarding
to me (Jl).

On

Global Affect
Toward Job
(ATT23)

On

my job, my work is an expression
of my beliefs (B25).
Note. Service provider attitudes toward the job are operationalized by three affect items from
the General OC Questionnaire. These three items are grouped together to form an affect scale re
the job.
Items are presented in order according to their corrected item-total correlations, with the
first item being the item which has the strongest correlation with the scale.

~

o

III

comp>site scales, the six supra-scales are overlapping with other
scales. Two of the 24 scales, ATT2 and ATT6, have two versions each: a
regular and a reduced (or "R") version. Tha reduced versions, ATT2R and
AT'niR, were constructed so as to oonform with scales stenming fran the
Specific OC Questionnaire, as will be described later.
For the interested reader, normative data on the 24 general
attitude scales are presented in AgJerD ix C. Table L presents means,
standard deviations, and relative frequency distributions for the 24
scales. Corrected item-total oorrelations are presented in Table LI.
Items to

COIll);'Ose

ScalC3 i.lere selected pr imarily on the basis of a

priori analytical distirx:tions, suwlerented by empirical exanination of
cor=elational results. Thus, items o};erationalizing cognitions were
considered for use in building oognition scales. Items o};erationalizing
affect were considered for use in building affect scales. W, items
operationalizing behavioral PredispoSitions were considered for use in
building behavioral predisposition scales.
The set of cognition items was divided with res};ect to whether the
attitude target was the older clientele or the job situation. The
resulting two sets of items were then oonsidered for use in building
separate cognition scales regarding older clients

am

regarding the job

situation. Each of these two sets of items was further divided with
respect to whether it };ertained to positive or negative as};ects of the
attitude target, i.e., with resP3ct to whether it P3rtained to
"oontentnent" or "discontent" cognitions. Stb-sets for each of these
four basic sets of oognition items were then fomed so as to distinguish
between different d:i.nensions of oognition (e. g., between P3Y adequacy
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and participation opportunities).
Four items pertaining to older clients' physical aging
characteristics were renoved fran the set of discxmtent cognition it ens
regarding older clients because they

ap~ared, CX1

the basis of

exploratory analyses, to be of a different nature than the other itens
in that set. These four items, then, fomed a set of negative cognition
items regarding older clients separate fran the discontent set.
Because of this distinction within the cognition itens, a simdlar
distinction between the physical and non-physical characteristics of
older clients was also made with

res~ct

to a parallel set of affect

items. That is, fau parallel affect itens regarding physical aging
characteristics of older clients were renoved from a larger set of
affect items regarding particular characteristics of older clients.
Thus, two sets of affect items regarding particular characteristics of
older clients were fomed: Ca) affect toward older clients' ph¥sical
aging characteristics and Cb) affect toward older clients' interpersonal
characteristics.
A third set of affect itens regarding older clients was fomed by
items pertaining to global affect toward older clients. Here the focus
is on service providers' liking of older clients as
liking of particular characteristics. Items

~ople

~rtaining

rather than

to global affect

toward the job <i.e., affect toward both the job's client and non-client
aspects) formed a fourth set of affect items.
Items regarding service providers' preferences to approach older
clients formed a behavioral predisposition set.
For each of the sets, intercorrelations of itens were checked to
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eliminate items with negative intercorrelations. Scales were then
constructed from the sets of iti!lls, and item-total correlations were
clEc:Xed to eliminate

com~ent

items which had extrerely low

correlations with the scales. All scales except three (ATl'I, Nrl'll, and
ATT21) were constructed by averaging the component items' raw scores. On
all scales but these three, only respoments answering 50% or nore of
the coII!p)nent items

~r

scale received a soore for that scale.

Of the remaining three scales, Nrl'1 and ATTll were fomed by

corrbining scales rather than itans. ATTI is the average of ATT2 and
reverse-coded ATm. ATl'1l is the average of ATT12 and reverse-coded
A'r1'16. On these scales, respoments missing either or both of the
coII!p)nent scales did not receive a score for that scale. Tl'E third
remaining scale, ATT21, was fomed in two steps. First, items
to positive and negative

inte~rsonal

~rtaining

characteristics of older clients

were averaged separately. Respoments who were miSSing 50% or nore of
the items in an average received no score for that average. Secom, the
two sets of averages were themselves averaged to form the scale.
Resp:mdents who were missing one or both of the component averages
received no score for the scale.
TIE percentage of respoments missing soores on the scales ranges
from 1% (A'l'I'3, ATl'20, ATT23, am ATT24) to 11% (ATT14 and ATTI7).
Skewress of the scales ranges fran -1.12 (ATT13) to .76 (ATT2l>.
Kurtosis ranges from

-.9:)

(ATT14) to 1. gz (ATT21). Because they are

averages, all scales haole the sane seven-step potential range as cb
their coII!p)nent itans.
Figure 3 shows visually just which {arts of the study's

AFFECT 'IUIAJtD:

COGNITIONS OF:

Older Cllpnh
Globelly CA'IT20,
A1T20S'

OVer.ll Contllnblenl Aal*Cla fA",l, Aftls,

ArPr'OIoch Preference a (ATr24'

Older cUents'
Interreraonal

Contenlaent Aapecta 'A'!"J'2. ATr2R, A1T2S)

Older Clients

B£HI\VIORAL PREDISPOSITIONS 'I'OWARDs

Olaracter.latici

AiJf,uc:1atlve (0\1"1'11
PleASAnt. tAW4)
soct.Uy Contrlb.att"9 (A1T5)

IA1T211
Oldp!, cU.nt.'

,hy.lell Aqlng

CN;nctlrhtlcl

Dbcont.ent Aspect. (An6, ATT'6R, Aft'6S)

IATI'2Z'

lIostU. ("tt7)
RejecUnq ,ATT8)

I\dv.,. •• ry ~l.tlona (A'M'9)

,hYlicaUy Agillfl (ATrl0, ATrlOS)

OVerdl Contlntaent

~ct.a

(A'lTlU

I--(-----~i~..iiy-------*;:_-------,k.----IATI'21'

;k

Cont.antMnt AapecU (ATTU,

Job Situati"n

Agency QUail ty IAnl))

Pay AlSequac:y (AftI4)

PU'tlc1paticn ~rlunltl.. (0\'1'1'15'

D1IIContent Allpecu (0\'lT16)

D1I.tgr--.nta (A'lT17)
Gulf •• ObIItacl.. ("1"1'18)
RUlel u tt.tacl.. (AftI9)

Other Referents

Figure 3.

Operationalization and the attitudinal model. At the level of general attitudes, 24 scales (and their component 98 items) operationalize the parts of
the attitudinal model to be investigated. Two of these scales--ATT2 and
ATT6--have both a regular and a reduced (or "R") version. Operationalization
at the specific attitude level consists of five scales (and their component
23 items). The five specific attitudes scales are indicated by the letter
"s" following the shorthand name (e.g., ATTIS). (Cells of the model which
are marked with an "X" were not operationalized.)

........
~
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attitudinal model are to be

o~rationalized

by neasuranent scales at the

general attitude level in this study. Key factors involved in deciding
which

co~nents

of the IOOdel to op:!rationalize were: oentrality to the

Plrp:>se of the study, length of questionnaire, CI'ld feasibility of
operationalization. Cognitions are

o~rationalized

older clients and the job situation. Affect is

in regard to both

o~rationalized

in regard

to both older clients and the jclJ as a whole (i.e., the client and
non-client

a~cts

coIrhined). Behavioral predispositions are

operationalized in regard to the older clientele. In all, 24 scales
(coIllp)sed of 98 items) have been develop:!d to op:!rationalize service
providers' general attitudes.
Reliability .and Validity .Qf Scales
Reliability. Exoept for one scale which was composed of only two
items CATr14), the scales' intemal a:msistency reliability for the
Survey Sample was estimated by Crori:lach' s alpha. Crori:lach' s alP'la is a
function both of the average correlation among items in a scale and of
the nunber of items in that scale. TIE SPSS Reliability subprogram
(Sp:!cht

&

Hohlen, 1976) was used to calculate Crori:lach's alpha for all

but three of the involved scales (ATr1, ATTll, end 1«'T21>. In that
subprogram, missing data are deleted in a "listwise" nenner, thus
deleting resp:>ndents with any missing data within a variable list. This,
it should be noted, is a rore stringent cut-off rule for misSing data
than was utilized in the actual construction of the scales. Because
ATTl, ATTll, and ATT21 were constructed in a non-aCi:litive manner

irx::oIrq?atible with the Reliability subprogram, their intemal a:msistency
reliability was estimated using Nlnnally' s formula for the reliability
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of linear coIIbinations for weighted smns (Nunnally, 1978, Equation
7-17). The reliability for M'T14, wich contained only two itens, was
estimated using the SI:earnan-Brown Prophecy formula (Nunnally, 197 8,
Equation 7-11). The scales I reliability coefficients range fran .50 to
.89 (see Table XVI). How adequate such levels of reliability are will be
dis:ussed in detail in Chapter XIV. For now, it should be noted that a
reliability level lower than .70 is StJ3gested by Nmnally (197 8, W.
245-246) to be inadequate for research purposes because correlations
with other measures may be attenuated and thus relationships between
variables may be obscured. Therefore, in the following six "research
findings" chap:ers, caution should be exercised by the reader in
interpreting findings of a lack of relationship regarding the five
general attitude scales (ATl'3, AT'I5, ATT8, A'I'r9, and MT10) which
exhibited coefficient alphas below .70.
Val idit¥. Cmtent validity of the scales (i.e., wether the scales

are representative of the domain they are intemed to measure) is
aCXiressed by the manner in which the component itans were originally
selected to be in the questionnaire and by the manner in which the itens
were selected to be in a scale. Ttese processes were described fully in
the "Develcprnent of ()lestionnaire" and "Scale CQ'1struction" discussions.
Criterion-related validity of the scales (i.e., whether the scales
are correlated with extemal criteria) is addressed by the relationships
between the attitude scales and extemal measures of service pcovider
behavior and client evaluations. Although not exanined in this study,
such relationshi];S are being exanined in the larger Client Relations
Project with respect to the Encounter Sanple (Behn, 1980; Stewart,
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TABLE XVI
INTERNAL CONSISTENCY RELIABILITY OF GENERAL ATTITUDE SCALES
II would M". been luqu by UIOUftt Ln ( I
Lf Lt. . h&d been
deleted from scale

!

Scales

OVer.ll Oontanc.ent CoqnLtLon. ra Older ClLent.

Am.

Contant.ant COgnLtLons re Older ClLent.

A'1"l'2.

AppncLaUve

AT'r3.

.88

•

•

•

.81

364

02(.0051, 1121(.0101

13

.60

3M

11211.OBO)
02(.026)

3
7

A'l"1'4.

Ple.unt

.74

364

A'l"1'5.

SOcLally ContrLbutLnq

.67

364

Raduced Verdon of A'1"l'2

.82

385

b

9

.83

272

B5 (.003), 821 (.OOB)

17

b

6

A'1'1"2R.

DLscont.nt COgnLtLon. r. Old.r Client.

A'I'r6.

A'l"1'7,

HO.tile

.80

272

AT'11I ,

RajactLnq

.69

272

A'I'r9,
A'I'r6R.

B5(.Oll)

6

IIdverauy Ral.Uona

.50

272

b

5

Raduced Ver.Lon of A'I'r6

.85

391

b

9

407

b

4

A'1'1"lO.

COgnLtLon. of Older Cl L.nt. a. PhyaLc.lly hJinq

.65

A'I'rll,

OVerall Contantment CoqnLtion. ra Job Situation

.89

•

.81

258

.78

258

A'I'rl2.

b

Contentment CognitLon. re Job Situation
~Uty

A=3.

hJ.ncy

A=4.

Pay lIdequacy

.77

Am5.

PutLcipation Opportunitie.

.81

•
14

b

3

c

c

c

258

81(.0061, 828 (.0041

9

.89

158

820(.0021

16

Am7.

Di ••qra_nt.

.87

158

820(.0171

8

A'1'1"18.

Start a. Ob.tacle.

.70

158

b

Am9.

RIll . . a. Ob.tacla.

.79

158

82 (.Olll, 827 (.0161
Il(.OJ71

A'I'rl6.

Discontent COgnition. r. Job Situation

•
86(.0021

A'1"l'20.

Global Affect Toward Older Client.

.79

215

A'1'1"21,

Affect Toward Older Cli.nt.' Interpersonal
o.ar.cterLstic.

.86

•

•

•

A'1"l'22.

Affect Toward Older Client.' Phyaical hJinq
o.aractui.tici

.n

215

b

4

A'1"l'23,

Global Affect Toward Job

.71

215

A'1'1"24 ,

BaMvior.l Prediapolition. to Approach Older Cli.nt.

.78

215

b

6

825 (.0921

~.
't'he lonternal conlistency r.liabiLity of the .cal.I, eze.pt for 1.'1'1"14, is ••timated by Cronbach'l
alpha (II I. 't'ha SPSS RaUability luIlprClCJl"aa (Specht & Rohl.n, 1976) "'. . Uled to calculat. all but three of
the scale.' intarnal conaL.tancy co.fficLent.. For the r ...ininq three Icale. (A'l"1'l, A'1'1"l1, .nd A'1'1"2l'. the
formula for the relLability of linaar cambination. for vaLqhted suml (Nunnally, 1978, EquatLon 7-171 "'al u.ld.
A'1'1"14'. r.liabilLty "'••• Itimatld by the Spearman-8rown Prophecy FOr.ul. (Nunnally. 1978, Equation 7-111.
!lec.UI. the reliabiUty level of • Ic.1. can ba rai.ed by increa.inq the int.rnal conliltency of the
it.... included lon • •ca1. and/or by incr... inq the nWlbar of it... in • •c.la, information reqardinq both the ••
• spect. h al.o pre.ented in the tabl.. Data u. fr .... the Survey SUpl. (n • 428).

Azlec.use the r.UabiUty coefficient .... calculated l1.Iinq Nunnally'. fomul. for the reliability of
linear cambinationa for vaLqhted " _ inataad of the SPSS Reliability suIlproqr. . , thil infomatLon L. not
relevant.
bc.l.tion of it... fro. .ca1. ",ould not incr •••• the .c.l.'. Cronbach' • •1pM.
c8ec." •• the reliabilLty coefficient "'aI calcul.ted ".inq the Spe.man-8rown Prophecy fOJ:IIIII1. inlt.ad
of the SPSS RaliabL1ity .ubproqr. . , this LnformatLon L. not ralevent.
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Cmstruct validity of the scales ooncems whether the oonstruct of
attitude (presented by the analytical JIDdel) which Ull:lerlies the scales
is itself valid and is adequately c.perationalized by the scales. It is
addressed here by examining the oonsistency of empirical findings with
seven predictions. These predictions reflect what should be observed
according to the oonstruct of attitude described in Chapter III. To show
patterns of relationships IOOre clearly, all significant oorrelations are
included in this dis:::ussion (instead of just significant oorrelations
equal to or greater than .22). As described below, the examinations to
date tend to show oonsistency between the seven oonstruct predictions
and the empirical findings.
Prediction 1 is:
with

~sitive

~sitive

oognitions will be positively associated

affect and behavioral predispositions, while negative

oognitions will be negatively associated with poSitive affect and
behavioral predispositions. The empirical findings are shown in Table
XVII (columns 1 through 3). Ore, oonsistent with prediction, the
majority of the contentment and disoontent oognition scales regarding
older clients (ATl'1 - ATT9) are significantly oorrelated in the
predicted direction with affect and behavioral predisposition scales
regarding older clients CA'rr20 and MT24) and with affect regarding the
job (ATl'23); only ATr8's relationship with 1fi'T23 is non-significant.
Two, oonsist:ent with prediction, the majority of the oontentment and

dis::ontent oognition scales regarding the job situation (ATl'1l through
~19)

are Significantly oorrelated in the predicted direction with

affect regarding the job

(A'rl'23);

only M'T14 's relationship with M'T23

TABLE XVII

EMPIRICAL FINDINGS FOR CONSTRUCT VALIDITY PREDICTIONS 1 AND 4

Contenbaent Cognition Scales
--

Correlations of Cognition Scales with Affect
and Behavioral Predisposition Scalesa
Behavioral
Pred isposi tions
Affect Toward
Affect Toward
Toward
Older Clients
Older Clients
Job
ATT20
ATT24
ATT23
n
r
n
r
n
r

i

T-test CoalpariBlJn of Strengths
of Correlations Between Cognition C;Cales and: b
ATT20/ATT23
ATT24/ATT23
t
t

RE OIDER CLIENTS
Aftl:

OVerall Contentment Cognitions re older Clients

ATT2.

Contentment Cognitions re Older Clients

.48"*

413

.52*"

415

.51*"

412

.37"*

412

2.67**

3.27**

.59***

415

.43*"

414

2.28*

4.03***

ATTl.

Appreciative

.57"*

420

.64"-

420

.46*"

419

2.92**

4.81"-

AT'l'4.

Pleasant

.27***

411

.29*"

411

.20*"

410

1.53

1.87-

ATTS:

SOCially Contributing

.22***

413

.24**-

413

.17*"

412

1.08

1.43

ATT2R.
ATT6.

Reduced Version of ATT2
Discontent Cognitions re Older Clients

.4l***

41l

.50-"

413

.35"-

412

1.89-

3.47*"

-.ll-**

414

-.lO---

413

-.22---

413

2.00*

1.67-

ATT7.

Hostile

-.16**

412

-.15**

412

-.LO*

411

l.28

1.00

AT'l9.

Rejecting

-.11*

418

-.15**

418

-.07

417

.85

l.61

-.14**

415

-.19***

415

-.22---

414

-1. 73- c

- .61

-.25·*· 413

-.2l***

412

-.15"

412

2.18-

1.63

ATT9.

ATT6R.

Adversary Relations
Reduced Version of ATT6

Continued

I-'

~

TABLE XVII

CONTINUED

Contentment Cognition scales

Correlations of Cognition SCales with Affect
and Behavioral Predisposition SCalesa
Behavioral
T-test Comparison of Strenqths
predispositions
of Correlations Between CoqniAffect Toward
Affect Toward
Toward
tion '>cales and ,b
Older Clients
Older Clients
Job
ATT20/ATT2l
ATT20
ATT24
ATT21
ATT24/ATT21
n _ _ _~ __ -L __ t
r
n
r
r --1.
. i n --

1

RE JOO SITIlAUON
ATT11.

OVerall Content.ent Cognitions re Job Situation

A'l'T12:

Content.ent Cognitions re Job Situation

A'l'T13:

Agency QUality

ATTl4:

Pay Adequacy

ATT15:

Participation Opportunities

ATTl6.

Discontent Ooqnitions re Job situation

.15**

394

.15"

393

.41·"

394

5.90·"

5.53·"

.19**·

410

.17"·

411

.41***

411

S.08*u

5.21"*

.27···

407

.26*"

408

.31·"

408

.89

1.05

382

.07

382

.41

-1.54

-.05
.19***

382
401

-.15**

401

.41*"

402

5.02**·

4.50**-

-.09

399

-.09

.20***

398

-.30*"

399

4.59·"

4.30*"

ATT17:

Disagr_nts

-.10*

382

-.08

381

-.28***

382

3.81*"

3.98"*

ATTI8:

Staff as Obstacles

-.00

393

-.02

392

-.16"

393

3.36"*

2.75**

386

**
-.20*

l88

2.51"

1.76*

ATT19:
~.

Rules as Obstacles

-.08

388

-.11*

Data are frOll the Survey Sample (n = 428).

a The prediction is that positive cognitions will be positively correlated with positive affect and behavioral predispositions, and vice
versa for the negative correlations. For the correlation coefficients, *p~.05
-.p~.OI
"*p~.OOI two-tailed tests of statistical
significance.
bThe prediction is that: II) cognitions re older clients will be IIIOre strongly correlated with ATT20 and ATT24 than vith ATT23, (2)
COCjnitions re the job situation will be IIOre strongly correlated with ATT23 than with ATT20 or ATT24. Absolute values of the correlations
were coaopared. using the! test for differences between two correlation coefficients for correlated data (Downie" Heath, 1974, p. 228).
For the ! tests: *pS.05
"PS.Ol
·"PS.0005 one-tailed tests of statistical significance.
cThe results of this! test are opposite the predicted direction.

.....
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is non-significant. However, altOOugh significant, 12 of the above 40
correlations are quite weak (i.e., less than

~

= .22).

Of the 14 oon- or

weakly significCilt correlations, 11 are with disexmtent scales, with
only 3 of these correlations being with contentment scales.
Prediction 2 is: older clients and the job situation are separate
attitude targets, such that cognition scales pertaining to older clients
will be more interoorrelated with each other than with cognition scales
pertaining to the job situation, and vice versa. See Table XVIII for the
empirical findings. One, consistent with prediction, the six
non-overlapping contentment and discontent cognition scales regardmg
older clients CM'T3, ATl'4, M.-15, NrrI, ATT8, and ATT9) are oore often
significantly interoorrelated with each other than they are with the six
non-overlapping contentnent and disoontent cognition scales regardmg
the job situation (ATr13, ATT14, ATT15, ATT17, ATT18, and ATT19>: lOCi
(15 out of 15) versus 44% (16 out of 36) significant correlations. Two,
consistent with prediction, the six non-overlapping contentment and
discontent cognition scales regarding the job situation are oore often
significantly interoorrelated with each other than they are with the six
non-overlapping contentnent and disoontent cognition scales regardmg
older clients: 87% (13 out of 15) versus 44% (16 out of 36) significant
correlaticns. However,

SOlIe

scales such as mwIS and ATT14 app;!ar to

operationalize their respective targets of older clients and job
situation more indepemently than do scales such as M'T9 and ATTI3. For
example, Rrl'14 (pay adequacy) does not correlate significantly with any
of the six cognition scales regarding older clients, whereas ATT13
(agency quality) correlates significantly with five of the six older
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TABLE

XVIII

EMPIRICAL FINDINGS FOR CONSTRUCT VALIDITY PREDICTIONS 2 AND 3
ition Scales lUI Ardin

Intercorrelation Matrix of Contentment

A'l'T3.

Appreciative

A'l'T4:

Pleasant

A'l'TS:

socially Contributing

A'1'T7:

Hostile

A'l'T8 :

Rejecting

AT'l'9:

Adversary Relations

Older Clients

A'I"r3

A'l":'4

A'l":'5

1.00

(410)
.32*··

(412)
.21"·

AT'f!1
(411)
- .15··

- .14**

(413)
- .16**·

1.00

(411)
.54*··

(411)
- .42·"

(411)
- .44"·

(406)
- .39·*·

(413)
1.00

- .14°·

(414)
- .26*··

(409)
- .19·**

(414)
.61**·

(408)
.40**·

1.00

(414)
.45***

A'1"l'!I
(417)

1.00

AT'l'9

1.00

Correlation Matrix of Contentment Cognition Scales Reqarding Older Clients with
Contentment
ition Scales Re Ardin Job Situation
A'I"r3

A'l'T4

A'1'T5

AT'f!1

A'1"l'!I

AT'l'9

(406)
.33·*·

(397)
.20**·

(399)
.05

(396)
-.16"

(404)
-.17*"

(399)
-.18**·

(372)
.01

(374)
-.07

(374)
-.03

(379)
.04

(392)
.10·

(39S)
.03

(394)
-.08

(400)
-.09

(39S)
-.17**·

A'l'T13:

J\qency Quality

ATT14:

Pay Adequacy

A'l'T1S:

PartiCipation Opportunities

A'l'T17:

Disagreements

(380)
-.08

(371)
-.07

(373)
.00

(372)
.08

(378)
.11*

(378)
.18**·

A'l'T18 :

Staff as Obstacles

(391)
-.07

(382)
-.13·*

(384)
-.10

(383)
.12·

(389)
.19*"

(386)
.17"

A'l'T19:

Rules as Obstacles

(387)
-.11·

(376)
-.02

(379)
.01

(378)
.05

(384)
.07

(379)
.17"·

(379)
-.09
(402)
.22**·

(378)
-.04

Intercorrelation Matrix of Contentment C
Scales
A'l'T13:

J\qency Quality

A'l'T14:

Pay Adequacy

A'l'T15:

participation Opportunities

A'l'T17:

Disaqreements

A'l'T18:

Staff as Obstacles

A'l'T19:

Rule. as Obstacle.

1.00

(370)
.05

(392)
.41···

(371)
- .30···

(383)
- .24"·

(376)
- .14··

1.00

(369)
.27·*·

(356)
- .16**

(361)
- .1S**

(3S6)
- .00

1.00

(371)
- .33···

(382)
- .27···

(377)
- .18···

(364)
.38*"

(364)
.42···

1.00

(372)
.39·"

1.00

1.00

~.
Only scale. Callpo.ed of non-overlapping itmu are utilized in these correlation.. Sample
size. are shown within parentheses above each correlation coefficient. Data are frail the Survey
Sample (n. 428).

• •••p!. .001

two-tailed tests of statistical siqniticance.
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client scales.
Prediction 3 is: reBp)nses to oognition scales will be IIDre
organized by oontent (i.e., the attitudinal targets of older clients and
job situation) than by valence fornatting (i.e., };X)sitive and negative).
TIE empirical findings are shown in Table XVIII. Cmsistent with
prediction, the cognition scales are more often significantly
interoorrelated within targets but across valence format (94% or 17 out
of 18 oorrelations) than they are within valence format but across
targets (56% or 10 out of 18 oorrelations). Tl'at as many as 56% of the
interoorrelations of scales across targets but within valence format are
significant may suggest that sane oonstruct invalidity due to res};X)nse
set is present. However, since the average of these oorrelations is only
.12, it a:wears that the response set influence due to valence format is

not large.
Prediction 4 is: oognition scales J:ertaining to older clients will
be more strongly related to affect and behavioral predispositions toward

older clients (ATl'20 and ATT24) than to affect toward the job as a whole
(ATl'23) , while cognition scales {:ertaining to the job situation will be

more strongly related to affect toward the job as a whole than to affect
and behavioral predispositions toward older clients. TIE empirical
findings are presented in Table XVII, colunns 4 and 5. Ore, consistent
with prediction, more oontentment and disoontent oognition scales
regarding older clients (ATl'1 through M'T9) have significantly larger
correlatia1s with M'T20 and AT'1'24 than they do with M'T23 (55% or 12 out
of 22 comparisons versus 5% or one out of 22 comparisons). TWo,
consistent with prediction, more contentment and disoontent oognition
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scales regarding the jet> situation CATrll through 1«'TI9) have larger
correlations with M'T23 than with 1«''1'20 and 1«''1'24 (78% or 14 out of IS
compada:>ns versus 0% or 0 out of IS conprisons).
Prediction 5 is: behavioral predispositions toward older clients
(ATr24) will be more strongly asscx::iated with affect toward older

clients (ATr20) than with affect toward the jcb as a wtx>le

(ATl'23).

Tte

empirical finding is that, consistent with prediction, ATr24 has a
larger correlation (,t [422]
.SO,

~

= 11.43,

< .001) than with ATT23

(.1:

~

< .OO(!» with M'T20

[422]

= .4S,

l2

< .001).

(.1:

[423]

=

Tte formula

used to test for significant differences between the correlations was
the .t. test for differences between two correlation coefficients for
correlated data (Downie

&

Heath, 1974, p. 228).

Prediction 6 is: the scale neasuring cognitions of older clients
as physically aging (ATrl0) will be negatively related to the older
clients' physical capability for self care

(m)

and positively related

to the older clients' age. Tte empirical findings are as follows. <Jre,
consistent with prediction, ATTI0 is significantly correlated with G3,
although the correlation is quite low

(.1:

[406] = -.16,

~

< ; 01).

Two,

consistent with prediction, ATTI0 is Significantly correlated with older
clients' actual age <.t. [51] = .39, l2
as perceived by a service provider

< .01> and with older clients' age

(.1:

[471

= .42,

l2

< .01>; these latter

findings derive from data on the Erx:ounter Sanple of 51 service
providers and their 147 older clients.
Prediction 7 is: global affect toward older clients will be
associated with affect toward s:[:ecific characteristics of older clients
in conbination with the service providers' cognitions of the extent to
which their older clients possess those characteristics. The empirical
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finding is as follows. Ccnsistent with prediction, when oognitions of
older clients' interpersonal characteristics

(the

"E" itans in ATTl)

were weighted (i.e., nultiplied) by affect toward tb:>se characteristics
(the items in ATT21> and averaged, the results were significantly
correlated with global affect toward older clients

.30,

~

< .001.

(A'lT20):

.to (327) =

(As of yet, it has not been undertaken to weight the

physical aging cognition itans in ATTlO by affect itans in ATT22 and
then to corrbine these physical characteristics with the interpersonal
characteristics just discussed for an overall CXJInIBrison with M'T20.)
ATl'ITUDES 'lmARD smCIFIC CLOER CLIENl'S

Content .Qf Questionnaire
The Specific OC Questionnaire contains 24 attitude and four

non-attitudinal items (see A];pendix A for questionnaire). All of the
attitude items are of a closed-ended, Likert-type format. Ti"e response
grid for these items is seven step (pre-scored 1 through 7, left to
right). Three types of headings are utilized to narre the itans' left and
right poles: "strongly disagree" to "strongly agree," "never" to
"always," and "very young" to "very old." Twenty-three of the attitude
items measure cognition of, and one measures affect toward, specific
older clients. Two of the four non-attitudinal items are checks on the
typicalness of the observed servia! encounter; one inquires into OOW
long the service provider has worked with that puticular client, and
one seeks illustrative material for the training of servia! providers.
Deve1Q,?JDeDt .at Questionnaire

Except for one item, itans used to ope rationalize specific
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attitudes regarding older clients consist of a subset of 22 of the
cognition and one of the affect itens used to ope rationalize general
attitudes in the General OC Questionnaire. For specific attitudes,
however, these i terns were re-worded so as to be appropr iate to a
specific older person. For exanple, the general attitude itan "On the
whole, the elderly clients I serve are appreciative of It¥ services"
beoomes "Tm client you just spoke with is appreciative of yoor
services" at the specific attitude level. One additional oognition itan
was also included in the S];:ecific OC Questionnaire to check on the
service provider'S perception of the older client's age. For the
interested reader, normative data fran the Erx:ounter Sanple on the 24
attitude items (consisting of mean scores and standard deviations) are
presented in Ag;>endix B. Items fran the S];:ecific OC Questionnaire are
referred to in this report by their questionnaire murDers followed by an

"s" (e.g., las) to distinguish them fran the General ex: Questionnaire
items.
Scale Coostruction

Utilizing data from the Encounter Sanple, four scales have been
constructed from 22 of the 24 attitude itans. One of the renaining
items, 4S, is utilized as a fifth scale. TlEse five scales and their
comp:>nent items are Wicated in Table XIII by footnotes. TlE specific
attitude scales were constructed to IBrallel the general attitude
scales. To emphasize this IBrallel, the scale narres are the sane at the
general and specific attitude levels except for an "S," in:licating
"specific," attac12d to the shorthatXi deSignations of the specific
attitude scales. Thus, ATTIS IBrallels ATTI, ATT2S };arallels ATT2, ATMS
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parallels AT'M, and ATTI0S ptrallels ATTI0. The single iten 45, when it
is being utilized as the sp:!cific attitude ptrallel of the general
attitude scale m:-.r20, is referred to as M'T20S.
Tte equivalmcy of the sp:!cific and general scales is as follCMS.
ATl'2S and AT'lliS are exact ptrallels of the reduced versions of ATT2 and
AT'lli (ATl'2R and ATmR>, whereas the regular versions of ATT2 and ATT6
contain sone extra itens not also neasured by the S};ecific OC
Questionnaire. HCMever, respoments' scores on the reduced and reg.llar
versions at the general attitude level do not app:!ar to differ
substantially fran each other: the correlation of MT2 and ATT2R is .I.
(415) = .$,
.92,

~

~

< .001; the correlation of

AT'l'6 and ATT6R is

< .001. Thus, it appears that the re91lar

~

(414) =

and reduced versions of

ATI'2 and M-Ui at the general attitude level are equivalent for purposes
of analyses comparing general and s};ecific attitudes. ATT20S (i.e., 4S)
is an exact parallel of the general attitude iten J2. ATT20 contains two
items in addition to J2 and is only mx1erately correlated with J2. That
is, the correlation of ATT20 and J2 is.I. (420) = .53,

~

< .001.

As can be seen in Table XIII, the scales MT2S, AT'lliS, ATl'10S, and

ATl'20S are non-overlapping (i.e., do not oontain itens also oontained in
other scales). Because M'T1S is a composite scale fomed of M'T2S and
ATr6S, it overlaps with trose two scales. For the interested reader,
normative data on the five scales are presented in Ag;:en:Hx C. Table LII
presents means, standard deviations, ald relative frequency
distributions for the scales. Corrected item-total oorrelations are
presented in Table LIII.
Scale construction procedures for the four multiple-item scales
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were as follows. ATT2S, ATT6S, and ATTIOS were constructed by averaging
the coIl1IX>nent items' raw scores. On these three scales, (Illy respoments
answering 50% or more of the component itens FEr scale received a soore
for that scale.
On ~IS,

~IS

is the average of

~S

and reverse-coded

~T6S.

respondents missing either or both of the cx:rnponent scales did

not receive a soore. Because the four multiple-item scales are averages,
they have the same seven-step potential range as 00 their component
items.
The percentage of respoments missing soores on the five scales

ranges from 0% (on ATT2S,

~10S,

and ATT20S) to 2% (on ATTIS and

Ai'].l;S). Skewness of the scales ranges from -.23 (AT'l'20S) to .37 (AT'n)S).
Kurtosis ranges from -.84

(~IS)

to -.10 (ATT2S).

Just which parts of the study's attitudinal roodel have been
operationalized at the specific attitude level are shown visually in
•
Figure 3. That is, both cognition and affect are operationalized in
regard to older clients. In all, five scales (comp:>sed of 23 itens)
operationalize the specific attitudes to be discussed in this report.
Reliability and Validity

gf

Beales

Reliability. The internal oonsistency reliability for scales
ATl'IS, ATT2S, ATT6S, and

~10S

for the Era>unter Semple, as estimated

by Cronbach's alpha, ranges fran .55 to .87 (see Table XIX). Tl'E
reliability estimate for

~IS

was calculated using NlIlnally's (1978)

formula for the reliability of linear combinations for weighted sums,
while the remaining estimates were calculated using the SPSS Reliability
subprogram (Specht

&

Hohlen, 1976). As a comp!rison of Tables XVI and

XIX indicates, the level of intemal oonsistency reliability appears to

TABLE XIX
INTERNAL CONSISTENCY RELIABILITY OF SPECIFIC ATTITUDE SCALES
a would have been larger
by amount in ( ) if item
had been deleted from scale

Attitude scales
ATTls:

Overall Contentment Cognitions re Older Clients

.89

a

a

a

b

9

ATT2S:

Contentment Cognitions re Older Clients

.87

51

ATT6S:

Discontent Cognitions re Older Clients

.79

50

195 (.002), IrS (.003)

9

.55

51

InS (.002)

4

c

c

c

c

ATTlOS:

Cognitions of Older Clients as Physically Aging

ATT20S:

Global Affect Toward Older Clients

Note. The internal consistency reliability of the scales is estimated by Cronbach's alpha (0). The
SPSS Reliability subprogram (Specht & "ohlen, 1976) was used to calculate all but one of the scales' internal
consistency coefficients. For the remaining scale, ATT1S, the formula for the reliability of linear combinations for weighted sums (Nunnally, 1978, Equation 7-17) was used.
Because the reliability level of a scale can be raised by increasing the internal consistency of the
items included in a scale and/or by increasing the number of items in a scale, information regarding both these
aspects is also presented in the table. Data are from the Encounter Sample (n = 51).
aBecause the reliability coefficient was calculated using Nunnally's formula for the reliability of
linear combinations for weighted sums instead of the SPSS Reliability subprogram, this information is not
relevant.
bDeletion of items from scale would not increase the scale's Cronbach's alpha.
cCronbach's alpha was not computed for ATT20S because ATT20S is a single item.

......
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be similar for the general and sJ;ecific attitude scales. Again, the
reader is cautioned about

inte~reting

findings of a lack of

relationship for any scale with a reliability coefficient less than .70.
ATl'lOS is the only specific attitude scale falling below that level.
Val idiQ1. Because

the sp:cific attitude scales were oonstructed on

the basis of paralleling the general attitude scales, validity
docwrentation has not been umertaken for the sJ;ecific scales separately
from the general scales. Thus, the reader may wish to review the
discussion of validity presented earlier for the general attitude
scales.
RELATIOOSHlP BEIWEEN GENEPAL .AND smCIFIC l-EASURES
OF SERVICE PROVIDERS' ATTI'lUDES TOiARD CLOER CLIENl'S

For the most part, the oorx:em that is expressed regarding

servi~

providers' attitudes toward older clients has been aroused by the
suspected implications of tmse attitudes for older clients as
individuals. However, largely for pragmatic reasons, neasurerents of
service providers' attitudes toward older clients ten:3 to be taken at
the general rather than the sJ;ecific level. That is, neasurerents ten:3

to be of attitudes toward abstract references such as "older J;eople"
rather than of attitudes toward particular older individuals. But, what
relationship is there between the two types of neasurerent? Are they
substitutable?
Tha relationship between neasurenents of servia! providers'

general and specific attitudes toward older clients is exanined here,
using data from the study's Erx:ounter Sanple. The general attitudes
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toward older clients to be examined were neasured by 22 cognition itans
and one affect itan to"which

servi~

providers were asked to respom

about their older clientele "on the whole" (using the General ex::
Questionnaire). These 23 itans are listed in Table XIII, where they are
indicated by the superscript "a." specific attitudes toward older
clients were measured by the sane 23 itans but to which

servi~

providers were asked to respom in regard to an older client with whom
they had just been ob5erved interacting in a service encounter (using
the Specific OC Questionnaire). Service providers r specific attitude
scores consist of the averages of their responses to two or three older
clients.
The service providers thanselves selected the older clients toward
woorn their specific attitudes were to be neasured (this non-ranCbm
sampling procedure was

ne~ssary

in order to gain agency permission to

conduct the observational stage of the larger Client Relations Project).
The older clients were selected by the service providers in the process
of selecting service encounters for behavioral observations for the
larger Client Relations Project. Although we cannot know for certain oow
the service providers selected the older clients with whom they were to
be observed, we suspect that the service providers cmse on the basis

of: first, the older clients' availability, and, next, the service
providers' attitudes toward the older clients. More will be said later
aboot the relationship between the service providers' attitudes arXi
their choice of older clients. The point to be oonsidered now is that,
because of the non-ranCbn sampling procedure used, the specific older
clients about wlxmt the

servi~

providers expressed their attitudes may
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not have been entirely representative of their older clientele. Thus,
the non-random nature of the sample of specific older clients should be

kept in mind when interpreting the data presented in the following
discussion.
Correlations .of Geleral Affect mh Sp::cific Attitudes
General Affect lW:h Sl;ecific Affect. Wl'en general affect

(J2)

was

correlated with specific affect (48) a significant oorrelation was
famd: .I. (51) = .44,

~

< .001. This correlation reflects that the rore a

service provider agreed to "On the whole, I enjO¥ working with older
people as clients" (on the mailed survey questionnaire), then the rore
that same service provider also agreed with "I

es~cially

enjO¥ working

with clients like this person" Cin reference to an older client just
encountered). In regard to servia; providers' attitudes toward older
clients, then, the neasure of general affect

ap~ars

to be mcx1erately

predictive of the measure of specific affect. However, the lack of a
higher correlation may be due to affect being neasured by a single itan.
General Affect lW:h Sl;ecific Cognitions. When general affect was
correlated with the 22 specific cognitions, ally one of the correlations
was significant at the

.(5

or smaller level (see Table XX, column

1).

This is no more than woold be expected to occur by chance. Thus, gmeral
affect does not

ap~ar

to be related to specific cognitions. One

suggested reason for why the two neasures do not oorrelate is that
general affect may be rore a characteristic of the attitude holder,
whereas specific oognitions may be rore characteristic of the attitude
target. That is, gmeral affect may tem to renain a relatively constant
attribute of a servioe provider while the

~cific

oognitions may tend

TABLE XX

CORRELATIONS OF SERVICE PROVIDERS' GENERAL AND
SPECIFIC ATTITUDES TOWARD OLDER CLIENTS

General Affect (J2) x
Specific Cognitions
r
n

Cognition Items
Contentment Cognitions of Older Clients as:
positive outlook on life (E1, laS)
wealth of experience (E5, leS)
considerate (E9, liS)
at peace with themselves (E12, lIS)
appreciative of my services (E15, loS)
interesting stories to tell (E17, lqS)
dependable (£19, IsS)
sense of humor (E20, ItS)
warm (E22, lvS)
Discontent Cognitions of Older Clients as:
uncooperative (E4, IdS)
refuse to help themselves (EG, IfS)
ungrateful (E7, 19S)
hostile (ElO, ljS)
given up on life (Ell, lkS)
angry (El3, ImS)
overly demanding (E16, IpS)
serious emotional problems (E18, IrS)
chronic co~lainers (E2l, IuS)
Cognitions of Older Clients
as Physically Aging:
fragile (£2, lbS)
hard of hearing (E3, lcS)
slow (EB, IhS)
poor eyesight (£14, InS)

CorreJat:ions
General Cognition x
Corresponding
Specific cognition
r
n

General Cognitions x
Specific Affect (4S)
n
r

51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51

.05
.45***
-.08
.43***
.36**
.22
.13
.20
.33**

51
49
49
50
50
50
50
50
50

.16
.01
.26*
.25*
.49***
.39**
.15
.24*
.36**

50
49
49
50
50
50
50
50
50

-.02
-.12
.06
-.08
-.00
-.07
-.11
.09
-.16

50
50
51
50
50
51
51
51
51

.07
.24*
.12
-.01
.28*
.33**
.09
.07
.11

49
49
50
49
49
50
50
50
50

-.25*
-.10
-.57***
-.27*
-.18
-.23
-.08
.06
.02

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

.15
-.04

51
51
51
51

.20
.12
.31*
.14

50
50
50
49

-.00
-.02
.01
-.05

50
50
50
49

.05
.22
.05
.12
.22
.14
.03
.13

.24*

.10

.03
---

---

--

-

-

- -

Note. General attitudes are expressed in reference to older clients-in-general (i.e., in the abstract),
While-specific attitudes are expressed in reference to specific older clients. Designations in parentheses following the item names are the questionnaire item numbers--first the general attitude numbers
from the General OC Questionnaire and then the specific attitude numbers from the Specific OC Questionnaire.
*p < .05

**p < .01

***p < .001

one-tailed tests of statistical significance.
I-'
W
W
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to vary with the different characteristics of different older clients.
As such, specific cognitions WQlld tem not to be predicted by gE!'leral

affect.
Correlations

gf

General Cognitions

~ ~cific

Attitudes

Of the 22 gE!'leral cognition items, eight correlated Significantly

with the correspon:1ing sp=cific cognition item (see Table XX, colurm 2).
The eight cognitions on which service providers' gE!'leral and

s~cific

attitudes tended to coincide are cognitions of older clients as: having
a wealth of experierx::e, at p=ace with themselves, appreciative of

nmyn

services, warm, angry, slow, given up on life, and refusing to help
themselves. For example, service providers who stated on the survey
questionnaire that nOn the whole, the clients I serve have a wealth of
ex};:erience n also tended to agree in response to a }';articular older
client that nthe client yoo just spoke with has a wealth of experience. n
In acXiition, nire of the 22 gE!'leral cognition items correlated
significantly with sp=cific affect (Table XX, colunm 3). That is,
service providers woo expressed llDre liking of }';articular older clients
also tended to have reported: (a) more frequent cognitions of older
clients-in-general as awreciative of

"Drin services, having interesting

stories to tell, warm, considerate, at peace with themselves, and having
a sense of humor: and (b) less frequent cognitions of older
clients-in-general as ungrateful, mstile, and uncoop=rative.
These 17 significant correlations sU39est the existence of sane
relationship between neasures of service providers' cognitions of older
clients-in-general and their attitudes toward sp=cific older clients. In
regard to service providers' attitudes toward older clients, then,
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general cognitions apJ;ear to be sanewhat weakly
predictive of both

s~cific

cognitions and

am

s~cific

inconsistently
affect.

However, the existence of non-significant correlations for 14 of
the 22 paired cognition items across the general and

s~cific

measurements ought not to be ignored (see Table XX, column 2). Var ious
reasons can be s\J3gested for the relatively large nunber of
non-correlated cognitions. First, there is the stuqy-specific
methodological reason that, because of the non-random sampling procedure
used in selecting the s};ecific older clients, the s};ecific older clients
about whom the service providers expressed their attitudes may not have
been truly representative of their older clientele. Also at the
methodological level, it can be hyp>thesized that response sets may have
varied across the two applications of the questions, or that tine
interval, day-to-day fluctuations, etc., contribJted to neasuranent
error.
At the substantive level, it can be s\J3gested that general
cognitions really do differ fran

s~cific

cognitions in that: (a)

general cognitions may be rore influenced by affect arxl less influenced
by older clients' characteristics than are

s~cific

cognitions; and (b)

general cognitions (and general affect as well> nay be heavily
influenced by experiences with older clients possessing extreme
characteristics while

s~cific

cognitiOns give ecpal weight to each

older client. Thus, it may be that altmugh rceasures of general and
specific cognitions are related, they should not be expected to be
related very strongly nor in all

as~cts.
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SUITmu:y

In awn, the study I s data regarding the relationship; between
measures of service providers I general and spacific attitudes toward
older clients suggest that rreasures of service providers I attitudes
toward older clients-in-general tem to be sanewhat, altb:>ugh not
strongly, predictive of ItEasures of their attitudes toward spacific
older clients. That is, general affect was fOlll13 to be IOOderately
correlated with specific affect but to be unoorrelated with spacific
cognitions; a little over a third of the general oognitions were fourrl
to be correlated with the corresporrling specific cognition; and 40% of
the general cognitions were fourrl to be correlated with spacific affect.
General and specific ItEasures of service providers I attitudes toward
older clients, then, do not appear from this study's data to be anywhere
near perfectly substitutable.

CHAPl'ER VII

VALENCE OF SERVICE PRJlJIDERS· Arl'ITUDES
'lOWARD WORKlOO WITH CLOER CLIENrS

RESEARCH QUESl'ION AND OVERVIEW OF FINDlOOS

Research Question
Of inmediate interest in studies of attitudes is the rreasurenent

of attitudinal direction and magnitude. That is: is the attitude being
studied positive or negative (direction), and mw much so (magnitude)?
This characteristic of positiveness (or "valence") exists at the level
of all three attitudinal oomponents: oognition, affect, and behavioral
predispositions. Iooeed, all three can vary in valence, from negative
through neutral to positive.
Tre prenomenon of valence is addressed in this study by Research

Question 1: How lDsitive are servia! providers· attitudes toward working
with older clients? This chapter presents fimings in response to
Research Question 1. Data utilized in this analysis p:rtain to the 24
general attitude scales stemming fram the Survey Sample and the five
specific attitude scales stermning fram the El'x:ounter Sanple.
Adjectives used to describe the magnitude of a scale· s attitudinal
valelce are: "very," llsonewhat," "slightly, II and "neutral." "Neutral·
refers to scores of exactly 4.0 on the 7-point scale. For scales
oriented in the positive direction (i.e., where a soore of 7 is the mst
positive score), livery positive" refers to soores between 6.1 and 7.0,
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"somewhat positive" refers to soores between 5.1 and 6.0, "slightly
positive" refers to soores between 4.1 and 5.0, "slightly negative"
refers to scores between 3.0 and 3.9, "sonewhat negative" refers to
scores between 2.0 and 2.9, and "very negative" refers to soores between
1.0 and 1.9. The reverse interpretation of soores holds for scales

oriented in the negative direction (i.e., where a soore of 7 is the mst
negative score).
OVerview .of. Fim ings
The study's findings regarding the valence of servia: providers'

attitudes toward working with older clients are three-fold.
1. On the average, the study's service providers reported holding
positive attitudes toward older clients and toward their job situations.
For 27 of the study's 29 attitude scales, the servia: providers' scores,
on the average, were "slightly" or "sanewhat" p:>sitive, although never
nvery" positive. The two exceptions to this firrling of positive valence
were concerned with the physical aging characteristics of older clients.
That is, the study's service providers,

00

the average, reported their

older clients to possess physical aging (i.e., negative) characteristics
to a slight extent and then expressed a slight dislike of those
characteristics.
2. On the average, the study's service providers reported
different attributes of older clients and of the job situation to
possess different degrees of positiveness. Of six interpersonal
attributes of older clients, "awreciative" received the mst poSitive
mean score and "pleasant" received the least poSitive mean soore.
Receiving a more negative mean soore than any of the interpersonal
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attributes was the physical status of older clients. "Agency quality" in
providing services to older clients received the IIDSt positive rrean
score of six attril:utes of the job situation, while "pay adequacy"
received the least positive rrean soore ..
3. As individuals, the smdy's seIVice providers reported oolding
attitudes toward older clients and toward their job situations that
ranged in valence fran very negative to very p:>sitive.
POSITIVENESS OF MEAN SCORES
Absolute PositiveneSS

On the average, service providers' responses to the attitude itans

tended to be positive. With two exceptions, the seIVice providers' rrean
scores on 29 attitudinal scales ranged from "slightly" to "somewhat"
positive, approaching but never quite reaching "very" p:>sitive. Mean
scores were "slightly" negative on two scales.
CQivlitions

~ Older

Clients. As can be seen in Figure 4, all of

the contentItent oognitions regarding the older clients received rrean

scores greater than 4 (i.e., the midpoint value), while all the
dis:ontent oognitions received rrean soores lower than 4. Older clients,
then, as rep:>rted by the study's seIVice providers,

tem

to possess the

three characteristics of being appreciative, socially oontriruting, and
pleasant, and to lack the three negative characteristics of being in
adversary relations, rejecting, and oostile.
The only exception to this positive trem in oognitions occurred
on the physically aging scale (ATrla> at the general attitude level.
That is, the cognition of older clients as physically aging received a
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SCALES

MEAN SCORE

2

GENERAL ATTITUDES

4

5

6

COGNITIONS IX' OUID CLIEIft'S

OVerall ContentMnt Aapect. (11m)
Contentment Aapecu (11'1"1'2)
Apprec:iaUvtI (1IT'1'3)
Ple. .ant (IITT4)
SOcially Contributin9 (1I'l"1'5)
Dilcontent Aapect. (1In6)
Holtile (11m)
RejecUn9 (1I'1'T9)
Adversary Relation. (1I'l'1'9)
Phy.ically A9in9 (limO)

......

,.~.JJ

.S .••

~ .•

..... .,..U

..5.1 •••. 01

..." •••. ,7

":.'. ".n

..........

"J .•••. ts

COGNITIONS or JOB SITUATION
OVerall Contentment AapeCtl (IIml)
Contentment. Aapecu (11':"1'12)
Agency QUalit.y (IITT13)
Pay Adequacy (IITT14)
Part.icipat.ion Opport.unit.iel (IITT15)
Discont.ent. AapeCtl (IITT16)
Dila9r. .,.ent.1 (IITT17)
Staff . . Oblt.acl . . (IITT19)
Rule. a. Oblt.acl. . (IITTl9)

.. r..l ....')
IN.I . . . . . 17

"2.1."1.'1
... '.O .... I.W

A!'FECT '1'OIIARD.

Older Clienu Globally (11'1"1'20)
Older Client.I' Int.erpersonal OIaract.eri,Ucl (A'1'T21)
Older Clientl' Phylical A9in9 OIaract.eriat.icl (1I'1'T22)
Job Globally (1I'1'T23)
BEHAVIORAL PREDISPOSITIONS
IIpproach Preferenc.. (A'1'T24)

...........

........

... ,.t.... .,
~\

I... ,.• , D.tO

SPECIFIC ATTITUDES
COGNITIONS OF OUIER CI.IENTS
OVerall Cont.entlMnt. Aapectl (IImS)
Contentment. AapeCtl (A'1'T2S)
Discontent. Aapect.. (An6S)
Physically A9in9 (IITT10S)
AFFECT '1'OIIARD:

Older Clientl Globally (1I'1'T20S)

Figure 4.

BAr graph of mean scores on attitudinal scales. Scale means and standard
deviations are indicated within the bars for each scale. All scales are of
a 7-step format (e.g., l-NeverJ 7-Always). The higher the mean score, the
more positive the valence for the contentment cognition scales (ATT1-ATTS,
ATTll-ATT1S, ATT1S-ATT2S) and the affect and behavioral predisposition scales
(ATT20-ATT24, ATT20S).
For the discontent cognition scales (ATT6-A~,
ATT16-ATT19, ATT6S) and the physically aging cognition scale (ATT10, ATT10S),
the higher the mean score, the more negative the valence. General attitude
scores come fram the Survey Sample (n-428)J specific attitude scores come
fram the Encounter Sample (n-5l).
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mean score slightly greater than the midpoint value of 4. However, given
the actual aged status of the clients, this

p!r~ption

of the typical

older client as possessing J;ilysical aging characteristics is to be
expected.
Cognitions

gf

.the .Jgb Situation. Cognitions regarding the joo

situation also divided around the midpoint, with the contentment aspects
being described as occurring more frequently, and the discontent aspects
as occurring less frequently. That is, the study I s

servi~

providers

rel;X>rted their job situations tem to possess the three positive
characteristics of

ag~

quality in providing

servi~s

to elderly

clients, participation opportunities, and pay adequacy, and to lack the
three negative characteristics of disagreements, staff as obstacles, and
rules as obstacles. Coming the closest to receiving a negative rrean
score with respect to the job situation is the scale measuring
cognitions of pay adequacy (ATT14).
4.1.

On

Tm

the average, then, the pay of

rrean score for ATT14 is only

servi~

providers wOO serve the

elder ly was rel;X>rted to be barely adequate.
Affect

~

Behavioral PredisPOsitions.

I;X>sitiveness reflected in the

servi~

Tm

trend toward

providers I COgnitions continues in

their affect and behavioral predisposition scores. Service provioors
expressed liking of their older clients both globally and with
to

inter~rsonal

res~ct

characteristics, liking of their jots, and preferences

to atproach older clients. Of the six affect and behavioral
predisposition scales, Q'lly the scale measuring liking of the older
clients I physlcal aging characteristics CATr22) at the general attitude
level fell below the midpoint value of 4 (and then only slightly).
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Relative Positiveness

Cognitions

,gf

Older Cl ients. It may be of interest to just brief ly

note the relative poSitiveness of serviC2 providers with

res~ct

to the

seven non-overlapping cognitions of older clients at the general
attitude level (ATrJ-AT'I5 and AT'l'7-:M:TIO). This can be c:bne by reversing
the scores of the negatively oriented scales so that their negative and
positive poles are oriented in the same direction as the poles of the
positively oriented scales (thus, disagreeing with a negative iten is an
expression of a positive attitude). Of these seven cognition scales, the
cognition of older clients which received the roost positive nean sQ)re
is: appreciative

(,M

= 5.4).

TIE least positive nean sQ)re went to the

cognition of older clients as not physically aging (H

=3.6).

Relative

positiveness of the renaining foor cognitions of older clients is as
follows: not in adversary relations (H

= 5.1),

not rejecting (H

= 5.0),

=5.2),

socially contributing (H

not hostile (H

= 4.9),

and pleasant (H

= 4.6).

Service providers, then, appear to view their older clients as
possessing larger quantities of same attributes (for example,
appreciativeness) and lesser quantities of other attributes (for
example, pleasantness).
Cognitions

,gf tbe.llQb

Situation. A similar variability

ap~ars

to

exist in service providers' cognitions of the job situation, where again
the presence of attributes was not equally reported. That is, when the
discontent cognitions were reverse-scored, the six

non-overl~ping

cognition scales regarding the job situation (ATl'13-ATT15 and
JaWl'17-ATT19) ranked in order of positiveness thusly: agency quality in
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providing services to elderly clients (H
(,H

= 5.3),

=5.7),

particiP3tion opportunities (H

obstacles <.H

=5.0),

= 5.0>,

lack of disagreements
lack of staff as

ladt of rules as obstacles (M = 5.0), and P3Y

adequacy (,9 =4.1). Of the six job situation attribltes, then, agency
quality scored the JOOst positively and P3Y adequacy scored the lecst
positively for this sample of service providers who serve older clients.
Symnar:y

.and

Cautiona[y~.

TIE ordering of the two sets of

characteristics according to service providers' relative positiveness
helps describe how service providers to the elderly

~rceive

their jobs.

These orderings, however, nay be sanewhat influenced by a difference in
response set with

res~ct

to whether a scale' s format was negative or

IX>sitive. It has been reported that, in expressing negative attitudes,
resp:mdents have been JOOre willing to disagree with positive itens than
to agree with negative items (Bennett

&

Edtnan, 1973; Goram

&

Hallauer,

1976; Robb, 1979). Thus, the positiveness of the discontent scales may
be inflated relative to that of the contentment scales.
VARIABILITY OF INDIVIDUAL SCDRES
As can be seen in Figure 4, the standard deviations of the

attitude scales rCllge fran .60 (ATTlS) to 1.77 (ATTI4). That is, the
scales differ with

res~ct

to the consensus of response they received

from the service providers. OVerall, satewhat greater variability in
service providers' cognitions was reported in regard to the job
situation than in regard to older clients.
TIE scale on which service providers reported the least consensus
in attitudes, A!rr14, corx:ems cognitions of {:BY adequacy. For exanple,
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some 21% of the service providers reported PlY adequacy in the higlEst
6.0 to 7.0 Cor "very adequate") range, while a nearly

~al

number (18%)

reIX>rted pay adequacy in the lowest 1.0 to 2.0 (or ·very inadequate")
range.
TIE variability in service providers I attitudes toward working
with older clients is graphically illustrated in Figure 5. In Figure 5,
the relative frequency p:>lygons of four key cognition scales at the
general attitude level are presented CM'r2, M'T6, Plrr12, and ATT16). As
can be seen, many service providers reported cognitions either rore
negative or more positive than the average scores. For eXCIllple,
scale measuring contentment as);ects regarding older clients

Q'1

the

(ATI'2),

which has a mean of 4.9, the i.rdividual scores range from 2.9 to 6.8.
Thus, describing service providers I attitudes toward working with
older clients on the basis of their mean scores as being generally
"somewhat IX>sitive" would miss Plrt of the story. Such a description
fails to show that,

Q'1

the one hand, sane service providers reported

attitudes of a "very" p:>sitive nature, while on the other harvl, other
service providers reported attitudes of a "slightly" to "very" negative
nature. For example, with res);ect to "very" p:>sitive attitudes, 5% of
the service providers reported very p:>sitive attitudes on M'T2, 8% on
ATr6, 15% on ATl'12, and 21% on ATT16. Ani, altrough the mean scores for

the four scales all fell on the positive side of the midpoint value of
4, a considerable nunber of service providers scored on the negative
side.

~cifically,

with res);ect to cognitions of older clients, 1 ~ of

the service providers gave negative eval uations of contentment as);ects
CATl'2) and 8% gave negative evaluations of disoontent as);ects CAT.l'6).
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With respect to ex>gnitions of the jd:> situation (ATl'12 and ATT16),
similar percentages of the service providers reported ex>gnitions on the
negative side of the midpoint value of 4 (12% and 12%, respectively).
In swn, variability aPJ;ears to be a feature of the study's service
providers' attitudes toward working with older clients. Although on the
average service

prov~ders

reported attitudes ranging from slightly to

somewhat positive, same reported attitudes of a very positive nature and
others reported attitudes of a negative nature. Sate possible
explanations for this variability will be exanined later in this report
in regard to types of service providers (Chapter VIII) and in regard to
antecedmts of service providers' attitudes (Chapter XII>.
INI'ERPRETI~

THE roSITIVENESS OF ATTI'lUDE SCORES

Social Desirability ResWnse .set

Difficulty lies in trying to determine mw much of the measured
positivmess of service providers' attitude scores is real and mw much
is just appearance. Partially, this difficulty arises because we live in
an age of increased public sensitivity toward the elderly in our
society. This sensitivity is a hard-won achievement of the many
governmental agencies, private agencies, and individuals who over the
past several decades have so energetically advocated the cause of

elderly citizens. However, invaluable as this sensitivity is, it makes
more difficult the task of trying to accurately assess service
providers' attitudes toward working with older clients. For, in the face
of pressures not to be prejudiced against older people, it becomes less
likely that an individual will feel free to admit it if he or she truly
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tends to view older people negatively, to dislike than, and to prefer
not to be with then.
This difficulty of measuring the reality of positiveness
separately from the app:!arance of positiveness is a c:ommJn problan in
sttDying attitudes. That is, regardless of the topic, people tem to
present themselves on questiormaires in a manner they dean to be
socially desirable: they have a "social desirability" response set (for
discussions of the social desirability response set, see Crowne
Marlowe, 1$0; Marlowe

&

&

Crowne, 1$1; and OsKamp, 1977). AIoong the

socially desirable presentations of self relevant to this study may be
presentatiOns of self-as-Plsitive (toward older clients) and of
self-as-coIIlp:!tent (as a service provider). Thus, in this study, the
social desirability response set may have acted to bias the positiveness
of service providers' responses.
~

Positiveness
In contrast, reasons exist to eX{:ect that the reported

positiva'less is not all a netOOdological artifact. After all, workers of
all sorts are, to a certain extent, self-selected on the basis of liking
their work (eval tlDugh sane approach behavior toward a job nay be
actually avoidance behavior toward unanploynent). Moreover, the several
decades of advocacy for older p:!ople may have actually succeeded in
improving the ga'leral attitudinal clirrate regarding older clients. Thus,
it does not sean unreasonable to find that seIVice providers who work
with older clients WCllld ten:3 to be at least sanewhat positive toward
their older clients.
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AbsQlute Smres Versus Relative Differences

To the extent, however, that positiveness of response may be a
function not just of attitudinal valence but also of net:rodological
artifact, relative differences between service providers I scores tem to
be more informative than their al:solute soores. This report, then,

although not ignoring atsolute soores, focuses prinarily on the relative
differences between soores in its analysiS of service providers'
attitudes toward working with older clients.

CHAPTER VIII

EXTENr OF A'lTITUDINAL UNIFOIMI'IY

AK)N;

SERVICE PRCNIDER

~PES

RESEARCH QUESTION AND OVERVIEW OF FINDIOOS

Research Question
In speaking and writing about service providers' attitudes tC7t\lard
older clients, social gerontologists often

ap~ar

to assune that there

is "an attitude" which is identical for all service providers. This
study's analytical model, rowever, does not agree with the asSUIrQ?tion of
a uniform service provider attitude tC7t\lard older clients. Instead, the
model predicts that service providers who have different backgrounds,
woo experience different types of older clients, and wID experience
those older clients in different capacities will differ in their
attitudes toward older clients. That is, different leaming experiences
will tend to result in different attitudes. In cxmtrast, the llDdel
predicts that service providers who have similar backgroums, wID
experience similar types of older clients, and woo experience those
older clients in similar capaCities will hold similar attitudes tC7t\lard
older clients. Thus, experiences create diversity and similarity of
attitudes. Moreover, not just attitudes toward older clients, but also
attitudes toward the job situation are expected to vary and be similar
according to the experiences of service providers.
This chap:er aCHresses Research Question 2: Do attitudes toward
working with older clients differ by service provider type?
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In this chapter, the uniformity of service providers' attitudes is
investigated by comparing attitude scores across the study's 13 types of
service providers. These 13 service provider types represent differences
in professional and educational levels, as well as in area of work.
Because the 13 service provider types possess differences in backgroum,
in clientele, and/or in the capacities in which they interact with older
clients, they provide an oR;X>rtunity to investigate whether or not
service providers' attitudes toward working with older clients are
uniform.
First, attitudinal diversity and Similarity across the study's 13
service provider types are eXCIllined, and then sane selected
service-setting by service-provider-type oompuisons are made. Next,
HYPothesis 2 is examined, followed by a discussion of least and most
positive aspects of working with older clients. The chapter concludes
with an attitudinal profiling of service provider types. Details of
these analyses are presented below, following the overview of fiOOings.
Data available for these analyses come fran the Survey Sanple: thus, the
attitudinal scores involved are of a general (as opposed to

s~cific)

attitude nature. In reading the research fiOOings in this and slbsequent
chapters, it should be ranembered that low response rates may lead to
limited generalizability of fiOOings. Of the study's 13 service provider
types, those which had response rates ICMer than 70% were: oospital IDs
(54%), transportation personnel (65%), and nursing bJme aides (65%).
OVerview.of. FindingS

The stl¥3y's findings regarding whether attitudes toward working

with older clients differ by service provider type are as follows.
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with older clients differ by service provider type are as follows.
1. Attitude scores conceming working with older clients were
£amd to be similar but not totally lI'liform across service provider
types. Of 13 service provider types, the JOOst positive and JOOst negative
scorers on

seVel

key attitude neasures are as follows. One, nental

health practitioners reported the JOOst negative cognitions, and
nutrition personnel reported the JOOst positive cognitions, regarding
older clients' primarily interpersonal characteristics. Two, nursing
hone RNs reported the JOOst negative cognitions, and transportation
personnel reported the mst positive cognitions, of their job
situations. Three, oospital aides reported older clients as being the
most, and irx:one personnel reported older clients as being the least,
physically aged. Four, mental health practitioners reported the least
liking, and nursing home aides reported the JOOst liking, of older
clients. Five, oospital IDs reported the least liking, and nutrition
personnel rep:>rted the roost liking, of the physical aging
characteristics of older clients. Six, nental health practitioners
rep:>rted the least preferences, and nutrition personnel reported the
greatest preferences, to

~proach

older clients. And seven, income

personnel rep:>rted the least liking, and nutrition personnel reported
the greatest liking, of their jots.
2. A comparison of attitude scores across three different service
provider types in the

saJre

service setting arXi across the sane service

provider type in three different service settings fOUl'rl considerable
similarity and sate variability. TIE com};Brisons were made across: (a)
the different service provider types of IDs, RNs, and aides within the
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same service setting, and (b) RNs as oompued with other ms, and aides
as conpared with other aides, across the three servia! settings of
hospital, in-home nursing agency, and nursing l'Dne. Across these
comparisons, scores were fourXl to be: (a) similar in affect and
behavioral

predi~sition,

and nearly similar in cognitions, regarding

older clients; (b) SOItewhat variable in cognitions of the job situation;
and (c) similar in affect toward the job as a whole.
3. With respect to al:solute scores, service provider types varied
in the number of attributes of older clients and of the job situation
which they rep:>rted to be at "least" and "most" p:>sitive levels.
Accordingly, attributes of older clients and the job situation also
varied in the nunber of servia! provider types reporting than to be at
least and most p:>siti ve levels. On a 1 to 7 range (very negative,
SOItewhat negative, slightly negative, neutral, slightly p:>sitive,
SOItewhat p:>sitive, and very p:>siti ve), those types and attritutes which
most and least often scored at a least positive

le~.'el

<i.e., "slightly"

positive or less) or at a most positive level (i.e., "very" p:>sitive)
are as follows.
Of the sttXly·s 13 service provider types, t:.OOse types which mJst

often reported attributes of older clients to be at a least positive
level were n¥mtal health practitioners, oospital ms, and nursing

rome

RNs (seVal, six, and six, respectively, of seven attr ib.Jtes). TlE! type
least often rep:>rting attrib.Jtes of older clients to be at a least
p:>sitive level was nutrition personnel (one of seven attributes). TlDse
types which roost often reported attributes of the job situation to be at
a least p:>sitive level were oospital ms and nursing txme ms (five of
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six attributes). Ieast often reporting the attribltes of the job
situation to be at a least positive level were b:>spital loDs, in-home
nursing aides, nutrition J;ersonnel, and interaction J;ersonnel (ooe of
six attributes). Only four types reported any of the attribltes of
either older clients or the job situation to be at a most positive level
(and then only for two of the 13 attribltes); these types were in-home
nursing aides, nutrition J;ersonnel, transportation J;ersonnel, and
interaction J;ersonnel.
Of seven attributes of older clients, the characteristics of

physical aging and pleasantness were most often reported to be at a
least positive level (13 and 12,

Ies~ctively,

of the 13 types), while

the characteristics of appreciativeness and being in adversary relations
were the least often reported to be at a least positive level (two and
three types, resJ;ectively). Of six attribltes of the job situation, the
characteristic of ];BY adequacy was most often reported to be at a least
J;X>sitive level (12 types), while the characteristic of agency qUality in
serving older clients was the least often reported to be at a least
J;X>sitive level (two types). The onlyattribltes of either older clients
or the job situation which the servioo provider types reported to be at
a most positive level were the job situation characteristics of agency
quality in serving older clients and rules as oI::stacles (reJ;X>rted to be
at a most J;X>sitive level by 4 and 1 of the 13 types,

Ies~ctively).

4. Within service provider types, non-mliformity in the
variability of scores was fou.rw:1 to exist with

res~ct

to sane

as~cts

of

service providers' attitudes toward working with older clients (e.g.,
cognitions regarding the job situation and global affect toward the joo)
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although not with respect to others (e.g., cognitions regard.ing older
clients and global affect toward older clients). Of 13 service provider
types, those types famd to have the JOOst and least variability .in
scores, respectively, were: (a) nursing lane ms and in-home nursing
situation~

RNs, on cognitions regarding the jcb

in-home nursing RNs, on global affect toward the
personnel and in-l'x>ne nursing ms,

Q'l

(b) irx:ane personnel and
jcb~

(c)

transportation

affect toward older clients'

interpersonal characteristics; and (d) hospital aides and nental health
practitioners, on affect toward older clients' physical aging
characteristics.
ATTI'lUDINAL

Diversity Across .ll
Diversity

~

Seryi~

DIVERSITY AND SIMILARITY

Provider

~

Cognitions. To test the prediction of non-uniform

cognitiOns across service provider types, nean scores of the study's 13
service provider types were OOInp:lred on 10 oognition scales regarding
older clients and nine cognition scales regard.ing the jcb situation.
Mean scores of the 13 service provider types on the 19 cognition scales

are rep:>rted in Table XXI. In Table XXII are presented the results of
significance tests which indicate whether or not significant differences
exist between the nean scores.
As can be seen in Table XXII, significant "!BiIWise" nean

differences were fOUl'Xl to exist between service provider types on all 10
of the cognition scales regard.ing older clients and on eight of the nine
cognition scales regarding the jcb situation. That is, at least one
service provider type has a significantly lower or higher nean score

TABLE XXI
MEAN COGNITION SCORES FOR 13 DIFFERENT SERVICE PROVIDER TYPES
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TABLE XXII
CONTINUED

Note.

Significance tests are between the mean scores reported in Table XXI. Service provider types are indicated by nu.l>er as follows.
III hospital aides, 141 in-home nursing RNs, 151 in-home nursing aides, (61 nursing home RNs, 171 nursing oo.e
aides, 181 mental health practitioners, 191 income personnel, (10) nutrition personnel, (11) transportation personnel, (12) housing personnel,
(13) interaction personnel.
(1) hospital HDa, 121 hospital RNa,

aFollowing a significant overall F, significant pairwise lDean differences were determined using the Student-NelDll4n-J(euls Procedure to _ i n e
differences between all possible pairs of means (p<.OSI.

~e .cans are ordered, left to right, from low to high. A high mean score indicates a positive valence for the contentment cognition scales
(ATTI-ATTS, ATTll-ATTlsl and a negative valence for the discontent cognition scales (ATT6-ATT9, ATT16-ATT19) and for the physically aging scale
(ATTIO).
"p<.Ol

····p<.OOOl

.....
U1
-...J
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than at least one other service provider type on all bJt one of the 19
cognition scales. Thus, the data stggest that, across service provider
types, there is no one uniform service provider cognition of older
clients nor of the job situation.
Relative Positivmess
illustrate graphically with

~

Cognitions. Figures 6, 7, and 8

res~ct

to three of the study's key

cognition scales (ATr1, ATTlO, and ATT1U which of the 13 service
provider types expressed the more positive cognitions and which
expressed the more negative cognitions.
As shown in Figure 6, the 13 service provider types fell into four

groups in

~erms

cognit

~ores

of the poSitiveness of their overall contentment
corceming older clients (ATr1). Reporting the most

positive cognitions were the nutrition

~rsonnel.

Nutrition personnel

expressed significantly more positive cognitions concerning older
clients than did six of the 12 other service provider types (types 8, 7,
2, 3, 9, and 6). Tm least poSitive cognitions were reported by the
mental health practitioners. Ma1tal health practitioners expressed
significantly less positive cognitions concerning older clients than did
all of the 12 other service provider types.
Figure 7 graphically illustrates differences between service
provider types in their cognition scores concerning the physical aging
characteristics of older clients (ATrlO). Tl'e

servi~

provider types

fell into three groups with respect to reporting their older clients as
being physically aged. Tmir older clients were reported as being the

most physically aged by mspital aides (followed closely by mspital
RNs, nursing home ms, in-l'ane nursing aides, nursing l'Dne aices, nental
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Figure 6.

OVerall contentment cognitions re older clients (ATTl). positiveness of
reported cognitions regarding older clients ranges from least (mental
health practitioners) to most (nutrition personnel). This figure illustrates significance tests reported in Table XXII. Numbers in parentheses
are the numbers used to identify the service provider types in Table XXII.
Significant differences:

a<b,c,d; b<d; b,c>a; d>a,b.
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Cognitions of older clients as physically aging (ATTlO). Positiveness
of types' reported cognitions regarding physical aging status of older
clients ranges from hospital aides (least positive) to income personnel
(most positive).
This figure illustrates significance tests reported in Table XXII.
Numbers in parentheses are the numbers used to identify the service
provider types in Table XXII.
Significant differences:

a<c; c>a.
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Overall contentment cognitions re job situation (ATTll). positiveness of reported cognitions
regarding the job situation ranges from least (nursing home RNs) to most (transportation
personnel). This figure illustrates significance tests reported in Table XXII. Numbers in
parentheses are the numbers used to identify the service provider types in Table XXII.
Significant differences:

a<e,f,g; b<f,gi C<gi e>ai f>a,bi g>a,b,c.
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health practitioners, in-home nursing RNs, and nutrition personnel).
ReJ;X>rting their older clients as being the least physically aged were
the income personnel. The differences between the mean scores of these
"most aged" and "least aged" groups were statistically significant.

In Figure 8 are illustrated the differences between serviCE
provider types in regard to their overall contentment cognition scores
regarding the job situation CA'ITll). The roost positive cognitions were
reJ;X>rted by transportation personnel, while the least positive
cognitions were reported b¥ nursing horne RNs. Tr,ansportation personnel
expressed significantly roore positive cognitions conceming their job
situation than did four of the 12 other serviCE provider types (types 6,
3, 2, and 9). By contrast, nursing horne RNs reported significantly less
p:>sitive cognitions conceming the job situation than did six of the 12
other service provider types (types 8,13,1,5,10, and 11> •
Diversity

~

.

Affect aDd Behavioral Predispositions. The extent to

which there are uniform affect and uniform behavioral predispositions
across service provider types is investigated b¥ oanpuisons conceming
three sets of variables. The sets are: (a) affect toward older clients
(toward older clients globally, toward older clients' interpersonal
characteristics, and toward older clients' physical aging
characteristics) 1 (b) affect toward the job in its entirety (i.e.,
toward both its client and non-client aspects) 1 and (c) behavioral
predispositions toward older clients (i.e., preferences to approach
older clients).
Mean scores of the study's 13 serviCE provider types on the four

affect and one behavioral predisposition scales which operationalize
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these variables are reported in Table XXIII. In Table XXIV, significant
differences between the means are indicated.
As can be seen in Table XXIV, significant J;8iIWise mean

differences between service provider types were foun:l to exist on all
five scales. That is, at least one service provider type has a
significantly lower or higher mean score than at least one other service
provider type on all five affect and behavioral predisposition scales.
Thus, the data suggest that, across service provider types, service
providers' affect toward older clients and the job, as well as
behavioral predispositions toward older clients, are not uniform.
Relative Pa?itiv€Iless Qf. Affect .aai Behavioral Predispositions.

Figures 9 through 12 graphically illustrate the findings concerning four
key scales in Table XXIV. Figure 9 illustrates differences bebleen
service provider types in their self-reported affect toward older
clients (ATl'20). Service provider types fell into three groups in terms
of their expressed liking of older clients.

~rting

the most liking of

older clients were the nursing home aides, followed closely by nursing
hone RNs, nutrition J;ersonnel, and interaction J;ersonnel. TlE least
liking of older clients was

r~rted

by the mental health practitioners,

followed closely by income J;ersonnel. These two extrane groups differed
significantly from each other in their expressed affect toward older
clients.
As Figure 10 soows, the JOOst poSitive affect toward older clients'

physical aging characteristics (A'lT22) was reported by lIltrition
personnel, while mspital IDs (followed closely by mental health
practitioners and income J;ersonnel> reported the least positive affect.

TABLE XXIII

MEAN AFFECT AND BEHAVIORAL PREDISPOSITION SCORES FOR 13 DIFFERENT SERVICE PROVIDER TYPES
Means (and standard deviations) for each service provider type
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TABLE XXIV
SIGNIFICANCE TESTS FOR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AFFECT AND BEHAVIORAL PREDISPOSITION
MEAN SCORES OF 13 SERVICE PROVIDER TYPES

Siqnificant Pairvise Hean Differencesa

fect SCales

Order of Meansb

@LoERwENTSI
Toward older cHents globally
IATT20)

4.7S····

8,9<13,10,6,7

13,10,6,7>8,9

B ,9,1,2,12,3,4, S , II,13 , 10,G, 7

_Ed older clients' interpersonal characteristics
I ATTl 11

2.29"

9(10

10'9

9,4,1,2,7 ,l,ll,5,6,11 ,S,12 ,10

TowaEd older clients' physical
agi"9 characteristics
I"TTl2)

2.40··

l,S,9(10

10>1,8,9

1,8,9,6,5,1,2,4,11,11,12,1,10

4.5S ....

9<I,ll,10

7.09····

8,9<) ,12 ,11,6, 5, 13,7,10

I

JOBe

I

Towa<d job globlllly IATTl1)

1,13>9

2<10

9,2,4,12,6,8,3,11,1,5,1,13,10

10"9,2

Behavioral Pred1sposition SCales

IOLDERCLiiiTS)
Approach preference. IATT24)

1,2,4<10

3,12,11,6,5,13,7>8,9

10'8,9,1,2,4

8,9,1,2,4,3,12,11,6,5,13,7,10

~.
Siqnif1cance tests are between the Man scores reported in Table 1.6. Service provider types are indicated by nuaber as follows. (1) holpital MDs, 12) hospital lIIa,lll hospital aides, I.) in-"'-e nursinq RHo, lSI in-hoooc nuroinq aides, 161 nursinq "'-e RNa, 171 nursinq "'-e aides, 181 _ntal
health practitionen, 191 inCDIIB person!lel, UD) nutrition personnel, 1111 transpertation personnel, U21 housing personnel, and 1111 interaction personnel.

-FOllowing. eiqnlflcant overall F, si9niflcant pairwise aean differences were calculated using the Student-Neu.an-K~uls Procedure to e ... ine
difference. between .all possible pairs of means (p<.OS).

a."... ...na are

oEdered, left to rtqht, fraa low to htqh.

A high .ean score indicates a positive valence.

c·Job· includea both the non-c:Uent and client aspects of the service provi<lers' work.

··p<.Ol

····p<.OOOl
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0'1
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Figure 9.

Global affect toward older clients (ATT20). Positiveness
of reported affect toward older clients ranges from least
(mental health practitioners) to most (nursing home aides).
This figure illustrates significance tests reported in
Table XXIV. Numbers in parentheses are the numbers used
to identify the service provider types in Table XXIV.
Significant differences:

a<cj c>a.
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Figure 10.

Affect toward older clients' physical aging characteristics (ATT22). positiveness of reported affect toward
older clients' physical aging characteristics ranges
from least (hospital MDs) to most (nutrition personnel).
This figure illustrates significance tests reported in
Table XXIV. Numbers in parentheses are the numbers used
to identify the service provider types in Table XXIV.
Significant differences:

a<c; c>a.
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Figure 11.

Approach preferences toward older clients (ATT24). Reported preferences
to approach older clients range from least (mental health practitioners)
to most (nutrition personnel). This figure illustrates significance
tests reported in Table XXIV. Numbers in parentheses are the numbers
used to identify the service provider types in Table XXIV.
Significant differences:

a<c,d; b<d; c>a; d>a,b.
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Figure 12.

Global affect toward job (ATT23). Positiveness of reported affect toward
the job (including both non-client and client aspects) ranges from least
(income personnel) to most (nutrition personnel). This figure illustrates
significance tests reported in Table XXIV. Numbers in parentheses are the
numbers used to identify the service provider types in Table XXIV.
Significant differences:

a<d,e; b<e; d>a; e>a,b.
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Tm differences between these JOOst and least positive groups of servia!
provider types were statistically significant. Thus, according to
service providers' self-reports, the older clients' physical aging
characteristics of hearing and vision deficits, fragility, and slowness
are liked the most by nutrition personnel and liked the least by
hospital IDs, nental health practitioners, and income personnel.
Figure 11 illustrates differences between serviCl:! provider types
in their self-reported behavioral

~edispositions

toward older clients.

Of the 13 service provider types, nutrition personnel reported the

greatest preferences to approach older clients (A'l'1'24), while mental
health practitioners (followed closely by income personnel> reported the
least approach preferences. Nutrition personnel expressed significantly
JOOre positive behavioral predispositions toward older clients than did 5
of the study's 12 other serviCl:! provider types (types 8, 9, 1, 2, and
4). Mental health practitioners and incane personnel expressed

significantly less positive behavioral predispoSitions than did 8 of the
study' s 12 other serviCl:! provider types (types 3, 12, 11, 6, 5, 13, 7,
and 10).
Figure 12 illustrates differences between serviCl:! provider types
in their self-reported affect toward the jet> (i.e., canbined liking of
both the client and non-client aspects of their work, A'rr2]). Of the 13

service provider types, nutrition personnel reported liking their jots
the most, while income personnel reported liking their job; the least.
Nutrition personnel reported significantly JOOre positive affect toward
the job than did 2 of the 12 other servia! provicer types (types 9 and

2). Income personnel reported significantly less positi \Ie affect toward
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the job than did three of the 12 other

servi~

provider types (types 1,

13, and 10).
S:imilarity Across .ll Seryicg Provider T:r!Pes

Although, as was just shown, the
servi~

scores are not uniform across

servi~

providers' attitude

provider types, they are far fran

being totally diverse. As can be seen in Tables XXI through XXIV, not
every service provider type differed significantly fran
service provider type on

eve~

eve~

other

attitudinal neasure. Rather, there are

many similarities. For example, in their overall contentment cognition
scores concerning older clients

(AT!' 1),

the middle-rank ing 11 of the 13

service provider types did not differ significantly among themselves
(se~

Figure 6). Smtilarly, in their overall contentment cognition scores

toward the job situation (ATTll), the middle-ranking eight of the 13
service provider types did not differ Significantly among themselves
(see Figure 8). Indeed, as smwn in Table XXII, the trero is for many
types of service providers to

r~rt

similar cognitions concerning older

clients and concerning their job situations. This trend of attitudinal
similarity across service provider types is also evident in regard to
the affect and behavioral predisposition scales, as shown in Table XXIV.
Thus, the data suggest that, alt.b:>ugh not uniform across all service
provider types, attitudes toward working with older clients are similar
for many different types of service providers. It should be noted,
however, that the finding of similarity across types may be exaggerated
because items for the questionnaire were em sen fran the Interview
Pan.el' s

::~Sitvnses

partly on the basis of their being relevant to a broad

range of service providers (as discussed in Chapter VI).
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Diversity.and Similarity Within II Service Provider

~

Nat-uniformity of attitudes may occur, not just across

servi~

provider types, but also within types, and sane types may be Jll)re
variable than other types. For exanple, the types' starXlard deviations
on the overall oontentInent cognitions scale regarding the job situation
(ATl'1l) range from .39 (in-hone nursing ms) to 1.(5 (nursing
as shown in Table XXI. ArJ:l,

CJl

rome

RNs),

the scale neasuring affect toward job

(ATl'23), the standard deviations range fran .55 (in-l'x>ne nursing ms) to
1.44 (in::orre personnel), as shown in Table XXIII. Tl'E variances of these
two scales, wren tested for differences across the 13

servi~

provider

types us ing Cochran' s C (Wi.rE r , 1971, W. 208-21 0) were fOll.!'d to d iffe r
Significantly across types (for M'Tll,
for ATl'23,

~

£13,16-05]

= .19,

l2

=:

~

£13, 16-43] = .15, 12

~

.010;

.00l). In addition, significant

differences in variability within types were fOll.!'d across types on two
of the other affect scales in Table XXIII, affect toward older clients'
interpersonal characteristics (ATl'2U and affect toward older clients'
physical aging characteristics (ATl'22); for M'T21,
12

=:

.015, and for M'T22,

~

(I3, 16-05) = .14, l2

~

~

<I3, 16-05)

= .14,

.032. On ATT21, the

standard deviations range fran .35 (in-l'x>ne nursing ms) to .85
(transportation persormel). Tl'E starXfard deviations range fran .54
(mental realth practitioners) to 1.10 (hospital aides) on ATT22. No
significant differences in variability across. types were fOll.!'d on the
overall contentment oognitions scale regarding older clients

(AT!' 1),

the

cognition scale regarding older clients' physical aging characteristics
(ATl'10), the global affect scale regarding older clients CAT1'20), ror
the scale regarding behavioral predispositions toward older clients
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(ATl'24) •

In sum, the extent to which attitude scores are variable within
service provider types varies across types on sane scales and does not
vary on other scales. CAl tOOse scales where significant differences were
found, in-horne nursing RNs temed to be the least variable and nursing
home RNs, incone personnel, transportation personnel, and hospital aides
were among the more variable.
roME

SERVICE-SETl']:J~{;

BY SERVICE-POOVIDER-TYPE a:MPARISONS

Of special interest with respect to uniformity of attitudes is the

extent to which there is diversity or similarity between: (a) different
service provider types within the sane
service provider types in different

servi~

servi~

setting, and (b) the sane

settings. For exanple, the

degree of such uniformity may be critical for the successful planning of
attitude-change intervention programs with respect to choosing a
within-setting-but-ac~ss-type

focus or a cross-setting-but-within-type

focus.
In this analysis, the study locks to the
folDs, RNs, and aides, and to the
nursing agency, and nursing

servi~

rome.

servi~

provider types of

settings of hospital, in-hone

Conprisons of oognitions across

settings or types are made on the basis of the 13 non-overlapping scales
in Tables XXI and XXII <i.e., ATT3-S, 7-10, 13-15, ald 17-19)" For

affect and behavioral predispositions, the CXJn};Brisons are made on all
five scales in Tables XXIII and XXIV. It should be noted that
cornparis:>ns in this analysis are based on data fran all 13

servi~

provider types. The comparisons for these seven types are pulled fran the
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analysis for all 13 types shown in Tables XXI through XXIV. Tl'e results
may have been sonewhat different if just the seven tY};:es had been
compared.
Co!JQiring Different· 'tmes .in

~

Setting

Extent of diversity or similarity of attitudes between different
service provider types in the sane service setting is investigated by
three comparisons: Ca) within mspitals, a oompuison of Z,Ds, RNs and
aidesi Cb) within

in-mue nursing

agenciea, a compuison of ms and

aides; and (c) within nuraing lpmea, a comJ;8rison of ms and aides.
Cognitions Cgncerning Older Clients. In regard to cognition scores
concerning older clients, no significant differences were found between
RNs and aides either in in-horte nursing agencies or in nursing h:mles. In
the hospital setting, ale significant difference in cognition scores was
famd: aides rep:>rted perceiving older clients as mstile Significantly
more often than did IDs. Thus, out of 35 compuisons of different

t~s

in the same setting (i.e., seven scales x five combinations of types),
only one Significant difference in cognition soores concerning older
clients was famd.
Cognitions

gf

.the. JlQb Situation. In regard to cognitions of the

job situation, no Significant differences were found between the soores
of RNs and aides in nursing bJmes. Between ms and aides in in-hone
nursing agencies, one significantly different soore occurred: ms
reported perceiving rules as obstacles significantly more often than did
aides.
Within the mspital setting, Significant differences between
service provider types were found on five of the six cognition scales
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regarding the job situation. ClrE, M)s reported p:rceiving higlEr agency
quality in serving older clients than did ms. Two, M)s and ms reported
higher pay adequacy than did aides. Three, IDs reported IOOre frequent
particip:ltion opJ;X>rtunities than did ms and aides. Foor, RNs am aides
replrted finding staff as obstacles IOOre frequently than did IDs. Arx:1
five, IDs reJ;X>rted p:rceiving rules as obstacles ro=:e often than did
aides. In all, significant differences in soores were foun:) on eight of
the 18 oomparisons (i.e., six scales x three combinations of types)
within the hospital setting. All but one of these eight differences set
NOs apart fran ms am/or aides. In oonsidering these differences,
however, it should be noted that, altOOugh the oospital IDs, P.Ns, and
aides were sampled from the sarre oospital p:rsonnel lists, the WS and
aides tend to work ellClusively within toose mspitals, while the study's
MDs tend to work p:lrtially in the mspital and p:lrtially in their
private practices. Thus, the service settings terx3 to be not entirely
"the same" for the IDs as for the Ws and aides. Excluding l-Ds from the
analysis would result in the finding of two significant differences in
cognition scores oonceming the job situation, out of 18 corn};'arisons
(i.e., six scales x three combinations of types).
Affect
behavioral

.ana Behavioral

predi~sition

PredispositiOns. In regard to affect and

soores, no significant differences were foun:)

between the different service provider types in the sane service
setting. For example, within mspitals, IDs, RNs, md aides all reported
equal liking of older clients, equal liking of the job, and equal
preferences to approach older clients.
SurrmaQT. Within the service settings of mspitals, in-home nursing
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agencies, and nursing homes, the different service provider types of
MOs, RNs, and aides reported: (a) IOOStly similar oognitions ooxx:eming
older clients; (b) somewhat variable oognitions of the jet> situation;
(c) similar affect and behavioral predispositions oonceming older
clients; and Cd) similar affect oonceming the job as a whole.
Con:g;ering &me

~s

.in Different Settings

Extent of attitudinal diversity or sirrdlarity between the same
service provider types in different service settings is investigated in
this study by oornparing attitude scores across the settings of 00 spital ,
in-home nursing agencies, and nursing l'x>mes. Trese cross-setting
comparisons are made for two service provider types: ms and aides.
Cognitions Cmcerning

~

Clients. For both ms and aides, no

significant differences were found across the three service settings in
their cognition scores conceming older clients. Regardless of whether
they worked in a rospital, in-home nursing agency, or a nursing

rome,

RNs reported the same cognitions regarding older clients. Aides also
reported the same cognitions regardless of setting.
C~nitions gf

.tb.a.J.Qb Situation. Several significant differences

across service settings were found in both the ms and aides I cognition
scores concerning the jet> situation. ClrE, in-hone nursing ms reported
experiencing Significantly higher agency quality in serving older
clients than did hospital ms. Two, nursing lxxne ms reported
experiencing staff as ol::stacles significantly rore frequently than did
either hospital or in-home nursing ms. Three, in-home nursing aides
reported experiencing significantly IlOre frequent p:lrticip:ltion
opportunities than did hospital aides. And foor, nursing rome aides, in
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agreement with their

m oounteqarts,

Ieported finding staff as

obstacles significantly III)re frequently than did either b:>spital or
in-home nursing aides. In all, significant differences in soores were

fOlnd on 6 of the 36 coInJ;8risons (i.e., six scales x six combinations of
types).

Affect and Behavioral Predispositions. In regard to affect and
behavioral

predi~sitions,

no significant differences in soores were

fOlnd between the sane service provider types across the three different
service settings. Regardless of whether they worked in a hospital,
in-hone nursing agSlCY, or nursing h:xne, RNs agreed with other ms, and
aides agreed with other aides, in their expressions of affect and
behavioral predispositiOns toward older clients and their expressions of
affect toward the job as a whole.
SllITIDBty.

Attitude soores were oomtllred across the three settings

of hospital, in-l'x>me nursing agen:y, and nursing 00me for ms and aides.
Across the three settings, both the ms and aides temed to report: Ca)
similar cognitions, affect, and behavioral predispositions conceming
older clients; (b) SOItEwhat variable cognitions conceming the job
situation; and (c) similar affect toward the job as a whole.
HYParHESIS TEsrOO
~thesis

2.

Tl'e findings of this chapter offer a direct test, with res{:ect to

service provider types, of HyIxlthesis 2 (that different types and
sub-groups

ot

service providers will not be uniform in the attitudes

they l'x>ld toward working with older clients>. Although attitude scores
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were found to be similar aroong many of the study's 13

servi~

provider

types, they were not uniform across all of the types. Tl'e non-miformity
occurred with respect to both older clients and the job situation, as
well as with

res~ct

to cognitions, affect, and behavioral

predispositions. This finding of non-tmiformity gives support to
Hypothesis 2 with
be examined with

res~ct
res~ct

to service provider types. Hypothesis 2 will
to stb-groupings of

servi~

providers by age,

sex, and educational level in Chapter XII.
LFASl' AND MJSl' POOITIVE AS:E£C:rS

Toose aspects of the job of providing
which the study's different

servi~

servi~s

to older clients

provider types reported viewing the

least and most p:>siti vely are of interest with

res~ct

to identifying

areas for p:>ssible intervention. Grouping the nean scores in Table XXI
into very negative, sonewhat negative, Slightly negative, neutral,
slightly };Ositive, sonewhat positive, and very };Ositi ve (as def med in
Chapter VI) relps simplify this exanmation. Scores no greater than
nslightlyn p:>sitive will be considered here to define the
provider types' least positive

as~cts

servi~

of working with older clients,

while scores no less than "veryn p:>sitive define the roost positive
aspects.
Regarding Q[der Clients
As can be seen in Table XXI, sane of the study's seven attribJtes

of older clients were reported by nanyof the 13

servi~

provider types

to be at a least positive level, while other attribJtes were rarely

rep:>rted to be least positive

as~cts.

Nate of the seven attrirutes were
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rep:>rted by any of the service provider types to be at a most positive
level.
Specifically, nental health practitioners and hospital ms
rep:>rted their older clients to be relatively unappreciative. Except for
nutrition personnel, all of the study's 13 service provider types
rep:>rted their older clients to be relatively unpleasant. Older clients
were rep:>rted to be relatively socially non-contribJting by four types:
income personnel, nursing bJrne ms, nental health practitioners, and
hospital IDs. Older clients were rEPorted to be relatively oostile by
seven types (all medical): mental health practitioners, oospital aides,
nursing home ms, nursing bJrne aides, in-hone nursing aides, mspital
RNs, and in-home nursing RNs. With the exception of in-home nursing
aides, the same medical types also reported older clients to be
relatively rejecting. Older clients were rEPOrted to be in relatively
adver sary relations by three medical types: mental health pr acti tioners,
hospital RNs, and nursing tone ms. Older clients were reported to be
relatively physically aged by all 13 service provider types.
Regarding

~JQb

Situation

least and most p:>sitive aspects of the job situation I,"'.,an likewise

be suggested by Table XXI with respect to both job attribJte and service

provider type. Specifically, mental health practitioners and hospital
RNs rep:>rted their agencies' quality in serving older clients to be
relatively negative. Except for oospital IDs, all of the study's 13
service providsl: types rEPOrted their pay to be relatively inadequate.
PartiCipation opp:>rtunities were rEPOrted to be at a relatively negative
level by hospital aides, oospital ms, transp:>rtation personnel, nursing
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hare RNs, housing personnel, and incane personnel. Disagreanents as to

how services should be provided to older clients were

r~rted

to be at

a relatively negative level by lIlrsing hJme ms, nursing b:Jme aides,
hospital aides, and in-hare nursing R-ls. Staff as obstacles were
rep:>rted to be at a relatively negative level by .income personnel,
hospital aides, hospital ms, nursing hJme aides am nursing l'xlme ms.
Rules as obstacles were reported to be at a relatively negative level by
in-home nursing RNs, hospital IDs, income personnel, nursing 00rne Ws,
hospital RNs, and housing personnel.
By oontrast, reported to be at a IOOSt positive level by at least
one of the 13 service provider types were two of the study's six
attributes of the job situation. Nutrition personnel, transp:>rtation
I;ersonnel, interaction personnel, and in-hone nursing aides reported
their agencies' quality in serving older clients to be very p:>sitive.
And, the characteristic of rules as obstacles was reported to be very

p:>sitive by transportation personnel.
S.J~Y:

ATTI'lUDlNAL PROFILES OF SERVICE FRcmDER TYPES

This chaJ;ter reported firx:3ings regarding the diversity and
similarity of attitudes across service provider types. As a sumnary to
these findings, attitudinal profiles of the study's 13 service provider
types have been developed. These profiles are presented in Table XXV.
Tre 13 service provider types are profiled as "IDsitive" or
"negative" by the attitudinal scales on which they averaged
oomparatively high or low sa:>res. For each scale, a service provider
type must have soored significantly higher or lower than at least one
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ATTITUDINAL PROFILES OF SERVICE PROVIDER TYPES
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other type in order to be profiled by that scale. A reading oown each
column in Table XXV gives the service provider type's attitudinal
profile. A reading acDOSS each row gives an indication of the relative
standing of a service provider type on a given attitude scale as well as
an indication of the scale's temency to differentiate between types.
Because it is sufficient by itself, the attitudinal prof iling
re};X)rted in Table XXV will not be repeated in the text. However, to
illustrate how Table XXV is to be read, the text will sketch two of the
service provider types' profiles with resp:!ct to older clients am two
with respect to the job situation. Tha service provider types in these
examples re};X)rted, resp:!cti vely, the rrost positive am rrost negative
cognitions overall regarding the two attitude targets (recall Figures 6
and 8).
~~site

Profile

Pppfiles Regarding Older Clients

~

NUtrition Personnel. In profile, the attitude scores of

nutrition p:!rsonnel are characterized by cognitions of older clients as
appreciative, pleasant, socially contriooting, not oostile, not
rejecting, and not in adversaty relations, but as physically aging.
Nutrition p:!rsonnel reported strong liking of their older clients
globally as well as of their older clients' interpersonal
characteristics and their physical aging characteristics. Nutrition
personnel also reported strong predispositions to approach older
clients. Thus, the profile of nutrition p:!rsonnel's attitude scores
toward older clients is strongly };X)sitive.
Profil e

~

Mental Health Practitioners. By contrast, the profile

of the mental health practitioners' attitude scores toward older clients
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is relatively negative. Tl'eir attitude scores are characterized by
cognitions of older clients as relatively: unappreciative, unpleasant,
hostile, rejecting, in adversary relations, and physically aging. TlE
mental health practitioners reported relative dislike of their older
clients globally as well as of their older clients' physical aging
characteristics. In addition, nental health practitioners reported
relatively weak predispositions to approach older clients. Tl'Eir
cognition scores regarding the socially contriJ::uting characteristic of
older clients and their affect scores regarding the older clients'
inter};ersonal characteristics were neither less nor rore positive than
the scores of any other type.
Polar~site

Ppofile

Ppofiles Regardjng the

~

Jgb

Situatioo

Trao§PQrtatioo PerSOnnel. In profile, the attitude

scores of transportation personnel are characterized by cognitions of
the job situation as offering agency quality in serving elderly clients,
adequate pay, staff who are not obstacles to the provision of servia:!s
to elderly clients, and rules which are not obstacles to the provision
of services to elderly clients, but as lacking in IBrticiIBtion
opp:>rtunities to control their own jobs. Transportation personnel's
cognition scores regarding disagreanents on how to provide servia:!s to
elderly clients were neither less or more positive than the scores of
any other type. With respect to liking of the job, the transportation
personnel's scores also were neither less or rore positive than the
scores of any other type. Thus, the profile of transportation
personnel's attitude scores toward the job situation is mostly p:>sitive.
Profile

~

Nursing llcBe. Bls. By contrast, the profile of nursing
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home RNs' attitude soores toward the job situation is relatively

negative. Attitude scores of the nursing b:xre ms are characterized by
cognitions of the job situation as offering relatively low agency
quality in serving elderly clients and low particip;ltion opportunities
to oontrol own joo, as well as relatively high occurrence of staff who
are obstacles, and of rules which are obstacles, to the provision of
services to elderly clients. NurSing 00me ms' oognition soores
regarding pay adequacy and disagreerents on mw to provide serviC2s to
elderly clients were neither less nor rrore positive than the soores of
any other type. With

res~ct

to liking of job, nursing b:me ms' scores

also were neither less nor roore positive than the soores of any other
type.

CHAPl'ER IX
INrERRELATIONSHIP OF THE ATl'ITUDINAL CCMPC:NENl'S
CF COGNITION, AFFEm', AND BEHAVIOPAL PRIDISIDSITIONS

RESEARCH QUESTION AND OVERVIEW OF FINDUl;S

Research Question
Integral to an umerstand:ing of service providers I attitudes
toward working with older clients is an umerstand:ing of the
interrelationships of the component elements of such attitudes. This
chapter acJ3resses Research Question 3: How are the attitud:inal
comp:ments of cognition, affect, and behavioral predispositions
inter related?
First, the interrelationship of affect with behavioral
predispositions is exan:ined. Next exan:ined are the :interrelationships of
cognitions regarding older clients with affect and behavioral
predispositions toward older clients. Third, the :interrelationships of
cognitions regarding the job situation with affect toward the job are
examined.
For each of these three types of :interrelationships, the data are
examined from three different perspectives. The first perspective is
that of the total sample. Here, correlations between the scales which
operationalize the attitud:inal components are presented for the sample
of service providers as a wmle. The secorD perspective is that of the
service provider types. In this perspective, correlations between the
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scales are calculated for each of the 13 service provider types
separately, i.e., as a type.
The third perspective is that of the "typical" (i.e., average)
service provider type nember. This

pers~ctive

utilizes regression

analysis descriJ;t.ively to show where the typical nember of a particular
service provider type soores relative to the total sample. That is, the
typical menbers of the 13 service provider types are plotted onto a
graph on two scales which are to be comIBred. A regression line is then
drawn onto the graph to indicate the prediction of one scale from
another scale, and houms are placed onto the regresSion line to
identify the typical service provider type nembers who deviate the IIOSt
from the

e~cted

relationship. In addition, the graphs are divided into

quadrants by the total sample's nean soores on the two scales, so as to
draw further attention to the relative position of each typical service
provider type member. It should be emphasized that this regression
analYSis is of a purely descriptive, and not an inferential, nature. The
regression

li~

is based on a sample of 428 (the 428 service providers),

but the bounds are drawn based on a sample of 13 (the 13 typical nembers
of service provider types).
In reading the following findings, it should be noted that, with
respect to oorrelations, attenuation may occur differentially for
relationship; with negatively formatted scales (e.g., oostile) as
compared with positively formatted scales (e.g., appreciative). This is
because, as nentiored earlier in Chapter VI, a response set may
selectively restrict the range for the negatively formatted scales.
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OVerview .of. Findings

Tle study's findings regarding the interrelationship of service

providers' cognitions, affect, CIld behavioral predispositions toward
working with older clients re,present the composite of the three
~rspectives

described above. Tmre are five findingsc

1. Service providers' affect scores toward older clients were
found to be correlated with their behavioral predisposition scores
toward older clients. For example, service providers who reported rore
liking of older clients tended to also report greater preferences to
approach older clients.
2. serviCe providers' cognition soores regarding older clients
were found to be correlated with their affect and behavioral
predi~sition

scores toward older clients. For example, service

providers who reported holding more positive cognitions toward older
clients tended also to report greater liking of, and preferences to be
with, older clients.

~cifically,

the study's service providers tenjed

to report: Ca) more liking of and preferring to be with older clients
whom they viewed as appreciative, pleasant, and socially contribJting;
and Cb) less liking of and preferring to be with older clients whom they
viewed as hostile, rejecting, in adversary relations, and physically
aging- Reported cognitions of older clients as appreciative were foum
to be

es~cially

strongly and consistently correlated with service

providers' expressions of liking of, and preferring to be with, older
clients.
3. Service providers' COgnition scores regarding the job situation
were found to be correlated with their affect scores regarding the job
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as a wlx>le. For exanple, serviCE providers wOO reported holding roore
positive cognitions toward the job situation terded to also report
greater liking of the job as a wmle.

~cifically,

the study's serviC2

providers tended to report: Ca) roore liking of their jets when there
were increased cognitions of agency quality, pay adequacy, and
participation opportunities; and Cb) less liking of their joJ:s when
there were increased cognitions of disagreements, staff as obstacles,
and rules as obstacles.
4. Across service provider

t~s,

the correlation between affect

scores and behavioral predisposition scores was foun::1 to be cxmsistently
significant and consistent in direction. However, the correlation
between cognition scores and affect scores, regarding both older clients
and the job situation, was foum to vary in magnitude (and sanetines
even in direction) by serviCE provider tYI;e.
5. Of 13 service provider tYI;eS, those

t~s

showing the greatest

inconsistency of scores across the attitudinal oomponents of oognition,
affect, and behavioral predisposition are as follows. In-home nursing
aides and nutrition personnel averaged higher, and lx>spital IDs and
in-horne nursing RNs averaged lower, scores regarding preferences to

approach older clients than woold have been expected on the basis of
their average scores regarding liking of older clients. Nursing home RNs
and aides averaged higher, and incane personnel averaged lower, scores
regarding liking of older clients than woold have been expected on the
basis of their average cognition soores regarding older clients.
Nutrition personnel averaged higher, and income personnel averaged
lower, scores regarding liking of their joJ:s than woold have been
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expected on the basis of their average cognition scores regarding their
job situation.
INl'ERRELATIONSHIP OF AFFECr AND BEHAVIOFAL PREDISEOSITIONS
As will be remembered, in this study behavioral predisp:>sitions

were operatianalized in regard to older clients only and not in regard
to the job situation. In addition, these behavioral predisp:>sitions were
operationalized at the general attitude level only and not at the
specific attitude level. Thus, the interrelationship of affect and
behavioral predispositions excmined here pertain exc:J.usively to the
attitudinal target of older clients-in-general. Data for this analysis
come from the SUIVey Sanple.
!I!Qtal Sanple

For the SUIVey Sanple as a whole, the scale measuring affect
toward older clients (ATr20) is significantly correlated
12

(~

[423] = .80,

< .00l) with the scale measuring behavioral predisp:>sitions to

awroach older clients (ATl'24). Thus, the nore the seIVice

provider.~

rep:>rted liking older clients, the nore they also reported preferring to
approach older clients.
Seryice Provider T:;lpes

Correlations between the scales measuring liking of older clients
and preferences to approach older clients, calculated separately for
each of the 13

servi~

provider types, ecb:> the correlations calculated

for the total sample. Indeed, mne of the correlations at the type level
are Significantly different fran the correlations at the total sample
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level (differences were tested for significance using a
1m, p. 662; tests were two-tailed with R

.z. test, Hays,

< •(5) •

For all 13 service provider types, reported liking of older
clients is significantly correlated with reported preferences to
awroach older clients. TlE 13 coefficients range fran .I. = .63 ein-rome
nursing RNs, .n

= 18,

R

< .01) to

L

= .86

(nursing lxxne aides, n

= 17, ~

< .001).
~cal

t);n'ber

m. Service

Provider lYl;!e

Figure 13 illustrates the co-varying of reported liking of older
clients and behavioral predispositions to approach older clients for the
13 typical service provider type nembers. In Figure 13, the 13 types are
plotted on the basis of their nean affect and nean behavioral
predisposition scores. TlE regression line predicts behavioral
predispositions from affect. Within the dashed lines outlining the
exp:cted co-varying of affect and behavioral predisp:>sitions, the
service provider types range fran relatively negative affect and
behavioral predispositions (mental health practitioners) to relatively
p:>sitive affect and behavioral predisp:>sitions (nursing lane aides).
Falling outside the dashed lines are the four typical service
provider type members whose reported preferences to

ap~oach

older

clients deviate the JOOst fran what walld have been expected on the basis
of their affect scores toward older clients. TlE typical nutrition
persormel and typical in-hone nursing aide reported even greater
preferences to

ap~oach

older clients than their relatively p:>sitive

affect scores toward older clients walld have predicted. In contrast,
the typical in-hone nursing

m reported less preference to

ap~oach
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LIKING OF OLDER CLIENTS (ATT20)
Figure 13.

Predicting preferences to approach older clients (ATT24) from liking of
older clients (ATT20). The solid line represents the regression line
which predicts the score to be expected on ATT24 given the ATT20 score.
This regression line was obtained at the level of the 428 individual
service providers; it is being used to predict scores at the level of
the 13 service provider types.
Scores of service provider types are plotted with the axes' origin
representing, for both scales, the least positive scores.
The broken lines represent one standard error of estimate on each side of
the regression line. The standard error of estimate was calculated
on the basis of the 13 service provider types, using the formula:
Sy.x· I[E(y-y,)2 1![N-21. Falling outside the broken lines are those
service provider types whose preferences to approach older clients
deviate the most from what would have been expected on the basis of
their affect toward older clients.
The graph is divided into quadrants by the total sample's mean scores
on the two scales.
Service provider types are indicated by number as follows: (1) hospital
HOs, (2) hospital RNs, (3) hospital aides, (4) in-home nursing RNs,
(5) in-home nursing aides, (6) nursing home RNs, (7) nursing home aides,
(8) mental health practitioners, (9) income personnel, (10) nutrition
personnel, (11) transportation personnel, (12) housing personnel, and
(13) interaction personnel.
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older clients than his/her relatively J:'X)sitive affect score walld have
predicted. Am, the typical mspital

M)

reported even less preference to

approar.:h older clients than his/her relatively negative affect soore
would have predicted.
INl'ERRELATIONSHIP OF CDGNITIONS REGARDlOO CLOER CLIENrS
WITH AFFEcr

AN)

BEHAVIOPAL PREDISOOSITIONS

Affect data available for analysis with

res~ct

to the

~rsp:ctive

of the total sample come fram the Survey and Encounter Samples and
therefore represent both general and sp:cific attitudes. Behavioral
predisposition data are available fram the Survey Sample alone and thus
are at a general (as opposed to sp:cific) level of attitude. Data
available for analysis with resp:ct to the
provider types and typical nembers of

~rsp:ctives

servi~

of

servi~

provi&r types also come

from the Survey Sample alone.
Total Sanple

As can be seen in Table XXVI (first ex>lurm),

servi~

provi&rs I

contentment and disoontent ex>gnition soores regarding older clients were
significantly ex>rrelated with their affect scores toward older clients.
These Significant correlations were fourXl at both the level of attitu&s
toward older clients-in-gE!leral (gE!leral. attitudes) and at the level of
attitudes toward sp:cific older clients (specific attitudes). At both
the gE!leral and s};ecific attitude levels, the correlations were in the
expected direction. That is, ex>ntent:ment ex>gnitions regarding older
clients correlated positively with liking of older clients, while
discontent cognitions regarding older clients ex>rrelated negatively
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TABLE XXVI
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN COMPONENTS OF SERVICE PROVIDERS'
ATTITUDi~S RE OLDER CLIENTS, FOR TOTAL SAMPLE

Affect Toward
Older Clients
(ATT20, ATT20S)a
n
r

Behavioral
Predisposition
to Approach
Older Clients
(ATT24)
n
r

GENERAL ATTITUDES
OVerall COntentment Aspects (ATT1)
COntentment Aspects (ATT2)
Appreciative (ATT3)
pleasant (ATT4)
Socially Contributing (ATT5)
Discontent Aspects (ATT6)
Hostile (ATT7)
Rejecting (ATTa)
Adversary Relations (ATT9)
Physically Aging (ATT10)

.48***
.52***
.57***
.27***
.22***
-.31***
-.16***
-.11*
-.14**
-.08

413
415
420
411
413
414
412
418
415
416

.51***
.59***
.64***
.29***
.24***
-.30***
-.15***
-.15***
-.19***
-.01

SPECIFIC ATTITUDES
OVerall COntentment Aspects (ATT1S)
Contentment Aspects (ATT2S)
Discontent Aspects (ATT6S)
Physically Aging (ATT10S)

.52***
.46***
-.41**
-.05

50
51
50
51

~ognitions

re Older Clients

412
415
420
411
413
413
412
418
415
415
b
b
b
b

Note. Data on general attitudes are from the Survey Sample
(n = 428); data on specific attitudes are from the Encounter
Sample (n = 51).
a ATT20 is the general attitudes' affect scales, and ATT20S is the
specific attitudes' affect scale.
baehavioral predispositions were not operationalized at the
specific attitude level.
*p < .05
significance.

**p < .01

***p < .001 one-tailed tests of statistical
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(although the three non-overlapping scales, Nrr7-Arrr9, were correlated
too weakly to be considered neaningful). Thus,

CIl

the whole, serviCE

providers woo described their older clients as being more appreciative,
pleasant, and having, sanething to contriblte socially tended to also
express more liking for their older clients than did tlx>se serviCE
providers woo described their older clients as being more
unappreciative, unpleasant, and having nothing to contriblte socially.
In addition to the relationship between affect arXJ the contentment
and dis::ontent cognitions, Table XXVI also reports the relationship
between affect and cognitions of older clients as physically aging
(AT!' 10).

Because older clients' physical limitations woold tern to make

a service provider's job more difficult, it was tlx>ught that greater
cognitions of such physical limitations would be associated with less
p:>sitive affect toward older clients. Cmtrary to expectations, lx>wever,
rep:>rted cognitions of older clients as physically aging were not
Significantly correlated with

r~rted

liking of older clients. Thds

finding holds for both general and s};ecific attitudes (see Table XXVI).
Table XXVI also rep:>rts the relationship between behavioral
prediSfX)sitions and cognitions. Tre study's general attitude neasure of
behavioral predispositions toward older clients (preferences to appcoach
older clients, ATl'24) as will be rarembered, was strongly correlated
with affect toward older clients (A'lT20):

~

(423)

= .80,

~

< .001.

Thus,

it is not surpriSing to find correlations of cognitions with affect are
highly similar to correlations of cognitions with behavioral
predispositions (see Table XXVI). Tlat is, when an increase in
p:>sitiveness of a cognition score is correlated with an increase in
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rep>rted liking of older clients, it also tends to be similarly
correlated with an increase in reported preferences to approach older
clients. Because of this similarity, the type-specific analyses
conducted for affect which are reported next are anitted for behavioral
predi~sitions.

Seryice Provider

~s

When the sample of service providers is divided by type, the
type-specific correlations between cognition arx3 affect scores at the
general attitude level tend to mirror the above correlations for the
total sample. Indeed, with the exception of 14 correlations, the 130
correlations between affect and cognition scores for the service
provider types (i.e., 13 types x 10 cognition scales) do not differ
significantly from the correlations for the total sample (significant
differences were calculated using a .z. test, Hays, 1973, p. 662 i tests
were two-tailed, with R

< .(5).

Significant correlations between the scale rreasuring liking of
older clients and the seven non-overlapping cognition scales regarding
older clients for each of the 13 service provider types are presented in
Table XXVII. As can be seen, the correlations differ across the
different types of service providers. For sane service provider types, a
partiOllar cognition scale is significantly correlated with the affect
scale, while for other types the correlation is not significant. For
example, the correlation between the affect scale arx3 the scale
measuring cognition of older clients as appreciative

(ATl'3)

ranges

across service" provider types fran .18 (in-horre nursing aides) to .72
(nursing home aides).

Sane

of the apIBrent variation in the

TABLE XXVII

SIGNIFICANT CORRELATIONS BETWEEN COMPONENTS OF SERVICE PROVIDERS' ATTITUDES
RE OLDER CLIENTS, FOR EACH SERVICE PROVIDER TYPE SEPARATELY

service provider types

Significant correlations between affect toward older clients (ATT20) and cognitions: I
Socially
Mversary Physically !
Appreciative pleasant :ontributing
Hostile
Rejecting
relations
aging
I
(A'M'3)
(A'M'4)
(A'M'5)
(A'M'7)
(ATT8)
(A'M'9)
(A'M'lO)
I

Hospital MOs
Hospital RNs
Hospital Aides
In-home Nursing RNs
In-home Nursing Aides
Nursing Home RNs
Nursing Home Aides
Mental Health Practitioners
Income Personnel
Nutrition Personnel
Transportation Personnel
Housing Personnel
!nteraction Personnel
L1'O'1'AL~AMI?LE

-

.57***
.30*
.71***
.56**

(26)
(43)
(33)
(18)

.49** (26)
-.46** (26) -.44* (26)
.33* (43) .46*** (43)
-.36** (43)
.44** (33)
-.46** (33) -.42** (33) -.35* (34)
.51* (18)
-.55** (18)
-.50* (18)
(19)
.45*
.39*
(19)
.48* (19)
.72*** (17) -.58** (16)
.42* (17)
.47*** (47)
.71*** (43) .28* (40)
.30* (34) -.33* (39)
.49** (31)
.57*** (44) .28* (42)
.26* (44)
(42)
.51*** (43) .39** (42) .27*
.57*** (420) _.27*_**(411 ~2~~*_1!13) -.16*** (412) -.11* (418) -.14** (415) -.08 (416)

Note.

The number in parentheses following each correlation coefficient indicates the number of individuals
The cognition scales were scored such that a high score indicates more of that characteristic: e.g., more appreciative or more hostile.
In order to make the table more readable, only the significant correlations are presented. The complete
table is available upon request.
Comparisons should be made with care in that the strengths of some correlation coefficients may be restricted
by low reliability of a scale and the significance level may be restricted by a small number of individuals in
same sub-samples.
in th~ub-sample.

*p<.05

**p<.OI

***p<.OOI

one-tailed tests of statistical significance.

I-'
\0

m
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correlations, oowever, nay be due to netb:Xlological artifacts, such as
differing nunbers of individuals in the stb-samples and differing
reliability of scales. To the extent that the variation in magnitude of
correlatiCll is not a netOOdological artifact, it Sl.l:Jgests that the
relationship between service providers' cognitions of older clients and
their liking of older clients may vaty by service provider

t~.

In addition to differences in magnitude, even whether a
significant correlation between a cognition scale and an affect scale is
negative or positive in direction varies by service provider

t~

for

three cognitions. That is, Significant correlations are in contrary
directions on the scales neasuring cognitions of older clients as:

.

pleasant (ATr4), rejecting (ATl'S), and in adversaty relations (ATl'9) •
Am, interestingly, the physical aging scale (ATrIO) , which is not

significantly correlated with affect toward older clients for the sample
as a wmle, is significantly correlated with affect for 2 of the 13
service provider

t~s.

That is, the roore the mspital R-ls and nutrition

personnel reported their older clients to exhibit physical aging
characteristics, the less they reported liking their older clients.
Of the seVel cognitions in Table XXVII, older clients as

appreciative

(A'IT3)

tends to be the roost strongly aB3 roost consistently

correlated with service providers' liking of older clients. Why the
appreciative scale should be so strongly and conSistently correlated
with liking is interesting to oonsider, es};ecia1ly since service
providers retorted appreciativeness to be a wty abt.uDant attrihlte of
older clients (see ChaIXer VII>. Sibs tantively , it may be that older
clients' being appreciative acts as a powerful reinforoenent for their
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service providers. In other words, service providers who perceive their
older clients as being appreciative may cx:msequently develop IIDre
p:>sitive feelings about them. Or, it may be that service providers who
feel p:>sitively aboot their older clients may treat them such that the
older clients actually do express greater appreciation for the services.
Methodologically, other reasons may exist for the stronger arxl IOOre
consistent correlation of ATT3 versus the other scales, such as
differences in the scales' social desirability proneness.
In sum, then, it apJ;ears that all seven of the cognitions in Table
XXVII are related to service providers' liking of older clients for at
least sene type of service providers. Most related to liking ap};:ears to
be the cognition of older clients as appreciative. Tl'E relationships

between affect and the seven cognitions, oowever,

tem

to vaty in

magnitude and sonetines in direction by service provider type.
T2Pical MenDer .Qf Service Provider

~

For the 13 typical IreIti:>ers of service provider types, Figure 14
illustrates the co-varying of liking of older clients (AXT20) and
overall contentnent oognitions regarding older clients (ATl'I). Each of
the 13 types are graphed into the figure by their nean affect and nean
cognition scores. TIE regression line predicts affect fran oognition.
For the overall oontentment oognitions in Figure 14, the dashed
li~s

which

outli~

the expected co-varying of affect and cognitions

oontain 10 of the 13 typical service provider tYJ;e rrembers. Within the
daslEd lines, the typical service provider type nembers range fran
relatively

~gative

cognition and affect scores (mental health

practitioners) to relatively positive cognition and affect scores
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OVERALL CONTENTMENT COGNITIONS RE OLDER CLIENTS (ATT1)
Figure 14.

Predicting liking of older clients (ATT20) from overall contentment cognitions
re older clients (ATT1). The solid line represents the regression line which
predicts the score to be expected on ATT20 given the ATTl score. This regression line was obtained at the level of the 428 individual service providers;
it is being used to predict scores at the level of the 13 service provider
types.
SCores of service provider types are plotted with the axes' origin representing,
for both scales, the least positive scores.
The broken lines represent one standard error of estimate on each side of the
regression line. The standard error of estimate was calculated on the basis
of the 13 service provider types, using the formula: Sy.x- I[r(y-y,)2]/[N-2].
Falling outside the broken lines are those service provider types whose liking
of older clients deviates the most from what would have been expected on the
basis of their cognitions of older clients.
The graph is divided into quadrants by the total sample's mean scores on the
two scales.
Service provider types are indicated by number as follows: (1) hospital MOs,
(2) hospital RNs, (3) hospital aides, (4) in-home nursing RNs, (5) in-home
nursing aides, (6) nursing home Et~, (7) nursing home aides, (8) mental health
practitioners, (9) income personnel, (10) nutrition personnel, (11) transportation personnel, (12) housing personnel, (13) interaction personnel.
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(nutrition personnel).
Deviating the most fran the predicted affect soores are the
typical nursing hone RN and aide and the typical. income personnel. The
typical nursing home RN and aide reported greater liking of older
clients than would have been predicted fran their relatively negative
cognition scores. Interestingly, then, even trough they may view older
clients less p:>sitively, the typical nursing 00me RN and aide still
appear to feel rore liking for then. A reverse };8ttem was foun:l for the
typical income personnel who reported even less liking of older clients
than would have been predicted fran his/rer relatively negative
cognition score.
INl'ERRELATIONSHIP OF OOGNITIONS RmARDIOO
JCB SITUATION WI'lH

AF~

As will be ranembered, cognitions alone were operationalized in

regard to the servia:! provider's job situation; affect and behavioral
prediSJ;X)sitions were not measured. However, affect was measured
regarding the job as a whole (i.e., regarding both the client and
non-client aspects of the job, laW). This combined neasure of affect,
then, is available for exCltlination regarding its relationship with

cognitions regarding the job situation. Ttese cognitions of the jet>
situation and affect toward the jcb were operationalized at the general
attitude level only and not at the specific attitude level. Thus, data
for this analysis come fran the Survey sample.
Total Sanple

TlE correlation coefficients between liking of the job and various
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cognitions of the jei> situation are shown in Table XXVIII for the Survey
sanple as a whole. As can be seen, cognitions of amtent:ment

as~cts

regarding the job situation, except for p!y adequacy (ATTI4), are
significantly Plsitively correlated with liking of the job, while
cognitions of disx::ontent

as~cts

are significantly negatively oorrelated

(although the correlations with ATT18 and A'rl'19 are too weak to be
considered meaningful). Thus, the IOOre the service providers rEpOrted
experiencing high agency quality in serving older clients or the
existence of participation opportunities, the IOOre they also reported
liking their jObs. And, the IOOre the service providers reported
ex~riencing

disagreements, then also the less they reported liking

their jobs.
Service Provide r 'lY.Pes

wren affect and cognition soores are correlated for each service
provider type separately, a similar p!ttem of ooefficients is fourrl.
Only 7 out of the 177 type-specific correlations differ significantly
from the total sample's correlations (differences were tested for
significance using a
with R <

.z.

test, Hays, 1973, p. 662; tests were two-tailed,

.(5).

Table XXIX presents, for each service provider type, the
significant correlations between liking of job and the six IOOst
detail-level cognition scales regarding the job situation. As can be
seen, whether or not a p!rticular cognition scale is significantly
correlated with liking of jcb differs by service provider type (although
some relationship:! may be concealed due to small sample sizes or low
scale reliability). For example, the correlation of M'T15 (cognitions of

TABLE XXVIII
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN COMPONENTS OF SERVICE PROVIDERS'
ATTITUDES RE JOB SITUATION, FOR TOTAL SAMPLE

~ognitions re Job Situation

Affect Toward Job
(ATT23)
n
r

OVerall Contentment Aspects (ATT11)
Contentment Aspeqts (ATT12)
Agency QUality (ATT13)
Pay Adequacy (ATT14)
Participation Opportunities (ATTlS)
Discontent Aspects (ATT16)
Disagreements (ATT17)
Staff as Obstacles (ATT18)
Rules as Obstacles (ATT19)

.41***
.41***
.31***
.07
.41***
-.30***
-.28***
-.16***
-.20***

***p<.OOl

394
411
408
382
402
399
382
393
388

one-tailed tests of statistical significance

N

o

N

TABLE XXIX

SIGNIFICANT CORRELATIONS BETWEEN COMPONENTS OF SERVICE PROVIDERS' ATTITUDES
RE JOB SITUATION, FOR EACH SERVICE PROVIDER TYPE SEPARATELY
Significant
Agency
quality
(ATT13)

Service provider types
Hospital MOs
Hospital RNs
Hospital Aides
In-home Nursing RNs a
In-home Nursing Aides
Nursing Home RNs
Nursing Home Aidesa
Mental Health practitioners
Income Personnel
Nutrition Personnel
Transportation Personnel
Housing Personnel
Interaction Personnel
L-TOTAL SAMPLE

.39*
.55***

(26)
(33)

c~rrelations

Pay
adequacy
(ATT14)
.42*

between affect toward job (ATT23) and cognitions:
Participation
opportunities
(ATT15)

(23)

.31*

(33)

.33*
.51***

.49*

(19)

.45*

.28*

(46)

Disagreements
(ATT17)

Staff as
obstacles
(ATT18)

Rules as
obstacles
(ATT19)

(21)
(40)

-.48*
(43) -.34*
(33)

(19) -.68*** (19)

-.44**

(32)
-.56**

.38**
.34*

(46)
(42)

(29)
.45**
(44)
.36**
(43)
.29*
.31*** (408)

(18)

-.50*** (43)
(43) -.57*** (42)
(33)
(29)
(43)
-.47*** (44)
.41*** (402) -.28*** (382) -.16***(393) -.20*** (381311
.48***
.44**
.66***
.42**

.07

(382)

Note. The number in parentheses following each correlation coefficient indicates the number of
individUals in that sub-sample. The cognition scales were scored such that a high score indicates more
of a characteristicJ e.g., more agency quality or more disagreements.
In order to make the table more readable, only the significant correlations are presented. The complete table is available upon request.
Comparisons should be made with care in that the strengths of some correlation coefficients may be
restricted by low reliability of a scale and the significance level may be restricted by a small number of
individuals in some sub-samples.
aThere were no significant correlations for the in-home nursing RNs and the nursing home aides. For
both, the largest correlations with affect toward job were with cognition of greater participation opportunities (r=.39, p=.054, n=18, for the in-home nursing RNs: and r=.32, p=.103, n=17, for the nursing home
aides).
*p<.05

**p<.Ol

***p<.OOl

one-tailed tests of statistical significance
l\J

o
w
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participation opl,X)rtunities) with liking of job ranges across service
provider types from

.(5

(interaction personnel> to .66 (transportation

personnel). Thus, the type-specific correlations, altrough supporting
the total sample's pattem of oorrelations, also slJ3gest that the
relationship between service providers' cognitions of the job situation
and their affect toward the job nay vary by service provider type.
And, it is interesting to note that oognitions of p:3y adequacy,

which were not significantly oorrelated with liking of job for the
sample as a wlDle, are significantly oorrelated at the level of service
provider types for four of the 13 types. That is, for nursing 00rne RNs,
hospital IDs, hospital aides, and rrental health practitioners, the
greater the reported pay adequacy, then also the greater the reported
liking of the job. Thus, it appears that all six cognitions regarding
the job situation are related to liking of the job for at least sane of
the service provider types.
~ical

MeJIi:>er.Qf 5roziC2 Provider

~

Figure 15 illustrates the co-varying of liking of job and
cognitions regarding job situation for the 13 typical members of service
provider types. That is, each type is plotted into Figure 15 on the
basis of its mean affect and cognition soores. Tre regression line shown
in Figure 15 predicts the affect soore fran the cognition score.
The dashed lims which outline the expected co-varying of liking
of job and cognitions regarding the job situation contain 11 of the 13
typical service provider type rrembers. Falling outside the dashed lines
on either side of the regression line are the two typical members of
service provider types, nutrition personnel and incane personnel, whose
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OVERALL CONTENTMENT COGNITIONS RE JOB SITUATION (ATTll)
Figure 15.

Predicting liking of job (ATT23) from overall contentment cognitions re job
situation (ATTll). The solid line represents the regression line which predicts the score to be expected on ATT23 given the ATTll score. This regression
line was obtained at the level of the 428 individual service providers; it
is being used to predict scores at the level of the 13 service provider types.
Scores of service provider types are plotted with the axes' origin representing,
for both scales, the least positive scores.
The broken lines represent one standard error of estimate on each side of the
regression line. The standard error of estimate was calculated on the basis
of the 13 service provider types, using the formula: Sy.x- {[E(y-y,)zl/[N-21.
Falling outside the broken lines are those service provider types whose
liking of the job deviates the most from what would have been expected on the
basis of their cognitions of the job situation.
'nle graph is divided into quadrants by the total sample' s mean scores on the
two scales.
Service provider types are indicated by number as follows: (1) hospital MOB,
(2) hospital RNs, (3) hospital aides, (4) in-home nursing RNs, (5) in-home
nursing aides, (6) nursing home RNs, (7) nursing home aides, (8) mental
health practitioners, (9) income personnel, (10) nutrition personnel, (11)
transportation personnel, (12) housing personnel, (13) interaction personnel.
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affect scores deviate the roost fran what would have been expected on the
basis of their cognition scores. The typical nutrition personnel
rep:>rted eVE!l greater liking of the job than a relatively p:>siti ve
cognition of the job situation would have predic.ted. By contrast, even
lesser liking of the job than woold have been predic.ted fran a
relatively negative cognition of the job situation was

r~rted

typical income personnel. In resJ;Ect to their

cognitions of the

r~rted

by the

job situation, then, the typical nutrition J;Ersonnel apJ;Ears to like the
job more, while the typical incane personnel apJ;Ears to like the job
less, than would have been expected.
HYPOI'HESIS TESl'OO

Hyp:>theses 1, 2, 4, and 5 are tested below with respect to this
chapter's focus on the interrelationships of the attitudinal components
of cognition, affect, and behavioral predisposition.
H¥Pothesis ~

Hyp:>thesis 1 stated that the roore positive a

servi~

provider's

attitude is toward an older clientCs), then the roore likely the

servi~

provider is to approach rather than avoid the older clientCs).
Hypothesis 1 was tested in this chapter with resJ;Ect to self-reported
awroach preferences. Affect scores were consistently highly oorrelated
with awroach scores for the Survey Sanple as a whole arid as types.
Cognition scales tended to be weakly to IOOderately significantly
correlated with appcoach scores for the Survey Sanple as a whole.
Although all are significant, the correlations with approach scores
tended to be stronger for the contentment cognition scales than for the·
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discontent cognition scales. The correlation between approach scores

am

the physically aging cognition scale was foum to be non-significant.
For the most part, then, the study1s findings

s~rt

Hypothesis 1 with

respect to self-reported approach preferences. Hypothesis 1 will be
. further tested in Chapters XI and XII.
~thesis

2.

Hypothesis 2, that different tyt:es

am

stD-groups of service

providers will not be uniform in the attitudes they mld toward work:L"1g
with older clients, was directly exanined earlier in Chapter VIII with
respect to tyt:es. Hypothesis 2 also received an indirect test with
respect to tyt:es in the above analyses, resulting in further partial
support for the hytx>thesis. That test is, if different service provider
tyt:es do hold different attitudes, then the attitudinal components need
not be interrelated in exactly the sane way for every service provider
tyt:e. With respect to the interrelationship of affect and behavioral
predisp:>sition, Hypothesis 2 was not supported. For all service provider
tyt:es, affect toward older clients was highly significantly correlated
with behavioral

predi~sitions

to approach older clients. However, with

respect to the interrelationship of cognitions and affect, SUWOrt for
the hypothesis was foum. For both cognitions regarding older clients
and cognitions regarding the job situation, correlations with affect
were Significant for same service provider tyt:es

am

not for others.

Correlation coefficients ranged widely across tyt:es. These differences
between service provider types in the correlation of cognition

am

affect scales offer sane indirect additional support for HyJ;x>thesis 2.
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IlYJptbesis .!
Hypothesis 4 (that the roore similar service providers are to their
older clients, then the roore positive will be their attitudes toward the
older clients) pertains largely to similarity of attitudes and values.
Item D3 of the General OC Questionnaire asked the service provider to
iooicate the extent to which: "On the whole,

II!{

elderly clients oold the

same attitudes and values as I 00." Hypothesis 4, then, can be tested
with respect to attitudes and values by oorrelating iten D3 with scales
measuring cognitions (ATl'2R and ATT6R, the reduced versions of the
contentnent and disoontent oognitions, coosen because they do not
overlap with D3), affect

(ATl'20),

ald behavioral predispositions toward

older clients (ATl'24). Aoc:ording to Hypothesis 4, the correlations
should be positive for ATT2R, ATI'20, and ATT24, and negative for M"I'6R.
T~

correlations are reported in Table XXX. For the Survey Sanple

as a woole, the correlations, alt:oough low (i.e., .21 to .25), are
significant and in the predicted direction. Across types, the

~ttem

of

oorrelation with the four attitude scales varies from consistently no
oorrelation (i.e., in-home nursing aicEs, nursing home aides, and
housing personnel) to alnost consistently near-significant and
significant correlation (i.e., oospital M)s, oospital ms, and hospital
aides). In all, perceived similarity of attitudes and values was
significantly or near-significantly correlated in the predicted
direction with at least one of the four attitude scales for nine of the
13 service provider types. No significant and only one near-significant
oorrelation opp>site the predicted direction was fouoo; the one
correlation in the opposite direction occurred for nursing

rome

ms.

TABLE XXX
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN ATTITUDES AND SIMILARITY OF ATTITUDES AND VALUES

Service

prov!de~

type_s____

-

Correlations between similarity of attitudes and values (03)
and attitudes toward older clients:
Contentment
Discontent
Approach
cognitions
cognitions
Affect
preferences
(ATT2R)
(ATT6R)
(ATT20)
(ATT24)
-

-

.57***( 25)
.29* ( 43)
.31* ( 30)
.42+ ( 16)
( 18)
-.01
( 18)
-.14
( 14)
-.01
( 45)
.19
.26+ ( 37)
( 32)
.18
( 29)
-.17
.16
( 40)
.27* ( 42)
.21 *** (389)

Hospital MDs
Hospital RNs
Hospital Aides
In-Home Nursing RNs
In-Home Nursing Aides
Nursing Home RNs
Nursing Home Aides
Mental Health Practitioners
Income Personnel
Nutrition Personnel
Transportation Personnel
Housing Personnel
Interaction Personnel
I TOTAL SAMPLE

-

( 25)
( 43)
( 30)
( 16)
( 18)
( 18)
( 14)
( 45)
( 37)
( 32)
-.17
( 29)
-.07
( 40)
-.02
( 41)
-.17
-.22***(388)

-.32+
-.38**
-.26+
-.19
-.26
-.29
.22
-.22+
-.06

( 25)
( 43)
( 30)
( 16)
( 18)
( 18)
( 15)
-.17
.20+ ( 46)
.22+ ( 39)
.24+ ( 32)
.26+ ( 29)
( 41)
.11
.21+ ( 43)
.25***(395)

.39*
.28*
.49**
.38+
.16
-.35+a

.61***( 25)
.15
( 43)
.55***( 30)
.28
( 16)
( 18)
.07
( 18)
-.11
( 15)
-.16
.28* ( 46)
.31* ( 39)
( 33)
.11
( 29)
.11
( 41)
.11
( 42)
.17
.23*** (395)

Note. Data are from the Survey Sample (N=428). The number in parentheses following each
correlation coefficient indicates the number of individuals analyzed in that sub-sample.
In order to better show the patterning of correlations, the near-significant correlations
(p<.lO) are also indicated.
aThe correlation is opposite the predicted direction.
+p<.lO

*p<.OS

**p<.Ol

****p<.OOl

one-tailed tests of statistical significance.
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Of the foor attitude scales, those mst consistenUy significantly

correlated with perceived similarity of attitudes and values across the
13 service provider types were the scales op!rationalizing contenbnent
cognitions about older clients CA'l'l'2R>, affect

(AT!'20), and

approach

preferences (ATl'24). rest consistenUy significanUy correlated with
perceived similarity of attitudes and values was the scale
operationalizing discontent cognitions about older clients

(~R>.

In sum, out of 52 correlations, 23 are significant or
near-Significant in the predicted direction, and 1 is near-significant
in the opp::>site direction. Thus, altOOugh inconsistent across service

provider types, the general. pittem of correlations gives sane weak
suPJ;X>rt to HypotheSis 4 with resp!ct to similarity of attitudes and
values (while the

c~ss-type

inconsistency gives yet further support to

Hypothesis 2). Further testing of HyJ;x>thesis 4 with respect to other
aspects of similarity occurs as pirt of Chapter XII.
Hnnthesis S.

Hypothesis 5 (that the mre service providers attribJte the cause
of their older clients'

p~blans

to forces beyore the clients' control,

then the more p::>siti ve will be their attitudes toward the older clients)

can be tested with itens 01 and 02 fran the General OC Questionnaire.
These items asked the service provider to indicate the extent to which:
"On

the whole, II¥ elderly clients' problans have been brought on by

themselves" (01) and "On the whole, IIV elderly clients'

p~blans

have

been brought on by forces beyorx:l their control" (02). The two itans can

be conbined to form an attribJtion soore for this testing by reversing
the coding of 01 and then averaging the reverse-coded 01 with 02. As
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with Hypothesis 4, the depement variables are: ATT2R, ATr6R, ATT20, and
ATT24. According to Hypothesis 5, the oorrelations should be positive
for ATT2R, ATT20, and ATT24, and negative for AT'MR.
As shown in Table XXXI, the correlations for the Survey Sanple as

a woole, although significant

am

in the predicted direction for three

of the four attitude scales, are so small as to be neaningless. Am,
across service provider types, the p:lttem of oorrelation varies fran
zero to four significant or near-significant correlations. The most
extreme types were: (a) interaction personnel with four

am

income

personnel with three significant correlations, and (b) oospital ms,
in-home nursing aides, nursing

rome

ms, nutrition personnel, and

housing personnel with zero significant or near-Significant
oorrelations. Overall, causal attritution of problems was significantly
or near-significantly correlated in the predicted direction with at
least one of the four attitude scales for seven of the 13 serviQ!
provider types. For one type, one significant oorrelation opposite the
predicted direction was foum: for nental health practitioners, greater
attribution of older clients' problems to forQ!s beyom their oontrol
was significantly correlated with less frequent reporting of the older
clients as possessing positive interpersonal characteristics (ATT2R>.
The attitude scales most conSistently positively oorrelated with

attribution of older clients' problems to extemal forQ!s are:
preferences to

ap~oach

older clients

(~4)

and contentment cognitions

of older clients (ATl'2R>. However, it is this latter scale which is also
significantly oorrelated with attribltion for one serviQ! provider type
in the direction opposite that

~edicted.

Least conSistently correlated

TABLE XXXI
CORRELATIONS BE'lWEEN ATTITUDES AND ATTRIBUTION OF PROBLEMS I CAUSALITY
Correlations between attribution of problems' causality (01, 02)
and attitudes toward older clients:
Contentment
Discontent
Approach
cognitions
cognitions
Affect
preferences
(ATT2R)
(ATT6R)
(ATT20)
(ATT24)

Service provider types
Hospital MDs
Hospital RNs
Hospital Aides
In-Horne Nursing RNs
In-Horne Nursing Aides
Nursing Horne RNs
Nursing Horne Aides
Mental Health Practitioners
Income Personnel
Nutrition Personnel
Transportation Personnel
Housing Personnel
Interaction Personnel
I TOTAL SAMPLE

.32+ ( 26)
( 43)
.15
.05
( 33)
.43* ( 17)
( 18)
-.07
( 19)
-.06
.41+ ( 15)
-.28*a ( 45)
.31* ( 37)
( 30)
-.03
.30+ ( 28)
( 42)
.20
.38** ( 39)
.15***(392)

-.05
-.14
-.07
-.38+
-.05
.05
-.20
.17
-.10
-.10
.14
.10
-.32*
-.06

( 26)
( 43)
( 33)
( 17)
( 18)
( 19)
( 15)
( 45)
( 37)
( 30)
( 28)
( 42)
( 39)
(392)

.05
-.01
.19
.31
-.12
.05
-.11
-.06
.29*
-.13

.09
.04
.29*
.09*

( 26)
( 43)
( 33)
( 17)
( 18)
( 19)
( 16)
( 46)
( 39)
( 30)
( 28)
( 43)
( 39)
(397)

( 26)
( 43)
( 33)
( 17)
( 18)
( 19)
( 16)
( 46)
( 39)
( 31)
-.13
.36* ( 28)
( 43)
-.12
.35* ( 38)
.1}** 097) ]

.16
-.05
.44**
.23
-.04
-.09
-.00
.11
.41**

Note. Data are from the Survey Sample (n=428). The number in parentheses following each
correlation coefficient indicates the number of individuals analyzed in that sub-sample.
In order to better show the patterning of correlations, the near-significant correlations
(p<.lO) are also indicated.
a The correlation is opposite the predicted direction.
+p< .10

*p< .05

**p<. 01

***p<.OOl

one-tailed tests of statistical significance.
N
.....
N
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with attribution of problems were the scales operationalizing affect and
discontent cognitions of older clients.
In sum, out of 52 correlations, 14 are significant or
near-significant in the predicted direction, and one is significant in
the opp:>site direction. Thus, the correlations provide sane support for
Hypothesis 5, but that support is quite weak and inconsistent (more so,
even, than the support for Hypothesis 4 just discussed). However, the
inconsistency across types gives yet further support to Hypothesis 2.

CHAPI'ER X
RELATIOOSHIP BEn'WEEN A'I'l'ITODES REGNIDIR; OWER CLIENl'S
AID A'I'l'ITUDES REGARDIR; 'mE JOO SI'IUATION
RESEARCH QUESTION AND OVERVIEW OF

FINDI~S

Research Question
OUt of the many types of attitudes which may influence serviCE

providers' behaviors in their provision of serviCES to older clients,
this study focuses on attitudes oonceming older clients and attitudes
ooncerning the job situation within which a serviCE provider works. So
far, the two types of attitudes have been discussed as if they were
independent. Now, the interrelationships of serviCE providers' attitudes
toward older clients and attitudes toward the job situation are
exami~d.

This chap:er addresses Research Question 4: How are serviCE

providers' .attitudes
regarding the

regardL~g'older

clients related to their attitudes

job~sit~ation?

Tee study's analyses regarding the relationship between serviCE
providers' attitudes toward the older client and non-client as};ects of
their jobs are of two sorts.

()na

set focuses on oongruency of valence

between cognitions of older clients and the job situation; the 5eOOrd
set focuses on the two oognitions ' relative relationship with affect.
Data available for these analyses oonsist of: oognitions regarding
older clients, oognitions regarding the jcb situation, affect toward
older clients, and affect toward the jcb as a wrole <i.e., toward both
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older clients and the job situation). T1'ese data stan fran the Survey
Sanple and thus are at a general (as opposed to stecific) level of
attitudes.
Qyeryiew

gf Find ings

T1'e study's findings regarding the relationship between

servi~

providers' attitudes toward the two astects of their jobs are as
follows.
1. Service providers' cognition scores regarding their older
clients were found to be slightly correlated with their cognition scores
regarding their job situation. That is, to a small extent,

servi~

providers who reported holding more positive cognitions toward older
clients tended also to report IOOre positive cognitions regarding the job
situation (and vice versa).
With respect to al:solute scores, approximately 60ii of the study's
service providers were consistent in valence across cognitions of job
situation and older clients (with 32% positive toward both and 27%
negative toward both). T1'e renaining 40% were positive toward one
attitude target and negative toward the other (with 17% favoring older
clients and 23% favoring the job situation).
2. However, the correlation between cognition scores regarding
older clients and cognition scores regarding the job situation was fourrl
to differ by serviaa provider type, with sane types reporting greater
congruency and others reporting less congruency. Of 13

servi~

provider

types, hospital ms exhibited the least, and in-hone nursing ms and
aides exhibited the greatest, correlation between the two tYtes of
cognition scores.
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With respect to absolute scores, IOOre positive cognitions of the
overall job (i.e., of both client and non-client
by nutrition

~rsonnel,

as~cts)

were reported

in-hone nursing aides, interaction personnel,

transportation personnel, and hospital IDs. More negative cognitions of
the overall job were reported by nursing home RNs, hospital aides,
nursing home aides, and nental health practitioners. Of the study's 13
service provider types, in-hone nursing RNs and income personnel
rep:>rted cognitions that were the IOOSt p:>larized between being
congruently negative or congruently positive. ArXf the least consensus in
the valence of cognitions regarding the overall job was reported by the
mental health practitioners, housing personnel, and hospital RNs.
3. The study's service providers reported a level of liking of
older clients which was more strongly correlated with cognition soores
regarding older clients than with oognition soores regarding the job
situation. By oontrast, the study's serviC2 providers reported a level
of liking of the job as a whole which correlated equally strongly with
cognition scores regarding older clients and oognition scores regarding
the job situation.
With respect to atsolute soores, serviC2 providers who reported
p:>sitive oognitions of both the older client and non-client

as~cts

of

their jobs rep:>rted significantly greater liking of their jobs than did
service providers who reported positive cognitions regarding only one of
the aspects. Service providers who reported negative cognitions of both
aspects rep:>rted significantly less liking of their j<i:s than all other
service providers.
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CCNGHJENCY OF VALENCE

:rJ::e Evidence
Total Samgle. Table XXXII presents correlation coefficients

between cognition scores regarding older clients am cognition soores
regarding the job situation for the Survey Sanple as a whole. As can be
seen, service providers who reported positive cognitions of their job
situation also tended to report poSitive cognitions of their older
clients (although the correlations are of a relatively weak nature, .21
to .36). For example, contentment cognitions regarding the job situation
(~12)

are positively correlated with contentment cognitions regarding

older clients (ATT2), while being negatively correlated with disoontent
cognitions regarding older clients

(ATr6).

Likewise, the reverse };attem

of correlations was foum for the discontent cognition soores regarding
the job situation (ATT16). OVerall, the correlation of ATTI (the average
of the two cognition scales regarding older clients in Table XXXII) and

ATTll

(the

average of the two cognition scales regarding the job

situation in Table XXXII> equals.r. (386)

= .37,

~

< •001. Thus,

correlations of the total-sample data su:Jgest the existence of sane
congruency of valmce between cognitions concerning older clients ani
cognitiOns toward the job situation on the };art of service providers.
The correlations described above give infornation on the relative
position of scores on the scales. What these correlations nean in terms
of absolute scores and absolute numbers of service providers is
illustrated in Figure 16. The two overall contenbnent cognition scales
(ATTI and ATTIU were dicmtanized, with soores of 5 through 7 forming
the positive segment and soores of 1 throt..'gh 4 forming the negative

TABLE XXXII

CORRELATION OF SERVICE PROVIDERS' COGNITIONS RE THE JOB SITUATION
WITH THEIR COGNITIONS RE OLDER CLIENTS

Cognitions re Older Clients

Cognitions re Job Situation

Contentment Aspects (ATT12)
Discontent Aspects (ATT16)

***p < .001

Contentment
Aspects
(ATT2)
r
n

..-

Discontent
Aspects
(ATT6)
r
n

.29***

406

-.23***

404

-.21***

392

.36***

391

one-tailed tests of statistical significance.•

IV
.....
ex>

OVERALL CONTENTMENT COGNITION SCALES:
RE OLDER CLIENTS (ATTl)
Negative
positive
(1-4)
(5-7)
1
Negative
(1-4)
RE JOB
SITUATION
(ATTll)

Positive
(5-7)

Figure 16.

""""--

2
n = 104
27%

r--

3

4

'---

I---

n = 90
23%

n = 67
17%

n = 125
32%

Cross classification of overall contentment cognition scores re older
clients (ATTl) and overall contentment cognition scores re the job
situation (ATTll). (Data are from the Survey Sample, n=42B. Data are
missing on 42 service providers.)
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segment. A two-by-two cross classification of the dicmtanized scales
formed foor cells. Cells 1 and 4 contain coDlruent cognition values,
with Cell 1 containing the col'¥1ruently negative values

an;:]

Cell 4

containing the congruently poSitive values. TIE majority (229 out of
386, or 59%) of the study's service providers for whom data exist are
contained within the two congruency cells. TIE renaining 40% are divided
between the two incongruency cells. Thus, the size of the col'¥1ruency
cells exceeds that of the incongruency cells by 19%.
Service Provider

~s.

To investigate whether differences exist

between service provider types in the congruency of valence between
cognitions of the older client and non-client

as~cts

of their jol::s,

correlations were also calculated for each of the 13 service provider
types separately. In order to simplify the rather massive namre of this
analysis, the correlations were

~rforned

on only the two overall

contentment scales, ATTI and ATTll, rather than on the four contentment
and dis:::ontent scales utilized in Table XXXII for the total sample.
For the service provider types, the correlations between ATT1 and
ATTll range from -.03 (hospital ms) to .64 Un-mIre nursing aides) and

.69 (in-hone nursing RNs). That is, with

res~ct

to correlations,

hospital RNs showed the least, and in-heme nursing ms and aides showed
the greatest, congruency of valence between their reported cognitions of
older client and non-client

as~cts

of their jots.

Correlations between cognition scores regarding older clients
(ATTl) and cognition scores regarding the job situation CATTll) were

Significant for nine of the 13 service provider types aOO not
Significant for the renaining foor types (although small sample sizes
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may be implicated in sane of these non-significant results). Significant
correlations occurred for: in-home nursing ms (", £17] = .69,
in-home nursing aides (", £17]
~

= .56,

< .001), nutrition personnel (",

home aides (", £16] =.50,

~

interaction personnel

• (5),

= .64, ~ < .01),

~

(,l:

[40]

~

< .01), nursing

= .35, ~ < •(5),

transportation

< .(5), and hospital aid:s (",

(,1:

.(5). T~

correlations were non-significant for oospital IDs

.32,

~

= .an,

nental health practitioners

housing personnel
-.03,

~

(,1:

[411 = .22,

~

<

home ms ('" £19] =.44, 9

personnel

[2S] = .34,

< .001),

income personnel (", [411

[2S] = .52,

<. (5), nursing

~

(,1:

[43]

[32] = .31,
(,l:

= .23, ~ =

= .OS), and hospital ms

(L

~

<

[24] =

• a;)

,

[40] =

= .42).

Thus, correlations of the data at the level of

servi~

provider

types agree with the correlations for the total sample. in slggesting
that there is sane congruency of valence between cognitions conceming
older clients and cognitions toward the job situation on the p:lrt of
service providers. That congruency, oowever, app:!ars to be stronger for
some service provider types than it is for others.
What these correlations represent in terms of alEolute scores and
absolute nunbers of

servi~

provid:rs is illustrated in Table XXXIII.

This table shows the nunbers of

servi~

provid:rs of each

foor cells introduced in Figure 16. Of the 13

servi~

t~

in the

provid:r types,

only one (nental health practitioners) had fewer than 50% of its members
falling into one or the other of the congruency cells, while just two
more

t~s

(hospital ms and transportation personnel) were split 50150

between the two congruency and incongruency cells (Table XXXIII, fifth
column). Tm service provider type with the largest

per~ntage

of

TABLE XXXIII

CROSS CLASSIFICATIONS OF OVERALL CONTENTMENT COGNITIONS RE OLDER CLIENTS (ATTl) AND
OVERALL CONTENTMENT COGNITIONS RE THE JOB SITUATION (ATTll),
FOR EACH SERVICE PROVIDER TYPE

Service Provider Types

Negative
Older Client,
Negative
Job situation
(Cell 1)
n

,

Positive
Older C1 ient ,
Negative
Job Situation
(Cell 2)
n

,

Negative
Older Client,
Positive
Job situation
(Cell 3)
n

,

positive
Older Client,
positive
Job Situation
(~el1 4_)__
n

,

Total
Congruency
Hissing
~ ~lls 1 & 4)~ ~ta
__
n
n

,

Hospital HDs

3

12

1

4

10

42

10

38

13

51

2

Hospital RNs

12

30

10

25

10

25

8

20

20

50

3

Hospital Aides

14

44

9

28

3

9

6

19

20

63

2

In-Home Nursing RNs

8

47

1

6

1

6

7

41

15

88

1

In-Home Nursing Aides

2

12

2

12

4

24

9

53

11

65

1

10

53

3

16

2

10

4

21

14

74

0

6

38

3

19

4

25

3

19

9

58

1

Mental Health Practitioners

12

28

2

5

24

56

5

12

17

40

4

Income Personnel

19

46

6

15

5

12

11

27

30

73

2

Nutrition Personnel

2

7

6

21

3

11

17

61

19

68

14

Transportation Personnel

2

7

7

25

7

25

12

43

14

50

3

Housing Personnel

9

22

11

27

9

22

12

29

23

52

3

Interaction Personnel

5

12

6

15

8

20

21

52

26

65

6

104

27

67

17

90

23

125

32

229

59

42

Nursing Home RNs
Nursing Home Aides

TOTAL SAMPLE
~.

Scores are cross classified according to the scheme shown in Figure 16.

~
~
~
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merri>ers contaimd in the oongruency cells is in-home nursing ms (with
88%). Mental health practitioners canpose the seIVia! provider type with
the smallest percentage of nembers in the oongruency cells

(40%).

yalglce .Q.f Attitudes
In addition to addressing this chapter's research question, the
findings reported in Figure 16 and Table XXXIII also supplenent Chapter
VII's findings regarding the valence of attitUdes. Tie cognition scores
ooncerning older clients and the job situation were foum to be, in
coIIbination as they were singly, generally positive but variable.
~cifically,

32% of the total sample reported positi \Ie oognitions of

both older clients arr:l the jcb situation, 17% reported poSitive
cognitions of older clients altrough negative oognitions of the job
situation, 23% reported negative oognitions of older clients but
positive cognitions of the job situation,

~i1e

27% reported negative

cognitions of both older clients arr:l the jeb situation.
Of the study's 13 seIVia! provider types, sane reported

congruently positive or negative oognitions with high frequency (i.e.,
50% or more of the respoments) and sane with low frequency (i.e., less
than 20% of the respoments). Coogruently positive cognitions of older
clients and the jcb situation were reported the mst often by rutrition
personml, in-home nursing aides, and interaction personnel, and the
least often by mental health practitioners, mspital aides, and nursing
hone aides. Calgruently mgative oognitions were reported the mst often
by nursing hone ms, and the least often by mtrition personnel,

transportation personnel, mspital H)s, in-OOme nursing aides, and
interaction personnel. Thus, defining overall positiveness of cognitions
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on the basis of a high percentage of respondents with congruently
positive cognitions and/or a low percentage of respondents with
congruently negative cognitions results,in the identification of
nutrition personnel, in-home nursing aides, interaction personnel,
transportation personnel, and hospital IDs as the JlDst poSitive of the
study's 13 service provider types. Defining overall negativeness of
cognitions in a parallel fashion results in the identification of
nursing home RNs, hospital aides, nursing lane aides, and mental health
practitioners as the JlDst negative of the types. In-tx>ne nursing ms arx3
income personnel reported cognitions that were the JlDst polarized
between being congruently negative or oongruently positive
(operationally, neither incongruency cell was larger than either
congruency cell, and the spread between the two congruency cells was no
greater than 20% of the resporXients). The least consensus in the valence
of cognitions regarding the overall job (i.e., no JlDre than 30% of the
respondents in anyone of the four cells) was reported by the mental
health practitioners, musing personnel, and hospital lWs •

.SOlIe

~culating

Dn Explanations

The finding of both congruency and non-congruancy of valence is of

particular interest to this study because of its irrplications for
understanding the source of the service providers' attitudes toward
working with older clients. Thus, altOOugh umertaking to explain why
congruency should or should not have been fourXi is far beyorXl the scope
of this study, some possible interpretations will be suggested. First,
it should be noted that the observed extent of coD]ruency of valence
could be a product of metOOdologica1 factors such as response sets. At
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the more substantive level, it might be

~culated

that occurrences of

congruency of valence across serviCE providers' cognitions regarding
older clients and the job situation represent: (a) basic predispositions
of service providers to be positive or negative in outlodt, (b)
conditioning of valenCE fran one asp:!ct to the other, and/or (c)
co-varying of the actual pleasantness of client and non-client asp:!cts
of the job.
Basic PredifU>sitions. In regard to basic predispositions of
service providers to be positive or negative in outlodt, it can be seen
that such

predi~sitions

would tend to influence attitudes toward older

clients and toward the job situation alike. In other words, serviCE
providers with positive outlodts would tend to find salient the positive
aspects of both their older clients and their job situation, while
service providers with negative outlodts would tend to find salient the
negative aspects of both. Thus, basic predispositions to be positive or
negative in outlook could lead to congruency of cognitions concerning
older clients and the job situation.
Conditioning

~

Valence. In regard to conditiOning of valence, it

can be seen that the client and non-client asp:!cts of the job are
eXp:!rienced together by serviCE providers. Thus, attitudinal valence
toward one aspect may beoome conUtioned to (i.e., associated with or
tr anferred over to) the other asp:!ct. For exanple, if the non-client
aspects of a serviCE provider's job are unpleasant and thereby arouse
dislike on the part of the serviCE provider, that dislike may be<Dme
transferred onto the older clients. With the tranfer of dislike may come
heightened salience of negative cognitions regarding older clients,
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thereby promoting eVEn JOOre dislike, and so on. Thus, attitudes
regarding one aspect of the servia! provider's job nay be causally
related to Ci.e., nay help form) attitudes regard:ing the other as{:ect.
This causal relationship, the corxUtioning of valence fran one as{:ect of
the service provider's job to the other as{:ect, could lead to congruency
of cognitions concerning older clients aOO the job situation.
~va(ying gf

Actual Pleasantness. The third slilstanti ve

suggestion for why cognitions toward the job situation ap{:ear to be
sonewhat congruent with cognitions conceming older clients is that the
pleasantness of the two as{:ects actually vary together. In other words,
it may be that servia! providers' jots terrl to be pleasant or unpleasant
as a woole. That is, servia! providers who work in pleasant job
situations may also have older clients who are pleasant, while service
providers working in unpleasant job situations may have older clients
woo are also lD'lpleasant. Thus, co-varying of the pleasantness of client
and non-client aspects of the job could lead to corgruency of oognitions
concerning older clients aOO the job situation.
Sunmar,y
The data suggest a temency for corgruency of valence to exist

between service providers' cognitions conceming older clients and their
cognitions toward the job situation. This terrlency may be a flD'lction of
such overarching hunan factors as response sets, basic predispositions
to be positive or negative in outlook on the put of service provicers,
or the conditiOning of valence fran one as{:ect of a service provicer's
job to the other. However, the find:ing that congruency of valence is
present JOOre often for sane service provicer types than for others
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suggests the additional :influence of sane less systanatic factors, such
as the differential co-varying of the actual pleasantness of the older
client and non-client aspects.
m:LATIVE RELATIONSHIP OF

~

CDGNITIONS TO

AFF~

Affect Regarding Older Clients
As

can be seen in Table XXXIV (first colurm), the correlations of

cognition scores regarding the job situation (ATl'12 and ATT16) with
affect scores toward older clients (A'lT20), altb:>ugh significant, are
quite weak. By contrast, the correlations of cognition scores regarding
older clients (ATl'2 and ATT6) with affect scores toward older clients
are considerably stronger.

The differences between these two sets of correlations were found
to be Significant (using the .t. test for testing the difference between
two correlation coefficients for correlated data, Downie
p. 228). With respect to cognitions of contenbnent

&

as~cts,

Heath, 1974,
liking of

older clients is significantly more highly correlated with cognitions of
older clients than it is with cognitions of the job situation
6.57,

~

< •~Ol). Similarly, with

res~ct

(.t,

[406]

to cognitions of discontent

aspects, disliking of older clients is significantly more correlated
with cognitions of older clients than it is with cognitions of the job
situation (.t. [3911

=-4.19,

~

< .00l).

Since the reliability

coefficients of the scales are COIIIJ;'Elrable (see Table XVI), this
dis:repancy in relationship does not

ap~ar

to be just a JlEthodologica1

artifact due to the obscuring of a relationship by differential
attenuation of the correlations.

=
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TABLE XXXIV
CORRELATIONS OF SERVICE PROVIDERS I AFFECT WITH
COGNITIONS RE OLDER CLIENTS AND
RE JOB SITUATION

Affect
Toward
Older Clients
(ATT20)
r
n

Cognitions

Toward
Job
(ATT23)
r

n

COgnitions re older clients
Contentment aspects (ATT2)
Discontent aspects (ATTG)

.52***

415

.43***

414

-.31***

414

-.22***

413

.19**

410

.41***

411

399

-.30***

399

Cognitions re job situation
Contentment aspects (ATT12)
Discontent aspects (ATT1G)

*p < .05
**p < 001
tical signific.ance o. • •

-.09*

***p < 0001 one-tailed tests of statis-
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T1:e cross-classification sclEme introduced in Figure 16 can al so
illustrate this finding. That is, \1tben c:omptred across the four cells,
the mean of the affect toward older clients scale (ATl'20) was foum to
be significantly lower for Cells 3 and 1 than for Cells 2 and 4, but no

Significant differences were foum between Cells 3 and 1 or Cells 2 and
4. Significant differences between cells were determined (at the

.(5

level or less) by the SbJdent-Newnan-Keuls Procedure following a
Significant F in analysis of variance. TlE F ratio for the four cells on
ATr20 was: .f ., (3,382) = 18.7,

~

< .001. Thus, service providers

who

reported positive cognitions regarding older clients also expressed
positive affect toward older clients, regardless of Whether their
reported cognitions toward the joo situation were poSitive or negative.
In sum, the data suggest that the extent to which service
providers like their older clients is roore associated with OOW they view
the older clients than it is with oow they view the non-client aspects
of their jObs. With respect to the factors speculated on earlier as
reasons for congruency of valence, the weak correlations between
cognitions regarding the job situation and liking of older clients may
suggest that the comitioning of valence fran joo situation to older
clients has little influence on service providers' liking of older
clients.
Affect Regarding .the

~

It is, however, not only service providers' affect toward older
clients, but also their affect toward the job as a whole, Which is of
concern in this study. Either may have consequences for an older client,
for example, with respect to Whether or not a service provider
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perseveres or quits the service-providing job.
Service providers' liking of their job; ap};ears to be related to
both ex>gnitions of the job situation and cognitions of older clients. As

can be seen in Table XXXIV (secord colurm), both types of cognitions are
significantly oorrelated with affect toward the job

(ATl'23).

No

Significant differences were found between the two sets of oorrelations
(using the .t test for testing the difference between two correlation
coefficients for correlated data, Downie
values were .32 (n

= 406)

&

Heath, 1974, p. 228).

~

for the contentment as};ects and 1.55 en

= 391)

for the discontent as};ects.
With respect to Figure 16's cross classification of service
providers, service providers in Cell 1 reported liking their jobs less
than all three of the other cells, service providers in Cells 2 and 3
reported liking their jobs less than toose in Cell 4, and s-ervice
providers in Cell 4 reported liking their jobs IOOre than all three of
the other cells. Significant differences between cells (at the • Q5
probability level or less) were determined by the Student-Newnan-Keuls
Procedure following a significant F in analysis of variance. Tl'E F ratio
for the four cells on ATT23 was: .E (3,382)

= 24.2,

~

< .OOL

Thus, the above correlations suggest that oow much service
providers like their jots is associated equally with oow they view their
older clients and the non-client as};ects of their jobs. To the extent
that service providers' likiI'lg or disliking of their jots im);:acts on
older clients, then, it ap};ears that neither the older client nor
non-client aspect can safely be ignored in efforts to maximize the
quality of services to the elderly.
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HYPOrHESIS
~thesis

TFS1'I~

2-

This chapter offers another indirect test, with
of Hypothesis 2: that different types and

sub~roups

res~ct

to types,

of service

providers will not be uniform in the attitudes they mld toward working
with older clients. According to Hypothesis 2, it is to be exp:!cted that
attitudes toward older clients and attitudes toward the job situation
would not be related in exactly the sane way for all types of service
providers. The

ex~cted

non-uniformity was observed in this chapter.

Thus, the inconsistency, across the study's 13 service provider types,
of correlations of attitudes regarding older clients and attitudes
regarding the job situation provides further evidence in support of
Hypothesis 2 (with

res~ct

to types).

CHAPl'ER XI

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ATrITUDES AND A SIMULATED
<X>ICE OF CLIENl'

RESEARCH QUEsrION AND OVERVIEW OF FINDlOOS

Research Question

Primarily, researcre rs and planners are mllCe med with the
attitudes which service providers hold toward older clients not because
of the attitudes themselves, but rather because of ix>w toose attitudes
might influence service providers' behavior toward older clients. For
example, whether or not service providers cooose to work with older
p:rsons as a clientele group, and whether or not toose service providers
woo do work with an older clientele cooose to serve older clients with
particular characteristics, is critically iml;x>rtant to the quality of
services received by older persons. In this

ch~er,

clues are sought to

the attitudinal causes of such cix>ices. Chapter XI addresses Research
Question 5: What relationship 00 service providers' attitudes bear to
their choice of clients?
This analysis consists of a canJ;Brison of nean scx>res between
measures of general and sp:cific attitudes. Data for this analysis come
from the Encotmter SCIIlple,

Q'l

whom attitude neasuranents were made with

respect to both older clients-in-general and specific older clients.
Smres on both mgnition and affect (but not beM/iora! predisposition)
are available for the canJ;Brison.
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Qyerview .of Findings
In overview, the study's findings regarding the relationship
between service providers' attitudes and their clx>ia! of clients are as
follows.
1. In a simulated clx>ice of clients, the study's servia! providers

tended to choose tlx>se older clients toward whom they

r~rted

lx>lding

relatively more positive cognitions although relatively less positive
affect.
2. Service providers' simulated

ct~ices

of older clients were

found to be characterized more by avoidance of older clients' negative
characteristics than by selection for positive characteristics.
3. Service providers' simulated clx>ioes of older clients were

found to be characterized more by a selective focus on tlx>se
characteristics (both negative and positive) of older clients which were
reported to be at the most negative level rather than by a general focus
on all characteristics.
4. Of 22 characteristics of older clients, hard of hearing was

found to be the characteristic which most strongly distinguished avoided
from chosen clients in a simulated clx>ia! of clients. other strongly
avoided characteristics were: angry, overly dananding, given up on life,
slow, little sense of hUIl'Or, not at };eace with thanselves, refuse to
relp themselves, serialS emotional problans, chronic oanplainers,
negative outlook on life, cold, and lx>stile.
SIMULATED

CLIE~ICE

BEHAVIOR

As was explained in the sampling description (Chapter V), the 51
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service providers in the Encounter Sample chose from their own clientele
the two or three older clients with whom they were to be observed

interacting and abalt whom they woold then report their s};2cific
attitudes. Thus, they chose their own "specific older clients."
If the choice of these s};2cific older clients on the part of the
service provider were to be viewed not just as a sampling procedure but
also as a measure of service provider behavior, then that choice can be
utilized to investigate the relationship between service providers'
attitudes and their client-choice behavior. That is, the service
providers' choice of their s};2cific older clients can be utilized as a
simulated or laboratoty type of choice behavior which, altb:>ugh
artificial, can generate findings which may be generalizable to
real-life choice behavior.
However, in order for this analysis to be valid, it must be
ascertained that there really was a choice. Or, was the service provider
limited to the observed older clients because of a scarcity of older
clients? Was the service provider unfamiliar with the older clients fran
wmm he/she was to choose and thus could not really nake a clDice? In
terms of both questions, the answer ap};2ars to be: in general, there was
a choice.
First, did the service providers have sufficient nurrbers of older
clients to allow for a choice? In terms of the average number of older
clients served per day, ooly 8 of the 51 service providers in the
Encounter Semple reported a daily average of three or fewer older
clients (2 other service providers did not report the average nunber of
older clients served };2r day). TlE range of the daily average of older
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clients served by the service providers was fran 2 to 70. The nedian
daily average of older clients served was six. In terms of percentage of
clientele who are elderly, ally one service provider reported having
fewer than 20% of the clientele being elderly. The renaining 50 service
providers rep:>rted that rore than 20% of their clientele were elderly,
with 35 of the 50 reporting that 81% to 100% of their clientele were
elderly. Most of the 51 service providers, then, reported having a
sufficient number of older clients to allow for same choice.
Seamd, did the service providers know the older clients fran whom
they were to choose? With

res~ct

to

~rcentage

of work day

~nt

being

with or talking to clients, 4 service providers spmt between 21% and
40%, 20 spent between 41% and 60s, another 20 spent between 61% and 80%,
and 7 spent between 81% and 100%. Frequency of oontact with the sane
elderly client was reported by only one service provider to be as low as
twice a year. Amther 15 service providers reported ronthly contact, 31
rep:>rted weekly contact, and 2 reported daily contact (2 did not report
frequency of contact). And, acoording to the service providers, in only
8 of the 147 observed encounters were the older clients totally not

known. In 119 of the encounters, the service providers and older clients
had met previously (for 20 encounters, service providers did not report
wbather or not they had net prelliously with the older client). Most of
the specific older clients, then, were reported by the service provider
to have been met pr ior to the observed encounter.
Thus, it appears that, with same restrictions, servioe providers
did have a choice in their selection of older clients with whom to be
observed and abrut whom they were to be surveyed. On what basis, then,
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did the service providers choose these older clients?

S~culating

fran

the attitudinal model described in Chapter liI, it is expected that
service providers walld choose those older clients toward wtnn they held
more positive attitudes. For exanple, it is expected that serviC2
providers would tend to ask older clients to particip3te in the
observations whom they liked, who were easy to deal with, and wb:> wwld
not make the serviC2 providers "look bad. II This expectation that serviC2
providers chose their

s~cific

older clients on the basis of attitude

vala1ce will be tested by comp3ring nean scores between general and
specific attitudes for the 51 serviC2 providers in the Encounter Sample.
CCJt1PARISCN OF MEAN sroRES BEm-1EEN

GENERAL AND SH:CIFIC A'l'I'I'lUDES

For the

ex~ctation

to be upheld that serviC2 providers wwld

choose specific older clients toward wl'an they held IOOre positive
attitudes, the serviC2 providers' attitude scores toward the chosen two
or three older clients must be fOUl'll to be IOOre poSitive than their
attitude scores toward their older clientele as a whole. The analysis to
examirE this

ex~ctation

asSl.1lIeS that the serviC2 providers were

comparably accurate in their reports of general and specific attitudes.
This assumption of OOInp;!rable accuracy requires that s\.i>ject response
sets did not operate differently in the general and specific attitude
neasurements and

ther~

result in different systematic extraneous

variance being contained within the two types of neasurenents. However,
data to examine the validity of this assurr¢ion could not be ootained
from this study. In addition, as discussed in Chapter VI's OOIIlp;!rison of
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general and

s~cific

neasures of attitudes, the process of rating older

clients-in-general nay be a different process fran that of rating
specific older clients. Thus, this chapter is of a highly

~culatory

nature and should be read as such.
Co!twitions
Magnitude .Qf Valmce Across General .and SJ;ecific Cognitions. As

can be seen in Table XXXV, the nean soores on the oontenbnent,
discontent, and physically aging oognition items teoo to be IlDre
positive for the

s~cific

older clients than they are for older

clients-in-general. Of the 22 oognition itens' nean scores, 14 are IlDre
positive, 6 are not significantly different, and only 2 are less
positive for the

s~cific

older clients than for older

clients-in-general. Thus, the data slJ3'gest that the

servi~

providers

did choose to be observed interacting with older clients Whom they
evaluated more poSitively than their older clientele on the whole. With
respect to cognitions, then, the expectation is slIH?Orted that

servi~

providers would choose those older clients toward wham they held IlDre
positive attitudes.
Relative Inmrt .Qf Characteristics

~

Older Clients. However, as

mentioned above, not all of the it ens differed significantly between
general and specific attitudes. In3eed, as shown in Table XXXV, the
absolute values of the .t. values for the 22 cognition itans range fran
.61 to 5.35. Tl'ese differerx:es in .t. val ues SlJ3'gest that differences
exist in the relative import of certain characteristics of older clients
to service providers in their choOSing of whom to serve. MEre the
differences occur

ap~ars

to be associated with: (a) whether the
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TABLE XXXV

COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES BETWEEN GENERAL
AND SPECIFIC ATTITUDES

I

Attitude items

L::=====~===-===:--

Mean scores
General
Specific
t
-r.::a..:t.:.ti:=.t::.;u::d:.:e:::s,--_-=a:.:t.::t::i.:.tud=e::s'-t (df-48-50)

______

COGNITIONS OF OLDER CLIENTS
Contentment Cognitions of Older Clients
(A'1"l'2Ra, A'1"l'2S)
positive outlook on life (&1 ,laS)
wealth of experience (E5, leS)
considerate (E9, liS)
at peace with themselves (&12, 115)
appreciative of my services (E15,loS)
interesting stories to tell (&17, lqS)
dependable (E19, lsS)
sense of humor (&20, ItS)
warm (E22, lvS)
Discontent COgnitions of Older Clients
(A'1"l'6~, A'1"l'6S)
uncooperative (E4, IdS)
refuse to help themselves (E6,lfS)
ungrateful (E?, 19S)
hostile (E10, IjS)
given up on life (Ell, lkS)
angry (E13, ImS)
overly demanding (&16, IpS)
serious emotional problems (E18, lrS)
chronic complainers (E21, IuS)
Cognitions of Oldr.r Clients as Physically
Aging (A'1"l'lO, A'1"l'lOS)
fragile (E2, IbS)
hard of hearing (E3, lcS)
slow (EB, IhS)
poor eyesight (E14, InS)

AFFECT TOWARD OLDER CLIENTS
enjoy working with older clients
(J2, 45)

6.20 ( .92)

5.22
4.28
5.74
5.49
4.20
6.08
5.66
5.04
5.06
5.42

( .55)
( .97)
(1.24)
(1.12)
(1.09)
( .63)
11.06)
( .99)
( .89)
( .91)

5.42
4.89
5.39
5.64
4.76
5.96
5.15
5.30
5.66
5.84

( .77)
(1.01)
(1.22)
(1.18)
(1.10)
( .93)
(1.08)
(1.27)
( .99)
(1.00)

2.93
2.45
2.90
2.08
2.29
3.35
3.32
3.14
3.68
3.18

( .60)
(1.011
(1.03)
( .90)
(1.00)
(1.27)
(1.22)
(1.14)
(1.17)
(1.04)

2.29
2.24
2.33
1.88
1.85
2.49
2.46
2.20
2.92
2.50

( .63)
( .911
( .90)
( .97)
( .90)
(1.11)
( .93)
( .98)
(1.28)
(1.20)

4.49
4.14
4.44
4.36
4.90

( .711
(LOS)
( .97)
(1.41)
(LOS)

3.84
3.27
3.49
4.29

3.73 ( .84)

(1.16)
(1.32)
(1.25)
(1.46)

5.79 ( .94)

-1. 73 0

-3.15"
1.99 0
- .61
-3.39 000
.93
2.69 00
-1.22
-3.59 0 "
-2.67 00
5.40"0
1.11
3.31 000

Compared to general
specific
attitudes are,
a~tituJes,

more positive
more positive
less positive b
same
more positive
same

less positive b
same

more positive
more positive
more positive
same

more positive
same

1.12

2.24 0
4.19 000
4.91 0 • 0
4.62 000
3.22 0. '
3.21 0 "

more
more
more
more
more
more

5.09 0. '
1.52
5.35"0
3.94'"
2.54··

more positive

3.09"

less positiveb

positive
positive
positive
positive
positive
positive
same

more positive
more positive
more positive

~.
General attitudes are expressed in reference to older clients-in-general (i.e., in the
abstract), while specific attitudes are expressed in reference to specific older clients. Designations in parentheses following the item names are the questionnaire item numbers--first the general
attitude numbers from the General OC QUestionnaire and then the specific attitude numbers from
the Specific OC Questionnaire. Standard deviations are indicated in parentheses following each
item mean.

aA'1"l'2R and A'1"l'6R are reduced versions of the general attitude scales A'1"l'2 and A'1"l'6. The reduced
scales are totally comparable in their items to the specific attitude scales ATT2S and A'1"l'6S. That
is, the non-comparable items have been eliminated from A'1"l'2 and ATT6 to form A'1"l'2R and A'1"l'6R for this
comparison of mean scales.
~e results of this! test are opposite the predicted direction.

• p < .05

oOp < .01

o"p < • 001

one-tailed tests of statistical significance •

I
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characteristics pertain to negative or positive asp!cts of older
clients, and (b) the valence of the cognitions of the characteristics
for the clientele as a whole. However, with available data it is not
possible to deterndne whether it .is

positi~1Ie

versus negative aspect that

is implicated or the al::solute level of valence (regardless of aspect).
Thus, both are described below.
With respect to wtether the characteristics pertain to negative or
positive aspects of older clients, a greater degree of positiveness
aJ;.tJeared in regard to the clients' negative characteristics. That is,
pairings of general with specific scores exhibited significantly larger
differences for the disoontent cognition scales (AT1'6R with ATT6S) and
physically aging cognition scales (ATrIO with ATTIOS) than for the
contentment cognition scales (ATr2R with ATT2S). Comparisons of nean
difference scores by .t test fOUI'Xi the nean difference between general
and specific contentment cognitions (11 = .20) to be significantly
srraller than the nean difference between general and sp!cific discontent
cognitions (11

= .6 4~

.t [48]

= -4.27,

~

< .00l) and also smaller than the

nean difference between general and specific physically aging cognitions
(11

= .76;

.t [49]

=-3.27,

Jj2

< .OU. ATT2R and ATT6R (reduced versions of

tte general attitude scales ATT2 and ATT6 in which only those itens are
included which are also in the sp!cific attitude scales ATT2S and ATT6S)
were used in these OOItI{Brisons rather than the unreduced versions in
order to make the OOItI{Brisons as valid as possible. In

SlD'll,

asslD'lling

that the contentment, discontent, and physically aging cognition scales
have oomparable oontent validity, then the data slJ3'gest that the service
providers chose their specific older clients more on the basis of
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minimizing their negative characteristics than on the basis of
maximizing their positive characteristics.
Of the 16 cognition iten scores differing significantly between

general and specific attitudes, 11 have .t values greater than 13.001.
These 11 items, then, differed the JOOst systenatically between general
and specific attitudes. This suggests that these characteristics of
older clients may be especially influential with

res~ct

to the

servi~

provider' s choice of clients. All 11 of these itans differed in the
direction of the

s~cific

older clients being JOOre positively rated than
S~cifically,

the older clients-in-general.
older clients on which the

servi~

negative characteristics of

providers reported the JOOst

systematically positive cognitiOns of their

s~cific

older clients as

oompared with their older clients-in-general were: hard of hear.ing (.t =
5.35), angry (.t
(.t

= 4.19),

= 4.81>,

slow (.t

overly denarXl.ing (.t

=3.94),

= 4.62),

given up on life

refuse to help themselves (.t

serious emotional problems (.t

= 3.22),

= 3.31),

and chronic c:anplainers (.t

3.21). The positive characteristics of older clients on which

=

servi~

providers reported the JOOst systenatically poSitive cognitions of their
specific older clients compared with their older clients-in-general
were: sense of hllJll:)r (.t

= -3.58),

and positive outlook on life (1.

at

pea~

= -3.15).

with themselves (.t

= -3.38),

Thus, the data suggest that

these 11 characteristics of older clients, led by "hard of hear.ing," nay
have had a strong influence on the

servi~

providers'

cmi~

of their

specific older 'Clients.
With respect to the valence of the characteristics for the
clientele as a whole, a greater degree of poSitiveness appeared in
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regard to those characteristics which had relatively mre negative nean
scores. That is, of the 11 items with average scores no greater than
"slightly" positive for the clientele as a whole, all but one had
significantly more positive scores for the coosen clients. And, of the
11 items with average scores no less than "somewhat" positive for the
clientele as a woo Ie , 5 had scores for the coosen client which did not
differ significantly and 2 had scores which were even significantly less
positive. Thus, the data sU3gest that the service providers crose their
specif ic older clients mre on the basis of selecting against
characteristics which were at the mst negative level rather than
selecting with respect to all characteristics equally. That this finding
is not simply a ftmction of floor or ceiling effects is suggested by the
range of item scores in Table XXXV: the scores do not reach or, for the
most part, eVal aPIXoach either floor or ceiling. However, to what

extent this finding is a ftmction of regression toward the nean is
tmknown. To the extent that this finding is indeed substantive and not
just a methodological artifact, those items which deviated fran
eX);:ectations may be of interest. Tb:y were: sense of hunor, warm, refuse
to help themselves, oostile, and fragile. Tb: first four of these itans
increased significantly in positiveness for the coosen client even
though they were already at a relatively poSitive level for the
clientele as a whole. Although why this occurred is not known, ale
possible explanation is that these four characteristics of older clients
are of special importance to service providers. By contrast, the last
item of the five did not increase significantly in poSitiveness for the
coosen clients even tlx>ugh it was at a relatively negative level for the
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clientele as a whole. Some possible explanations for this finding are
that older clients' fragility may be of relatively little concem to
service providers or else it may be too ubiquitoos to avoid.
Affect

The data on affect reported in Table XXXV do not support the

expeqtation that service providers woold select older clients whom they
liked more. On the contrary, service providers reported significantly
less positive affect toward their specific older clients than toward
their older clients-in-9eneral. This finding of less poSitive

s~cific

affect scores may suggest that cognitions are Jll)re irtqJOrtant than affect
in such a choice behavior. This woold result in the selection of older

clients woo are easier to serve even toough they may not be

es~cially

well liked. However, because this finding, which contradicts the
expectation of p>sitive affect, is based on responses to only one itan,
it must be viewed with considerable caution.

The choice of older clients discussed here concems a somewhat
artificial situation, i.e., the service providers' selection of older
clients with whom they agreed to be observed interacting in the presence
of a researcher. However, such a cooice may not be too different fran a
service providers' real-life cooice of clients. To the extent that this
artificial cooice situation is a good approxination of a service
providers' real-life cooice situation, the sbldy's findings can be
generalized to real life.
Because of their s};eculative nature, the findings of this chapter
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do not constitute an explanation of behavior. Rather, the firx3:ings
prop:>se a hypothesis to be tested by future research. Thus, the data
suggest that, with:in the clientele group of older clients, service
providers would tend to cooose to provide services selectively to
irXIividuals toward whom they oold IOOre poSitive cognitions. Arrl, in
these client-choice situations, the cooice may be made roore on the basis
of avoiding negative client characteristics than on the basis of
selecting for positive client characteristics. For example, hard of
hearing is one characteristic of older clients which may be

es~cially

related to service providers' avoidance behavior. In addition, the
choice may be made roore on the basis of a selective focus on
characteristics, both p:>sitive and negative, which are at a relatively
negative level than on the basis of a general focus on all
characteristics.

The data also suggest that affect toward clients may play a less
significant role than cognition of clients in a service provider's
client-choice behavior. That is, service providers cooose clients roore
on the basis of cognitions than on the basis of affect, even to the
extent of choosing less well-liked clients.
Perhaps then, instead of affect toward client, it is evaluation of
and affect toward the service encounter interaction itself which is roore
critical to service providers' client-choice behavior. For example,
although a service provider may be truly fom of a client who is hard of
hearing, difficulty in interacting with the client created by the
client's hearing deficiency may be so aversive to the service provider
that the client is avoided or interacted with less than wooldotheIWise
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be the case.

It should be noted that the validity of these generalizations is
dependent upon the correctness of a set of four assumptions. One, the
service providers had a choice of older clients with Whom to be
observed. Two, the measures of general and specific attitudes are
comparably accurate, with no differentially influencing subject response
sets. Three, the contentment, discontent, and physically aging cognition
scales have comparable content validity. AIXl four, the artificial choice
of older clients with whom to be observed is an adequate approxirration
of service providers' real-life choice of clients. It should also be
noted that the generalizations conceming affect are based on responses
to only one item. Thus, the above generalizations of findings are highly
speculative in nature and should be utilized with

ap~o~iate

caution.

HYPaI'HESIS TESTOO

R¥J;nthesis

~

Although of a speculative nature, the findings of this chapter
offer some evidence regarding Hypothesis I-that the rore positive a
service provider's attitude is toward an older client (s), then the rore
likely the service provider is to

ap~oach

rather than avoid the older

client(s). The findings from this chapter's simulated choice of client
suwort HypotheSis I with respect to cognitions and contradict
Hypothesis I with respect to af fect. AdUtional testing of Hypothesis I
will occur in Chapter XII.

CHAP1'ER XII
RElATIONSHIP BmwEEN SERVICE POO\1IDERS' ATTITUDES AND
THE CHARAcrERIsrICS OF SERVICE PROIlIDERS AND '!HEIR CLOER CLIENI'S

RESEARCH QUFSrION AND OVERIJIE,W OF FINDIN:;S

Research Ouestion
An attitude' s antecedents incllXfe: (a) the causes of the attitude
(i.e., learning experiences), (b) correlates of the attitude, and (d
the stimulus which activates the attitude (recall Figure 1>. In this

stlXfy, attitudinal antecedents are investigated at the individual level
only-the organizational level is not addressed here (see Wilkinson,
1 gJ 9, for a discussion of sane organizational level antecedents). Tl'ese
irXIividual level causes, correlates, and stimuli are considered together
in this chapter, as they are operationalized by certain characteristics

of service providers and their older clients.
This chapter acXIresses Research Question 6: How are the antecedent
characteristics of service providers and their older clients related to
service providers' attitudes? In all, 20 characteristics of service
providers and/or their older clients are included in this study as
antecedmt variables to be exanined with respect to attitudes. Tmse
iOOividual level antecedent variables are of three types: personal
characteristics of service providers (e.g., age), job-related
characteristics of service providers (e.g., nwrber of blurs worked per
week), and characteristics of interactions with clients (e.g.,
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percentage of serviCE provider's work day spmt with clients). To orient
the reader to the study's antecedent variables, Table XXXVI presents the

nean and standard deviation for each of these 20 variables for both the
Survey Sanple and the Eocounter Semple, as well as the response or
coding categories to which these statistics refer.
Qverviewgf Findings

In overview, the study's findings regarding the antecedent
characteristics of serviCE providers and their older clients and
regarding the relationShips between these antecedent variables and
service providers' attitude soores are three-fold.
1. The antecedmt characteristics (e.g., sex and age) of the
study's service

provi~~rs

and their older clients tended to be

interoorrelated. That is, serviCE providers and their oluer clients were
found to be paired together in such a way as to create "clusters" or
"oornplexes" of antecedent characteristics. For exanple, serviCE
providers who are older also tended to be volunteer (rather than paid)
employees, work fewer hours per week, have a greater

~rCEntage

of

elderly clients in their clientele, have worked longer at the current
agency, and have a lower educational level.
2. The study's service provider types tended to differ fran each
other with respect to the antecedent characteristics of the service
providers and their older clients. Of 13 serviCE provider types, those
types exhibiting the roost extreme characteristics on 13 antecedent
variables are as follows. Mental health practitioners were the ywngest
and nutrition persormel were the oldest. Haspital ms and aides, in-horne
nursing RNs and aides, nursing horne ms and aides, nutrition personnel,

TABLE XXXVI
INDIVIDUAL-LEVEL ANTECEDENT VARIABLES: CHARACTERISTICS
OF SERVICE PROVIDERS AND OLDER CLIENTS

Antecedent Variable
PERSONAL OIARACTERISTICS OF SERVICE PIlOVIDERS

SP's a'1e (Wl)
SP's sex (W2)
SP's educational level (W3)

a'1e in years
1 = female, 2 = male
1 _ less than 8th '1rade
2 - 8th '1rade '1raduate
3 .. some hi'1h school
4 .. h1'1h school '1raduate
5 .. some vocational or technical
school
6 .. vocational or technical school

2.11

38.94
1.14
7.38

14.59
.35
1.71

34.87
1.09
4.33

14.95
.29
4.50

36.86
1.00
3.37

6.80
4.21

3.30

1.34

3.59

.83

3.54
22.84
2.ll
5.55

1.50
42.71
1.00
1.73

4.47
8.18
2.29
5.69

.95
10.81
1.08
.59

43.63
1.32
6.96

15.94
.47

graduate
7 .. some colle'1e

8 = colle'1e '1raduate
9 .. some '1raduate school
10 .. '1raduate de'1ree
JOB-RELATED CHARACTERISTICS OF SERVICE PIlOVIDERS

Number of hours worked by SP per week at this job (H)
SP's work status (N)
Number of years SP has worked at a'1ency (0)

number of hours
1 = paid; 2 c volunteer
number of years

a

OIARACTERISTICS OF INTERACTIaiS WI'nI CLIENTS

Percent of SP's work day spent with clients (P)

Percent elderly in SP's clientele (12)
Nwaber of OCs served by SP per day (R)
Percent 1IIl1es in SP's elderly clientele (5)
Frequency of SP's contact with same OC (T)

1
2
3
4
5

=
..
..
..

0-20\
21-40\
41-60\
61-80\
81-100\

same as P
number of older clients
same as P

1 = one tiJne only

2

= less

than once a year

3 .. yearly
4 = twice a year
5 .. monthly
6 = weekly

7

= daily
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Continued

~
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TABLE XXXVI

CONTINUED

Antecedent Variable
OIARAC'lERISTICS OF INTERACTIONS WITH CLIENTS

Physical capability of Sp's OCs for self care (G1)
Recoqnition of OC by SP (HlO)
OC's age (OCAGE)
OC's sex (OCSEX)
I\qe difference between SP and OC (AGEDFF)
Sex difference between fl!llWlle SP and her OC (FSXOFF)
Length of till!! SP has worked with OC (TIME)
sp's service type (TYPE)
Professional level within in-hone nursing
personnel (PROF)

1 (low) to 7 (high)
1 (low) to 7 (high)
age in years
o = male; 1 • fl!llWlle
nWllber of years
o • same sex; 1 • opposite sex
nWllber of years
o = in-home nursing; 1 = interaction
1 - aide; 2 • RN

l.90
5.46
b
b
b
b
b
b
b

1.73
1.65
b
b
b
b
b
b
b

3.71
6.58
75.13
.63
16.16
.11
1.06
.17
1.50

1.49
.76
6.12
.ll

13.94
.31
1.25
.49
.51

Note. "SP" refers to "service provider." ROC· refers to ·older client." Presented within parentheses following the variable nUll!s are
shortened designations for the variables. "WI" through "HIO" refer to th .. variable's question nUlllber in the General OC QUestionnaire.
"OCAGE" through ·PROF" are acronyms (data came from the Encounter instrWllents).
aMditional data on these antecedent variables are presented elsewhere in this report. Means and standard deviations for each service
provider type are presented in this -chapter in Tables 4.4 and 4.6. Frequency distributions of the first 13 variables are presented for the
two sample in Tables 6.9 and 6.11 of the sampling chapter (Chapter 6). The remaining s"ven variables are discussed in the "Service Encounter
sample" section of Chapter 6. T-test comparison of means betwe ..n the Encounter Sample and their counterparts in the Survey sample are also
reported in the "Service Encounter Sample" section of Chapter 6.
b No data are available.
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and interaction personnel were the JOOst likely to be female while
hospital IDs and transportation personnel were the JOOst likely to be
male. Nursing home aides had the lowest educational level and oospital
MDs had the higtest. Nutrition personnel worked the fewest nurrber of
hours per week and oospital IDs worked the greatest. Only nutrition
personnel and interaction personnel were likely to be volunteer (rather
than paid) employees. Mental health practitioners and in-home nursing
aides had worked the fewest nunber of years at the current agency

w

hospital MDs had worked the greatest. Nutrition personnel spent the
smallest percentage of the work day with clients, while transportation
personnel and nursing lrJne aides spent the largest. Mental health
practitioners had the smallest percentage of elderly clients in their
clientele, while nutrition personnel had the largest. Mental health
practitioners served the smallest murber of older clients per day, while
nutrition personnel served the largest nurrber. Housing personnel and
transportation personnel have the smallest percentage of males in their
elderly clientele, while oospital aides have the largest percentage.
Income personnel have the least frequent contact with the same older
client, and nursing bane RNs have the JOOst frequent. Older clients'
physical capability for self-care is least for nursing home aides and
greatest for housing personnel. Hospital RNs and income personnel are
least likely to recognize individual older clients, while nutrition
personnel and interaction personnel are the JOOst likely.
3. Antecedent characteristics of the study's service providers and
their older clients were found to be correlated with service providers'
attitude scores, although only in a weak and partial manner.
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Inconsistency of oorrelation was foum across serviCE provider types and
across attitude scales. Tl'e weak and l.l1rtial associations are as
follows.

One, more positive oognitions of older clients (primarily of their
inter~rsonal

qualities) were reported by serviCE providers who: are

older, have a higher perCEntage of elderly in their clientele, serve a
smaller rumber of older clients per day, have a lower perCEntage of
males in their elderly clientele, and/or are mJre likely to recognize
the individual older client.
Two, no correlation was fourrl between serviCE providers I reported

cognitions of older clients as physically aging and any of the exanined
antecedent character istics of serviCE providers and their older clients.
Three, JOOre positive affect toward older clients was reported by
service providers woo: are older, have a higher perCEntage of elderly in
their clientele, have more frequent oontact with the same older client,
and/or are more likely to recognize the individual older client.
Four, greater preferences to approach older clients were reported
by service providers who: are older, are female, have a lower
educational level, have a higher perCEntage of elderly in their
clientele, have more frequent oontact with the same older client, and/or
are more likely to recognize the individual older client.
Five, more positive oognitions regarding the job situation were
reported by serviCE providers who: are older, have a lower educational
level, are volunteer <in oontrast to IBid) employees, seIVe a smaller
number of older clients per day, and/or have an elderly clientele less
physically capable of self-care.
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And, six, roore
re~rted

~sitive

affect toward the joo in its entirety was

by service providers who: are older, are volunteer Un contrast

to paid) employees, and/or have roore frequent contact with the sane
older client.
IN1'ER<DRRELATIONS OF CHAPACl'ERISTICS

Knowledge regarding the interrelationships of the characteristics
of service providers and their older clients is useful for two reasons:
(a) to assist in the understanding of the underlying service provision
context, and (b) to assist in the interpretation of associations between
those characteristics and subsequent attitudes and/or behaviors.
Sp:!cifically, to what extent do such antecedent variables vary
Wependently of each other? wten not indepement, with wilat other
individual level antecedent variables are they related and in what
manner?
Table XXXVII presents the intercorrelation matrix of the Survey
Semple's 13 antecedent variables. T1:e intercorrelation matrix of the
Encounter Sanple's 17 antecedent variables is presented in Table

XXXVIII. These matrices show the relationship between each antecedent
variable and the renaining 12 or 16 variables in the matrix.
Survey Sanple
As

can be seen fran Table XXXVII, 38 of the 78 pairings of the

Survey Sample's antecedent variables (i.e., 49%) are significantly
correlated. Indeed, for the Survey Sanple, all 13 of the antecedent
variables are intercorrelated with at least 25% of the other antecedent
variables, and six are intercorrelated with at least 50% of the others.

TABLE XXXVII
INTERCORRELATION MATRIX OF INDIVIDUAL-LEVEL ANTECEDENT VARIABLES FOR SURVEY SAMPLE

I'll
1.00

SP's age (Nl)
SP's sex:

l~felllille,

1.00

2=male (N2)

1'13

M

-.22··· -.36·"
.17"·
1.00

SP' s educational level (N3)
Number of hours worked by SP per week at
this job (M)
SP's work status:

1'12
-.01

I

N
.50"·

.18"· -.02
.20·"
1.00

l=paid, 2-volunteer (N)

Nwlber of years SP has worked at agency (0)
Percent of SP's work day spent with clients (p)
Percent elderly in SP's clientele (Q)

0

I

P

.26·" -.04
.03

.05

-.13··

.00

-.01

-.55·"

.16··

1.00

Q

.30"·

.15"

-.28·" -.04

S

-.17···
.03

I

T
.10·

-.01

I

G3

HIO

.01

.12·

.10·

.02

-.35··· -.21·"

.06

-.19"·

.09

-.09

-.28··· -.06

.15··

-.04

.04

-.13··

-.06

-.05

.20·" -.01

-.09

.01

-.01

1.00

.08

.03

-.07

.03
-.00

1.00

-.08
.11·

.03
.01

.19**-

.02

.27···

.07

.17"· -.15··

1.00

Percent _les in SP's elderly clientele (S)

I

.07

1.00

Number of OCs served by SP per day (R)

R

-.07
1.00

Frequency of SP's contact with same OC (T)
Physical capability of SP's 0Cs for
self-care (e3)

.20··· .14··
-.20·.· -.08
1.00

-.12·
1.00

Recognition of OC by SP (HID)

··p<.OI

···p<.OOl

.10·
.17·"
.10
-.lS**·

.31···
-.02

1.00

Note. OVerall size of the Survey Sample is 428; due to missing data, sample sizes for the correlations range from 382 to 425.
·service provider.· ·OC· refers to ·older client."
·p<.OS

.09
-.20···

·SP· refers to

two-tailed tests of statistical significance
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TABLE XXXVIII
INTERCORRELATION MATRIX OF INDIVIDUAL-LEVEL ANTECEDENT VARIABLES FOR ENCOUNTER SAMPLE

r
SP'.

AIle

ncr=w':=L:-"-T-"=:J--j·--L-'-:o---'
.u, -.11
1.00
-.12
-.51"·
.4~"

(W1)

1.00

5". educational level nU)
Mabel' of hour. wo&'Ud by SP ~r

wet at thie job 1M)

.26·

1.00

Mabel' of yau. Sf hoi. tIIOl't.d at agency (0)

Pwrcent of SP·. wort

ct.,.

.2u

-.00

.12

-.10

1.00

.22
1.00

apent with cUenta (PI

. .rcant eldel'1y 1n SP'. cUental. (0'

"'1' of oc. .."eel by SP per day

-.22
-.18
-.50"·
-.00

1.00

(It)

Percent . .1•• in SP'. elderly cUentel. (S)
fteq..lency 01 SP·. contact .,lth . . . . OC

o . . . la,

-.19

-.20

.... lL

-.20

.12*

.21
.04

....

·JO...

-.lL
-.0)

-.12
-.22

.OS

.21

-.11

-.06

-.IS

.0)

.48·"

-.07

-.OS

-.ll-

-.12

-.DS

-.00

-.49···

.06

.'0

-.11

.l'J·

.00

.08

.)l*

.21

-.0]

.20

-.01

.2S

.n·

.Ib u

1.00

1 - , . .1. (OCSU)

Tm:

.45"

.0)

-.11

.4)"

,."",.
.10

-.15

.SS··

-.2')*

.)0

-.10

-.11

.41*
-.Il

.11·

.... 41 ..

.25

-.2)

.11

.... 1'..

-.20

.5'···

-.11

-.lI·

-.02

-.40·

1.00

SeX diff.l'enc. bet_en , . . .1. SP and MI' OCt 0 - . . . " . ,

.26

.11

1.00

-.10

b

1.00

.07

-.21

1.00

-.01

.11

.18

.21

-.48-"

-.19"

-.U

-.11

-.12
.0)

-.46-.0)

CrsKDrrI

tehC)th of U . . SP baa IIIIDrUd witb OC (TIIII)
SP·. "nice typel

-.IS

1.00

Age 4Ufuenca t.twen SP and OC IAGEDFP)

1 - oppo.U....

-.If)

1.00

(0CAlZ)

OC' . . . . ,

-.02

-.1J-

1.00

' 1'

Recognition of OC bf SP IH10)

oct. ate

.=r.:::.~~=r-T-Diili~TocAi£J--OOit:icT"ia]illn.-xi,rr-ryiiv;
• III

O. in ... bc.a nuralng, 1 • lnterec:Uon ('nPEI

frof ... lan.1 level within J..-~ hUl'.Jng plraonnel.
2 ... .,_.

.47-"

1.00

.... U

1.00

1 . ald.,

1.00

~.
OVerall size of the Encounter sample is 511 due to missing data, sample sizes for the correlations range frail 48 to 51 for the 15 variables
which pertain to all 51 subjects. For the other two variables--FSXDFF and PROF--the sizes, respectively, range from 43 to 44 and frail 28 to 32_ Three
antecedent variables utilized for the Survey Sample were nut utilized here for the t:ncounter Sample. These three are: (1) "SP's sex" because there are
only seven Nles 1n the Encounter Sample, (2) "SP's work status· because there are no volunteers in the Encounter Sample, and III "I'hysical capability
of 51" s 0Cs for self-care· because that variable was judged to be irrelevant for the Encounter Sample analysis. "SP" refers to "service provider." ·OC"
refers to "older client."

aCorrelation would not be logical to perform.
bcorrelation would be between identical pieces of information.
cCorrelation cannot be perfor1lled because both PROF values equal same TYPE value •

•.f

<

.05

••,e < .01

•••.f < .001

two-tailed tests of statistical significance.
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Many of these correlations, mwever, even tmugh statistically
significant, are so small as to be of questionable inp:>rtance. Thus, in
this discussion, the focus is on only the 11 interoorrelations which
equal or exceed .22. The antecedent variables JOOst interoorrelated with
other antecedent variables for the Survey Sample are service provider's
age (WI) and percmtage elderly in service provider's clientele CO),
each with five interoorrelations equaling or exceeding .22. Tl'E
remaining characteristics are interoorrelated (with significant
correlations that equal or exceed .22) thusly: one is interoorrelated
with three others, two are each interoorrelated with two others, five
are each interoorrelated with one other, and three are each
interoorrelated with zero others.

Encounter Sample
For the Encounter Sanple, 29 of the 104 pairings of the antecedent
variables (or 28%) were foun:3 to be significantly oorrelated, as shown
in Table XXXVIII. (All 29 of the significant correlations equal or
exceed .22.) TIE most interoorrelated characteristics for the Encounter
Sanple is service provider's age (WI), with seven significant
interoorrelations. Next come: nlUtber of years service provider has
worked at agency (0), age difference between service provider am older
client (AGEIFF), service provider's service type (TYPE), and the in-home
nursing personnel's profesSional level (PROF), each with six significant
interoorrelations. Of the 17 variables, 9 are interoorrelated with at
least 4 <i.e., 25%) of the others, and only 2 are interoorrelated with 0
others.
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In sum, the data suggest that, altb:>ugh sane characteristics of
service providers and their older clients may exist independently of
each other in the world of servia! provision, many others exist jointly.
To some extent, then, servia! providers and their older clients app:!ar
to be paired together in such a way as to create "clusters" or
ncomplexes n of individual level antecedent variables. Thus, the data
suggest that clusterings of antecedent variables a:mstitute an integral
part of the servia! provision context. These clusterings of
characteristics are of interest in and of thansel ves for the picture
they draw of the servia! delivery context within which servia! providers
and older clients interact. Moreover, such clusterings are a factor not
to be ignored in the

inte~retation

of relationships between antecedents

and attitudes or behaviors. That is, the relationship represented by a
correlation with an antecedent variable may actually stan p;lrtially or
wholly from another intercorrelated antecedent variable. To conclude
this discussion, Figure 17 presents the study's clusterings of
anteceda'lt variables in a manner that is oop:fully easier to contanplate
and digest than the matria!s in Tables XXXVII and XXXVIII.
DIFFERENCFS IN CHARAC'rERISTICS BY SERVICE PROJIDER'lYPES

Up to now in this report, it has been taken as a hypothetical
ngiven" that different types of servia! providers have different types
of learning exp:riences that could serve as a basis for their attitudes
toward older clients. Now, to the extent that the study's individual
level anteceda'lt variables represent indicators of leatning experiences,
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PZRSOIIAL CIAJUICTZRISTICII 01' SERVICZ PROVIDERS

SP'S AGE (1111

The old.r tt. .uvic. providu, th... al.o.

tor the survay SUlpl.,
1, the lIOn likely the . .n-ie. provider 18 to be a volunt..r rather than a paid aployH (r-.50, p!,.OOl,
n-409) ,
2. the t ....r the hour. worked per ...0 by the .ervie. provider (r--.3I5, ~.OOl, n-408) ,
3. tha 9reater tt. pare.nt eld.rly in the . .rvie. provider'. eliant.l. (r-.30, ~,OOl, n-414I,
4. the 10nger the •• rviea provider hal worked at the a9.ncy (r-.2I5, ~.OOl, n-407), and
5. the l ..... r the •• n-ie. provider' • ..sueaUonal 1avel (r--.22,~.001, n-41011
tor the Encounter SUlpla,
1. the nallu the age ditfer ...ea betwean •• n-ice provid.r and older eli...t (r--.9O, ps..001, n-501,
2. the f .... r the hour. work..s per .... k by the •• rvic. providar (.,.-.52, ps,.OOl, n-SOI,
3. the longar the .ervie. provider hal worked at the agency (r-.45, ~.Ol, n-50) ,
4. the 10nger tha .ervie. provider hal work..s with a particular oldar cli.nt (r-.45, ~.Ol, n-49) ,
5. the IDOra likaly tha •• n-ie. provid.r' . . .n-ic. type 18 to be interacUon rather than in-h... nurlinq
(r-,43, p.s,.Ol, n-SOI,
6. the l ..... r the parcant of lII&1e. in the ..n-ic. provid.r'. alderly eU ...tal. (r--.33, p~05, n-501, and
7. the older tha elderly client. (r-.32, p.s,.05, n-501.

If the .ervic. provid.r is a ...1., thUI al.o:

SP'S SEX (W2)a

tor the Survey Sampl.,
1. the l ..... r the pareent ald.rly in the •• rvie. provider'. eU.nt.l. (r--.29, pS..001, n-425).

SP'S EDUCATIONAL t.EVEL (1fJ)

The gr.ater
for the
1.
2.
for the
1.
2.

the .arvice provider'. educational lev.l, th.n al.o.
Survey SUlpl.,
the l ..... r the parc.nt .ld.rly in the •• rvic. provider's cli.ntel. (r--.35, p~.OOl, n-417), and
the younqer the s.rvica provider (r--.22. p,S..OOl, n-4l0),
Dlcount.r SUlpl.,
tha IDOra likely the in-hallie nursing panoMal is to be an RII inst.ad of an aide (r-.55. p~.Ol, n-31) , an<l
the gr.et.r the nUlllbar of hours worked par .... k by the •• rvic. provid.r (r-.29, P~OS. n-50).

Jell-REIATED CIAJUICTZRISTICII

IMIBER

or

or

SERVICZ PROVIDERS

BOORS IIORICED B'l SP PER IIEEJt A1' THIS Jell (II)

The greater the nUlllbar ot hour. worked par .... k by the •• rvic. provider. th... al.o.
for the Surv.y S&mpl ••
1. the le •• likely the •• rvice provider'. work .tatu. is to be a volunt.er rath.r than paid amploy.e
(r--.55, p.s,.OOl. n-4l51.
.
2. tha younger the •• rvie. provid.r (r--.36. p~OOl. n-408). and
3. the lover the parc.nt elderly in the . .rvic. provider'. eUantal. (r--.29, p~OOl. n-4l9),
for the Encount.r SUlpl.,
1. the younger the .arviea provider (r--.52. p~OOl. n-501.
2. the 9reater the ag. difference bet.......arvic. provid.r and older eU.nt (r-.49. p.s.001. n-SO) ,
3, the le.. Ukely the •• rvic. provid.r' . . .rvic. type i. to be interaction r.ther than in-hoIIIII nurling
(r--.29. p.s,.05. n-51). and
4. the greatar the .arvica provider' • ..sucational 1.".1 (r-.28. p~05. n-50).

SP'S 110l1li: STATUS

(I"a

If the .. rvic. provid.r 18 a volunt.er rath.r than • paid .-playa.. than it 18 allo .ara likely that.

for the Survey Sampl.,
1. the .. rvic. provider worka f .... r hour. per ....k (r--.55. p.s,.OOl. n-415), and
2. the .arvica provid.r 18 older (r-.50, p~OOl. n-4.~9).

Figure 17.
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NtIIIIIER

ar

YEARS SP !WI IIORaD AT AGEIICr (0)

'l'IIe longer the .e"ice prc¥ic!er lie.....rUc! at the

for the
1.
for the
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

agency, than al.., I
Survey Suple,
the olc!er the .e"ica prcwic!er (~.26, pS..OO1, n00407).
EncOWlter SUple,
the lower the percent elc!erly in the ••"iea provic!er'. clientale (r--.50, pS..001, n-51) ,
the _ner the age c!1fferanee bet...en .e"ice provi4er anc! olc!er client 1r--.49, pS..001, n-SO) ,
the olc!er the .e"ice prcwic!er (r-.45, ~.Ol, n-SO),
the IIOre likely the in-haM nureing parlOMel i. to be an lIN in.tea4 of an ai4e (r-.41, pS..05, n-32) ,
the longer the ..rvic. provic!er IIeI vorl<ac! with a particular 014er cUent 1~.33, ps..05, n-5(1), anc!
the lei. frequent the .e"ice provic!er'l contact with the __ 014er client (~-.33, ~.OS, n0049).

OIAIW:'1'!RlS'l'ICS

PERCZII'l'

ar

or

IN'l'!RAC'l'IOtIS 111'111 CI.l!M'1'S

SP' S IIOBDAf SP!II'l' 111'111 CI.lElft"S IP)

The greater the perc.nt of the ....rlrday that a .."ic. prcwic!.r 8pand. with client., then at ....
for the Survey SUlpl.,
no significant correletiona equal to or uceac!ing ~.22 >Mr. fouIIIS,
for the EncOWlt.r SUlpl.,
1. the more likely the ..nice provic!u'. recognition of 014er clhnta 1r-.36, ps..Ol, n-50), anc!
2. the more frequent the .."ice provic!.r'l contact with the . _ 014er client 1~.29, p:s..OS, ..... 9).

PZRCENT ElDEJIU IN SP'S CI.lEN'l'!IZ (0)

The gr.at.r
for the
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
for the
1.
2.
3.
4.

the percent .1c!erly in the .e"ice provi4.r'l client.la, than alao.
Surv.y Sample,
the l ..... r the .. rvice prcwi4er'. ac!ucationat level (r--.35, 1I!,.001, n00417),
the 014er the .ervic. provic!er 1r-.30, ~.001, n00414) ,
the 1... likely the ••"ice provic!er i. to be ....1. (~-.28, ps..001, n0042S),
the fewer the hour. vorkec! per .... k by the •• rvic. provi4er (r--.28, ps..001, n0041S), and
the gr..ter the num-r of 014er client •••rva.s per clay by the •• rvic. provi4.r 1r-.27, ps..001, n-39l);
Encounter sample,
the le .. long the •• rvice provi4.r lie.....rl<ac! at the ag.ncy (~-.SO, p.s..001, n-SU,
the le .. likely the in-hOM nur.ing perloMel is I» be .. 1IN rather than an al4. Ir--.47, p£,.Ol, n-32),
the moN likely the .ervice provic!er' ••• rvice type 18 to be intaraction rathar than in-home nuning
(r-.31, p.s..05, n-Sl), anc!
the ... r. frequent the aarvic. provic!ar'. contact with the __ olc!er client (r-.31, p.s..OS, n-49).

IMeER

or

OCII SERVED .Y SP PER OAf IR)

'l'he gr.at.r the num-r of old.r cliant. ..rva4 per clay by the .. rviea provic!ar, then allo.

for the survey sampl.,
1. the gr••ter the percent .14arly in the earvica provic!er'. clientde (r-.27, J;:5..(lOl, n-391),
for the EncOWlter sample,
no eignificant corrdetion. wre fOUnd.

PERCZII'l' IIAIZS III SP' 8 EtDEJU.r CI.lEN'l'!IZ (5)

Th. greet.r the perc.nt of u l•• in the ..nica provic!er'. elderly clientele, then at ....
for the surv.y Supl.,
no aignificant corre1atione equal to or uc.ac!in9 r-.22 vu. found,
for the Encount.r sample,
1. the 1. .1 likely the ..rvice prcwic!er'a .. "ice type 18 to be interection rather than in-haM nur.ing
(r--.36, p£.01, n-51), anc!
2. the ycNI\'ier the .anice prcwic!ar (r--.31, pSoOS, ...SO).

Figure 17.
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rllEOUEHc:r or SP'S CXItITAC'I' VI'11I SAllE OC (T)

The IDOre frequ.nt the . .rvic. provi4.r'. contact vith the _
014er cli.nt, then alao.
for the SUrv.y SUlpl.,
1. the more likely the .ervice r>rov14er'. rec091lit1on of 014u cli.nU (r-.31, p!..OOl, n-408) I
an4, for the Encounter Seepl.,
1. the .ore likely the .ervic. provi4u'. rec091lition of 014u clients (roo.S6, p!..OOl, n-48),
2. the 1 ••• long the ••rvic. prod4er haa vorke!! .t the eoa.ncy (r--.33, ps..OS, n-49) ,
3. the 1 ••• lik.ly the in-'-. nurain9 personnel is to be an RIi rath.r than an ai4. (r--.33, pS..OS,
f. the ..ruter the percent alcl.rly in the .. rvic. provi4.r'. cli.ntal. (roo.ll, 5I$..OS. n.. 9). ani!
S. the ..r •• ter the perc.nt of the ..mce provi4.r'. vork .say thet is .pant vith cli.nts
(r-.29, ~OS, n-49).

PHYSICAL CAPAIIILITr or SP'S

oc:a

~31),

FOR SELF-CAR!: (;3)a

The .. ruur the phy.ical capability of the nrvica provi4u'. ollSu cHanta to can for thaealv•• , then also.

for the surv.y SUopl.,
DO e1vn1ficant correlation. equal to or ucHl!1n9 r-.22 ... n

fOWllS.

SP'. IlECXlQIITION OF INllIVIDUAL OC (HlO)

:One more likely the .ervice provi4u'. rsc091lit1on of 014er clients. then also.
for the Survey SUlple,
1. the IlIOn frequent the ••rvice provi4u'. contact vith the .... olcler client (r-.ll, p!..OO~, n-4OS) ,
for the Encounter sample,
1. the IIIOre frequent the .ervic. provi4u'. contact vith the .ame 014er cli.nt (roo.S6, p!..OCl. n-4£l,
2. the leIS likely the in-haM nur.ing per.onnel h to be an RIi rather than an ai4e (r--.40), p!..05,
n-32) , ane!

J.

the qreater the percent of the •• rv1ce provi4er'. vork 4ay that is .pent wHh chent. (r-.J6,
p,s,.Ol, n-SO).

The 014er the 014er cUant, then also,
for the Encount.r 5aIIpl.,
1. the 014.r the •• rv1c. provlelu (r-.32,

If the old.r cUant is a feaale, then alao,
for the Encount.r SUopl.,
no .ivnificant corr.lation • ...

r.

p~.OS,

.-SO).

fOWllS.

The 9%'uter the a;. 4iff.ranc. bet... an ..rvic. prew!4u and old.r cUent, then al80.
for the Encounter SUlpl.,
1. the)'O\ln9U the ...."ic. providu (r--.tO, ~001, ...SO),
2. the 1... 10n.. the ••rvic. provi4.r has worked at the .... ney (roo-.ft, p.!.OOl, n-SO) ,
3. the 9%'. .tu the n..mer of hours worked per .... k by the •• rvic. provi4er (r-. 48, ~ 001, ...SO) ,
f. the le. . lon; the . .rvic. provi4u has worked vith • particular 014u cUent (r--.fS, p.!.OOl, n-t9),
S. the 1... Ukely the i n - ' - nurain9 personnel is to be lUI lUI rather than an .14. (roo-.f6, ~Ol,
rr-31), and
6. the 1... Ukely the .ervic. provlelu' •••rvic. type i. to be interaction rather than in-'-e nure1nv
(r-.39, p$..01, ...SO).

Figure 17.
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SEX CIrn:1IENCE 5£'nolEER

rawz

SP

AlII)

HER OC IPSxcrr) b

If a female •• &'Vic. provic!.r hal • _1. olc!.r client, than al...

for tha Encount.r Sallpl.,
no d9llificant correlationa ... n

fOWle!.

IZNG'm or TIllE SP HAS IIOIaD 1fI'nI OC ITIIIE) b
The longer the .ervice provic!er hal vorkad with a pArticular olc!.r client, than aloo.
for the Encounter Sampl.,
1. the Ie .. the ag. c!ifference bet_.n ••"ice prov1c!.r and olc!er client Ir--.'S, IIL.001, n-49) ,
2. the 1IIOr. likely the .ervice provic!er' ••• &'Vic. type i. interaction in.tlaI! of in-~ nur.in"
(r-.47, pS..001, n-SO) ,
l. the olc!.r the ••"ic. provic!.r Ir-.'S, pS..Ol, n-49) , and
4. the longer the .. "ic. prov1c!er hal vorkac! at the ag.ncy 1r-.33, pS..OS, n-SO).

I t the .e"ice provic!er' • •e&'Vic. type ia int.raction r.thar than in-hcea nuraing, then al ...

tor the Encounter Sample,
1. the longer the •• &'Vice provic!er hal vorkac! with a particular olc!er client 1r-.47, pS..001, n-SO) ,
2. the olc!er the ••&'Vic. prov1c!er (r-.'l, ~.Ol, n-SO) ,
3. the Ie.. the age c!1fter.nce between .,,"ice provic!er and olc!er cli.nt 1r--.l9, ~Ol, n-SO) ,
,. the lover the perc.nt of ... 1•• in the •• "ice provider' • •1c!er1y cli.ntel. 1r--.l6, pS..Ol, n-S1) ,
S. the gr.ater the percent .lc!erly in the se&'Vic. provic!er'. cli.nt.le Ir-.n, P,!..OS, n-Sl) , and
6. the f .... r the hour. vorked per _.k by the .e"ic. provic!.r 1r-.29, ~.OS, n-Sl).

PROFESSIONAL LEVEL WI'l'IfIN IN-HOllE NURSING PERSOIIIIEL (PROF) b

::! the in-h ..... nurling personnel i. an lIN rather than an aid., thin alao:

for the Encounter Sample,
1. the guater the ae"ice provider'. al!ucaUonal level (r-.S5, p.$..Ol, n-3l) ,
2. the lover the percent elderly in the •• rvic. provic!er·. clientele (r--.47, p.$..Ol. n-32),
3. the le •• the age difference bet... en •• rvice provider and older client (r--.46, p.$..Ol. n-31) ,
4. the longer the .e&'Vice provic!er hal worked at the agency (r-.41, p,$..I}5, n-32) ,
5. the l::: l::'!:ely the service provider'. recognition of older clients (... -.40, p.$..05, n-32) , and
6. the leIS frequent the .ervice provid ... •• contact with the ...... older cli.nt (r--.33, p.!.o05, n-31).

~.
OorrelaUon coeffici.nt. c .... f .... tabl.. '.2 and 4.l. Only interc:onelaUon. which ar. ai9llificent
anc! which equal or exc.ed r-.22 ue
refen to • .. "ic. prov1c!er.· .OC" r.ter. to ·older cli.nt.·

.hoIm.

.sp.

aOorrelaUon. availabl. for survey llaapl. CICIly.
bOorrelaUon. av.ilabl. for Encounter SUpl. only.
cror thi • ...,1., ag. differenc. 11 pri_rily a function of the lI&'Vic. prov14u'. e9..
of the .iz dqnific:&nt int.rcorr.l.Uon. ov.rlap for tha tvo anteced.nt variable ••

Figure 17.
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this assumption of differential learning experiences can be empirically
investigated. Do service provider typas differ in their characteristics?
The basic data examined with

res~ct

to this question corx:erns the

study's randomly sampled Survey Sanple, suJ;.Plemented by data regarding
the non-randomly sampled

~unter

Sanple.

Survey Sqle
With

res~ct

to the Survey Sanple, the answer to the above

question of whether servioe provider typas differ in their
characteristics aa:ears to be: yes. Tte 13 servioe provider typas were
foond to differ significantly fran each other on all 13 characteristics
examined. These data are presented in Tables XXXIX and XL. In Table
XXXIX are listed the nean scores (and standard deviations) of the 13
characteristics for each of the 13 servioe provider types. Table XL
indicates where significant differences occurred between the nean
scores.
As can be seen fran an

in~ction

provider typas in the Survey Sanple

of Table XL, the 13 servioe

va~

in numerous ways with respect

to antecedent variables. Indeed, across servioe provider typas, there
appears to be a wide diversity in the characteristics of the servioe
providers and their older clientele. For exanple, nental health
practitioners reported themselves to be younger than income
transportation
~rsonnel,

~rsonnel,

~rsonnel,

hospital IDs, nursing lxxne ms, interaction

and nutrition personnel. It is to differences such as shown

in Table XL that we can lOOt to seek sane of the explanations for
differences in attitudes and behaviors between servioe provider typas
and even for differences in older clients' evaluations of the typas. It

TABLE XXXIX
MEAN INDIVIDUAL-LEVEL ANTECEDENT SCORES FOR 13 DIFFERENT SERVICE PROVIDER TYPES:

Means (and standard
3
2

1

Antecedent Variables

devi~tions)

4

HOSPITAL
liDs
(n=19-26)

HOSPITAL
RNs
(n=40-43)

HOSPITAL
AIDES
(n=3)-34)

46.62 I 9. ]0)

31.47 Ill.B9)

]5.15 111.7B)

.20)

1.02

.15)

1.21

)

7.19

1.1U)

6.06

SURVEY SAMPLE

for each service nrovider tVI e
5
6

IN-HOME
NURSING
RNs
(n=15-18)

7

IN-HOME
NURSING
AIDES
(n=11-18)

NURSING
HOME
RNs
(n=18-19)

NURSING
nOME
AIDES
(n=16-17)

]9.22 114.1B)

4B.16 115.45)

]4.15 Ill.B7)

PERSONAL aUlRACTERISTICS OF SERVICE PROVIDERS
SP' II age 11111
SP's .... : 1 • (_Ie, 2 . . . Ie (112)

1.96
10.00

SP'. educational level (111)

U

]6.67 111.11)

.411

1.00

0

)

1.22

.41)

1.75)

8.17

.51)

6.65

1.62)

1.11

.]2)

LOU

7.26

1.15)

4.15

0

)

1.62)

JOII-IlEUlTED atARACTERISTlCS OF SERVICE PROVIDERS
IlUaber of hours worked by SP per wek at this job 1M)
SP'. work .tatua.

I • paid, 2

a

volunteer IH)

IlUaber of years SP has wor""", at agency (0)

54.28 115.90)
1.04 I

.211

10.&1 I 7.75)

17.81 I 5.70)

14.79 110.72)

15.00 111.4&)

lb.&7 I 8.10)

12.Bl 111.&8)

40.88 Ill.5S)

o volunteers

o

o volunteers

o volunteers

o volunteers

o vo1unteen

&.48 I &.(5)

volunte~rs

4.50 I 1.111)

4.18 I 4.14)

2.49 I 2.11)

1.73 I 4.18)

2.81 I 1.&&)

1.94

1.1&)

2.89 ( loll)

4.24

.90)

3.93

1.50)

4.82

.19)

atARACTERISTICS OF INTERACTIONS IIITH ClJEIITS
Percent of SP'. work day spent with clients (P)

1.n

1.25)
.95)

2.8&

1.41)

1.14

1.011)

Percent elderly in SP'. clientele (Q)

2.50

IlUaber of DCa ... rved by SP per day (R)

9.23 ( 4.28)

8.58 ( 1.83)

Percent . .lea in SP's elderly clientele (5)

2.4& (

2.52 (

Frequency of SP'. contact w1th sa_ DC (TI

4.76 ( 1.191

PhYllical capability of Sp's DCa {or solf-care (Gl)

4.92 ( 1.26)

1.28

1.26)

Recognition of DC by SP (H101

4.65 ( 1.511

3.98

1.49)

.7&1

1.44

1.24)

1.&8

.94)

18.18 (27.17)

1.11

1.21)

1.72 ( 1.3&)
4.13

1.80)

7.12 ( 5.49)

4.74 (

.45)

50.89 (10.&9)

2&.&9 (20.93)

.771

2.811

.931

2.44

1.251

2.5&

1.291

1.&7

.111

1.8B ( 1.171

5.13 ( 2.191

5.55

2.211

5.06

1.711

5.56

1.581

&.84

.31)

6.51 ( 1.07)

1.53

1.66)

1.47

1.46)

1.11

1.97)

2.61

1.20)

2.06 I 1.25)

4.64

1.50)

5.94 ( 1.111

6.31

1.24)

5.95 ( 1.411

6.29 ( 1.051

Continued.
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TABLE XXXIX
CONTINUED

Antecedent Variables

Means (and standard deviations)
B
9
10
MENTAL
HEALTH
PRACfIINCOME
NUTRITION
TIONERS
PERSmnmr.
P'~RSONm::r.
(n=43-47)
(n=42··43)
In=35-.12)

fo: each service provider type
12
11
13

PErsONNEL
In=29-31)

HOUSING
PERSONNEL
(n=311-44)

33.94 17.39)

46.59 (14.16)

42.62 116.75)

TRANSPORTJ',TIOII

INTERACfION
PERSONNEL
(n=41-46)

PERSONAL OUIRJ\CTERlSTICS OF SERVICE PROVIDERS

_It.

SP' 8 8g. (111)

43.19 116.52)

64.05 111.46)

51.93 117.411

1.55

.5U)

1.211

.4~)

1.21

.42)

B.91

1.35)

7.51

1.45)

5.B7

2.22)

5.ll I 1.99)

6.42 I I.B41

6.16 I 2.171

_ber of hours ""dIad by SP per weelt at thla job 1"'

36.67 111.11)

37.72

9.B4)

15.98 114.02)

36.77 (15.28)

J6.86 (16.77)

28.70 (15.041

SP 8 work autus:

o volunteers

1.12

o volunteers

o volunteers

SP's

1 • f .... l., 2 . . .1. (112)

SP's educational level 1'13)

I.B4 I

.371

1.25 (

.44)

1.2B I

.46)

JaI-JlEIATED OII1RAC'1'2RISTICS OF SERVICE PIDVIDERS

l

.32)

1.55

.501

2.44 1 2.16)

4.74 ( 4.45)

J.72

1.75)

5.07 I 5.86)

4.23 I 2.79)

2.86 I 2.161

Percent of SP'. work day spent with clients (PI

J.26 ( 1.24)

3.14

1.37)

2.57

1.46)

3.97

1.43)

2.9J

I.J2)

3.65

1.10)

4.B8

.(4)

3.40

1.521

3.63

1.65)

4.35

1.23)

I • paid, :2 • volunteer IN)

Nullber of years SP has worked at agency 101

1.23 I

.421

OIARAC'l'ERISTICS OF INTERACTIONS IIInt CLIENTS

Perc.nt elderly in SP'. clientele 1111

1.36 I

.53)

3.47

1.391

Nulll>er of OCs served by SP per day (R)

2.23 ( 4.77)

9.79

9.42)

P.rcent . . Ie. in SP'. elderly clientele IS)

1.83

.89)

2.63

.82)

1.92

LOll

1.57

.68)

1.51

.671

1.96

1.001

Frequency of SP' s contact with

5.77

1.89)

3.64 ( 2.08)

6.25

.591

6.17

.5'.1)

5.98

.911)

5.62

.651

Physical capability of SP's OCs for self-care (G3)

4.00

1.451

4.40

1.51)

4.03

2.02)

4.4B

1.77)

5.00

1.52)

3.7l I 1.81)

Recognition of OC by SP IHIO)

5.77

1.34)

4.14

1.93)

6.41

.811

5.32

1.741

6.20

1.23)

6.41 ( 1.05)

salle

OC ITI

64.74 172.211

39.93 172.911

40.50 (63.08)

18.02 IJO.221

Note. Standard deviations are presented in parentheses following each mean. Significance tests for differences between means are presented in Table XL. "SP" refers to "service provider." "oc" refers to "older client."

N
0"\
N

TABLE XL
SIGNIFICANCE TESTS FOR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEAN INDIVIDUAL-LEVEL ANTECEDENT
SCORES OF 13 SERVICE PROVIDER TYPES: SURVEY SAMPLE
OYl.'rall F
frOID ANuVA

Order of He:an!i b

Si<mificoJflt I·airwi~~ Ml'dh (lirfcrvncesa

rll.12.J711-41S

Antecedent Variahles
PERSONAL DlARACTt:RJS'l'ICS OF SERVICE POOVIDERS

SP's age 11111

14.4]····

8<9,11,1,6,11,10
1,],4,2 IS, 12 ,9<1],10
11,1 ,6, 11~lO
9,11,1,&>8
11>8,7,1,4,2,5,12,9
10>8.7,1,4,2,5,12,9,11,1,6,1]

8,7,3,4,2,5,12,9,11,1,6,13,10

SP's sex:

11.59····

4,7,2,6,],10,5,12,9,1)<8,11,1
8<11,1
8 -4,1,2,6,] ,10,5, 12, 9, 11
11,1"4,7,2,6,], lU, 5, 12,9,13,8

4,7,2,6,3,10,5,11,9,13,8,11,1

24.12 ....

7· 10,3,11,12,5,2,6,9,4,8,1

1 - f.-ale, 2 • .ale ("2)

SP's educational level (11)1

:: ,6,9· H,l

11,10<2,6,9,4,8,1

3,13,12<9,4,8,1

5<4,8,1 7,11,10,3,13,12,5,2,6,9,4,8,1

4e l

)(I,3,ll,12,5>7
2,6>7,11,10
9>7,11,10,) ,13,12
4-7,11,10,) ,13,12 ,5
8>1,11, lu, 3,11, 12,5,2,6,9
1>1,11,10,3,11,12,5,2,6,9,4,8

JOII-RELATED DlARAC'l'ERJSTICS OF SERVICE pOOVIDERS

_ r of hour. worked by SP per week at this job IMI

14.22····

10"11,6,1,4,5,8,11,12, 'J,2, 7,1
IJ<9,2, 7,1
6,1,4,5,8,11,12,9,2,7< 1
11,6,1,4,5,8,11,12>10
9,2,7>10,11
1 ... 10,1) ,6, 3,4,5,8,11,12,9,2,1

10,ll,6,),4,5,8,11,12,9,2,7,l

SP's work statu.:

17.24· .. •

2,1,4,5,6,1,8,11,12,1,9<1),10
13..:10
1]:.2,1,4,5,6,7,8,11,12,1,9
10>2,1,4, S,6, 7,8,11,12,1,9,13

2,),4,5,6,7,8,11,12,1,9,13,10

6.54····

8,5.2,1
7,13,10,6,4,12,],9,11,2<1
2>8,5
1>8,5,7,11,10,6,4,12,1,9,11,2

8,5,7,11,10,6,4,12,1,9,11,2,1

4.35···*

10<\),1,5,11,7
2<11,7
13,1,5-10
11,7>10,2

10,2,6,12,4,9,8,3,ll,l,5,11,7

8e 1,2,11,9,12,1,4,5,11,6,7,10

8,1,2,11,9,12,3,4,5,13,6,7,10

8-11,12,6,10
4,5,2,1,9,11,1<6,10
1<10
11,12>8
6.8,4,5,2,1,'1,13,1
10·1::1,4,5,2,1,9,11,1,7

8,4,5,2,1,9,1],3,1,11,12,6,10

12,11"4,1,2,5,9,1
6,8~9,]
4,1,2 ,S . . 12 ,11
9>12,11,6,8

12,11,6,8,7,10,13,4,1,2,5,9, )

1 . paid/ 2 . volunteer INI

NUllber of years SP h. . worked at agency 101
DlARACTERJSTICS OF INTERACTIONS 111'111 CLIENTS

Percent of SP'. work day spent with clients IPI
Percent elderly in SP's clientele IQI

26.89····

NUllber of 0Ca .erved by SP per day I RI

8.04····

Percent . .lea in SP'. elderly clientele 151

8.11····

Frequency of SP'. contact with __ OC ITI

9.08····

Physical capability of SP'. OCe for self-care IG31

7.5]····

Recognition of OC by SP IHiOI

14.88····

1<2,11,9,12,1,4,5,13,6,1,10
2,l1,9,12,lc:l1,6,7,10
4~6,7,10
S~lO
1 .. 8
2,11,9,12,1,4,5>8,1
11-8,1,2,11,9,12,1
6,7>8,1,2,11,9,12,1,4
10"8,1,2,11,9,12,1,4,5

7,10,1]<)
»12,11,6,8,7,10,1]

9<1,4,2,1,5,13,8,12,11,10,1,6
1<12,11,10,1,6
1,4,2,3,5,11,lj.l>9
12,11,10,1>9,1
6 . . 9,1,4,2
7<1,1),8,10,9,11,1,12
) ,11 .. 7
8,10,9,11>7,6

4,2<6

6<8,10,9,11,1,12
5,2<1,12
4,1,13,8<12
1 .. 7,6,5,2
12:.1,6,5,2,4,1,11,8

2,9# 11,8,4,6, 12,7,5,10,11
],1..:8,4,6,12,1,5,10,1]
111',l,9
8,4,6,12,7,5>2,9,1,1
10,13 .. 2,9,1,1,11

11"10,11

9,1,4,2,3,5,13,8,12,11, 10,7,6
7,6,5,2,4,3,13,8,10.9,11,1,12
2 ,9,l ,1,11,8,4,6, 12,7,5,10,1]

___________________OO
__n_t~inued.

~

W

TABLE XL

CONTINUED

Note. Significance tests are between the mean scores reported in Table XXXIX. Service provider types are indicated by number as
follows; (1) hospital MOs, (2) hospital RNs, (3) hospital aides, (4) in-home nursing RNs, (5) in-home nursing aides, (6) nursing home RNs,
(7) nursing home aides, (8) mental health practitioners, (9) income personnel, (10) nutrition personnel, (11) transportation personnel,
(12) housing personnel, and (13) intflraction personnel. "sp" refers to "service provider." "oc" refers to "older client."
aFollowing a significant overall F, significant pairwise mean differences were determined using the Student-Neuman-Keuls Procedure to
examine differences between all possible pairs of means (p< .05).
~he means are ordered, left to right, from low to high.
****1!,< .0001

N
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~
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is also to such differences, which can restrict the range of a
characteristic differentially within types and can confoum the
influence of type am characteristic across types, that we can look for
the source of sane confusion in interpreting relationships between an
imividual level anteoedent variable am stbsequent servia! providers I
attitudes and behaviors.
Erx:ounter SfIDPle

With resJ;ect to the Encounter Sanple, servia! provider types were
again foond to differ significantly fran each other in their antecedent
variables-even though in this sample the nurrber of servia! provider
types has been reduced fran 13 to 3, the nunber of servia! providers
within each type is smaller, and the sampling of slbjects was not
random. As can be seen in Table XLI, 7 of IS characteristics differed
significantly by service provider type. Tb:!se significant differences
suwort the finding resulting fran the Survey Sample that service
provider types do not apJ;ear to be OOmogeneous in regard to the
characteristics of service providers and their older clients.
RELATIONSHIP OF CHARACl'ERISTICS WI'lH ATl'I'IUDES

Attitude scales utilized in this exanination inclooe, for both the
Survey and Encounter Sanples: (a) overall contentment cognitions
regarding older clients I prinarily interpersonal qualities (ATl'1 and
Nrl'IS), (b) cognitions of older clients as physically aging (ATrl0 and
Nrl'lOS), and (c) affect toward older clients (A'l'l'20 and ATT20S). A
number of other attitude scales were also utilized for the Survey
Sanple, but were lDlavailable for the Encounter Sanple. Tb:!y are: (a)

TABLE XLI
MEAN INDIVIDUAL-LEVEL ANTECEDENT SCORES AND SIGNIFICANCE TESTS FOR THREE
DIFFERENT SERVICE PROVIDER TYPES: ENCOUNTER SAMPLE
IlEANS (AND STANOAIID DEVIATIONS) FOR EACH SERVICE PROVIOEII TYPE
In-liome NursilllJ
~_
Jnt"ractian
RNs

(n
Antecedent

Varia!>~_~~

14-16)
~ 4 __ _
a

Ai"des

_J_

Personnel

(n • 11-16)
(n • 16-19)
~~ _ _
5__~~___ ~ _P

OVt!cdll ••

frOli ANOVA
df-,,_2, ~1-4IL _

SiqniCicant
Pdicwi~f!

Hean

~!.1rrrtmccsa

Order
of

Meansb

PERSONAL OIARACTERJSTJCS OF SERVICE
PROVIDERS
SP'. age (Ill)
SP's sex (112)
sp's educational level (M3)

37.25 (12.04)
c
B.ll ( .60)

10.67 (9.14)
c
6.BO (1.611

46.B9 (16.25)
c
7.05 ( 2.12)

6.56"
c
4.02·

39.69 ( 4.47)

37.06 (4.011

14.32 ( 9.20)

2.93

d

d

5,4< Il
c
5,13<4

5,4,13
c
5,ll,4

JOB-RELATED OIARACTERJSTICS OF SERVICE

PROVIDERS
l/uaber af houra workl!Cl by SP per
week at this jab (M)
SP' 5 work statu.: volunteer or
paid (N)
lfullber of year. SP h. . workI!CI
at agency (0)

d

d

5.71 ( 6.23)

1.64 (2.1!))

1.lB

.96)

3.94

1.75
4,50

1.24)
1.95)

4.75 ( .5B)
7.44 (B.78)

2.3B

.96)

2.Bl (l.22)

1.79

.64)

5.94 ( .57)

5.61

2.B3 ( 2.24)

4.60·

13,5,4
d
5,13<4

d
5,ll,4

OIARAC'l'ERJSTICS OF INTERACTIONS
MInt CLIENTS
Percent of SP's work day spent
with client. (P)
Percent elderly in SP'. clientele (11)
INIIber of oc. served by SP
per day (R)
Percent _lea in SP'. elderly
clientele (5)
Frequency of SP·. conuct with
saae OC (T)
PhYlIical capabUity of SP' e DCa for
aelf-care (G3)
RecOC]ni tian of OC by
SP IH10)
OC' B age (OCIIGE)
OC'. aex; o • Malel 1 • fe_Ie (OCSEX)
Al)e di fference batvaen SP and OC
(ACEDFF)
Sex difference betvaen f_le SP and
her oc: o - aa.e .ex, 1 - opposite
aex (FSXDFP)
Lenqth af tiJle SP hu worked with OC
(TIllE)
BP'. service type: 0 • in-hoae nursing,
1 • interaction (TYPE)
Prafe •• i0l\41 level within in-...... nursing
personnel: 1 • aide; 2 • I<N (~km')

5.51
e

.611)

.77)

3.47

8.99"·
1.B2

4<5,13

4,5,13
",5,11

.B6)

4.50·

13<5

13,4,5

.50)

2.25

4.84 ( .50)
11.53 (14.90)

e

e

e

.B7)

6.88 ( .34)

6.B9)
72.5B
.5B ( .31)
35.]) (11.65)

76.46 (4.97)
.56 ( .18)
45.80 (9.14)

.38

.28)

• 36 ( .37)

.26

.29)

.52

.53)

.72 ( .95)

1.84

1.57)

6.31

6.56

4,13,5

2.24

.8&)

76.15 ( 6.511
.73 ( .29)
29.25 (14.92)

4,13,5
e

e

2.14

4,13,5

1.97
I.J6
7.51"

4,ll,5
5 .... 13
ll,4,5

13,4<5

11,5, •

.63

6.92··

4,5<1l

4,5.11

f

f

f

f

Continued

N

'"

0'\

TABLE XLI

CONTINUED

~.

"SP" refers to "service provider."

"OC" refers to "older client."

aFollowing a significant overall F, significant pairwise mean differences were determined using the Student-Neuman-Keuls
Procedure to examine differences between all possible pairs of means (p~.OS).
~e means are ordered, left to right, from low to high.

cThe number of male service providers in the Encounter sample was too small to justify analysis.
dThe Encounter Sample contained no volunteer employees.
eThis variable was judged to be irrelevant for the Encounter Sample analysis.
fThis analysis would be impossible because the three service provider types define the antecedent variable.
*p<.OS

**p<.Ol

***p<.OOl
N
0'1
-...J
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preferences to appcoach older clients

~4),

(b) overall contentment

cognitions regarding the job situation (ATl'lU, CI'ld (c) affect toward
the job

(ATl'23).

Correlations between the antecedent characteristics and

attitude scores were calculated both for the samples as wholes and
separately for each servia! provider type withjn a sample-i.e.,
"within-types correlations."
Survey Sanple

tial Sanple. First, in seeking neaningful associations between
individual level antecedent variables and attitudes, the correlations
between the antecedent variables and six key attitude scales were
examined for the Survey Sanple as a whole (see Table XLII). Of the
Survey Semple's 13 antecedent variables, 6 are significantly correlated
with at least one of the six attitude neasures with correlation
coefficients that equal or exceed 1: = .22. Tmse six are: servia!
provider's age, service provider's educational level, servia! provider's
work status (i.e., volunteer or p;!id), pera!ntage elderly in servia!
provider's clientele, frequency of servia! provider'S contact with same
older client, and extent to which servia! provider recognizes individual
older clients. Of the renaining seven antecedent variables, two did not
correlate significantly with any of the six attitude neasures, and five
had Significant correlations that failed to equal 1: = .22. In all, 16 of
the 78 conbinations of antecedent variables and attitude neasures were

found to be significantly and neaningfully correlated for the Survey
Sanple as a woole.
Seryice Provider

~s.

For confirnation and amplification of

these findings, the within-types correlations between the 13 antecedent

TABLE XLII
WHOLE-SAMPLE CORRELATIONS BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL-LEVEL ANTECEDENT
VARIABLES AND ATTITUDE SCALES: SURVEY SAMPLE
Attitude Scales
Overall
Contentment
Coqnitions
Re DCs
Antecedent

Vari~le-,,--- _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_

Cognitions
Of DCs As
Physically
Aginq
J!<~) __ ~ (ATT10)

Affect
Toward

Preferences
To Approach

~::.r201

DC~ATT241

Overall
Contentment
Cognitions Re
Job Situation
IATTll I

Affect
Toward
Job
IATT23 I

.35·" (384)
(394)
.11·
(387)
-.12·

.32·" (412)
(424)
-.02
(414)
-.08

PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SERVICE PKlVIDERS
SP' sage (111)
SP's sex: 1. female I 2 • male (112)
SP' s educational level (113)

.29"· (403)
(414)
.02
-.13·· (405)

-.04
-.15"
-.02

(405)
(417)
(407)

.20"· (413)
(425)
-.08
-.21··· (415)

-.17·" (408)

-.04

(411)

-.15"

(418)

-.13**

(418)

.18·" (408)
(404)
.01

-.04
-.OJ

(411)
(406)

.13"
.05

(419)
(414)

.07
.03

(419)
(414)

.04
.11·
.04
.03
.12·
-.16"

(410)
(414)
(l81)
(408)
(404)
(406)

.05
.26"·
.10·
-.10·
.21···
-.06

(418)
(422)
(388)
(416)
(412)
(414)

(419)
.05
.26··· (422)
(J88)
.11·
-.14** (416)
.22·" (412)
(413)
-.03

.02

(413)

.26"· (419)

.27·" (420)

.23**· (413)
(425)
-.12·
-.24"· (415)

JOB-RELATED OIARACTERISTICS OF SERVICE PROVIDERS
Nullber of
at this
SP' s work
Number of

hours worked by SP per week
job (H)
status: 1 • paid; 2 • volunteer (N)
years SP has worked at agency (0)

-.13·

(388)

.29"· (388)
(385)
.01

-.14"

(417)

.23·** (418)
(413)
.02

OIARACTERISTICS OF INTERACTlaiS WIm CLIENTS
Percent of SP' s work day spent with clients (p)
Percent elderly in SP's clientele (Q)
Nt3Iber of DCs served by SP per day (R)
Percent _les in SP' s elderly clientele (5)
Frequency of SP' s contact with s ....e DC (T)
Physical capability of SP' s 0Cs for self-care

.01
.22"·
.09
-.19·"

.11·
.06

(407)
(411)
(378)
(405)
(402)
(404)

.06
.05
-.02
-.20···
.11·
-.02

(390)
(391)
(361)
(386)
(J82)
(J87)

.OJ
.06
.07
-.13"
.22"·
-.00

(417)
(421)
(387)
(US)
(411)
(412)

(Cl)

Recognition of DC by SP (H1O)

.24*"· (411)

.18"· (389)

.17·" (418)

Note. For aU attitude scales except ATT10, higher sc,'res represented greater positiveness. For ATTI0, higher scores represented greater negativeOeSs. sample sizes are shown within parentheses following th .. correlation coefficients. "SP" refers to "service provider." ·OC" refers to

·older client."
·p~.OS

"p~.Ol

"·p~.OOl

two-tailed tests of statistical significance.

I\J

m

1.0
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variables and the same six attitude rreasures were exanined. To simplify
coJIllUlication of the fimings, a single sunlliuy table (Table XLIII> is
,presented for the within-types correlations rather than the UI1:ierlying
13 tables of correlation coefficients, each containing same 78
correlations. The decision rule I used here is that significant or
near-significant correlations of a consistent direction must occur on at
least 23% (i.e., usually 3) of the 13 servia! provider tYJ;es per
corrbination of antecedent variable and attitude scale in order for that
association to be considered rreaningful. W, additional significant
correlations of an inconsistent direction may not exceed 25% of the
total ru.utber of significant correlations for such a combination. These
decision rules are IOOdified in cases where, because the nuni:>er of types
is fewer, it is possible for a single correlation to exceed 23% of the
total (e.g., where there are only three types). In such cases, at least
two significant or near-significant correlations per combination are
required in order to be considered rreaningful.
Of the six characteristics found above to be correlated with
attitude measures for the Survey Sanple as a whole, ally one (pera!ntage
elderly in service provider's clientele) fails to also be correlated in
the within-types correlations. As will be ranembered, for the Survey
Sanple as a woole, the greater the pera!ntage elderly in the servia!
provider's clientele, then also the IOOre positively the servia! provider
reported viewing older clients and the rore he/she reported liking and
preferring to appcoach older clients. That this relationship does not
emerge in the within-types correlations may reflect the extent to which
differences in percentage elderly in service provider's clientele are

TABLE XLIII
SUMMARY OF WITHIN-TYPES CORRELATIONS BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL-LEVEL
ANTECEDENT VARIABLES AND ATTITUDE SCALES: SURVEY SAMPLE
Attjtud~

OVerall

Coqnit ions

ContentlM"nt

Clf OCn As
Physically
I\qing
_111'1"1'10) -

COgnitions
lie OCs
--

Antecedent Variables

II\TT~

_

Sr.'ales

OV(!rall

IIffect
Toward
OCs
_JIITT20)

Preferences

To Approach

OCs
IATT24)

Contt>ntNnt

CIogni tions lie
Job Situation
(ATT11)

IIffect
Toward
Job
-'ATT2l)

PERSONAL OIARIICTERISTICS OF SERVICE PROVIDERS
SP'. age IWlI
SP's sex: 1 - fetlllle, 2 - ... le 11I2)a
SP's educational level I1I1)b

lO.B'P,7.1\N
16.1\N
B.HP

IS.UP
16.1\P
B.HP, B.HN

lB.S'P
16.7'P, 16.1\N
c

7.1\P
ll.HN
c

lB.S'P
16.7'P, 16.1\N
2S.o'N, B.HP

Sl.B'P
16.1\N
l6.1\N

JOB-RELATED OIARIICTERISTICS OF SERVI!Z PROVIDERS
_ r of hours vorked by SP per .... k at
this job IN)
1 • paid, 2 • volunteer
IN)d
_ r of yeau SP has worked at agency 1O)

c

Spes vol'k atatuBa

c

c
lS.UP

c

ll.l'pe

c

lS.UP

c

lo.B'N

c

]].J\~

loo.otP

66.1,p
c

7.1\N

l5.UP

OIARIICTERISTICS OF INTERACTIONS 111111 CLIENTS
Percent of SP'. vork day spent .. ith clients IP)
Percent elderly .tn SP' s clientele (0)

_ r of IlCII •• rved by SP per cUy IR)
Percent _les in Sp's elderly clientele IS)
Frequency of SP's cont.ct .. ith _ _ OC IT)
Physical capability of SP's IlCII for s.lfcare IG])
RecOlJni tion of DC by SP IHIO)

21.1\N
lo.B'N. 7. 1\P
7.7\P
IS.Up

7.1\N
7.1\p, 7.1\N
c
lS.UP

7.7\p
7.1\P
7.1\N
lo.B'P
7.1\p

7.1\P
7.7'P
7.1\P.7.7\N
7.1\N
2l.1\P
7.7,P

lS.UP
7."P.
lB.S'N
lS.4\N
7.1\P
2l.1\N

2l.1\P

IS.UN,7.7\P

2l.1\P

lB.S'P

IS.UP

7.7\P. 7.1\N
7.7.p

15.4'N

7.1\11

IS.4\P
7.1\N
7.7\N
lS.4\N
2l.1\P,7.7'N
7.7\P
7.7\P

·Note. This table present. tha percentage of correlations ..hich are significant Ipc .05) or near-significant Ipc .10) tn two-tailed tests of statisticaIBrgnificance for the 13 service provider types in the Survey S_ple for the 13 x 6 coabinations of antecedent variables and attitude scalea •
• p. refers to • positive relationship, -N- refers to • negative relationship. For all attitude scalea except AT'I'IO, higher &Cor•• represented
greater p3s1tiveness. For AT'TIO, higher scores represented greater neqativenes9. COrrelation size. ranqed Ire. r • • 26 to r • • 46 for the near.ignificant correlation. and frca r ... 29 to r - .70 for the significant correlations.. -SP- refer. to -aervice provider .. -ex:- refera to ·older
client ••
aOf the 13 service provider types • • bc had enough providers of both sexes to pe . . it .... analysis. These type. are: Hospital aides 121 feaalea.
7 ... lea). _ntal health practitioners 121 f .... les. 26 ... lea). inc..... personnei III fe ... lea. 12 _les) , nutrition personnel III f_lea. 9 . . lea).
housing peraonnel III f_lea, 11 ... lea). and interaction personnel In f"",ales. 13 ... les).
bOne of the 13 .eIVice provider types. hospital lIDs, is excluded frc. this analysis because all HDs have the II4IMI edUcational level .core.
cHone of the correlation. were significant or near-significant.
donly three of the 13 aervice provider types contain both paid and volunteer e.ployees.. They are: inco.e personnel (5 volunteers, 38 pAid),
nutrition personnel (23 volunteers, 19 paid), and interaction personnel no volunteers, 34 paid. 2 ·unknown-).
~ls

correlation Is only one out of three, and thus Js not considered sufficient to indicate a _enlngful association.

'"
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more a difference between, rather than within, service provider types.
For example, service providers in nursing homes tend to have a uniformly
high percentage elderly in their clientele, while nental health
practitioners tend to have a uniformly low percentage.
Of the 16 conbinations of antecedent variables and attitude
measures found to be meaningfully correlated for the Survey Scrnple as a
woole (excluding, however, the three combinations with percentage
elderly>, all but two were also fOUJ'Xl to be neaningfully correlated in
the within-types correlations. As exceptions, service provider's age and
educational level, which were fOUJ'Xl to be correlated with the scale
measuring preferences to approach older clients for the Survey Scrnple as
a whole, were not found to be correlated within types. These differing
correlations perhaps also reflect differences between service provider
types that are related to attitude scores.
In addition to generally supporting the findings of the
correlations for the sample as a whole, the within-types correlations
suggest that another five antecedent variables are also neaningfully
associated with service providers' attitude scores. Ttey are: service
provider's sex, nwrber of oours worked by service provider per week at
this job, nunber of older clients served by service provider per day,
percentage males in service provider's elderly clientele, and physical
capability of service provider's older clients for self-care (as shown
in Table XLIII).
Synmar:y. Tie correlations of antecedent variables with attitude

scales, as shown in Tables XLII and XLIII, were weak as well as
inconsistent across service provider types and across attitude scales.
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OUt

of 13 service provider types, the nunber of types for which an

antecedent variable was correlated with an attitude scale never exceeded
7. OUt of 13 antecedent variables, the nUIrber correlated with anyone of
the six attitude scales ranged from 0 (ATT10) to 5 (ATT14) for the
total-sample correlations (with a nean of only 2.7) and from 0 CATT10>
to 6 (ATT11) for the within-types correlations (with an average of only
3.5). And, for the total sample, a correlation between antecedent
variable and attitude scale never exceeded .35.
In sum, the above analysis, which takes into consideration both
the correlations for the Survey Sample as a whole and the within-types
correlations, suggests that when an association between 13 individual
level antecedent variables and six attitude neasures occurs, the
direction is as follows.

~,

older servia! providers tended to report:

(a) more positive cognitions of older clients' primarily interpersonal
qualities, (b) greater liking of older clients, (c) greater preferences
to approach older clients, (d) more positive cognitions of the job
situation, and (e) greater liking of the job. Two, male servia!
providers tended to report lesser preferences to approach older clients.
Three, more educated servia! providers tended to report: (a) lesser
preferences to approach older clients, and (b) less positive cognitions
of the job situation. Four, servia! providers who work greater numbers
of hours per week at the surveyed job tended to report less positive
cognitions of the job situation (but note, this finding

disap~ars

as a

result of an examination of the effect of the presence of volunteer
employees in the sample, discussed in the next };aragraph). Five,
volunteer (in contrast to };aid) employees tended to report: (a) more
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positive cognitions of the job situation, and (b) greater liking of the
job. Six, the nunber of years a serviCE provider has worked at an agency
did not correlate significantly with any of six attitude measures.
SeVEn,

the percentage of a serviCE provider' s work day that is

s~nt

with clients did not correlate significantly with any of six attitude
measures. Eight, service provider types which have a greater

~rCEntage

elderly in their clientele temed to report: (a) more positive
cognitions of older clients' interpersonal qualities, (b) greater liking
of older clients, and (c) greater preferences to approach older clients.
Nine, service providers who serve a greater number of older clients per
day tended to rep:>rt: (a) less positive cognitions of older clients'
inter~rsonal

qualities, and Cb) less positive cognitions of the job

situation. Ten, service providers who have a greater
in their elderly clientele temed to

r~rt

~rcentage

of nales

less positive cognitions of

older clients' primarily interpersonal qualities. Eleven, service
providers who are in more frequent contact with the same older client
tended to rep:>rt: Ca) greater liking of older clients, Cb) greater
preferences to

a~oach

older clients, and Cc) greater liking of the

job. Twelve, service providers who have an elderly clientele more
physically capable of self-care temed to report less positive
cognitions of the job situation. Thirteen, service providers who are
more likely to recognize their individual older clients temed to
rep:>rt: Ca) more positive cognitions of older clients' primarily
interp:!rsonal qualities, (b) greater liking of older clients, and (c)
greater preferences to appcoach older clients. Of the six attitude
measures, then, only one, cognitions of older clients as physically
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aging (A'l'l'lO), failed to be associated with any of the 13 antecedent
variables.
The presence of volunteer employees in the Survey sample raises

questions about two of the above associations of characteristics with
cognitions of the jcb situation <ATrll). That is, it may be that the
associations with service provider's age

am

nUIrber of hours worked by

service provider per week are a function of volunteer status rather than
of age or number of hours worked. These associations become questionable
because of the intercorrelation of volunteer status with age (mean age
was 68.9 for volunteers versus 43.6 for the total sample), and with
nurrber of hours worked per week (mean nUIrber of hours worked per week is
9.4 for volunteers versus 34.9 for the total sample), and because the
volunteers tended to have IOOre positive cognition scores regarding the
job situation than did paid employees.
To investigate this problem of

inte~retation,

age and number of

hours worked were correlated with the cognitions of job situation scale,
controlling for volunteer status. wren the presence of volunteer
employees in the Survey Sanple is thus taken into consideration, the
negative relationship between cognitions of job situation arXl nUIrber of
hours worked by service provider per week is non-significant
.02, R

= .33),

(L

[369]

=

and therefore it was not included in the overview of

findings for this chapter. However, the positive relationship between
cognitions of job situation and service provider's age, although
diminismd from

L

= .35 (see Table XLII) to L = .27

en = 369,

R <.001),

does not disappear when the presence of volunteers is examined (and
therefore is included in the overview of findings).
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Encounter SiJDPle
~

Sanple. For the Encounter sanple as a whole, mly 1 out of

the 33 correlations was foun:] to be significant or near-significant (see
Table XLIV). That significant correlation is between age of older client
and the service provider'S cognition score concerning the older client's
physical aging characteristics. SlI:h a relationship is, of course, to be_
e~cted.

Thus, although useful for validating the cognition scale, the

correlation conveys no slbstantively useful information.
Service Provider

~s.

Likewise, except for

thr~

"scale

validating" correlation between client age and cognitions of older
clients as physically aging, no llEaningful associations between the
antecedent variables and attitude measures were identified in the
within-types correlations for the ED:ounter Semple (see SlUIlllary in Table
XLV) •

Surnnaz:y. In sum, a service provider's average attitude score

toward three specific older clients was not foun::1 to be meaningfully
correlated with any of 11 iOOividual level antecedent variables fran
either the persr::ecti ve of the total sample or the service provider
types. These findings with restect to the ED:ounter Semple differ fran
the findings of the Survey Semple, where sane e'lidence for meaningful
associations between individual level antecedent variables and attitude
measures was famd. Why this is so is yet to be determined. However, it
will be remembered that the Survey Semple, which is composed of 428
subjects woo were randomly selected, was surveyed with respect to
general attitudes toward older clients (i.e., with restect to older
clients-in-general). By contrast, the Encounter Semple, which is
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TABLE XLIV
WHOLE-SAMPLE CORRELATIONS BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL-LEVEL ANTECEDENT
VARIABLES AND ATTITUDE SCALES: ENCOUNTER SAMPLE

OVerall
Olntentment
Coqnitions
Ra OCS
(A'1"1'lS)

Antecedent Variables
PERSCliAL ClAMC'1'ERISTICS

SP' s age

OF SERVICE PROVIDERS

(Ml)

(49)

(50)

(50)

.06

.12

(49)

Sp's educational level (W3)

Affect
Toward
OCs
(AT'1'20S)

.00

a

SP's sex (W2)

Attitude Seales
Coqnitions
Of OCs As
Physically
lq in9
IA'1"1'LOS)

-.04

a

(50)

.04

a
(50)

-.14

JOB-RELATED ClAMC'1'ERISTICS OF SERVICE PROVIDERS

Numbers of hours worked by SP per week at this
job (M)
SP's work status.

volunteer or paid

b

(N)

(50)
(0)

Number of years SP has worked at a9Ancy

(50)

-.02

(51)

-.06
b

(51)

(51)

-.10
b

(51)

-.06

-.07

.04

Percent of SP's work day spent with clients (P)

c

c

e

Percent elderly in SP's clientele

c

c

e

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

e

c

c

c

ClARACTERISTICS

OF INTERACTIONS WI'nI CLIENTS

(Q)

Number of OCS served by SP per day (R)
(5)

Percent males in Sp's elderly elientele
Frequency of SP's contact with same OC

(T)

Physical capability of SP's 0Cs for self-eare (G3)

c

RecO<]llition of OC by SP (H10)

(50)

OC's age

-.16

(OCAGE)

(SO)

OC's .ex.

O. malel

1 •

female

(OCSEX)

Aqe difference between SP and OC (AGEDFF)
Sex difference between female SP and her OC.
o • same seXI 1 • opposite sex (FSXOFF)
Len!J1:h of tilDe SP has worked with OC (TIME)
SP's service type. O. in-home nursin91
1 • interaction (TYPE)
Professional level within in-home nureing personnel.
1 • aidel 2 • AN (PROF)

c
(51)

.39**
(51)

c

(51)

-.08
(51)

-.19

-.09

-.21

-.08

.12

-.17

(49)

(50)

(SO)

(43)

(44)

(44)

.11

.20

.22

(50)

(SO)

-.02

.02

.21

(49)

(SO)
.05
(32)

-.14

(51)

-.03
(32)

-.22

(51)

.18
(32)

-.07

~.
For both A'1"1'lS and AT'1'20S, hi9her seores represented 9reater positiveness. For A'1"1'lOS,
hi9her scor.s repr•• ented greater n89ativen.... Sample sizes are shown within parentheses above
the correlation coefficients. "SP· ref.rs to ·s.rvic. provid.r." ·OC· refer. to ·old.r client.·

~e number of male service providers in the Encounter Sampl. was too small to ju.tify analysis.

brh.

Encount.r Sampl. eonteined no volunt ••r employ•••

cOorrelations would be between characteristics of interaction. with client. in general and
attitud •• toward three specifie old.r elient., and thus would tend to be unint.rpretabl ••
**p~.Ol

two-tailed tests of stati.tieal .ignificane••
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TABLE XLV
SUMMARY OF WITHIN-TYPES CORRELATIONS BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL-LEVEL
ANTECEDENT VARIABLES AND ATTITUDE SCALES: ENCOUNTER SAMPLE

OVerall
Contentment
Coqnition.
RIt 0Cs

(A'1"l'ls)

Antecedent Variables

Attitude Scales
Coqnitions
Of OCs As
Physically
Aqinq
(A'1"l'lOs)

Affect
Toward
0Cs

(A'1"l'20s)

PERSONAL ClAAACTERIsTICS OF SERVICE PR:lVIDERS
sP's age (Wl)

a

33.3'~

a

sP's sex (W2)

c

c

c

33.3'pb

a

a

a

A

A

d

d

A

a

A

percent of sP's work day spent with clients (P)

e

e

e

percent elderly in sP'. clientele (Q)

e

e

e

Number of 0Cs served by sP per day

e

e

e

e

e

e

sP's educational level (W3)
JOB-RELATED CIlARACTERIsTCS OF SERVICE PROVIDERS
NWIIbor of hours worked by sP per week at
this job (M)
sP's work StAtuS:

volunteer or paid

.(N)

Number of years SP hAIl worked at Agency

(0)

CHARACTERISTICS OF INTEAAC'l'IONs WI'1'II CLIENTS

(R)

percent males in SP's elderly clientele

(5)

Frequency of sp's contact with same OC (T)

e

e

e

Physical capability of sP'. 0Cs for self-care (G3)

e

e

e

Recognition of OC by sP (HIO)

e

e

e

OC's age

a

(OCAGE)

a
A

33.nN1'

lIIJe difference between SP and OC (AGEDFF)

a

A

Sex difference between female sP and her OC.
o • s _ sex, 1 • opposite sex (FsXDFF)

a

OC's sex:

0 -

male; 1 • famale (OCSEX)

Length of tise sP haG worked with OC (TIME)

a

a

sP' ••ervice type, O. in-heme nursing,
1 • interaction (TYPE)g

9

9

9

9

9

Profe•• ional level within in-home nursing personnel:
1 • aide, 2 • RN (PROF)

Continued
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TABLE XLV

CONTINUED

Note. This table presents the percentage of correlations which are significant (pc.OS) or
near-significant (pc.10) in two-tailed tests of statistical significance for the three service
provider types in the Encounter Sample for the 11 x 3 combinations of antecedent variables and
attitude scales. "PM refers to a positive relationship; "N" refers to a negative relationship.
For ATT1S and ATT20S, higher scores represented greater positiveness. For ATT1S and ATT20S,
higher scores represented greater positiveness. For AttlOS, higher scores represented greater
negativeness. "SP" refers to "service provider." "OC" refers to "older client."
a None of the three correlations was significant or near significant.
~is correlation is only one out of three, and thus is not considered sufficient to indicate
a meaningful association.

cThe number of male service providers in the Encounter sample was too small to justify analysis.
dThe Encounter Sample contained no volunteer employees.
eCorrelations would be between characteristics of interactions with clients in general and
attitudes toward three specific older clients, and thus would tend to be uninterpretable.
f This correlation represents a validation of the ATT10S scale and not a meaningful association between antecedent variable and attitude.
gThe.e correlations would be impossible because the three service provider types define the
antecedent variable.
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coInp:>sed of 51 subjects woo were not randomly selected, was exanined
with respect to
respect to three

s~cific

attitudes toward older clients (i.e., with

s~cific

individual older clients whom the service

providers had themselves selected to be observed with). Trese
differences in sample size, sampling procedure, and level of attitude
generality may underlie same differences between the two samples in the
relationship between antecedent variables and

r~rted

attitudes. Also,

for the most part, the antecedent variables being correlated with
attitude measures differ for the Survey and Encounter samples. OVerlap
between the two samples occurs on only four of the antecedent variables
(service provider's age, service provider's educational level, nuroer of
hours worked per week by service provider, and nunber of years service
provider has worked at agency). In addition, there are only 3 service
provider types in the Encounter Sanple, while the Survey Sanple contains
10 aciUtional types. Imeed, if the Survey Sanple were to be examined
with respect to just the four overlapping antecedent variables and were
to utilize just the three types which are also inclL¥:led in the Encounter
Sample, the same absence of significant and near-Significant
correlations would be foum that was foum with the Encounter Sample.
Thus, the patterns for the two samples are really not so dissimilar as
they

a~ar

at first glance. Rather, the available evidence is

dissimilar for the two samples.
HYEO'lHESIS TESl'OO

Because of its larger size and random sampling procedures, the
Survey Sanple alane (and not the Encounter Sanple) is utilized in this
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chapter's testing of

~theses.

~thesis ~
servi~

Hypothesis 1 predicted that the IOOre positive a

provider's

attitude is toward an older client (s), then the IOOre likely the

servi~

provider is to approach rather than avoid the· older client (s). This
hypothesis can be partially tested by can};Bring
choose to work with older clients with

providers who

servi~

providers who do not

servi~

choose to work with older clients. In this testing, "choosing" or "not
choosing" to work with older clients will be operationalized by
percentage of elderly in clientele
reported having a high

per~ntage

(Q).

That is,

servi~

providers who

of elderly in their clientele are

viewed as having chosen to work with older clients, while
providers who reported having a low

per~ntage

servi~

of elderly in their

clientele are viewed as having not chosen to work with older clients.
Of course, the percentage of elderly in a
clientele involves many other factors besides

servi~

choi~

provider's

of clientele (such

as the frequency of older persons in the clientele population, and the
extent of other E!I'Iployrrent options available to the
In addition, the percentage of elderly in a

servi~

servi~

provider).

provider's clientele

may itself have a causal influence on the valence of a

servi~

provider's attitudes, as will be discussed with respect to HypotheSis 3
regarding familiarity. Thus, it should be noted that these factors will
be confoonded with
On

choi~

of clientele in this testing of HypotheSis 1.

the basis of Hypothesis 1, it is predicted that

servi~

providers with more positive attitude scores regarding older clients
will have a larger

per~ntage

of elderly in their clientele, while
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service providers with more negative attitude scores will have a smaller
percentage of elderly in their clientele. Thus, it is expected that the
scales operationalizing cognitions of older clients' primarily
interpersonal characteristics (A'rl'U, affect toward older clients
globally (A'rl'20), and behavioral predispositions toward older clients
(~4)

will be positively correlated with percentage elderly in service

provider's clientele (Q), while the scale operationalizing cognitions of
older clients' physical characteristics (ATrl0) will be negatively
correlated with percentage elderly.
As was reported in Tables XLII and XLIII, significant correlations
in the predicted direction occurred for three of the four scales for the
sample as a whole (while none occurred within

t~s).

That is, service

provider types which have a greater percentage of elderly in their
clientele tended to report: more positive interpersonal cognitions of
older clients, greater liking of older clients, and greater preferences
to approach older clients. Thus, this

ch~ter's

testing of the data with

respect to choice of clientele gives same further support to HypotheSis
1, complenenting Chapter Xl's support with respect to choice of
individual clients.
JWlthesis 2.

Hypothesis 2 predicted that different types arXl slb-groups of
service providers will not be uniform in the attitudes they lDld toward
working with older clients. Hypothesis 2 was tested with respect to
types (e.g., nental health practitioners versus nutrition personnel) in
Chapters VIII, IX, and X. This chapter's analysis of the "relationship
of characteristics with attitudes" provided evidence with respect to
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other sub-groupings of service providers. Included in that analysis were
sub-groupings of service providers by three personal characteristics:
age, sex, and educational level.
Because it was desired to exanme the relationship of
characteristics with attitudes not just for the sample as a whole but
also for each service provider type separately, and because the sample
sizes of the types temed to be small, the service providers were not
actually further divided into sub-groups

r~resenting

various levels of

the characteristics but rather were excmined by correlational analysis.
As rep:>rted above (see Tables XLII and XLIII), age, sex, and

educational level of service providers were correlated significantly
with the service providers' attitude scores. Although significant, the
correlations tended to be sanewhat weak and J;artial (i.e., with sane but
not all six attitude scales examined aIXi for sane but not all 13 types).
These correlations are as follows.

Age. Younger and older service providers differed significantly on
five of the six attitude scales. Older service providers terrled to
rep:>rt: more p:>sitive cognitions of older clients' prirrarily
interpersonal qualities, greater liking of older clients, greater
preferences to

ap~oach

older clients, roore positive cognitions of the

job situation, and greater liking of the job •

.sex.

Female and rrale service providers differed significantly on

CIle of the six attitude scales. Male service providers temed to report
lesser preferences to approach older clients.
EdJcational

~.

Less ard roore educated service providers

differed significantly on two of the six attitude scales. More educated
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service providers tended to report: lesser preferences to approach older
clients, and less positive cognitions of the job situation.
S!.lT!IDaQ'.

That these correlations tend to

sample as a whole but also within types

ap~ar

s~gests

not just for the

that the correlations

are not just another manifestation of differences am:mg types. Thus, the
findings give sone support to Hypothesis 2 with

res~ct

to sub-groups.

In aexUtion, that the correlations are not consistent across
provider types gives further support to Hypothesis 2 with

servi~

res~ct

to

types.
~tbesis

.l

Hypothesis 3 predicted that the more familiar

servi~

providers

are with older clients, then the more positive will be their attitudes
toward older clients. Three different operationalizations of familiarity
were included in this chapter's analysis of "relationship of
characteristics with attitudes. n Tmy were:
service provider's clientele

(Q>,

per~ntage

elderly in

servi~

provider's

frequency of

contact with same older client (T), and

servi~

provider's recognition

of individual older clients (HI0). Tm first operationalization pertains
to familiarity with older clients as a class, while the latter two
operationalizations focus on familiarity with older clients at the
individual level.
As was reported in Tables XLII and XLIII, the three

operationalizations of familiarity were significantly correlated in the
predicted direction with

servi~

clients. The fimings regarding

providers' attitude scores toward older
per~ntage

elderly in clientele have

already been described above in the discussion of Hypothesis 1. However,
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that significant correlations occurred only for the total sample and not
within types may suggest that the direction of causal influence is IOOre
from

~sitiveness

to familiarity (as in Hyfothesis

1)

than fran

familiarity to positiveness. With respect to frequency of oontact with
same older client, significant correlations with two of the four older
client attitude scales occurred for both the sample as a whole and
within types. Service providers who reported they are in IOOre frequent
contact with the same older client temed to also report: greater liking
of older clients, and greater preferences to approach older clients.
Across service provider types, however, these correlations were not
tmiformly Significant: they were significant for no IOOre than 4 and 3,
respectively, of the 13 types. With respect to the servioo provider's
recognition of individual older clients, significant correlations with
three of the four older client attitude scales occurred both for the
sample as a whole aJD within types. That is, service providers who
ref:X)rted they would know their elderly clients if they net than on the
street tended to also report: more positive inteIpersonal oognitions of
older clients, greater liking of older clients, and greater preferences
to approach older clients. These correlations were also not uniformly
significant across service provider types: they were significant for no
more than 3, 3, and 5, respectively, of the 13 types. No significant
negative correlations of a neaningful level occurred between the three
operationalizations of familiarity and the attitude scales. Thus, the
findings give partial support to Hyp:>thesis 3 that rore positive
attitudes toward older clients will be held by service pcoviders who are
more familiar with older clients.
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~thesis

J.

Hypothesis 4 predicted that the IOOre similar seIVice providers are
to their older clients, then the IOOre positive will be their attitudes
toward the older clients. Hypothesis 4 was examined with respect to
similarity of attitudes and values in Chapter IX. In this chapter, two
additional aspects of similarity are examined: age similarity and sex
similarity.
As was already reported with respect to sub-groups of service

providers in this chapter's discussion of Hypothesis 2, older service
providers tended to express IOOre positive attitudes toward older clients
than did younger service providers. Specifically, older age was
significantly correlated with nore positive scores on three of the four
older client attitude scales for the sample as a whole and for two of
the four scales within types (although for no IOOre than 5 of the 13
types per scale). However, in addition to considering age as a
sub-grouping characteristic of serviCE providers, age can also be seen
as an aspect of similarity between seIVice provider and older client.
That is, older service providers are IOOre similar in age with their
older clients than are younger service providers. The correlation
between greater age and IOOre positive attitude scores toward older
clients, then, may be a function of age similarity as well as of age
level. Thus, although the extent to which age similarity is the
determining factor is not examined here, the tentative findings with
respect to age similarity give partial support to HypotheSis 4.
In order to examine the relationship between sex similarity and
attitudes toward older clients, two sets of oorrelations were perforned
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that were not included in Tables XLII and XLIII. That is, rather than
just correlating percentage males in service provider's elderly
clientele (S) with attitude scores for both sexes of service providers
together, as was done in Table XLII, the percentage males was al so
correlated with attitude scores for each sex separately. Because of a
scarcity of males in the sample, these correlations were calculated only
for the sample as a whole (and not also within types).
Aa:ording to the similarity h.Y1;x>thesis, it is expected that a
greater percentage of males in clientele would be negatively associated
with attitudes toward older clients for female service providers and
p:>sitively associated for male service providers. Tie results of the
correlations are shown in Table XLVI. As can be seen, the results are
not what was predicted. AltbJugh for female service providers,
percentage males in clientele is significantly negatively correlated
with two of the four attitude scales in the predicted direction, the
correlations are so small as to be of questionable neaningfulness. For
male service providers, percentage males in clientele is significantly
correlated with one of the four attitude scales. This significant
correlation is opp:>site the predicted direction. That is, male service
providers who rep:>rted having a larger prop:>rtion of males in their
older clientele tended to also report rore negative cognitions of their
older clients. Thus, the similarity h.Y1;x>thesis with respect to sex
s:imilarity between service provider and older client is not supported by
these correlations.
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TABLE XLVI
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN PERCENTAGE MALES IN ELDERLY CLIENTELE AND
ATTITUDE SCALES, FOR FEMALE AND MALE
SERVICE PROVIDERS SEPARATELY

Service Providers

OVerall
Contentment
Cognitions
re OCs
(ATT1)
(271)

Female

-.16**

Male

(134)
-.24**

Attitude Scores
Cognitions
Affect Preferences
of OCs as
Physically Toward to Approach
Aging
OCs
OCs
(ATT20)
(ATT24)
(ATT1O)
(274)
.04
(134)
.00

-.09

(281)

(282)
-.13*

(135)
-.11

(134)
-.15

Note. For all attitude scales except ATT10, higher scores
represented greater positiveness. For ATT10, higher scores represented greater negativeness. Sample sizes are shown within parentheses above the correlation coefficients. "Sp" refers to "service
providers." "OC" refers to "older clients." Data are from the
Survey Sample (n=428).
*p<.05
significance.

**p<.Ol

***p<.OOl

two-tailed tests of statistical

CHAPl'ER XIII
SJMl'oV\RY OF RESUL'lB

The results of this research project address the project's three
objectives.

These three objectives are: Ca) developing a basis for the

assessrrent of

servi~

providers' attitudes toward working with older

clients, (b) describing

servi~

providers' attitudes toward working with

older clients, and (c) testing sane hypotheses corx:eming service
providers' attitudes toward working with older clients.
BASIS FOR M3SES91EN!'

This first objective has both a conceptual and a netOOdological
conq;:onent. As will be seen, the two components are complementary and
inextricably intertwined.
Conceptual Basis
Analytical

~.

The conceptual

as~ct

was initially addressed by

the adoption of basic constructs from the attitudes research area of
social psychology and the fine-tuning of those constructs to the study
of service providers' attitudes toward working with older clients. The
project's suggested conceptual framework was summarized diagrammatically
in Figure 1. In this corx:eptualization, a service provider's attitude is
viewed as an intervening variable between the stimulus of an older
client encountered within a job context and the service provider's
subsequent behavioral response to that older client in that job setting.
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In its behavioral expression, such an attitude is seen to have
consequences of a potentially {X)sitive or negative nature for the older
client. However, a behavioral response toward working with older clients
is not viewed as being solely determined by attitudes but rather as
being a function of both attitudes and a variety of other influences
(known as "other" variables). Rules and regulations which prescribe how
a service provider is to serve an older client wwld be an example of
these "other" variables.
Prior learning eX{:eriences, with their associated pattems of
reinforcements, are seen in this conceptualization to be the cause of
attitudes. Thus, differences in attitudes are hypotheSized to be the
result of different leaming experiences. Certain characteristics of
service providers-for example, sex or age cohort-which are irrplicated
in the service providers' eX{:eriential leaming histories are included
in this conceptualization as "correlates" of attitudes. Such

characteristics, although not thensel ves considered to be the causes of
attitudes, are correlated with the causes (i.e., with the leaming
e~riences)

and thus, to sane extent, represent those causes.

In this conceptualization, attitudes are viewed as having three
coIll};X)nents: cognition (e.g., beliefs, knowledge, or stereotypes), affect
<i.e., feeling), and behavioral predispositions. These three attitudinal
coIll};X)nents exist aloog valence continua ranging fran negative through
neutral to positive. Each component is conceptualized as being
potentially free to vary in valence inde{:eooently of the other two
com{X)nents.
The attitudinal target of interest to this project is the
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phenomenon of working with older clients. For analytical purposes, this
target has been sub-divided into three p:lrts: the older client(s), the
surrounding job situation, and all other relevant referents. Each of
these three is conceptualized as potentially being the focus of all
three attitudinal cxmtponents. And, each of these three targets is
conceptualized as having the potential to influence a service provider's
behavioral response toward working with older clients.
Dingnsions Suggested bl! Data. The project's analytical nodel
serves as a skeleton onto which specific dimensions may be added through
research. Sate speCific dimensions of cognition to add to this skeleton
are suggested by the project's activities in developing questionnaires
and constructing scales (described below). These dimensions of cognition
concern two targets: older clients and the job situation. Suggested as
relevant to service providers' cognitions of their older clients is the
extent to which the older clients are: appreciative, pleasant, socially
contributing, hostile, rejecting, in adversary relations, and physically
aging. Suggested as relevant to service providers' cognitions of their
job situations is the extent to which the job is characterized by:
agency quality, pay adequacy, particip:ltion opportunities,
disagreements, staff as obstacles, and rules as obstacles. These
dtmensions of cognition represent an initial operationalization of the
analytical distinction between positive and negative aspects of
evaluation of working with older clients.
Methodological Basis

With respect to the netOOdological component of the project's
first objective, two questionnaires have been devised and implemented,
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and a nunber of scales have been oonstructed fran the questiorma i res ,
items.
Initially, guided by the project's analytical IIOdel, an o{:en-ended
interview scll:dule was develo{:ed for the purpose of identifying the
dimensions of

servi~

providers' attitudes and behaviors toward working

with older clients. Til: interview schedule was then adnUnistered to a
snaIl sample of

servi~

providers (n

= 22).

Next, the dinensions

identified by these interviews were utilized to build a closed-ended
survey questionnaire, called the "Attitudes Toward Older
Clients-in-General Questionnaire" (or, "General OC Questionnaire," for
short). A second questionnaire, called the "Attitudes Toward Spacific
Older Clients Questionnaire" (or, "Specific OC Questionnaire"), was
later develcped as a IOOdification of the General OC Questionnaire. Til:
project's two questionnaires differ in their level of specificity: the
General OC Questionnaire is designed to neasure attitudes toward older
clients-in-general (i.e., on the average or as a class); the Specific OC
Questionnaire is designed to neasure attitudes toward a specific older
client.
General

.a: Ouestionnaire.

Til: General OC Questionnaire contains

125 attitude items. Of the 125 itans, 99 (or nearly 80%) were a direct
result of the interviews. That is, these 99 itens were anpirically
generated as relevant to the assessrent of

se[\ri~

providers' attitudes

toward working with older clients.
After a field pretest (n

= 89),

the General OC Questionnaire was

subjected to large-sample field administration en

= 428).

Utilizing

these data, scale oonstruction activities, again guided by the
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analytical model, were initiated with respect to 98 of the 125 attitude
items. T\'lEnty-foor scales have been constructed fran these 98 items (of
which all but 16 of the items were empirically generated).
Two different attitudinal targets are focused on by the scales.

One set of 14 scales pertains to older clients. Of these 14 scales, 10

operationalize cognition, 3 operationalize affect, and 1 operationalizes
behavioral predispositions. The seven dimensions of cognitions
concerning older clients mentioned earlier in this chapter as
"dimensions suggested by data", i.e., "awreciative" to

n~sically

aging," represent 7 of the 10 cognition scales (the remaining 3 are
comfX)site scales forned by these 7). Of the 34 items composing these
seven cognition scales, all but 4 were empirically generated.
The second set of nine scales pertains to the job situation. All
nine of these job situation scales operationalize cognition. Six of
these nine scales represent the dimensions of cognition conceming job
situation mentioned earlier as "dimensions suggested by data": "agency
quality" to "rules as obstacles" (the remaining three are composite
scales formed by these six). Of the 30 items composing these six scales,
all but 8 were empirically generated. The project's cognition scales
attempt to operationalize differential positive and negative aspects of
evaluation, with respect to both older clients and the job situation.
The project's contentment cognition scales and their component items
were designed to refer to job aspects which,

Ql

a job evaluation

continuum, are more likely to range fran neutral to positive than fran
negative to neutral. The disoontent cognition and the physically aging
cognition scales and their component items were designed to refer to jcb
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aspects which are IOOre likely to range from negative to neutral than
from neutral to positive.
The last of the project's 24 scales pertains to the job as a whole

(that is, to the coIIbined older-client and job-situation aspects of the
job). This final scale operationalizes affect.
Reliability of the scales is estimated to range from .50 to .89.
For all but ATT14, the scales' reliability estimates consist of :internal
consistency coefficients (Cronbach' s alJ;ila).

T~

which contains only two items, was estimated by
prop~cy

reliability of ATT14,
"t1~e ~arman-Brown

formula.

Content validity of the project's scales is a function of the
comp:ment items' primarily empirical generation process and of the
analytical model which umerlies the assigrurent of items to scales. Both
of these factors have already been described in this chapter. The
construct validity of the scales, as estimated by the consistency of
empirical findings with seven predictions made on the basis of the
construct of attitude, has been supported.
Specific QC Questionnaire.

T~

Specific DC Questionnaire contains

a subset of 23 attitude items from the General DC Questionnaire plus one
additional attitude item, for a total of 24 attitude itans.

T~

additional item was included as a check on the service provider's
perception of the older client's age. For use in the Specific DC
Questionnaire, the 23 items fran the General DC Questionnaire were
modified to refer to a specific older client rather than to older
clients-in-general. Of these 23 items, 22 operationalize cognitions and
one operationalizes affect. The attitude target of all 24 items is the
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older client.
The Specific OC Questionnaire was subjected to implementation in
the field by administering it to

following each provider' s

servi~

servi~

providers (n

= 51>

irmediately

encounter with an older client (2 to 3

clients per provider for a total of 147). Utilizing these data, four
scales were constructed from the 22 roodified cognition itans. These four
scales were constructed to parallel scales fran the General CC
Questionnaire. The single affect item also parallels an affect scale
from the General OC Questionnaire.
Scale reliability, as estinated by Cronbach's alJ;ila, ranges fran
.55 to .87. Validity documentation for these scales is not currently
available.
CoJgrability Qf General

.am Sg;cific Measures.

With

res~ct

to

their overlapping 23 items, the General and Specific CC Questionnaires
were found to be somewhat correlated (using data fran the above sample
of 51 service providers). The pattem of correlation, rowever, was weak
in magnitude and inconsistent across items, suggesting that the two
questionnares may be measuring somewhat indepeooent phenanena.
DESCRIPl' ION

The above analytical roodel an::1 measurenent scales served as the
basis for this project's description of the self-reported attitudes of a
sample of urban

servi~

providers to the elderly. This description is

organized by a framework composed of six research questions, each of
which was the focus of a separate results chapter. The fUldings
concerning these research questions, originally presented in an
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"OVerview of Findings" section at the beginning of each of the six
results chapters, are gathered together below. TlEse findings, and their
underlying data, comprise the project's description of seIVice
providers' attitudes toward working with older clients.
Research Question

~

Research Question 1 asks: How poSitive are seIVice providers'
attitudes toward working with older clients? The project's findings are
three-fold.
Finding 1. On the average, the study's seIVice providers reported
holding positive attitudes toward older clients and toward their job
situations. For 27 of the study's 29 attitude scales, the service
providers' scores, on the average, were "Slightly" or "somewhat"
positive, although never "very" p>sitive.

Too

two exceptions to this

finding of positive valence were concerned with the physical aging
characteristics of older clients. That is, the study's service
providers, on the average, reported their older clients to possess
physical aging (i.e., negative) characteristics to a slight extent and
then expressed a slight dislike of those characteristics.
Finding 2.. On the average, the study's seIVice providers reported
different attributes of older clients and of the job situation to
possess different degrees of positiveness. Of six interpersonal
attributes of older clients, "appreciative" received the most positive
mean score and "pleasant" received the least poSitive nean score.
Receiving a more negative mean score than any of the interpersonal
attributes was the phySical status of older clients. "Agency quality" in
providing services to older clients received the most poSitive mean
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score of six attritutes of the job situation, while "IBY adequacy"
received the least positive nean score.
Finding .3.. As individuals, the study I s service providers reported
holding attitudes toward older clients and toward their job situations
that ranged in valence from very negative to very J;X>sitive.
Research Question 1
Research Question 2 asks: Do attitudes toward working with older
clients differ by service provider type? Four findings address this
question.
Finding

~.

Attitude scores conceming working with older clients

were found to be similar but not totally unifoon across service provider
types. Of 13 service provider ty[...es, the nost poSitive and lfOSt negative
scorers on seven key attitude

ne~ures

are as follows. One, nental

health practitioners reported the nost negative cognitions, and
nutrition personnel rep<)rted the nost positive cognitions, regarding
older clients I primarily interpersonal qualities. Two, nursing home RNs
reported the most negative cognitions, and transportation personnel
reported the most positive cognitions, of their job situations. Three,
hospital aides reported older clients as being the nost, and incane
personnel reported older clients as being the least, physically aged.
Four, nental health practitioners reported the least liking, and nursing
h~

aides reported the JlI)st liking, of older clients. Five, oospital

IDs reported the least liking, and nutrition personnel reported the nost
liking, of the physical aging characteristics of older clients. Six,
mental health practitioners reported the least pceferences, and
nutrition personnel reported the greatest preferences, to appcoach older
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clients. And seven, income };e rsonnel reported the least liking, and
nutrition personnel reported the greatest liking, of their jobs.
Finding

.2.. A conq;arison of attitude scores across three different

service provider types in the sane

servi~

service provider type in three different

setting and across the sane

servi~

settings fourXI

considerable similarity and sane variability. The COIn};arisons were made
across: (a) the different
within the same

servi~

servi~

provider tYJ;es of l>DS, RNs, and aides

setting, and (b) RNs as COIn};ared with other RNs,

and aides as compared with other aides, across the three

servi~

settings of hospital, in-home nursing agency, and nursing bJrne. Across
these coItq?arisons, scores were fourXI to be: (a) similar in affect and
behavioral predisposition, and nearly similar in cognitions, regarding
older clients; (b) somewhat variable in cognitions of the job

situation~

and (c) similar in affect toward the job as a whole.
Finding

1. With res};ect to absolute scores,

servi~

provider tYJ;es

varied in the number of attributes of older clients and of the job
situation which they reported to be at "least" and "most" positive
levels. Accordingly, attributes of older clients and the job situation
also varied in the number of

servi~

provider tYJ;es reporting them to be

at least and most positive levels. On a 1 to 7 range (very negative,
somewhat negative, slightly negative, neutral, slightly positive ..
somewhat positive, and very poSitive), those tYJ;es and attril:xltes which
most

and least often scored at a least positive level (i.e., "slightly"

positive or less) or at a most positive level (i.e., "very" positive)
are as follows.
Of the study's 13 service provider types, those types which most
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often reported attributes of older clients to be at a least positive
level were mental health practitioners, hospital ms, and nursing horne
RNs (seven, six, and six, respectively, of seven attribltes). Tie type
reporting the fewest attributes of older clients to be at a least
positive level was nutrition personnel (one of seven attributes). Those
types which most often reported attributes of the job situation to be at
a least positive level were hospital ms and nursing home RNs (five of
six attributes). Least often reporting the attriootes of the job
situation to be at a least positive level were hospital IDs, in-mme
nursing aides, nutrition personnel, and interaction personnel (one of
six attributes). Only four types of service providers reported any of
the attributes of either older clients or the job situation to be at a
most positive level (and then only for 2 of the 13 attributes); these
types were in-home nursing aides, nutrition personnel, transportation
personnel, and interaction personnel.
Of seven attributes of older clients, the characteristics of
physical aging and pleasantness were roost often rEpOrted to be at a
least positive level (13 and 12, respectively, of the 13 types), while
the characteristics of appreciativeness and being in

adversa~

relations

were the least often reported to be at a least positive level (two and
three types, respectively). Of six attributes of the job situation, the
characteristic of pay adequacy was II¥)st often reported to be at a least
positive level (12 types), Mlile the characteristic of agency quality in
serving older clients was the least often reported to be at a least
positive level (two types). The only attribltes of either older clients
or the job situation which the service provider types rEpOrted to be at
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a most positive level were the job situation characteristics of agency
quality in serving older clients arXl rules as obstacles (reported to be
at a most positive level
Finding

A. Within

b¥

4 and 1 of the 13 types, respectively).

servi~

provider types, non-lDliformity :in the

variability of scores was fourrl to exist with

res~ct

to sane

as~cts

of

service providers' attitudes toward working with older clients (e.g.,
cognitions regarding the job situation and global affect toward the job)
although not with rest:ect to others (e.g., cognitions regarding older
clients and global affect toward older clients). Of 13

servi~

proviCier

types, those types found to have the IOOst and least variability in
scores, respectively, were: (a) nursing horne RNs and in-horne nursing
RNs, on cognitions regarding the job situation; (b) iocome t:ersonnel and
in-home nursing RNs, on global affect toward the job; (c) transportation
personnel and in-home nursing RNs,

CJ'l

affect toward older clients'

intert:ersonal characteristics; and Cd) oospital aiCies and rnental health
practitioners, on affect toward older clients' ph¥sical aging
characteristics.
Researcb Question

~

Research Question 3 asks: How are the attitudinal components of
cognition, affect, and behavioral predispositions interrelated? Til:!
project resulted in five findings regarding this question with rest:ect
to service providers' attitudes toward working with older clients.
Finding.!. Service providers' affect scores toward older clients

were found to be correlated with their behavioral predisposition soores
toward older clients. For exanple,

servi~

providers who reported IOOre

liking of older clients temed to also report greater preferences to
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approach older clients.
Finding 2. Service providers' cognition soores regarding older
clients were found to be correlated with' their affect ard behavioral
predisposition scores toward older clients. For example, service
providers who reported holding more poSitive cognitions toward older
clients tended also to report greater liking of, and preferences to be
with, older clients. S{:ecifically, the study's service providers terrled
to report: (a) more liking of and preferring to be with older clients
whom they viewed as appreciative, pleasant, and socially oontriruting:
and (b) less liking of and preferring to be with older clients wham they
viewed as hostile, rejecting, in adversary relations, and physically
aging. Reported cognitions of older clients as appreciative were fourrl
to be especially strongly and consistently correlated with service
providers' expressions of liking of, and preferring to be with, older
clients.
Finding.3.. Service providers' cognition soores regarding the job
situation were found to be correlated with their affect scores regarding
the job as a whole. For example, service providers who reported holding
more positive cognitions toward the job situation terrled to also report
greater liking of the job as a whole. S{:ecifically, the study's service
providers tended to report: (a) more liking of their jobs when there
were increased cognitions of agency quality, pay adequacy, and
participation

opIX>rtunities~

and (b) less liking of their jots when

there were increased cognitions of disagreenents, staff as obstacles,
and rules as obstacles.
Finding j. Across service provider types, the correlation between
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affect scores and behavioral predisposition scores was found to be
consistently significant and consistent in direction. However, the
correlation between cognition scores and affect scores, regarding both
older clients and the job situation, was found to vaty in magnitude (and
sometimes even in direction) by service provider type.
FiMing 5.. Of 13 service provider types, those types shOwing the
greatest inconsistency of scores across the attitudinal components of
cognition, affect, and behavioral predisposition are as follows. In-home
nursing aides and nutrition personnel averaged

hig~r,

and hospital IDs

and in-home nursing RNs averaged lower, scores regarding preferences to
approach older clients than would have been expected on the basis of
their average scores regarding liking of older clients. Nursing home RNs
and aides averaged

hig~r,

and income personnel averaged lower, scores

regarding liking of older clients than would have been expected on the
basis of their average cognition scores regarding older clients.
Nutrition personnel averaged

hig~r,

and income personnel averaged

lower, scores regarding liking of their jobs than would have been
expected on the basis of their average cognition scores regarding their
job situation.
Research Oyestion j

Research Question 4 asks: How are service providers I attitudes
regarding older clients related to their attitudes regarding the job
situation? The project's findings are three-fold.
Finding

.1. Service providers' cognition scores regarding their

older clients were found to be slightly correlated with their cognition
scores regarding their job situation. That is, to a small extent,
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service providers who reported holding more positive cognitions toward
older clients tended also to report more positive cognitions regarding
the job situation (and vioe versa).
With respect to al::solute scores, approximately 60% of the study's
service providers were consistent in valence across cognitions of jdJ
situation and older clients (with 32% poSitive toward both and 27%
negative toward both). The renaining 40% were positive toward one
attitude target and negative toward the other (with 17% favoring older
clients and 23% favoring the job situation).
Finding 2.. However, the correlation between cognition scores
regarding older clients and cognition scores regarding the job situation
was found to differ by servioe provider type, with sane types reporting
greater congruency and others reporting less congruency. Of 13 servioe
provider types, hospital RNs exhibited the least, and in-hone nursing
RNs and aides exhibited the greatest, correlation between the two types
of cognition scores.
With respect to absolute scores, more positive cognitions of the
overall job (i.e., of both client and non-client as};ects) were reported
by nutrition personnel, in-home nursing aides, interaction personnel,
transportation personnel, and hospital IDs. More negative cognitions of
the overall job were reported by nursing hone RNs, hospital aides,
nursing hone aides, and nental health practitioners. Of the study's 13
service provider types, in-hone nursing RNs and incane personnel
rep:>rted cognitions that were the most polarized between being
congruently negative or congruently p:>sitive. Am, the least consensus
in the valence of oognitions regarding the overall job was reported by
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the mental health practitioners, musing personnel, and oospital ms.
Fjnding

3. The study's service providers reported a level of

liking of older clients which was more strongly correlated with
cognition scores regarding older clients than with cognition soores
regarding the job situation. By contrast, the study' s

servi~

providers

reIX>rted a level of liking of the job as a whole which correlated
equally strongly with cognition scores regarding older clients and
cognition scores regarding the job situation.
With respect to absolute scores,

servi~

providers who reported

IX>sitive cognitions of both the older client and non-client aspects of
their jobs reIX>rted significantly greater liking of their jobs than did
service providers woo reported poSitive cognitions regarding only one of
the aspects. Service providers who reported negative cognitions of both
aspects reIX>rted significantly less liking of their jobs than all other
service providers.
Research Question

~

Research Question 5 asks: What relationship do

servi~

providers'

attitudes bear to their cooice of clients? Four findings address this
question.
Finding~.

In a simulated

cooi~

of clients, the study's

servi~

providers tended to cooose those older clients toward wOOm they reported
holding relatively more poSitive cognitions although relatively less
IX>sitive affect.
Fitrling 2,. Service providers' simulated cooi~s of older clients

were famd to be characterized more by avoidance of older clients'
negative characteristics than

b¥

selection for poSitive characteristics.
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Finding 3. service providers' simulated choices of older clients
were found to be characterized IIDre by a selective focus on toose
characteristics (both negative and positive) of older clients which were
rep:>rted to be at the IIDst negative level rather than by a general focus
on all characteristics.
Finding ,j. Of 22 characteristiCS of older clients, hard of hearing
was found to be the characteristic which IIDst strongly distinguished
avoided from chosen clients in a simulated choice of clients. other
strongly avoided characteristics were: angry, overly demanding, given up
on life, slow, little sense of hUIIDr, not at

~ace

with themselves,

refuse to help themselves, serious emotional problems, chronic
complainers, negative outlook on life, cold, and hostile.
Research Question

~

Research Question 6 asks: How are the antecedent characteristics
of service providers and their older clients related to service
providers' attitudes? The project resulted in the follOWing findings
regarding this question.
Finding 1. The antecedent characteristics (e.g., sex and age) of
the study's service providers

am

their older clients ten:ted to be

intercorrelated. That is, service providers and their older clients were
found to be paired together in such a way as to create "clusters II or
"complexes" of antecedent characteristics. For exanple, service
providers who are older also temed to be v:ollBlteer (rather than I8id)
employees, work fewer hours

~r

week, have a greater percentage of

elderly clients in their clientele, have worked 10B,;Jer at the current
agency, and have a lower educational level.
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Finding

2. Tm study' s service provider

t~s

terXled to differ

from each other with respect to the antecedent characteristics of the
service providers and their older clients. Of 13

servi~

provider

t~s,

those types exhibiting the roost extrere characteristics on 13 antecedent
variables are as follows. Mental health practitioners were the youngest
and nutrition personnel were the oldest. Hospital ms and aides, in-homa
nursing RNs and aides, nursing home RNs and aides, nutrition personnel,
and interaction personnel were the roost likely to be female while
hospital IDs and transportation personnel were the roost likely to be
male. Nursing home aides had the lowest educational level and hospital
MOs had the highest. Nutrition personnel worked the fewest nl..lIIber of
hours per week am hospital IDs worked the greatest. Only nutrition
personnel and interaction personnel were likely to be volunteer (rather
than paid) employees. Mental health practitioners and in-home nursing
aides had worked the fewest number of years at the current agency and
hospital IDs had worked the greatest. Nutrition personnel spent the
smallest percentage of the work day with clients, while transportation
personnel and nursing lx:me aides spent the largest. Mental health
practitioners had the smallest

per~ntage

of elderly clients in their

clientele, while nutrition personnel had the largest. Mental health
practitioners served the smallest nunber of older clients per day, while
nutrition personnel served the largest number. HOUSing personnel and
transportation personnel have the smallest

per~ntage

of males in their

elderly clientele, while hospital aides have the largest

per~ntage.

Income personnel have the least frequent contact with the same older
client, and nursing bane ms have the JOOst frequent. Older clients'
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physical capability for self-care is least for nursing home ',tides and
greatest for housing persormel. Hospital RNs and incane pers. ',mel are
least likely to recognize individual older clients, while nut dtion
personnel and interaction persormel are the nost likely.
Finding

.3.. Antecedent characteristics of the study's r..ervia!

providers and their older clients were found to be correlated with
service providers' attitude scores, although only in a weak and partial
manner. Inconsistency of correlation was foun:] across servia:! provider
types and across attitude scales. The weak and partial associations are
as follows.

One, more positive cognitions of older clients (primarily of their
interpersonal qualities) were reported by servia:! providers who: are
older, have a higher pera!ntage of elderly in their clientele, seIVe a
smaller number of older clients per day, have a lower pera!ntage of
males in their elderly clientele, and/or are nore likely to recognize
the individual older client.
Two, no correlation was foun:] between servia:! providers' reported

cognitions of older clients as physically aging and any of the examined
antecedent characteristics of servia! providers and their older clients.
Three, more positive affect toward older clients was reported by
servioo providers woo: are older, have a higher pera!ntage of elderly in
their clientele, have more frequent contact with the same older client,
and/or are more likely to recognize the individual older client.
Four, greater preferences to appcoach older clients were reported
by service providers who: are older, are female, have a lower
educational level, have a higher pera!ntage of elderly in their
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clientele, have more frequent contact with the same older client, and/or
are more likely to recognize the individual older client.
Five, JOOre positive cognitions regarding the job situation were
reported by service providers who: are older, have a lower educational
level, are vollUlteer Cin contrast to p:lid) employees, serve a smaller
number of older clients per day, and/or have an elderly clientele less
physically capable of self-care.
And, six, JOOre positive affect toward the job in its entirety was

rep:>rted by service providers who: are older, are volunteer (in contrast
to paid) employees, and/or have JOOre frequent contact with the same
older client.
HYPOrHESIS TESl'IOO

Although this project is not primarily an

~thesis-testing

study, it is an objective of this project to bring five hypotheses to
test to the extent possible with the given data. The testing of these
hyp:>theses occurs within the framework established by the six research
questions discussed above. Thus, the h¥Pothesis-testing findings were
originally presented in bits and pieces by the six results
chapters. These findings are gathered together below (with references
to their source chapter).
~thesis ~

HypothesiS 1 predicted that the JOOre positive a service

~ovider's

attitude is toward an older client (s), then the JOOre likely the service
provider is to

a~oach

rather than avoid the older clientCs).

HypotheSis 1 was tested with respect to self-reported

ap~oach
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preferences Un Chapter IX) and with resp:!ct to cooice of clients (in
Chapters XI and XII). For the IIDSt put, Hypothesis 1 was found to be
supported with resp:!ct to self-reported approach preferences. With
respect to cooioe of clients, Hypothesis 1 received support regarding
cognitions (but not affect) in a simulated cooice of client (Chapter XI)
and support regarding cognitions, affect, and behavioral predispositions
in a comparison of service providers with high and low p:!rcentages of
older persons in their clientele (Chapter XII).
~thesis

2.

Hypothesis 2 predicted that different types and sub-groups of
service providers will not be uniform in the attitudes they mId toward
working with older clients. This hypothesis is non-directional in
nature.

It is based on the conceptualization that attitudes are a

function of learning experiences, and that different learning
exp:!riences lead to different attitudes.

The study's different types

(e.g., nutrition p:!rsonnel and nental health practitioners) and
sub-groups (e.g., age) of service providers are asswred to
operationalize a set of same as yet undefined different learning
eXp:!riences.
Hypothesis 2 was examined with resp:!ct to differences between the
study's 13 different service provider types in Chapters VIII, IX, X, and
XII.

Although considerable similarity was found across types in the

valence of their reported attitudes toward working with older clients,
significant differences were also found to exist (Chapter VIII). Trese
differences occurred with resp:!ct to both of the study's attitude
targets (the older clients and the job situation) and to all three
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attitude comp:>nents of a>gnition, affect, and behavioral
predispositions.

Inconsistency across service provider types was also

famd in scores reflecting relationships of variables. Trese
relationship:; were:

(a) the relationship of the attitudinal oomponents

of cognition and affect (although not of affect

am

behavioral

predispositions: Chapter IX): (b) the relationship between the extent to
which service providers view their older clients to be similar to
themselves in attitudes and values and their attitudes toward toose
older clients (Chapter IX): (c) the relationship between the extent to
which service providers view their older clients as responsible for
their own problems and the positiveness of the service providers'
attitudes regarding those older clients (Chapter IX): (d) the extent of
congruency of valence between service providers' cognitions of older
clients and cognitions of their job situation (Chapter X): (e) the
relationship between service provider's familiarity with, and attitudes
toward, older clients (Chapter XII>: and (f) the relationship between
atti tudes and antecedent variables (in addition to familiarity)
pertaining to service providers' personal characteristics, job-related
characteristics, and characteristics of interactions with clients
{Chapter XII>.
Hypothesis 2 was also examined with resp:!ct to s\.t)-groupings of
service providers other than service provider type (Chapter XII). These
sub-groupings were of age, sex, and educational level.
although sonewhat weak

am

Significant

inconsistent correlations were foUJl3 between

the service providers' personal characteristics of age, sex, and
educational level and their reported attitudes toward working with older
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23

clients.

These associations were for Jtl)re positive attitude scores to

be associated with older age, female sex, and lower educational levels.
~thesis

.l

HY.Pothesis 3 predicted that the Jtl)re familiar service pcoviders
are with older clients, then the Jtl)re positive will be their attitudes
toward older clients.

HY.Pothesis 3 was excrnined

(in

Chapter XII> with

respect to familiarity with older clients: Ca) as a class (i.e.,
percentage elderly in service pcovider's clientele), and (b) as
irrlividuals (i.e., frequency of service provider's contact with sane
older client, and extent to which service provider would recognize older
c~.ient

3:

out of context).

In general, the findings supported Hypothesis

more positive attitudes toward older clients were reported by

service providers who also reported greater familiarity with older
clients.

This support, however, was of a partial nature across types

of service providers. In addition, the finding that significant
correlations between percentage elderly in clientele and service
providers' attitude scores occurred only for the total sample (and not
within types) perhaps suggests that the direction of causal influence is
more from positiveness to familiarity, as in Hypothesis 1, than fran
familiarity to positiveness.
~thesis

J

HY.Pothesis 4 predicted that the Jtl)re similar service providers are
to their older clients, then the IlDre positive will be their attitudes
toward the older clients.

HypotheSis 4 was examined with respect to

similarity of attitudes or values in Chapter IX and with respect to
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similarity of age and sex in Chapter XII.

Hypothesis 4 received support

with respect to similarity of attitudes and values. That sURXlrt was,
however, of a modest nature in that it was:
magnitude, and (b)

~onsistent

(a) of a sanewhat weak

in its existence across the study's 13

service provider types. The support was consistent, mwever, in that no
significant associations and only one near-significant association
opposite the predicted direction were found.
HypothesiS 4 also received support with respect to similarity of
age, but not with respect to similarity of sex.

Indeed, no IlEaningful

evidence of same-sex p:>siti veness of attitudes was found for female
service providers, while same slight evidence of the opposite nature was
found for male service providers.
~thesis

5.

Hypothesis 5 predicted that the more service providers attribute
the cause of their older clients' problans to forces beyom the clients'
control, then the more p:>sitive will be their attitudes toward the older
clients.

Only very weak and sanewhat inconsistent support for

Hypothesis 5 was found (Chapter IX). The support was inconsistent both
in that its existence varied across the study's 13 types of service

providers and in that an association opposite the predicted direction
was found.
~

Concluding Considerations
As was p:>inted out in Chapter IV, sometines the sane data are used

to test more than one hypothesis. For example, data in Chapter IX used
to examine the interrelationships of the attitudinal comp:>nents (for
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Hypotheses 1, 4, and 5) are also used to exam:ine the non-uniformity of
those relationship:; across

seIVi~

provider types (for Hypothesis 2).

Such multiple usage of the data app:ars to reflect the complex nature of
the underlying reality: relationships are foum to exist, but not for
all types of

seIVi~

providers.

And, not only are the sane data used to test multiple hyp:>theses,

but sonetimes those data are used bi-directionally. That is, for
Hypothesis 1, attitude valence was the indepement variable and

per~nt

elderly in service provider's clientele was the depement variable.
However, for Hyp:>thesis 3,

per~nt

elderly :in

seIVi~

provider's

clientele was an indepement variable and attitude valence was the
dependent variable. This bi-directional usage of data is intemed to
reflect the possibility that causal :influences in reality may be
bi-directional. That is, positiveness of attitude toward older clients
may lead to cOOosing to work with an older clientele, while working with
an older clientele may also increase the poSitiveness of attitude toward

older clients. In addition, such bi-directionality of causal influences,
although not explicitly an issue with the stuqy's other three
hyp:>theses, may also be involved in their un::terlying reality.
SUMMARY

In sum, this project has

produ~d

two types of results conceming

service providers' attitudes toward working with older clients. OrE, the
project's focus on the conceptual and netrodological bases for
assessment resulted in the developtent of assessnent tools consisting of
an analytical model and a set of neasurenent scales. Am two, the
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project's focus on description and the testing of h¥Potheses resulted in
a set of research findings on service providers' attitudes toward
working with older clients.

IMPLICATIONS OF RESUL'lS

Tee focus of this final chaFter is on the several research

and

applied implications of the results of this project. From the
p:rspective of research, the iIrplications of interest are trose for the
gradual, accumulative process of the scientific

discove~

of knowledge

concerning the role of service providers' attitudes in the provision of
human services to older clients a To this process are dedicated the
project's efforts to contribute both substantive suggestions and
methodological tools.
From the applied p:rsp:ctive, the implications of interest are
those for the betterment of the provision of human services to the
elderly members of this society. However, for this project to actually
contribute rather than detract from the realization of that goal,
caution must be exercised so that the project's results do not come
prematurely to applied utilization. Thus, this chapter will nake
explicit not just the

r~med

but also sane non-reoomnemed uses of

the project's results for applied settings. Such applied uses p:rtain to
structural features of human service agencies (i.e., the organizatiOnal
procedures by which the agencies produce services) as well as to
p:rsonnel matters (such as hiring and firing, job assignrrent or
placement, and training programs).'
As sunmarized in the previous chapter, the results of this project
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consist of assessnent tools (i.e., an analytical JIDdel and a set of
measurement scales) and research findings. This chapter will consider
the implications of these results, looking first at the project's

assessment tools and then at the project's research findings which
resulted from the field application of the assessnent tools.
ASSESSmNr TOO:,S

Research Inpl ications
Analytical .Malel. For purp:>ses of analysis, the project I s IOOdel

suggests a means for separating the phenomenon of service providers'
attitudes toward working with older clients into a set of interrelated
constituent parts. TO:! long-term research goal toward which the
project's model is offered is to find out, at increasingly finer and
finer levelS of analytical distinction, the nature and relationships of
such constituent p:lrts.
As an analytical framework, the project's model may prove useful

both in the conceptualizing of new research efforts and in the
syntheSizing of past research findings from the existing literature. For
such purp:>ses, the IOOdel offers a medium for making comtarable the
concepts and termmology used, or at least for making non-cornparability
explicit. It also offers a medium for achieving comprehensiveness of
scope in research, and for the conscious and

e~licit

delimitation of

that scope.
Two aspects of the model deserve greater elaboration. One, the

model has been developed in a causal format. It seeks to identify
process and the variables involved in that process. Thus, it seeks
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explanation, not just descrip:ion. Two, the model is su:Jgesti ve of
research questions. It offers a skeleton for researchers to flesh out
through the identification both of diIrensions within the IOOdel's cells
and of the interrelationships of these units.
In sum, the project's analytical model offers researchers a
framework for investigating service providers' attitudes toward working
with older clients with

res~ct

to the attitudes' formation, their

content, and their consequences.
Measurement Scales. Although many of the project's 28 attitude

scales do not yet exhibit a level of reliability that might be judged
absolutely q>timal for research purposes, for the JOOst

p;l rt

the

project's attitude scales do exhibit a level of reliability which is at
least sufficient for such purposes. Thus, these scales can be considered
for use by researchers interested in univariate descriptive activities,
or in bi- or multi-variate investigations of relationShips between
variables, concerning the elements of the attitudinal construct which
the scales operationalize. These elements are:

(a) the attitude targets

of older clients arXi of the job situation: and (b) the attitude
compments of cognition, affect, and behavioral predispositions. The
cognition elanent is further subdivided into positive

am

negative

aspects of evaluation. The attitude target of older clients is
subdivided into older clients-in-general and specific older clients.
To facilitate the reader's consideration of the project's attitude
scales, the scales are listed in Table XLVII, aloDJ with the reliability
coefficients they exhibited in this study. The reliability coefficients
are grouped in Table XLVII into five levels: below .70, .70 to .80, .81

TABLE XLVII
RECOMMENDABLE USES OF PROJECT'S ATTITUDE SCALES
ACCORDING TO THEIR RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS

Attitude Scales

--

--------

-----

Inadequate
!rr<.70)

I

I

ReCOlMlendable Usr.s
Research

Sufficient
to
Mequate
(rr=.7()-.8()l

I

APPlied

Mequate
jrr=&1-.1I9)

~nimua

Tolerable
_ (rrr..90-.94)

Desirable
Standard
(rr2..95)

General OC QUestionnaire
Cognition
Older Clients
A'l"J'l: OYerall Contentment Cognitions re Older Clients
A'l"J'2 : Contentment Cognitions re Older Clients
A'l"J'): Appreciative
A'l"J'4. Pleasant
A'l"J'5. SOCially contributing
(A'l"J'2R: Reduced Version of A'l"J'2)
A'l"J'6: Discontent Cognitions re Older CUents
AT'!? : Hostile
A'l"J'B. Rejecting
A'l"J'9, Mversary Relations
(A'l"J'6R: Reduced Version of A'l"J'6)
A'l"J'lO, Cognitions of Older Clients as Physically Aging

.88
.81
.60
.67

• 74
(.82)
.83
.80

.69
.50
(.85)
.65

Job Situation
A'l"J'll, OYerall Contentment Cognitions re Job Situation
A'l"J'12: Contentment Cognitions re Job Situation
A'l"J'13: Agency Quality
A'l"J'14: Pay Mequacy
A'l"J'15: Participation Opportunities
A'l"J'16: Discontent Cognitions re Job Situation
A'l"J'17, Disagreements
A'l"J'18: Staff as Obstacles
A'l"J'19. Rules as Obstacles

.89
.81
• 78

.77
.81
.B9
.87

.70
.79

Affect and Behavioral predispositions
Older Clients
A'l"J'20:
ATT21:
Att22.
A'l"J'24:

Global Affect Toward Older Clients
Affect Toward Older Clients' Interpersonal Characteristics
Affect Toward Older Clients' Physically Aging Characteristics
Behavioral predispositions to Approach Older Clients

.79
.86
• 73
.78

Job (Older Clients and Job Situation)
A'l"J'23. Global Affect Toward Job

.71

Continued

IN
I-'

(X)

TABLE XLVII

CONTINUED
Recommendable USp.s
Research

Attitude Scales
-------

Inadequate
(1010<.70)

sufficient
to
Adequate
(rr e .70-.80)

I

~licd

Adequate
(rr=.8l-.89)

Minimum
Tolerable
(10.,.,.90-.94)

Desirable
Standard
(rra.95)

Specific OC Questionnaire
Coqnition
Older Clients
ATTIS: OVerall Contentment COqnitions re Older Clients
ATT2S: Contentment Coc;jnitions re Older Clients
ATT6S: Discontent Coc;jnitions re Older Clients
ATTlOS: Coc;jnitions of Older Clients as Physically l\qing
~.

.89
.87
.79
.55

Except for ATT14, the reliabUity coefficients ("rIO") shown here are internal consistency coefficients (for details see Chapter VI).
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to .89, .90 to .94, and • $ and above.

T~se

five groupings corresporxl

to levels of recormerrlation for use as, resp:!ctively:

(a) inadequate,

(b) sufficient to adequate for research uses, (c) adequate for research
uses but less than adequate for making applied decisions about
individuals, Cd) the minimum tolerable for making applied decisions
about individuals, and (e) the desirable standard for making applied
decisions about individuals.

T~se

groupings and associated

recormrendations are NlIlnally's (1978) discussion of satisfactory levels
of reliability.

A~ording

to Nlilnally (1978, W. 245-246):

What a satisfactory level of reliability is deperxls on how a
measure is being used. In the early stages of research on
predictor tests or h.YIx>thesized measures of a construct, one
saves time and energy by working with instruments that have only
modest reliability, for which purpose reliabilities of .70 or
higher will suffi~ ••••
For basic research, it can be argued that increasing
reliabilities much beyond .80 is often wasteful of time and
ftmds. At that level correlations are attenuated very little by
measurement error ••••
In contrast to the standards in basic research, in many
applied settings a reliability of .80 is not nearly high enough.
In basic research, the concern is with the size of correlations
and with the differences in means for different experimental
treatments, for which purposes a reliability of .80 for the
different measures involved is adequate. In many applied
problems, a great deal hinges on the exact score made by a
person on a test •••• lf a college is able to admit only one-third
of the students who apply, whether a student is in the u~r
third may depend on only a few score points on an aptitude test.
In such instances it is frightening to think that any
measurement error is p:!rrnitted •••• In those applied settings
where important decisions are made with resp:!ct to specific test
scores, a reliability of .90 is the minimum that should be
tolerated, and a reliability of .95 slxluld be considered the
desirable standard.
As can be seen in Table XLVII, the highest reliability level

achieved by any of the project's scales is the middle level:

"adequate

for research uses but less than adequate for making applied decisions
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about individuals. ft Eleven scales appear in this grouping. With resJ;ect
to the reliability data of this project, then, these 11 scales apJ;ear to
be the most reCXlrll'remable of the project's scales for research use.
Eleven more of the project's attitude scales appear in the next lower
reliability level of Table XLVII:

ftsufficient to adequate for research

uses. ft These 11 scales are also recomrremable for research use.
Six of the project's attitude scales appear in the lowest level of
Table XLVII. These six scales exhibited a level of reliability in this
study that suggests they are currently inadequate for use in research.
That is, because of their low reliability, the scales' cor relations with
other neasures woold be attenuated, thus hindering the identification of
relationships between the scales and the other rreasures with which they
were correlated. Thus, altbJugh half of these six scales (i.e., ATT8,
ATIS, and ATTIO) failed to reach the cut-off level by only a small
amount, the utilization of any of these scales in research should be
undertaken only if there is no other rore appropr iate option (and then
only with adequate warning to reade rs) •
It is disappointing, with resJ;ect to being able to utilize the
project's attitude scales for the purpose of investigating whether
IX>sitive and negative aspects of evaluation have differential
consequences, that four of the six scales which operationalize
dimensions of contentment and discontent cognition regarding older
clients, as well as the two physically aging cognition scales, appear in
the inadequate grouping. However, altbJugh lacking analytical precision,

investigations of differential oonsequences could still be carried out
with respect to older clients using just the supra-scales
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operationalizing contentment cognitions CATl'2 and ATT2S) and discontent
cognitions (Am and AT'MS). For investigations of the differential
consequences of contentment and discontent cognitions with
the job situation, mt only the supra-scales

res~ct

(ATl'12 and ATT16)

to

but also

the two sets of scales op:rationalizing analytical dinensions
(ATl'13-ATTlS

and

ATT17-ATT19)

are recannerXIable for use.

So far, this discussion has focused on the recomneroability of the

project's attitude scales with respect to their level of reliability.
Aoother concern for the recornneroability of the scales is the extent to
which they are affected by response sets. That is, the utility of these
scales in the coroucting of research on service providers' attitudes
toward working with older clients will be diminished by vulnerability on
the part of the scales to the acceptance (or non-acceptance), agreenent

(or disagreement), extremity (or mid-range), and social desirability (or
social undesirability) response sets. Such response sets contri1:ute to
the reliable variance of scores. Although invalid, this reliable
variance becomes confoun1ed with the true variance, thereby making the
interpretation of scores problematic. For example, investigations with
these scales of the differential consequences of positive and negative
aspects of evaluation would be made more difficult if the scales are
prone to res};X>nse sets and if that vunrability is different for scales
operatiol".alizing the different types of cognitions. However, because
information is not yet available on the extent to which the project's
attitude scales are vulrerable to response sets,

00

statement of

reconrnendability with resp:ct to response set can be made in this
report.
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A final consideration of the reoommendability of the project's
attitude scales is their validity apart fran the response set problen.
No

statement of reoomnemability with

res~ct

to criterion-related

validity can be made in this report, since no criterion tests were made
in this study. With

res~ct

to content and construct validity, the

scales appear to be at a recomnemable level (see doclIJlentation of
validity in Chapter VI), altmugh no claims are made for

~rfection

or

even near-perfection. As of yet, this recomrcemability is limited to
urban areas.
In the last analysiS, mwever, the validity of scales such as
these is a function of the uses to which they are put. Tre project's
attitude scales were

develo~d

for use in research on urban service

providers' attitudes toward working with older clients. That is the only
research area for which their use is currently reoomnemable. In
ad:Ution, because the evidence offered by this project su;gests that the
General and

~cific

ex:: QUestionnaires may rreasure sanewhat different

pl"enomena, it is recornnemed that care be taken by p:>tential users of
the project's attitude scales to select the level of

s~cificity

that

best represents the construct of interest.
~lied

Implications

Although the primary uses of the project's analytical Jrodel and
measurement scales are for research purposes, there could also be sane
legitimate awlied uses of these results. Trese uses wa.tld be as tart of
a learning or understanding process for individuals.
For example, the model and scales, separately or together, could
be used in a training session focused on attitudes toward older clients.
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Such a training session could be aimed at the front-line emplO¥ees or
administrators of hwnan service agencies which serve older persons.
For the front-line employees, ale approach to this use might be to
develqp a workshop session for the group discussion of: the content of
their attitudes toward older clients1 the causes of their attitudes1 and
the consequences of their attitudes for older clients. The model and/or
scales could provide a basis for such a group discussion.
In workshops wrere the model alone was to be utilized, it could
serve as the topic of the

introducto~

presentation to the session.

Thus, it would provide a framework for the session's group discussion.
In workshops where the model was to be utilized in conjunction with the
scales, the presentation of the model should perhaps came later in the
session so as to not bias the service providers' responses to the
scales.
MEn the scales are utilized in a training session, rowever, care
should be taken to maintain the anonymity of the service providers I
scores in order that the scores will never have a bearing on any
personnel decision conc:eming an individual service provider. For
example, the scales could be self-administered and self-scored by the
participating service providers. The reactions of the service providers
to the scales I comp:ment items could then serve directly as the basis
for the group discussion, or the individual service providers I scores
could be compared with other scores (e.g., with the nean, nedian, and
mode from the group itself, or with soores fran other sources of
normative data>.
The above example dealt with direct service providers (that is,
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with those individuals who personally deliver a human servia! agency's
services to its clientele). A secorD example of applied use of the
project's model would be to develop a workshop session to offer the
model as a tool to administrators of human servia! agencies. The model
could be used by the administrators within their own agencies to
organize their observations and thinking conceming the role that
attitudes, their own as well as toose of their servia! personnel, play
in their agencies' provision of servia!s to older clients.
In addition, an agency's administrators may find useful the ideas
generated by the type of group discussion among the agency's direct
service providers which was described in the first excmple. Trese ideas
could perhaps provide the administrators with information on structural
features of their agency which produa! feelings of stress among the
providers. Such information may then enable the adndnistrators to take
effective ameliorative action.
TheSE:: examples of the applied inplications of the project's

analytical model and neasurenent scales have been offered only as
illustrations. Trey are not meant to be prescriptions. Persons
interested in utilizing the model and scales as part of a leaming or
understanding process for individuals in an applied setting should
tailor that use to fit their needs.
Before ending this discussion, it should be emJ;ilasized that the
use of the current measurenent scales by htDnan servia! agencies to make
persormel decisions conceming irxUvidual service providers is not
reoorrmended. As shown in Table XLVII, the scales are not yet
suffiCiently reliable to be used at the extremely high level of accuracy
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needed to nake decisions concerning irXlividuals (such as hiring, job
assignnent, or firing). Moreover,
establis~d

l'X)

criterion outcomes have yet been

for the scales. Thus, for personnel decisions, use of the

project's attitude scales is inappropriate with resJ;ect both to
productivity requirements of the agency arXl to ethical obligations to
the individual employee.
Suggestions
T~

~

Future Research Actiyities

next step in developing a basis for the assessnent of

servi~

providers' attitudes toward working with older clients will be to go
beyond what this project has achieved in building an analytical nodel
and measurement scales. As was true in their initial developrent, the
further develcpment of the project's analytical nodel and measurement
scales will be linked. Developrentally, the nodel grows in analytical
refirement as a result of findings fran measurement instrunents, while
the measurement scales benefit in terms of both validity and scope fram
refirement of the analytical nodel. Thus, altoough the following
suggestions for future research activities focus primarily on
methodological improvements of the measuranent scales, they will have
consequences for the analytical nodel as well.
Normatiye Data. TIE project's normative data (e.ge, means and
standard deviations)

al

the itens and scales could be supplanented by

norms develq:>ed on a broader geographical basis. Norms could also be
develcped separately for service providers of different

t~s

(e.g., M)s

versus income personnel>, and different personal characteristics (such
as age and sex).
Ad:Utiooa1 Scales and Different Metlpds. htiitional scale
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construction activities could be undertaken with

res~ct

to the 27

General OC Questionnaire itens not yet included in scales. Tmse 27
itens could be utilized to bolster existing scales or to construct new
scales. For both general and

s~cific

attitudes, the construction of new

scales by different combinations of the itens already in scales could
also be investigated.
In addition, different netOOds of constructing scales could be
examired to see if they improve the scales' utility. For eXCIIlple, the
project's scales are currently developed utilizing raw scores.
Alternatively, the scales could be

develo~d

And, currently, the project's scales are

utilizing standard scores.

develo~d

on the basis of the

attitudinal construct. Altematively, scales could be

develo~d

based on

factor analysis, external criteria, etc.
Bel iability.

Future efforts are needed to increase the level of

the current scales' intemal conSistency reliability coefficients. For
research p,lq:oses, scales with coefficients in the "inadequate" range
<i.e., less than .70) should be improved to the nSlfficient to adequate"
range (i.e., .70 to .80). If not too expensive of tine and roney, it
would be helpful also to further improve all of the scales' reliability
to the "adequate" range (i.e., .81 to .89).

I~oving

the scales'

reliability can be undertaken by increasing the intemal cxmsistency of
the items in a scale and/or by increasing the ntlIlber of items in that
scale. For the time being, it would probably be wasteful to

s~nd

additional effort in increasing the scales' reliability beyond the level
needed for research purposes to the level needed for applied uses. That
is because, before the scales woold be ready for any such applied uses,
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additional basic research on criterion outcanes woold need to be
undertaken in order to umerstand the scales' implications for service
provision to the elderly.
In addition to increasing the level of the scales' internal
consistency coefficients, future efforts might also be directed at
documenting and improving other ast:ects of .reliability. For example ~
reliability docwnentation could be developed, and maximized, separately
for the different types of service providers (e.g., IDs versus income
t:e r sonne1) and for other sub-samplings (such as age and sex
sub-samples). Also useful might be efforts to cbcurrent and maximize
reliability by approaclEs other than internal oonsistency, such as
test-retest or equivalent forms.
Resp:lose

~.

Response sets such as acquiesence, extran ity , and

social desirability pose a danger to the validity of the project's
scales. Research could be undertaken to determine to what degree the
scales are vulnerable to what kird of response set and for what kird of
respondent. If the scales are fouoo to be seriously vulnerable to
response sets, the problan could be addressed by m:xHfication of the
scales and/or instructions or b¥ adjustment of soores to control for the
response sets. The techniques for irnplanenting these recannemations to
modify or adjust are thanselves a watter to be develot:ed through future
research.
Validit.¥. In addition to response sets, other ast:ects of the

scales' validity oould benefit fran future research activities. c:>rE
aSt:ect is criterion-related validity. In order to un:1erstand the scales'
implications for service provision to the elderly, criterion tests
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(Le., tests of the scales with behavioral cutoomes, such as behavior in
serving older clients) need to be made. W, in order to make such
tests, reliable and valid criterion measures need to be developed. In so
doing, it will be necessary to weigh the feasibility of developing
criterion measures which are general across such diverse service
provider types as mental health practitioners and nutrition personnel
versus those measures which are

to one service provider typ:.
,
Such criterion measures may need also to be sensitive to the level of
s~cific

generality of the attitude target. That is, different criterion neasures
may be needed for attitudes regarding older clients-in-general than
regarding specific older clients .•
Aoother aspect is oontent validity. A first oonsideration woold be
to test the oontent validity of the current scales. For eXCIIlple, the
scales' content validity could be tested through replication of the
process for generating the scales' component items, or through expert
judges' ratings of the items' validity.
Aoother consideration wculd be to expand the

soo~

of the scales'

content validity. For example, future activities could be umertaken to
expand the scope of oontent: (a) to include clients of all ages instead
of just older clients; (b) to include rural as well as urban service
providers; Cc) to include the client' s

~rsJ;ecti ve

as well as that of

the service provider; (d) to determine the content's universalness
across respondents of different

~rsonal

characteristics (such as sex,

age, or educational level); ee) to operationalize affect

an:)

behavioral

predispositions more independently of each other; (f) to operationalize
more completely the various dimensions which exist within each of the
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three comp:ments of cognition, affect, and behavioral

predispositions~

(g) within cognitions, to oI;erationalize mre canpletely the positive
asI;ects differentially fran the negative asI;ects (with resI;ect to both
older clients and the job situation) ~ and (h) to do all of the above
with one focus on content which is oomm:m across service providers of
various types and a

secom

focus on content which is sI;ecific to a

single service provider type.
Tre final aSI;ect is construct validity. Tre project' s scales could

also be further tested for construct validity, such as: by different
tests, on a broader geographic basis, separately for service providers
of different types (e.g., mental health practitioners versus nutrition
personnel), and separately for service providers with different personal
characteristics such as sex or age. In addition, the neaning of the
project's scales could be further explicated by investigating the
comparability of these scales with other attitude neasures regarding the
same or similar attitude targets.
Future research efforts might also attenpt to add analytical
refinement within the construct. For example, research could be
undertaken to determine the relationship between attitudes at different
levels of generality:

how are attitudes toward older clients-in-generaJ.

similar or different fran attitudes toward sI;ecific older clients (with .
respect to the attitudes' causes, content, and consequences)? Other
research could be umertaken to identify any differential behavioral
consequences of p:>siti ve as OO!Ilp;lred with negative asI;ects of
evaluation.
In addition, the scoI;e of the construct could be expanded. For
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example, other sorts of dyadic interaction than that of service provider
and client could be incll.ded in tha construct. Then, the similarities
and differences between the attitud:inal diIlensions relevant to service
dyadc; and those relevant to other sorts of dyads could be investigated.
investigated.
Sumnary

Tre project has un:1ertaken develor:mant of sane bases for the
assessment of service providers' attitudes toward work:ing with older
clients. Trese assessnent tools ex>nsist of an analytical mJdel

am

measurement scales. TlE project's mJdel separates the analytical whole
of service providers' attitudes toward working with older clients into a
set of ex>nstituent puts for the purpose of un:1erstam:ing the
ex>nstituent parts' content and interrelationships, and thereby, of
understanding the wh:>le. The instrunent develo};mant was un:1ertaken with
respect to two questionnaires:

one, the General OC Questionnaire,

measuring attitudes toward working with older clients-in-general, and
the other, the Sp:cific OC Questionnaire, IlEasuring attitudes toward
specific older clients. For each questionnaire, scale ex>nstruction has
been undertaken, resulting in 24 general attitude

am

four sr::ecific

attitude scales.
Tre implications of the project's assessrent tools are pr inarily
for research rather than applied use. The implications for research of
the project's model consist of providing an analytical framework for the
ex>nceptualization of research to be un:1ertaken

am

for the

~thesis

of

existing research findings from the literature. The project's
measurement scales provide researchers with a IlEans for or::erationalizing
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various aspects of the attitudinal construct. For the tine being, the
implications for applied use of the project's assessuent tools consist
of providing the involved individuals with an aid for understanding the
role attitudes play in the provision of services to older clients. until
further develcprnent occurs, the scales are not recanner.:!ed for the
applied use of making decisions conceming individual service providers.
The project's efforts at developing a basis for the assessuent of
service providers' attitudes toward working with older clients are just
a beginning. Much work remains to be done by future research activities.
RESEARCH

FINDn~S

Relationship tQ Previous Findings
This study was built directly upon the findings of previous
research regarding attitudes toward older people and older clients.
Nonetheless, the study's research findings are difficult to relate to
the previous literature. One obstacle to relating the findings is this
study's develcprnent and use of new neasurement scales; thus, there are
no replicate data sets for compuison. A secom, and roore profourxl,
obstacle is that this study's scales operationalize attitudes regarding
older clients, whereas the scales which were used in the earlier
studies, for the roost

~rt,

ope rationalize attitUdes regarding older

persons. Thus, there is little basis for

com~rison

between research

findings of this and earlier studies because different attitude targets
were investigated.
At a very general level, mwever, this study can be <XIllp:lred with
the earlier studies. As will be renembered fran Chapter II, a great deal
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of inconsistency exists across the findings of different studies
regarding the content and/or valence of attitudes and regarding the
attitudes' relationships with antecedent variables. This study makes the
same finding across its stb-samples of different seIViC2 provider

t~s.

Thus, it may be that the inconsistent findings apJ;earing in the
literature are not just a problem of operationalization or measurement
to deplore, but rather that they accurately reflect a oamplex reality.
This suggests that a wortl"Mhile next step Walld be to analyze the
inconsistency found in the previous literature in order to identify the
sources of that inconsistency, for exanple, with resp:!ct to
characteristics of the attitude holder, the attitude target, and the
relationship between the two.
Limitations

go

ImPlicationS

Til:! study's research findings are limited with resJ;ect to deriving
implications for ag>lied use. First, these findmgs are the product of a
single unreplicated study. Even, mre critically, they are the product
of assessment tools which are themselves limited in scope and accuracy.
Indeed, all of the recommemations for future research activities
regarding the assessnent tools which were listed earlier sJ;ecify
limitations on the generalizability of the study's research findings.
Thus, the implications for applied use which stern fran these research
findings are recommendations for further research and not
reconmendations for immediate implanentation.
Sale General InWicatioQS
The study's research findings SLggest iq;>lications for human
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service agencies regarding both personnel decisions and intervention
programs. By the term "personnel decisions" is neant decisions regarding
the hiring and job assignment of service providers to work with older
clients. By the term "intervention programs" is neant programs designed
to improve the provision of services to older clients by changing
service providers' attitudes either directly or through changing the
underlying reality toward which the attitudes are directed.
The study's finding that service providers' attitude soores toward
working with older clients are generally positive may, optimdstically,
implX' t.ltat attitudes do not pose a prOblan to the delivery of hunan
services to older people. Even if not that optimistic, this finding at
least gives encouragement that the situation is not so dire as might be
imagired. Thus, it appears that the current techniques for making
personnel decisions are probably not doing too bad of a job. Am, it
also appears that embarking hastily upon sane new massive program of
intervention would probably be a waste of resources. Instead, the
situation appears to be sufficiently under oontrol to allow for adequate
tine to undertake the research necessary to develop maximally effective
techniques for making personnel decisions and maximally effective
intervention programs.
That such efforts to maximize the positiveness of service
providers' attitudes may be needed is st.ggested by the cxxnbination of
two of the findings. The first of these findings is that, altlx>ugh
generally positive, average soores for the sample as a whole never
attain the "very" poSitive level for any of the study's attitude scales.
Indeed, attitude scores were not always so positive. Not: all individual
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service providers nor all types of service providers had positive
scores; and not all aspects of work.ing with older clients received
positive scores.
The other fiming pertains to the relationship between attitud:s

and behavior. If, regardless of their valence, the attitudes of serviC2
providers had no detrimental impact on the provision of human serviC2s
to older persons, then there would be no need, with respect to
attitudes, to develcp techniques for making personnel decisions or to
develcp intervention programs. One area in which such a detrimental
impact might occur is the area of availability of serviC2 (i.e., \trhether
or not service providers choose to work with an old-aged clientele, and,
even if they do, whether or not they cmose to work with particular
clients within that clientele>. Three sets of data analyses undertaken
by this study pertain to the subject of availability of serviC2. These
data analyses were of: (a) serviC2 providers' self-reported behavioral
predispositions regarding working with an older clientele, (b) an
imirect operationalization of serviC2 providers' choiC2s of clienteles,
and (d a simulation of service providers' choiC2S of individual older
clients. The study's fimings regarding these three data analyses
suggested that attitudes do play a role in determining which clientele
group and what client a serviC2 provider chooses to serve: positive
attitudes appear to lead to selection, while negative attitudes app:!ar
to lead to avoidance.
Suggestions

~

Future Research Activities

A first consideration for research would be to empirically test
the project's suggestion that research needs to be undertaken to

i~ove
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the positiveness of service providers' attitudes. That is, what level of
positiveness of attitude is satisfactory with resp:!ct to sliJsequent
behaviors?

sane

other topic areas for future research activities

suggested by the study's findings are described below. However, care
needs to be taken in interpreting the finding of non-uniform attitudes
across service provider types. Do nutrition personnel, for example, have
a "good" attitude toward older clients, and mental health practitioners
have a "bad" attitude? Such a diagnosis would probably be overly
s~listic

in that it only focuses on the positiveness of the attitudes

while ignoring differences in the attitudes' antecedents. For example,
it may be that the older clients whom mental health practitioners
encounter are markedly different than those encountered by nutrition
personnel. Similarly, differences between service providers in their
attitudes toward the job situation may reflect differences in their
experiencing of the job context. Thus, attitudinal differences aIOODJ
service provider types may be an esp:!cially infornati ve source of clues
to the special kinds of

~oblems

and/or benefits of working with older

persons experienced by different types of service

~oviders.

For that

reason, differences in attitudes between service provider types, which
one might be tempted to reduce to the "good" attitude/"bad" attitude
positivity diagnosis, are probably Ill)re usefully diagnosed as reflecting
differences in antecedent corr3itions.
Personnel l)ecisions. Tm study's f ina ings suggest there may be

certain characteristics associated with the hiring or asSigning of
service providers which are related to IOOre positive affect and
behavioral

predi~sitions

toward older clients. One such set of
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characteristics has to do with similarity between the provider and
client. The study's findings with respect to similarity suggest there
may be some advantage in

~iring

service providers with older clients

with wOOm they are similar: (a) in attitudes and values, and (b) in age.
However, the study's finding that the perceived similarity in attitudes
or values of service provider with older client is more often positively
related to attitude soores for same service provider types than for
others suggests that pairing with respect to such similarity may be more
i.Irp>rtant for same types than for others. Similarly, the study's
findings suggest that

~iring

service provider with older client so as

to maximize similarity of age may also be differentially important
across types of service providers. The findings d:> not sl..'p-port

~iring

to maximize sameness of sex.
A second set of characteristics has to d:> with the service
providers' personal characteristics. With respect to personal
characteristics, the study's findings suggest that, when selecting
personnel to serve older clients, there may be sane advantage in
choosing: (a) females, (b) older persons, and (c) personr. with lower
educational levels (or at least not to regulate them out of jobs which
they are capable of performing). In addition, the study's findings
regarding affect toward the job in its entirety suggest there may be
some advantage to utilizing volunteer rather than

~id

employees.

However, with respect to findings regarding antecedent variables (such
as sex, age, educational level, and work status), the study's finding
that antecedent variables tend to themselves be interoorrelated suggests
that, in the develcping of techniques for making personnel decisions,
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care should be taken to determire whether an antecedent variable is
really' causal or just correlated. For example, is it really age of
service provider that leads to positiveness of attitudes toward older
clients, or is it sane other correlated variable, such as having a
higher percentage of elderly in the clientele or having a lower
educational level? An:i again, the study's findings slggest that such
characteristics may be roore related to positiveness of attitudes for
some service provider types than for others.
In sum, the characteristics specified above may prove useful in
the focusing of future research efforts at developing techniques for
hiring and assigning service providers with respect to the positiveness
of their attitudes toward working with older clients. In such efforts,
the causal influence of the slggested characteristics needs to be

validated by rigorous testing with respect to both attitudes and
subsequent behavior. In addition, the study's findings need to be
expanded to include additional possibly influential characteristics,
such as other dinEnsions of similarity (e.g., race, etlnicity, regional
background, and urban or rural backgroum), other asp:cts of p:rsonal
characteristics, and other types of characteristics besides similarity
and personal characteristics, such as complementarity (e.g., perhaps a
service provider with a need to nurture would complement an older client
with a need to be nurtured so that the danger of overservicing on the
part of the service provider would be minimized).
InterYeJtion Programs. Efforts at improving the positiveness of
service providers' attitudes toward working with older clients could be
directed at changing the attitudes and/or at changing the reality which
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underlies the attitudes. The choice would depend on why the attitudes
were not lX>sitive. For example, sanetines attitudes may not be positive
because of inaccurate cognitions. In such cases, lX>sitiveness CX)uld
perhap; be increased by increasing the accuracy of CX)gnitions. Other
attitudes may not be positive because the reality underlying the
attitudes is itself not lX>sitive. In that case, J;X>sitiveness CX)uld
perhaps be increased by increasing the wDerstanding and

ac~ptance

of

the negative reality and/or by making the reality less negative.

Some lX>ssible strategies for intervention programs regarding
characteristics of older clients are: Ca)

strl~cturing

servia! providers I

encounters with older clients so as to elicit positive characteristics
of the clients; Cb) training

servi~

providers to elicit poSitive

characteristics of older clients; Cc) training

servi~

providers to be

understanding of why older clients may exhibit negative characteristics;
Cd) training service providers to intemalize a professional ethic, or
sense of pride in their c:ornI=etency, to handle older clients I negative
characteristics; and Ce) training older clients to be ITDre attractive to
service providers. And, regarding characteristics of the job situation,
lX>ssible strategies for intervention programs include: Ca) imPDOving the
characteristics themselves; Cb) training

servi~

providers not to be

inaccurately negative of the characteristics (e.g., to wDerstand the
reasons for the rules they must heed in providing

servi~s);

Cc)

training service providers to accurately recognize poSitive
characteristics; and Cd) giving encouragement and rooral support to
service providers wm have to CX)I=e with negative characteristics Ce.g.,
with other staff nembers who make a

servi~

provider's work harder
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because of their incompetence, absenteeism, or job tumover).
The study's findings suggest sane general considerations for
future research efforts aimed at developing intervention programs for
improving the positiveness of service providers' attitudes toward
working with older clients. One consideration is that the substanti \Ie
focus of an intervention program might differ depenHng on whether the
basis used for fOCUSing is the level of negativity of cognitions or the
association of cognitions with affect and behavior. For exanple,
although agency quality in serving older clients is a characteristic
that the study's findings sU3gest would be a least likely focus for an
intervention program with resp:!ct to the negativity of cognitions, it
would be a most likely focus with resp:ct to the oorrelation of
cognition with affect. Whichever basis is used, a secord consideration
regarding the choice of a substantive focus for intervention programs is
wl'ether to emphasize scop:! of relevance across service provider tYJ;es or
intenSity of relevance regardless of scop:!.

Sane

other considerations

for the substantive focusing of intervention programs suggested by the
study's findings are that: it may be necessary, because of inconsistency
of valence across attitudinal components, to prioritize the components
in terms of desired concentration of efforts: and it may be useful,
because of the intercorrelation of attitudinal antecedents, to think of
antecedent variables in clusters instead of indeperdently. Tre study's
findings of non-lDliformity (conc:eming both attitudes and antecedent
variables) across service provider tYJ;es suggest that attention may be
usefully directed at developing procedures for the nore effective
targeting of types for intervention programs. Trese procedures would
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concern: Ca) grouping types with similar attitudes into a single target1
and Cb) selectively targeting types where the need for intervention is
the greatest. In addition, the stuqy's findings of same non-unifor.mity
of attitudes within types of service providers suggest that extra
attention may be useful in designing intervention programs for service
provider types which exhibit such diversity. Specific examples for both
the substantive focusing and the targeting of types for intervention
programs are presented in this report's findings chapters.
Sumnacy

In sum, the study's research findings build upon and expand the
scope of findings form earlier studies. Implications deriving fran these
findings are for recommendations for further research.
SJMMARY

This study makes available to researchers in the field of service
providers' attitudes toward working with older clients three research
products. The first product is an analytical IOOdel-to aid in
conceptualizing future research. The second product is a set of
measurement scales-to aid in

o~rationalizing

future research. Am, the

third product is a set of research findings-to offer a beginning toward
lDlderstanding the

s~cial

topiC of service providers' attitudes toward

working with older clients.
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Servic£ Provider Questionnaire

[General OC QUestionnaire]

CLIENT RELATIONS RESEARCH PROJECT
This questionnaire is designed for you to describe your experiences
and feelings concerning providing services to elderly persons.
It is important that you anSwer each question as thoughtfully and
frankly as possible if this questionnair~ is to be helpful and accurate
in describing the service-providing situation.
Since the questionnaire is still in the process of being refined, we
would appreciate your including any additional information or comments
you wish to make in the page margins.
If you have any questions, please call Marilyn Petersen, Project
Director, at 229-3952.

INSTRUCTIotlS FOR QUESTIONS A THROUGH

~

G2J

FOR EACH ;WMEERED QUESTION. PLEASE AIISWER BY CHECKING
ONE OF THE
'l AtlSf!ER CHOICES. THE? ANSWER CHOICES RAllGE FRO.'.1 OPPOSITE TO OPPOSITE.
IN THE EXAMPLE BELOW. THE? ANSWER CHOICES RANGE FROU NOT AT ALL TO VERY.

EXAMPLE OF HOW TO FILL OUT THE QUESTIONNAIRE
IPHysIC~L

SURROUNDINGS I

A. MY PLACE OF WORK IS:

HOT AT All .

2

3

•

VE~Y

5

6

1. cheerfu1. • . .. ... .... . ..... .. .. . . . • ... ... .. .. . ... t--t--il---il--i-'V""'---t---t--I
2. modem .......................................... t--+-.....I-V,;......-+---f---t---t-3.

safe from crime .............................. ..

4.

cor.v!:nient to get to ............................ t--+--il---il---I--t--+~-I

~

5. in a nice ne;ghborhood..........................
6. wel1 light"......... ............ ...............

V

7. quiet. .. .•• . .... •. • • . .. •. • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . ... a....:..V_I-.-.......JL---..i--..i--l_--"_--"_-'
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DIRECTIONS: FOR EACH NUNBEIIED QUESTION. PLEASE ANSIIER BY CHECKING (ZJ ONE OF 'lHE ., ANSflER CHOICES.

I JOB DESCRlpT10N I
.£lIrA

A. THE SERVICES WHICH MY AGENCY PROVIDES TO ITS
ELDERLY CLIENTS ARE:

AlWAYS

1

l

2

!i

4

/I

7

1. very worthwhile for the client •••••••••••••••••••••
2. provided effectively for the client ••••••••••••••••
3. of high priority to

~ agen~ ••••••••••••••••••••••

1I£V£1t(

B.

ON MY JOB:

1

2

3

4

5

/I

I AlWAYS

DOESN'T
~

7

~

work •••

,-

2. my agency's rules interfere tlith my
providing services to elderly clients •••••••

I...-

1. effective teamwork helps me to do

~

3.

providing services to my elderly clients is
made harder by incompetent people on my
agency's staff.............................

4.

I get credit for

5.

I have too little information about ~
elderly clients ..............................

6.

the pay 1 receive enables me to live
comfortably .................................

7.

I enjoy the work on which I spend my time •••

~sing

my own initiative ••••

8. my elderly clients are hard to
conmuni cate wi th ............................
9.

I have ~mple opportunity to air complaints
concerning my job •••••••••••••••••••••••••••

10.

I am bogged down in paperwork in
providing services to ~ elderly clients ••••

11.

I get recognized by management for
doing good work •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

12. staff turnover at ~ agency makes my
work harder .................................
13. J participate in making the agency
decisions which affec~me and my work •••••••

14.

own personality interferes with ~
providing services to elderly clients •••••••

~

15. staff absenteeism Alkes

~

work harder ••••••

1=
I-

1-

i=
1I-

1=
i-

1-

i=
1-

--

L---
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DIRECTIONS:

FOR EACH RUMBERED QUESTION. PLEASE ARSiER B7 CHECKING

G2J ONE OF T1lE

? ARSJlER CHOICES.

IlEVER

B (Conti nued). ON MY JOB:

1

ALIIAYS
1

2

5_

4

7

6

w-I

16. enough training is av.ilable to me ••••••••••

I-

17. I 1m paid .s much as I 1m ~rth •••••••••••••
18. I make the decisions .bout how I serve
lIlY elderly clients ..........................

I-

19. I dislike thinking .bout

---

getting
older .......................................

20.

~self

the public looks down on people who do
the work I do ...............................

--

21. .y elderly clients' physic.l conditions

limit what I can do for them ••••••••••••••••

=

22.

suggestions are put into pr.ctice
by my agency ................................

I--

23.

I have to deal with. lot of red t.pe in
providfng services to ~ elderly clients ••••

I-

24.

the requirements of governmental regulatory
agencies interfere with my providing
services to elderly clients •••••••••••••••••

~

--

--

25. my work is .n expression of mY beliefs ••••••

C.

DOESN'T
APPLY

elderly clients refuse to follow

~

27.

I get blamed when things don't go right •••••

28.

~

~

-

advice

26.

=

supervisor trusts me to work
independently ...............................

I 01 SAGREE WITH THE FOLLOWING PEOPLE ON HOW I

SHOULD PROVIDE SERVICES TO MY ELDERlY CLIENTS:
1. the public ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

2. II1Y coworkers ................................
3. .y agency's p.rent org.nization •••••••••••••

4. the administr.tors of Illy .gency.............
5. my supervisors ...... ,........................
6. 11& elderly clients ..........................

7. governmental regulator,y .gencies ••••••••••••

8. fundfng sources .............................

NOT AT ALL

1

VERY STRONCl Y
:1

3

4

5

Ii

7

DOESN'T

~

t-L
I--I--~

------r--
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DIRECTIONS: FOR EACH

NUMBERED QUESTIOli~ PLEASE ARSIIEF/ S1 CHECKING G2J ORE OF THE 'I ARSflER CHOICES.

! CLIENTS!
D. ON THE WHOLE:
1.

~

2.

~

3.

~

elderly clients' problems have been brought
on by themselves •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

ALWAYS

IIEYER
1

2

3

4

5

15

2

1

4

5

15

7

elderly clients' problems have been brought
on by forces beyond their control ••••••••••••••••••
elderly clients hold the same attitudes and
values as I do •••.•••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••

1

,

ALWAYS

NEVER

E. ON THE WHOLE. THE ELDERLY CLIENTS I SERVE:

1. have a positive outlook on 1ffe •••••••••••••••••••• 1---1---+--1--+---1---1---1
2. are fragile ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

I-_-I-_-+_~I-_+-_-I-_-I_--I

3. are hard of hearing ...•••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••
I-_-I-_-+_~I-_+-_-+_-I_--I

4.

are uncooperative .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

S.

have a wealth of experience •••••••••••••••••••••••• 1-_-1-_-+_........1-_+-_-+_-1_--1

6.

refuse to help themselves •.••••••••••••••..•.••••••

7. are ungrateful ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1-_-1-_-+_........1-_+-_-+_-1_--1
8.

are slow ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I---I---+--il--+---I---I---I

9.

are considerate .•..•••••••••..••••••••••••••••••••.

10. are hostile •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I---I---+--il--+---I----i---I
11. have given up on 1ffe ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

I-_-I-_-+_~I-_+-_-+_-I_--I

12. are at peace with themSelves .•••••••.••••••••••••••
13.

are angry •••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1-_-1-_-+_....1-_+-_-+_-1_--1

14.

have poor eyesight ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1-_-1-_-+_....1-_+-_-+_-1_--1

15. are appreciative of my services ••••••••••••••••••••
16. are overly demanding •••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••• 1---1---+--1--+---1---1---1
17.

have interesting stories to tell ••••••••••••••••••• I---I---t--I---t---I----i!----I

18. have serious emotional problems ••••••••••••••••••••
19. Ire dependable .....................................
20.

1-_+_-+-_-+_-1__+-_+-_-1

have a sense of humor .................... ·.......... I---I-..,....-t--I--+---+--I~--I

21. are chronic complainers ........................... .
22.

are warm ...........................................

L..-_....I.._...l._ _L..-_...l-_-'-_....' - - - J
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DIRECTIONS:

F.

FOR EACH NUMBERED QUESTION. PLEASE ANSllER BY CHECKING

IKlW PLEASANT OR UNPLEASANT DO YOU FIND THE

FOL LOWING CLIENT CHARACTERISTICS:

1.

hiving

I

I \/

lONE OF THE? ANSWER CHOICES.

VERY

VERY
UNPL EASAPIT

1

PLE~SAPIT

2

4

3

5

7

6

positive outlook on life ..................

2. being frlgile ......................................
3.

being hard of hearing ..............................

4. being uncooperative ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
5. havin9 a wealth of experience ••••••••••••••••••••••
6.

refusing to help themselves ........................

7.

being ungrateful ...................................

8. being slow .........................................
9.

being cons i derate ..................... , ............

10.

being hostfle ......................................

11. having given up on life ••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••
12.

befng at peace wfth themselves .....................

13.

being angry ........................................

14.

having poor eyesight ...............................

15.

befng appreciative of your servi ces ••••••.•••••••••

16.

being overly demanding .............................

17. having interesting stories to tell. ................
18.

having serious emotional problems ..................

19. being dependable ...................................
20.

having a sense of humor ............................

21. being chronic campl ai ners •.••••••••••• '" ••••••••••

22. being wann •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
~GRE[

DISAGREE

G. IN GENERAL:
1. I prefer a job where I work with elderly clients •••
2. I do not want to be like most of my elderly clients
when I am that age ................................ .
3. my elderly clients are physically capable of
taking care of themselves ••••••••••••••••••••••••••

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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DIRECTIONS: FOR EACH

I RELATIONSHIPS WITH
H. ON MY JOB:

NUMBERED QUESTION. PLEASE A/iSVER BY CHEC1(IIIG I V" lONE OF T11E ., ARSVER ClIOICES.

CLIENW
II£V£R

elderly clients appreciate the little
thi ngs I do for them •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

1.

~

2.

~

3.

I find elderly clients have trouble understanding
explanations of things .............................

elderly clients and I laugh together ••••••••••••

4. I can cause my elderly clients to do things for
themse 1ves .........................................
5. I have to be especially careful about what I say
to ~ elderly clients ..............................

elderly clients can make me upset •••••••••••••••

6.

~

7.

the things I do can influence an elderly client's
will to live .......................................

8.

I can just be

9.

I repeat myself often when talking to my elderly
clients ............................................

10.

I would know mY elderly clients if I met them
on the street ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

~self

with

~

elderly clients ••.••••

11. I can determine whether or not an elderly client
receives the service I provide •.•••••••••••••••••••
12.

I try not to get personally involved with my
elderly clients ....................... '.............

13.

I have to rush when I am with elderly clients ••••••

14. my elderly clients can influence how

~

sLopervisors feel about me ..........................

15. my elderly clients want a more personal

relationship wHh me than I want with them .........

16.

I have control over how much of ~ time an
elderly client gets ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

17. I am very warm toward elderly clients ••••••••••••••
elderly clients can influence how my
coworkers feel about me ............................

18.

~

19.

I can control how often In elderly client
gets my service ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

20.

I prefer to let in I businesslike WIY with my
elderly clients .................................... ,

21.

I am able to help elderly clients who
haye no one else •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

t

AlWAYS
.2

3.

4

5

....L

7
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DIRECTIONS: FOR EACH NlJNBE1IED QUESTION. PLEASE ANSJIER S:t CIlECKING /J2J ONE OP TIlE ? ANSJIER CHOICES.
NEVE

H (Conti nued). ON MY JOB:
22. the requests ~ elderly clients make of me are
'nappropriate .......................................
23. I can give encouragement to
24.

~

ALWAYS

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

.._-_.

elderly clients •••••

~ elderly clients can get me in trouble with
lIlY agency ..........................................

25. I especially enjoy chatting with my
elderly clients ....................................
26. I can make ~ elderly clients feel good
about themselves ...................................

27. elderly clients tire me out quickly ••••••••••••••••
2B. I am very talkative with elderly clients •••••••••••
29. lIlY elderly clients are especially interesting
to me ..............................................
3D. my elderly clients can make me feel good
about myself .......................................

I JOB
I.

J.

SATISFACTION

1

HOW ENJOYABLE DO YOU FIND THE FOLLOWING THINGS
YOU DO AT WORK:

J10T AT ALL ENJOYABLE (
1

2

3

..

:.> VERY ENJOYABLE
5

7

6

J DON'T

~
t-

1.

being with or talking to clients ••••••••••••

t--

2.

doing reports and records •••••••••••••••••••

t--

3.

attending meetings within your agency •••••••

4.

outside of meetings with
other members of your agency's staff ••••••••

5.

receiving training ..........................

6.

doing the other job tasks you do ••••••••••••

I

~~unicating

ON THE WHOLE:

1. lIlY job fs very rewarding to me .....................
2. I enjoy working with older people as clfents .......

I---

t"'---

r§

~~V;R(
12 1 ~3
14 1
5

IAL:AYSI

+_--1'-_+.- .......--1-.--+.--t---j.
.!..-_...!..._...I.._-'-_ _ _' - - _......_ - ' - _.....
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CONFIDENTIAL - 8

I AGENCY AFFILlAilON I
K.

WHAT IS THE NAME:
1. of the organization or agency where you work? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
2.

of your unit within that agency? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

L.

WHAT IS YOUR POSITION (YOUR JOB TITLE)? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

M.

ON THE AVERAGE, HOW MANY HOURS A WEEK DO YOU WORK AT THIS JOB? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

N.

ARE YOU PAID _ _ _ OR VOLUNTEER'--_ _...;?
O. HO~I LONG HAVE tOu WORKED FOR THIS AGENCY? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I DETAILS OF PROVIOING SERVICES I
P. WHAT PERCENT OF YOUR WORK DAY DO YOU SPEND BEING WITH OR TALKING TO CLIENTS? PLEASE CHECK THE ONE
ANSWER WHICH COMES CLOSEST:
0-20S
Q.

21-4OS

41-6OS

61-80:

81-100S

WHAT PERCENT OF YOUR CLIENTS ARE ELDERLY? PLEASE CHECK THE ONE ANSWER WHICH COMES CLOSEST:
0-2OS

21-40S

41-60:

61-80S

81-100S

R. ON THE AVERAGE, HOW MANY ELDERLY CLIENTS DO YOU SERVE PER DAY? PLEASE ESTIMATE: _ _ _ _ __
S.

WHAT PERCENT OF YOUR ELVERLY CLIENTS ARE HALE? PLEASE CHECK THE ONE ANSWER WHICH COMES CLOSEST:
0-20S

T.

I WORK

_ _ yearly

PREFER~jjffiJ

OF OLDER-AGED CLIENTS, WHICH DO YOU PERSONALLY PREFER TO WORK WITH? PLEASE CHOOSE
_ _ 70-79 year olds

~:

_ _ 80+ year olds

OF ELDERLY CLIENTS, WHICH DO YOU PERSONALLY PREFER TO WORK WITH? PLEASE CHOOSE ONE:
_ _ elderly females

I BACKGROUND
W.

Bl-100:

61-8OS

weekly
monthly
_ _ twice a year
1e5'Sthan once a year_ _ one time only

_ _ 60-69 year olds

V.

_ _ 41-60S

ON THE AVERAGE, HOY OFTEN ARE YOU IN CONTACT WITH THE SAME ELDERLY CLIENT? PLEASE CHECK THE ONE
ANSWER WHICH COMES CLOSEST:
-_ _ daily

U.

21-4OS

_ _ elderly males

INFOR/olAllON I

IN ORDER TO BETTER UNDERSTAND THE FINDINGS OF THIS RESEARCH STUDY, WE NEED TO KNOW A FEW ITEMS
OF INFORMATION ABOUT YOU:
.
1. your birthdate: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
2. your sex:

female

male

3. your highest grade of education: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
4. any training about aging and old age you have received: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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SERVICE PROVIDER QUESTIONNAIRE

[Specific OC Questionnaire]
STRONGLY

STRONGlY

-4 AGr. r-t

DISAGREE •

1.

THE ClIENT YOU JUST SPOKE WITH:

a. has a positive outlook on life ••••••••
b. is fragile ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

c. is hard of hearing ••••••••••••••••••••
d. is uncooperative ••••••••••••••••••••••
e. has a wealth of experience ••••••••••••
f. refuses to help herself/himself •••••••
g. is ungrateful •••••••••••••••••••••••••

h. is slow •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •
1. is considerate ••••••••••••••••••••••••
j.

is hostile ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

k. has given up on life ••••••••••••••••••
1. is at peace with herself or himself •••
m. is angry ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

n. has poor eyesight •••••••••••••••••••••
'0.

is appreciative of your services ••••••

p. .is overly demanding •••••••••••••••••••
q. bas interesting stories to tell •••••••
~.

his serious emotional problems ••••••••

s. is dependable •••••••••••••••••••••••••
1. has a sense of humor ••••••••••••••••••

u. is a chronic complainer •••••••••••••••
v•

~ S ''''1'11•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

1

2

3

4

5

6 __

r-L-
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I I r I· I~i' I

ACTED IN A
HORE NEGATIVE
WAY THArl

2.

HOW MUCH DO YOU THINK YOUR CLlEln ACTED
DIFFERENTLY TODAY THAN HE/SHE USUALLY UOES

ACTED ]I~ A
PIlRE POSITIVE
WAY THAI~

CLIENT
ACTED AS
USUALLY

j:L 2 3

How did he/she act differently than usual? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

3.

'ID.

0]0 AINTH]NG ATYPICAL TAKE PLACE DURWG
TODAY'S SESSI0ln __YES __

If yes.

~at?

___________________________________

I

NEV!R

4.

] ESPEC]ALLY EI~JOY WORKING WITH CLIENTS
LIKE TH]S PERSOI~..........................

1c 21 31 41

5

~IALW;YSI

1

I - _ - - I_ _ _I--_"--_-'--_....&-_--I.._~

5.

IS THERE ANYTHmG IN PARTICULAR ABOUT WORKWG WITH THIS CLIENT WHICH rUGHT SERVE
AS A USEFUL ILLUSTRATION II~ TRAINING OTHER SERVICE PROVIDERS WORKI14G WITH OLD PEOPLE?

6.

ROlf LONG HAVE YOU WORKED WITH TU1S CLIElft? ________

APPENDIX B

NORMATIVE DATA ON QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS
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TABLE XLVIII
MEAN SCORES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF ATTITUDE ITEMS:
GENERAL OC QUESTIONNAIRE

Item
Al

5.97

1.15

417

I

'1

Mean

1

Standard .

r

Deviation I

N

Item

1
.1

(Standard

I

Mean ieeviation I

N

B24

3.36

1.90

339

ElO

2.68

1.27

414

1.46

384

Ell

3.09

1.42

411

A2

5.51

1.16

413

B25

5.72

A3

5.57

1.59

401

B26

3.00

1.29

356

El2

4.17

1.35

408

Bl

5.98

1.27

408

B27

2.70

1.72

386

El3

3.06

1.39

411

B2

2.28

1.59

381

828

6.25

1.18

393

El4

4.51

1.22

415

B3

2.48

1.78

396

Cl

3.03

1.66

330

El5

5.SS

1.16

417

3.12

1.39

415

B4

5.03

1.74

383

C2

2.20

1.41

380

El6

B5

3.03

1.65

384

C3

2.56

1.68

283

El7

5.20

1.34

413

B6

4.41

1.92

361

C4

2.50

1.66

357

E18

3.46

1.41

410

B7

5.94

1.10

421

cs

2.15

1.43

369

El9

4.58

1.29

410

B8

3.26

1.53

414

C6

2.33

1.32

377

£20

4.85

1.11

417

B9

4.96

1.86

388

C7

3.59

1.94

321

221

3.23

1.34

415

B10

3.45

1.98

367

C8

3.72

2.03

307

£22

5.03

1.17

410

Bll

4.95

1.86

385

01

3.08

1.21

403

F1

5.89

1.40

420

B12

3.38

2.06

384

02

4.64

1.35

406

F2

3.86

1.45

408

B13

3.78

2.09

382

03

3.92

1.32

399

F3

3.77

1.16

412

B14

1.96

1.34

398

El

4.27

1.35

416

F4

2.91

1.51

409

B15

3.10

2.07

397

£2

4.31

1.28

414

F5

5.76

1.40

412

B16

5.14

1.68

397

El

4.24

1.22

418

F6

2.73

1.48

409

B17

3.80

1.94

367

E4

2.85

1.25

415

F7

3.10

1.54

413

B18

4.77

1.79

401

ES

5.22

1.48

411

Fa

4.05

.98

411

B19

3.32

1.86

412

E6

3.03

1.28

411

F9

6.03

1.45

416

B20

2.53

1.64

413

E7

2.56

1.39

414

FlO

2.57

1.49

410

B21

3.79

1.72

394

Ell

4.34

1.42

416

F11

2.71

1.49

405

B22

4.14

1.61

385

E9

5.17

1.19

416

F12

5.97

1.32

411

B23

3.38

1.91

381

Continued

I
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lItem , IMean
F13

3.00

I~~:fonl

N

Item •

1.41

411

Hl5

2.97

1.55

409

Hl6

4.64

1.86

416

F14

3.94

1.16

408

F15

6.01

1.19

414

Hl7

5.84

1.13

417

3.31

1.80

398

4.03

2.04

410

3.50

1.70

412

F16

2.94

1.43

408

Hl8

F17

5.82

1.24

415

Hl9

F18

3.33

1.31

405

H2O

F19

5.67

1.31

410

B21

4.81

1.64

412

2.67

1.26

417

F20

6.22

1.04

413

H22

F21

2.71

1.43

410

H23

5.79

1.11

418

F22

6.10

1.18

404

H24

2.18

1.45

395

Gl

4.72

1.77

417

H25

5.60

1.33

422

G2

4.48

1.92

415

826

5.27

1.23

419

Hl

5.73

1.12

424

827

2.70

1.50

420

H2

5.46

1.15

423

828

4.67

1.40

419

83

4.01

1.37

420

829

5.27

1.43

420

84

4.73

1.18

409

H30

5.37

1.30

420

85

3.89

1.65

417

Il

6.04

1.06

420

86

2.90

1.35

416

12

3.30

1.64

372

H7

4.72

1.56

406

13

4.24

1.62

368

lIB

5.78

1.22

423

14

5.40

1.26

364

H9

4.14

1.57

417

15

5.70

1.22

367

811

5.31

1.70

399

16

5.30

1.23

387

1112

4.09

1.80

418

J1

5.95

1.08

426

Hl3

3.04

1.63

415

J2

5.7l

1.29

424

Hl4

3.38

1.84

389

U

1.73

.70

357

V

1.45

.50

348

Note. Item. Al-J2 are scored a. pre-coded in questionnairefriia left to right, ! to 1. U and V are scored left
to right, .!. to .! and ! to ~.' respectively. Data are from
the Survey Sample. Two respondents who have subsequently
be.,n deleted from the sample are included in the sample in
this table, making the sample size equal 430.
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TABLE XLIX

MEAN SCORES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF ATTITUDE
ITEMS: SPECIFIC OC QUESTIONNAIRE

N

Item II

laS

4.88

1.00

51

lmS

2.47

.92

51

1bS

3.83

1.15

51

1nS

4.24

1.45

51

1cS

3.26

1.32

51

loS

5.90

1.01

51

1dS

2.26

.91

50

1pS

2.19

.97

51

leS

5.37

1.21

51

lqS

5.15

1.08

51

IfS

2.31

.91

50

IrS

2.90

1.28

51

19S

1.67

.96

51

1sS

5.29

1.26

51

1hS

3.46

1.24

51

ItS

5.65

.98

51

liS

5.58

1.21

51

luS

2.49

1.19

51

IjS

1.90

.94

50

1vS

5.81

1.00

51

lkS

2.50

1.10

50

45

5.79

.84

51

11S

4.70

1.16

51

7S

5.43

.76

47

Note.

from

Items laS-7S are scored as pre-coded in the questionnaire

left to right, 1 to 7. Data are from the Encounter Sample (n=51) •

APPENDIX C
NORMATIVE DATA ON SCALES

TABT..E L

MEAN SCORES, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND RELATIVE FREQUENCY
DISTRIBUTIONS OF GENERAL ATTITUDE SCALES

ttitude Scales
AWl:

OVerall COntentment cognitions re Older Clients

ATT2: Contentment COgnitions re Older Clients
ATl'J: Appreciative
ATT4: Pleasant
ATTS: Socially Contributinq
ATT2R: Reduced version of ATTl
ATT6: Discontent Ooqnitions re Older Clients
AT'l?l Hostile
ATTB: Rejectinq
ATT9. Adversary Relations
ATT6R: Reduced version of ATT6

4.96

.63

414

0

0

1

25

54

20

0

4.BB
5.3B
4.56
5.10
4.91
2.94
3.09
2.92
2.76
2.99

.72

.B1
1.01
.BO
.75
.97
.92
.82
.90

417
422
413
415
415
415
414
420
417
414

0
0
0
0
0
2
4
5
6
3

0
0
1
0
0
33
30
34
33

32
15
42
22
27
20
21
23
16
22

47
34
37
33

II

3
4
7
7
4
43
37
35
43
3B

2
7
3
2
6

17
33
12
30
24
0
1
0
0
0

1
14
1
8
2
0
0
0
0
0

.98

33

A'1"1'lO:

COgnitions of Older Clients as Physically Aqinq

4.37

.91

417

0

4

16

41

30

8

1

A'1"1'l1.

OVerall Contentment Ooqnitions re Job Situation

5.09

.BO

394

0

0

4

18

47

27

4

5.08
5.68
4.14
5.03
2.B7
2.75
2.99
3.02

.92
1.12
1.77
1.05
1.02
1.18
1.54
1.33

412
409
3B2
403
399
3B2
393
3B8

0
0
12
0
12
17
20
15

0
1
1
26
29
14
24

6
4
17
10
36
30
23
24

20
8
1B
19
21
16
16
23

41
22
20
34
4
6
10
10

29
41
13
31
1
1
4
4

4
24
8
5
0
1
3
0

ATT12: Contentment COgnitions re Job Situation
ATT13. Aqency Quality
ATT14: Pay lIdequacy
Aft15: Participation Opportunities
ATT16: Discontent Ooqnitions re Job Situation
ATT17. Disaqreelll!nts
ATTI8. Staff as Obstacles
AT'1'l9. Rules as Obstacles

11

AT'1'20.

Global Affect TOward Older Clients

5.69

1.04

425

0

0

3

11

27

31

28

AT'1'21.

Affect TOward Older Clients' Interpersonal
Characteristics

4.42

.64

410

0

0

5

61

29

4

1

AT'1'22.

Affect Toward Older Clients' Physical Aqinq
Characteristics

3.92

.B3

412

0

6

27

54

9

4

0

ATT23.

Global Affect TOward Job

5.88

.96

424

0

0

2

8

18

43

29

ATT24.

Behavioral Predispositions to Approach
Older Clients

5.35

.89

425

0

0

3

15

41

33

8

Continued

w
m
m

TABLE L
CONTINUED

~.

Data are fro. the Survey SaIOple (n - 428).

aO N" represents the nUlllber of respondents per scale who answered a sufficient number of itCIU to receive a score (explained in the text
in the discussion of "scale construction":'.
bIn order to maintain the questionnaLre's seven-step response option range while at the same time keeping the middle interval centered on
"neutrality," interval sizes for the first and last intervals were set at .5 that of the other five intervals.
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~

TABLE LI

CORRECTED ITEM-TOTAL CORRELATIONS FOR GENERAL ATTITUDE SCALES

IIt~1

ATT2

HI
E15
H21
E12
E22
El9
El
E9
03
02
E17
E5
E20

.50
.53
.24
.50
.63
.51
.47
.52
.44
.22
.45
.44
.57

I I
Items

A'1"1'6

EI0
El3
E16
E21
El8
Ell

.58

B8
E4

E6

E7
B26
B5
C6
B14
H22
B21
01

.50
.55

.58
.45
.45
.45
.56
.60
.43
.42
.26
.41
.36
.35
.20
.23

Scales (n=364)
ATT3 I ATT4 I ATTS

ATT2R

I- ,

I

!tems
AI

.53
.43
.34

.46
.56
.55
.51
.50
.45
.44
.20

.52
.64
.52
.52
.53

.56
.47
.45

Scales (n=272)
AT'l?
AT'1'8
ATT9

I

I

.61
.61
.53
.53
.52
.51

ATT6P.1

.58
.57
.52
.54

.58
.62
.44

.41
.29
.25
.22
.20

Ell

.51
.41
.41
.40

.39
.41
.39
.29
.32
.63
.62
.64
.60
.56
.38
.36
.27
.31

A3
112
B6
B17
B4
B9
Bll
B22
B13
B16
B18
B28
Bl

.45
.44
.61

.65
.60

.48
.48
.47
.47
.39
.29

E3
FJ.4
E2

I

Scales (n;'258)-,

ATTl2

I A'M'13 I ATTl4 I ATTl5
.71
.62
.61
a
a
.69
.67
.66
.64
.57
.38
.36
.27
.26

I

I

Scales (n=158)
• Items. IITTI61I1TT17 ATT18
C4
C3
C5
C7
C8

C2
Cl
B20
B15
B12
B3
B23
B24
BI0
B2
B21

.70
.66
.65
.69
.60
.56
.50
.30
.56
.53
.44
.57
.55
.47
.51
.39

H29
J2
II

.72
.69
.52

F3
F14
F2

.59
.50
.49
.49

B1
Jl
B25

.63
.59
.41

H25
H17
H2
Gl

.66
.63
.54
.51
.41
.45

FB

I ATT19

.79
.76
.73
.70
.66
.64
.52
.31
.61
.50
.44
.76
.69
.66
.39
.31

HB
H29

Continued

W
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TABLE LI

CONTINUED

...

Note. "Corrected item-total correlations" are correlations between an item and a scale, with that item
deleted fram the scale. These correlations were calculated as part of the SPSS Reliability subprogram (Specht
& Hohlen, 1976). Missing data are deleted in a listwise manner, thus deleting respondents with any missing
data within a list of items.
ATTl, ATTll, and ATT2l are not included in this table because they are formed of two scales each, not of
a list of items. The intercorrelations between the two component scales are: for ATTl, £(414)=.49, £<.001;
for ATTll, £(394)=.38, £ <.001: and for ATT2l, £(410)=.16, £ < .001. Data are from the Survey Sample (n ~ 428).
~ecause there are only two items in ATT14, the corrected item-total correlations for the two items with
the scale equals the intercorrelation between the two items: £(342)=".64, £ < .001.
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TABLE LII
MEAN SCORES, STANDARD DEVIJ\TIONS, AND RELATIVE FREQUENCY
DISTRIBUTIONS OF SPECIFIC ATTITUDE SCALES

Attitude Scales
OVerall Contentment Cognltlons re Older Clients

5.54

.60

50

0

0

0

2

48

.14

6

AT'l'2S:

Contentment Cognitions
re Older Clients

5.40

.78

51

0

0

2

8

51

29

10

AT'l'6S:

Discontent Cognitions
re Older Clients

2.29

.62

50

10

54

34

2

0

0

0

AT'l'lOS: Cognitions of Older
Clients as Physically
Aging

3.71

.85

51

0

10

33

39

18

0

0

AT'l'20S: Global Affect Toward
Older ClientsC

5.79

.84

51

0

0

0

8

39

29

24

AT'l'lS:

~.

Data are from the Encounter Sample (n=5l).

a"N- represents the number o~ respondents per scale who answered a sufficient number of items to receive a
score (explained in the text in the discussion of "scale construction").
bIn order to maintain the questionnaire's seven-step response option range while at the same time keeping the
middle interval centered on "neutrality," interval sizes for the first and last intervals were set at .5 that of
the other five intervals.
cBecause the item 4S is utilized as the specific attitude equivalent of the general attitude scale AT'l'20, it
is included in this table as a scale, AT'l'20S.
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TABLE LIII
CO~~CTED

Items
IvS
lis
ItS
IsS
loS
l1S
leS
lqS
laS
luS
lkS
IjS
lmS
lfS
IdS
IpS
IrS
19S
lcS
lhS
lbS
InS

ITEM-TOTAL CORRELATIONS FOR SPECIFIC ATTITUDE SCALES

ATT2S (n=51)

Scales
ATT6S (n=50)

ATTIOS (n=51)

.72
.68
.68
.66
.64
.57
.52
.51
.46

.70
.57
.56
.53
.53
.• 50
.36
.33
.30
.52
.32
.27
.26

Note. "Corrected item-total correlations" are correlations
between an item and a scale, with that item deleted from the
scale. These correlations were calculated as part of the SPSS
Reliability subprogram (Specht & Hohlen, 1976). Missing data
are deleted in a listwise manner, thus deleting respondents
with any missing data within a list of items.
Not included in this table are ATTIS and ATT20S. ATTlS is
not included because it is formed of two scales, not of a list
of items. The intercorrelation between the two component scales
is r(50)=.54, p<.OOl. ATT20S is not included because it is a
single item. Data are from the Encounter Sample (n
51).
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